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Bronze Age Potters in Regional Context:
Long-term development of ceramic technology in the eastern Eurasian steppe zone
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This dissertation explores the relationship between mobility, social interaction and flows
of material technology in Bronze Age Semirech’ye, in southeast Kazakhstan. The work is
directed at questions of operational complexity and issues of scale in understanding local and
regional material assemblages and craft production in the Bronze Age. The thesis represents the
first comprehensive technological analysis of Handmade Steppe Ceramics (HSC) from
Semirech’ye. The ceramics date to the Bronze Age (ca. 2400-800BC) and are associated with the
work of mobile pastoralists who occupied disaggregated seasonal campsites along the piedmont
zone of the Dzhungar Mountains. Pottery data was obtained from newly acquired and
preexisting collections, gathered over the past 15 years from research conducted by the
Dzhungar Mountains Archaeology Project and colleagues from the Institute of Archaeology
Kazakhstan, in Almaty. Collections from eight campsites were used in total.
Prior to the project, researchers disproportionately focused on stylistic analyses of
ceramics conducted within the methodological guidelines of Soviet and post-Soviet culturehistory -- with less attention toward how objects were made, or toward the social,
environmental, or economic contexts of production. Thus, background sections of the
dissertation outline the pottery-based culture-histories of the Andronovo cultural horizon and
xxiii

how they were established within an academic paradigm that viewed large-scale migration and
diffusion as principal vectors for producing large spatial distributions of distinctly common
material complexes. Next, I outline why there is a need in central Eurasian archaeology for the
traditional paradigm to be reassessed using detailed pottery studies, archaeometric analyses,
and settlement excavation of poorly documented micro-regions. I explain why a practice-based
approach to pottery analysis can address questions on the social history of communities of
practice as well as examine the relationship between local and regional material assemblages.
I document the mechanical and stylistic features of Bronze Age HSC of Semirech’ye. I
outline how pots were made, and where potting practices for each study site overlap, and where
they are different. This account provides diachronic and synchronic overviews of what potting
institutions looked like at the local and regional scale in Semirech’ye from the Middle to Final
Bronze Age. The results show that HSC in Semirech’ye exhibit some localized technological
continuity for at least 1600 years. Yet, HSC do not describe a static technology, nor do they
exhibit features of a monolithic assemblage. Instead, the nonuniform technological components
of HSC suggest that communities living throughout the mountain regions of Semirech’ye were
differentially exposed to spheres of interaction that were not always experienced in the same
way by their neighbors. Thus, the system of interaction and knowledge transfer for potting likely
came about through the dynamic interplay between local and distributed communities who
participated in broadly shared institutions of practice.
Original excavation is also provided from the highland multiphase pastoral campsite
Tasbas, located in the Bayan-Zhurek Valley of northern Semirech’ye. I outline long-term use (ca.
5000 years) of the site beginning in the Bronze Age. Excavations yielded evidence that
pastoralists resided at Tasbas from the mid-3rd millennium B.C., placing it among the earliest
settlement contexts in Semirech’ye. Furthermore, grains and phytoliths recovered during
excavations make Tasbas the earliest known farming site in northern Central Asia. I argue in the
dissertation that change in the subsistence economy in turn spurred new technologies and raw
xxiv

material choices related to household craft production––of objects like pottery, textiles and
mudbrick. Reading into other lines of data helped to better flesh out an understanding of the
smaller-scale, daily practices of these groups of people.
The key findings of the dissertation are that ceramics show long-standing traditions of
local manufacture with incremental change, micro-styles, and uneven frequencies of potting
practices across the Bronze Age sites of the study zone. The absence of any sharp breaks in
potting technology show that migration is not the answer to how this process occurred. The
analyzed dataset from the eight study sites also yield no patterns to suggest greater
specialization occurred in potting for the Bronze Age. Rather, the nature of the ceramic data
indicates that at least the structural forms of institutional integration were based in household
contexts with non-specialists being the agents who transferred and maintained this knowledge
domain. The local forms of material culture demonstrate lasting institutions of practice that
were both plural in the array of micro-approaches utilized, and enduring in the repeated use of
macro-techniques for hand-fashioning utilitarian ceramic containers over the course of the 3rd1st millennium B.C.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
This dissertation explores the relationship between mobility, social interaction, and
flows of material technology in prehistoric central Eurasia. At its core, the work is directed at
questions of institutional complexity and interactive scale as they shape local and regional
material assemblages and innovations in the Bronze Age (mid–3rd to late–2nd millennium B.C.).
At its broadest scope the dissertation research is designed to shed new light on how material and
subsistence technologies may have spread across the Old World during this time, as well as to
the social environments that facilitated flows of knowledge transfer in the marginal steppe and
mountain zones of central Eurasia.
The Bronze Age of central Eurasia is known for technological developments and
transfers in pottery, bronze metallurgy, domestic grains, wheeled chariots, and mobile forms of
pastoralism across the landmass that connects Europe to China. For decades, central Eurasia
has been understood through pottery- and metal-based culture histories of the so-called
“Andronovo cultural horizon”. Specifically, the “Andronovo Culture” is the canonical
epistemological apparatus for organizing regional material assemblages documented in areas
stretching from the Ural Mountain foothills across to the Altai Mountains and Xinjiang, and
from the forest-steppes of Siberia to the desert and mountain fringes of Central Asia. While still
prevalent in Bronze Age central Eurasian archaeology, the use of culture histories and associated
migration paradigms were abandoned decades ago in many other parts of the world. Today, the
social processes that led to the development and spread of the “Andronovo cultural horizon”,
namely waves of ethnic migrations and subsequent cultural assimilation, remain largely
untested by scientific methods, thus exposing an anachronism between the theoretical
framework of past archaeological research and emergent new scientific analysis and modern
archaeological models of the region's prehistory.
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A steady rise in archaeological investigations in central Eurasia over the past 10 years
has shown many examples of localized variability in the social structure, diet, and interaction
among Eurasian pastoralists (Bendrey 2011; Frachetti 2012; Hanks and Doonan 2009; Miller et
al. 2013; Murphy et al. 2013; Rouse and Cerasetti 2013; Spengler et al. 2013). The evident
diversity of lifeways across the region leads us to focus on local community formation, systems
of craft production, and technology transfer among these early pastoralists. My project
specifically addresses the connection between these three factors in Semirech’ye, southeastern
Kazakhstan (Figure 2.1).
Occupying the eastern margin of the Andronovo cultural sphere, the Bronze Age societies
of Semirech’ye have traditionally been associated with the arrival of new populations who
migrated there from central-northern Kazakhstan in the 2nd millennium B.C. These events, and
the occupation history of Semirech’ye, were originally dated using stylistic chronologies and
categorical pottery typologies defined for central Kazakhstan. However, archaeological works
conducted in Semirech’ye over the last 10-15 years have made important discoveries on the local
lifeways of groups living there prior to the 2nd millennium B.C.
Previously, in 1999, Frachetti established one of the first American projects in the
region, partnering with an established Bronze Age specialist of the Soviet "school" Alexei
Mar’yashev to start the Dzhungar Mountains Archaeology Project (DMAP). The DMAP has
conducted pedestrian surveys, and cemetery and settlement excavations in desert, steppe, and
mountain environments of Semirech’ye. Excavations at the campsite Begash found
archaeological evidence that pastoral groups had inhabited mountainous areas of Semirech’ye as
early as ca. 2450 B.C., placing pastoral occupation in the Middle Bronze Age.

The new

radiometric dates set the stage for revising perspectives of how the Semirech’yean Bronze Age
related to other developments in the steppe. While the landscape approach employed in the
early stages of the DMAP (1999-2004) usefully documented an early settlement geography of
Semirech'yean pastoralism, it was not until the second phase of research in the region (2005-
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present) that the occupation history, settlement patterns, and mobility strategies of early Bronze
Age pastoralists were linked with detailed material studies (e.g., Frachetti and Benecke 2009;
Doumani and Frachetti 2011; Spengler 2013). Indeed pottery, the single most important
material class that shaped the Andronovo paradigm, was not considered in detail in the earliest
stages of the DMAP.
Joining the DMAP as the lead ceramics specialist in 2006, it became evident that the
pottery of Semirech'ye was essential for revising the wider comprehension of the daily and ritual
lives of Bronze Age communities of central Eurasia. Now, 10 years after Frachetti’s dissertation,
my project is the first in the Eurasian steppe region to offer an in-depth comparative study that
relates the new radiometric chronologies to both the stylistic and technological aspects of
Bronze Age pottery production. Here, I adopt new methodological and theoretical approaches in
order to move the study of this large material assemblage beyond culture-historical
investigations. The analysis looks at the operational aspects of potting among Bronze Age
pastoralist groups in order to relate local and regional processes of community formation,
systems of craft production, and technology transfer in Semirech’ye (ca. 3000-1000 B.C.).
This dissertation centers on one broad research question: Were flows of technological
transfer and pottery production among Bronze Age pastoralists shaped by local or non-local
social processes? To elaborate, this question considers how much ‘communities of practice’
(Lave and Wenger 1991) are reflected in the production and design techniques used by potters
across the study region through time. This question is addressed with reference to data obtained
from settlement excavations and pottery analysis. Pottery is analyzed from a multi-settlement
(n=8) assemblage taken from the Dzhungar Mountains of Semirech’ye. The ceramics study
employs both archaeometric and formal methods of analysis to investigate potting techniques
used in the period c. 2400-800 cal B.C. This time period encompasses the Middle Bronze Age
(MBA), Late Bronze Age (LBA), and Final Bronze Age (FBA) in central Eurasia. Settlement data
was obtained from earlier excavations by the DMAP and from local archaeologists. In addition, I
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include settlement data from my own excavations at the summer campsite Tasbas. One of the
goals of the Tasbas excavations was to obtain radiometric datable materials to contribute to the
regional effort to rectify the lack of correspondence between relative and archaeometric dates for
central Eurasia (Frachetti and Mar’yashev 2007; Görsdorf et al. 2001; Hanks et al. 2007;
Panyushkina et al. 2008, 2010; Svyatko et al. 2009). Thus, a final note on terminology -- when
archaeometric dates are not available for the discussed assemblages, I use the ‘*’ symbol (i.e.,
1300 B.C.*) to denote the use of the relative chronology. Otherwise, all dates are provided in
calibrated years B.C.

1.1 Dissertation structure
Chapter 2 outlines the history of research and academic interpretations on the
“Andronovo Culture” from its earliest period of research through to modern times. I summarize
the main debates that have circulated in relation to the geographic and social origins of
populations attributed with the development and spread of the “Andronovo Culture” tradition.
This background paves the way for introducing the study region of Semirech’ye. I outline the
culture-historical organization of archaeological materials from Semirech’ye that have endured
in scholarship for almost a century. I summarize the research methods used in the 20th c. to
analyze the region's pottery and how scholars have interpreted them. The primary point of
Chapter 2 is to demonstrate that the entire history of Semirech’ye was shaped within the
Andronovo paradigm that was originally established for other regions of central Eurasia. Finally,
I outline the most recent archaeological research and discoveries in Semirech’ye and how the
new information on chronology, settlement history, and economy bring the traditional paradigm
into question. I close the chapter by outlining how my project addresses new research questions
that have emerged in light of these most recent works.
In Chapter 3 I explain how examining site-based activities of craft production may reveal
more about the relationship between local and regional interaction in Bronze Age central
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Eurasia. I situate the study within a wider body of theory on the archaeology of technology. I
propose that a framework for understanding ‘operative institutions’ of potting lie in
understanding how Bronze Age mobile pastoralists functioned over the long term. I outline how
adopting the theoretical concept of ‘communities of practice’––a term that is concerned with the
relationship between knowledge transfer and local social formations––for examining site
histories and material technologies, is key for identifying the presence of local and non-local
community participation at my study sites.
Chapter 4 focuses on the settlement case studies. As far as we know, archaeological
interpretations of Bronze Age society and economy in Semirech’ye describe small mobile groups
who practiced short-distance vertical transhumance between winter and summer camps with
their herds. Settlement archaeology along the lower mountain foothills (<1000 meters asl) has
been the focus of more studies and from them we know animal husbandry was the dominant
economic strategy. Less archaeological excavation has focused on higher elevation, summer
campsite. To date, little comparative data exists to relate summer and winter practices among
seasonal pastoralists of the Bronze Age. Thus, in Chapter 4, I introduce the eight Bronze Age
settlements from which the pottery for this project was obtained. Six of the sites are situated
along lower elevation foothills, and the remaining two are situated in higher elevation meadows.
I provide a brief description of the geographic and ecological setting of Semirech’ye and
outline where each study site is located. I also provide brief summaries of the settlement
excavations, chronology, and material assemblage from seven of the study sites. Lastly, I
introduce results of my own excavations at the higher elevation, summer campsite Tasbas
(2011). I present an updated and earlier chronology for Bronze Age habitation in Semirech’ye
and I also discuss the daily and ritual life of the Tasbas groups. Results of faunal and
archaeobotanical analyses conducted on the Tasbas material by other specialists of the DMAP
are incorporated into the discussion to form interpretations about the site’s seasonality and the
subsistence economy practiced by its inhabitants.
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Chapter 5 provides a detailed outline of the investigative tools used for the pottery study,
my sampling methods, and the post-data collection analytical programs I employed. Descriptive
(formal) and archaeometric (neutron activation and digital radiography) methods are used to
document the chaîne opératoire of potting at the eight sites. The formal, structural, and
compositional data each contribute details of the various stages in the production process.
Chapter 6, the results section, is largely descriptive in nature and provides detailed summaries
of the potting techniques used to produce what I have termed ‘handmade steppe ceramics’
(HSC) in order not to reiterate the culture-historical terminology that I take issue with in my
study.
In Chapter 7, I synthesize and interpret the pottery and settlement data to address my
original research question on how to understand communities of practice in Bronze Age
Semirech’ye. I show that nonuniform technological components of HSC suggest communities
living throughout the mountain regions of Semirech’ye were differentially exposed to spheres of
interaction that impacted life at the local level, and then sometimes at the regional level. I
propose that pedagogical systems surrounding pottery production likely came about through the
dynamic interplay between local and distributed communities of practice.
Chapter 8 forms the conclusion of the dissertation. I bring the discussion back to the
broader question of the archaeological reality of the “Andronovo cultural horizon” for the
Semirech’ye context. I reiterate my findings and also reflect on the limited ability of culturehistories to detect the complex dynamic between ‘operational nonuniformity’––as outlined in
Chapter 7 –– and how communities interact over the long-term.
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Chapter 2: Archaeology of the Bronze Age in Central
Eurasia
This chapter is divided into two components. Part 1 outlines a history of research and
academic interpretations of the ‘Andronovo Culture’ from its earliest period of study in the early
20th century through to modern times. I cover the main debates that have circulated in relation
to the geographic and social origins of populations attributed with the development and spread
of the Andronovo material tradition. These involve two related concepts: migration and
ethnicity. The focus on these concepts derives from Soviet-era academic concerns with being
able to trace ethnic movements and stadial economic development in prehistory. Pottery
culture-histories are the primary tool used to achieve these research goals. I complete Part 1 of
this chapter with an overview of the chronology and material assemblages associated with
regional sub-cultural ‘types’ that define this paradigm. This overview will provide readers with
the necessary background and terminology to understand the significance of ceramics analysis
from Semirech’ye that is the basis of this dissertation
Part 2 of this chapter introduces the current culture-historical organization of
archaeological materials from Semirech’ye. Semirech’ye provides a unique case for investigating
how pottery deposits (among other artifact classes) are taken as evidence for migration and
ethnic mixing among Eurasia’s pastoralist groups. First, I outline the early history of
archaeology in the region, from the late 19th century to the end of the 20th century. I describe the
lasting impact that the academic paradigms, as laid out in Part 1, have had in shaping the social
history of Semirech’ye more generally. I then outline the research methods used in the 20th c. to
analyze the region's pottery and how scholars, to date, have interpreted them. I pay particular
attention to academic views on the occupation history, regional chronology, and ethnic identity
of Bronze Age groups that stemmed from these pottery studies. The primary point is that the
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entire history of Semirech’ye was shaped within the paradigm of the Andronovo material
typology that was established for other regions of central Eurasia. Until the end of the 20th c.,
there has been very little work in the area offering new perspectives outside of the culturehistorical paradigm.
New research and discoveries in Semirech’ye (since the 2000s) mark a turning point in
how its place in central Eurasian prehistory has been conceived by some scholars. Thus, Part 2
includes new chronological and archaeological data that recasts the social history of this region.
This data includes a growing collection of archaeometric dates, settlement excavations with
multi-period stratified cultural deposits, and site survey and mapping. This data provides
evidence for longer-term habitation by pastoralists, durability of pastoral economies, short
distance mobility strategies, and enduring material sequences, which, together, present a
significant challenge to the traditional culture-historical narrative that has defined
archaeological accounts of Semirech’ye’s Bronze Age for decades. Finally, I outline how my
project contributes to the paradigmatic shift that has occurred as a result of these more recent
works.

Figure 2.1: Geographic distribution of the Andronovo Cultural Community (after Kuz’mina
1994)
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PART 1: Central Eurasia
2.1 History of research on the “Andronovo Culture”
The history of archaeological research on the “Andronovo Culture” horizon extends back
over a century (Figure 2.1). In the late 1800’s, archaeologists were finding handmade ceramic
jars with linear, incised, or stamped ornamentation at excavations of cemeteries located in the
southern Ural Mountains, the Kazakh steppes, and southern Siberia (Radlov 1985; Zyryanov
1881-1884). During these early exploratory years, however, the formal similarities found among
these objects were not emphasized, or significantly noted. Some time after, in the first decades
of Soviet archaeological growth Teploukhov (1927) created the term “Andronovo Culture” to
define this distinct archaeological assemblage following his discovery of previously unidentified
pottery and burial forms at a cemetery near the village of Andronovo (Minusinsk Basin, Russia).
Gryaznov (1927 c.f. Kuz’mina 2007) then outlined the territorial extent of Andronovo sites in
Siberia, the Urals and Kazakhstan (Figure 2.2).
Teploukhov interpreted the material assemblage as a local development of eastern
central Eurasia, whereas others claimed origins to the west (e.g., Salnikov 1948; Komarova
1962) where years of excavations had yielded a more comprehensive and comparative pottery
record with a fair level of stylistic consistency. After decades of debate about the regional
relationships evident within a growing assemblage of pots, burials, and bronze artifacts (Figure
2.3) (see Frachetti 2008 or Kohl 2007 for overview), the prominent Soviet Archaeologist Elena
Kuz’mina (1986) organized the vast array of pottery collections into an overarching culturehistory, thereby assigning all materials to the “Andronovo Cultural Community,” wit h a number
of regional variants or subgroups defined within discrete geographic areas of central Eurasia
(Figure 2.4).
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2.1.1 Fundamental role of pottery in the Andronovo culture-history
Various debates surround the question of Andronovo origins and development that have
to do with an intellectual concern on the part of scholars to identify ethnicity and ethnogenesis
(Bromlei 1974, 1976; Bromlei and Kozlov 1989) in the archaeological record and to trace the
social evolution and economic development of prehistoric societies. Intellectual discourses on
the spatial and temporal organization of archaeological remains were, and still are much of the
time, framed within the concept of ethnos (Arutiunov 1994:84) whereby the appearance of new
pottery styles in a region were linked to migratory processes and demic diffusion among discrete
ethnic groups (Frachetti 2011). The following statement by Kuz’mina (2007:67) encapsulates a
widely used view in regard to this topic:
…ceramics are considered to be one of the most diagnostic ethnic indicators that permit
one to establish the genetic relationship between population groups, even after distant
migrations and large chronological breaks between complexes. Ceramics also help to
reveal the processes of assimilation of different ethnic groups (Kuz’mina 2007:67).

Figure 2.2: Andronovo pottery, early 20th c. excavations in Russia (after, Teploukhov
1927:Fig. 7)
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Figure 2.3: Examples of material artifacts of the “Andronovo Culture Horizon”

Hence, the geographic regions of the steppe were divided up to isolate zones where
ceramic container styles, specifically, were most similar. The so-called ‘subgroups’ belonging to
the larger “Andronovo Cultural Community” are thus portrayed as either ‘pure’ or ‘mixed’ ethnic
populations based on the presence or absence of assimilated styles among their pottery remains
(dealt with in detail below).
2.1.2 Pottery as an index for Andronovo migration
The pottery-based Andronovo culture-history was established within an academic
paradigm that viewed large-scale migration and diffusion as principal vectors for producing
large spatial distributions of distinctly common material complexes. Importantly, pottery-based
culture groupings (i.e., the subgroups of the Andronovo cultural horizon) were seen to reflect
ethnic units. Although demographic displacement was commonly used by Soviet scholars to
explain the spread of Andronovo cultural objects, there were still conflicting perspectives on the
origins of its ancestral populations. Debates about migratory 'origins' remain pervasive in the
literature of Bronze Age Eurasia today (Frachetti 2011 for overview).
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One perspective argues that
eastward migrations by steppe societies
in the MBA and LBA (ca. 1800-1500
B.C.*) caused the spread of Andronovo
archaeological complexes throughout
central Eurasia (Figure 2.5). Some
scholars (e.g., Anthony
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2007:448;

Koryakova & Epimakhov 2007:139;
Kosaraev

1974:157)
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(Petrovka) at the MBA; whereas others
(e.g.,

Kuz’mina
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&

alternatively

1986,

2007:73;

Korochkova
place

the

2006)

origin

of

Andronovo (Alakul’ and Fedorovo)
traditions in the Neolithic of central
Kazakhstan. Kuz’mina (1986, 1994) is
Figure 2.4: Andronovo culture-history (Alakul’ to
Fedorovo): a) vessel morphology; b) straight and
oblique grid and piece join method; c) motifs (after
Kuz’mina 2007: Fig. 2, 11, 12)

1

the strongest proponent of the first
perspective.

Anthony though, opposes the idea that migrations occurred in large-scale waves, and instead argues for a more
nuanced process of expansion.
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A different perspective argues
migrations
central

moved

westward

Kazakhstan

into

(Maksimenkov

1978; Tkacheva & Tkachev 2008;
Stokoloc 1972; Karakbaspakova 2011).
This model identifies the ancestors of
the

Andronovo

archaeological

complexes

(Fedorovo)
in

the

Neolithic (Ust-Bukon) and Bronze Age
(Kanay) of the Altai. Tkacheva and
Tkachev [2008, and Tkachev (2002)]
are the main proponents of this
narrative. Finally, some argue the
Andronovo tradition was polyphyletic
(Sal’nikov
Figure 2.6: Ornaments found on Andronovo (eastern
Fedorovo) vessels (after Teploukhov 1927:Fig. 8)

1967;

Zdanovich

1984;

Avanesova 1991).
Stylistic assessments of pottery

and their ordering into culture-histories remain the primary methodology and reference point
for shaping these narratives to the present day. Tkacheva and Tkachev (2008:88) clearly state
this widely held opinion in stating “one of the best cultural indicators is ceramics, which is very
sensitive to migratory processes,” I now move into a discussion of which elements of the pottery
are given principle importance for tracing population movements and interaction.
2.1.3 Ceramics research in Bronze Age central Eurasia
Pottery arguably occupies the single most important material class in scholarly attempts
at mapping the social history of Bronze Age populations of central Eurasia. Pottery studies
were/are conducted using a typological methodology designed by Kuz’mina (2007:67-68) as a
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way to identify ethnicity in the archaeological record. Primary criteria include: 1) clay
composition; 2) primary construction technique; 3) vessel form; 4) surface treatment; 5)
elements of the design; 6) placement and combination of the elements on the vessel; and, 7)
technique of decoration 2 . At first glance, these criteria offer a comprehensive list for
documenting the formal (descriptive) elements present in pottery assemblages in detail (as
outlined in Orton et al. 1993; Rice 1987; Rye 1981). Kuz’mina emphasizes the need to document
techniques of potting. However, most publications limit ceramic discussions to style (i.e.,
decoration and form) in order to form regional comparisons before moving on to define discrete
regional populations (i.e., subgroups of the Andronovo cultural horizon) and trace population
movements across the steppe (Figure 2.6)
Studies of pottery technology, although the research investment is lower compared to
stylistic studies (Boldyrev and Molodin 2006; Glushkov and Glushkova 1992; Gytkov 2000;
Kupriyanova 2003; Papin and Shamshin 2005), are also usually conducted to trace the routes of
migration and/or ethnic characters of steppe populations. Loman (1987, 1995, 1997, 1998,
2004) has performed comprehensive studies on potting techniques on collections from northern
and central Kazakhstan. Outside of his work, published literature on the ceramics rarely adheres
to Kuz’mina’s guideline or follows the detailed technological studies conducted by Loman. Even
so, both finished objects documented through style and the (less common) organization of craft
production, as documented through technology (Figure 2.7), are treated equally as material
indicators for ethnicity (ethnos):
The technology of pottery manufacture defines to a certain degree the form of a vessel
and serves as an important indicator of the ethnic group. (…) The difference between
Fedorovo and Alakul’ ceramic complexes was conditioned by different technologies of
forming and ornamenting a vessel, i.e., they reflect two various traditions of production.
As domestic pottery skills are transferred within a kinship group and they are an
important ethnic indicator, the existence of two technological traditions proves that two
different, although related, ethnic components participated in the formation of the

2

According to Kuz’mina (2007:68), undecorated pots are not informative for singling out important criteria of the
different pottery types, and thus she eliminated them from the study criteria.
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Andronovo unity. This eliminates a direct genetic connection between the Fedorovo and
Alakul’ people and presupposes their different origins (Kuz’mina 2007:67, 73).
Technological characteristics may be no less indicative of cultural and ethnic attribution
than are the shape or decoration of vessels, since all these features are parts of the
tradition and are transmitted from one generation to another (Sokolova 2007:48).

Figure 2.7: Historical reconstruction of ‘Andronovo’ potting techniques
showing triple layered coiling and pit firing (after Kuz’mina 1986:Fig. 9)
The methodological and theoretical paradigm used to define Andronovo material
assemblages is situated within academic goals to locate social and geographic origins of
ancestral populations. Traditionally, mixed material assemblages are linked to the eastward and
southward extension of ancestrally ‘pure’ (e.g., Fedorovo or Alakul’) populations into central
and eastern Kazakhstan and Central Asia around 1500 B.C.* ‘Mixed’ types in the culture-history,
on the other hand, refer to populations who purportedly formed after considerable ethnic
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mixing and cultural assimilation. The mixed type does not refer to pottery alone, but refers to all
forms of material culture, as well as domestic and ceremonial life (Kuz’mina 2007:74-75).
The intellectual framing of regional assemblages into ‘pure’ and ‘mixed’ types assumes a
precise history of interaction, group mobility, and assimilation in geographically discrete regions
of central Eurasia, whereas in truth—as my project on the Semirech’ye pottery will show—these
assertions lack scientific support in site level pottery and in other datasets.
Before I turn toward a discussion of my own project and to its place in the broader
narrative of central Eurasian prehistory, I would like to offer the reader some background to the
terminology, regional location, and pottery assemblages of the various “Andronovo sub-groups,”
as well as some earlier and later related culture groupings that bear directly on how the social
history of Bronze Age Semirech’ye has been interpreted through time. I will outline the typical
characteristics of the material complexes that contribute to the research questions addressed in
this dissertation about long-term social change and processes of knowledge transfer, interaction,
and economy in Bronze Age central Eurasia. I ask the reader to keep in mind that these pottery
complexes, as they are currently presented, communicate little about the lifeways practiced by
the local populations and the everyday nature of their interactions. In Chapter 7 I will show
there is very little reality to the culture historical groupings and historical narratives
traditionally associated with them for Semirech’ye—and thus, that research needs to move
toward site-level examinations of material assemblages.
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Figure 2.8: Geography of Late Bronze Age archaeological cultures of central Eurasia

2.2 Pottery Culture-History of Bronze Age Central Eurasia
Western Central Eurasia
2.2.1 Alakul’ (19/1800-16/1500 cal B.C., Late Bronze Age)
Periodization, location and names of some important sites
Settlements and cemeteries associated with the Alakul’ archaeological culture are found
along the forest-steppe and south taiga zones of western Siberia, the steppe and forest-steppe
zones of the southern Urals, and across north-central Kazakhstan (Figure 2.8). Sites are
generally bordered by the Ural River to their west and by the Ishim and Irtysh Rivers to their
east (Korochkova and Stefanov 2004:88; Koryakova and Epimakhov 2007:128). Alakul’
material complexes have been well dated in the southern Ural Mountains to approximately
1900-1500 cal B.C. (Hanks et al. 2007). In northern Kazakhstan some key sites include Tasty-
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Butak (Sorokin 1962) and Shandasha (Kuz’mina 1964). In western Siberia, well known sites
include Mirnyi-I and II settlements and the Kulevchi and Ermak-4 cemeteries (Korochkova and
Stefanov 2004:128). In the Chelyabinsk region of the southern Urals, key sites include the
Urefty-I cemetery and the Kamennaya Rechka-III settlement (Hanks et al. 2007). In settlements
and cemeteries of the southern Urals, Alakul’ complexes are preceded by Petrovka material of
the 3rd-2nd millennium B.C. transition (Hanks et al. 2007) (Figure 2.9). Petrovka and Alakul’
pottery show considerable crossover in their technology of manufacture and style, which is part
of the reason that some have proposed the Alakul’ groups descended from local pastoral groups
of the MBA.

Figure 2.9: Geography of Middle Bronze Age archaeological cultures of central Eurasia
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Pottery description (Alakul’)
Alakul’
multiple
Pastes

pots

building
included

exhibit
techniques.

mixtures

of

minerals and dung, and sometimes
talc if located in the westernmost
regions (Loman 1997). Some pots
were slab-built with clay cakes or
ribbons that were applied in one or
two layers (Loman 1997). Others
were

coiled

or

formed

molds—sometimes

over

Petrovka

vessels from an earlier period
acted as the mold (Vinogradov and
Mukhina 1985) (Figure 2.10). A
diagnostic manufacture technique
of the bases is walls that were
attached to the outside edge of a
base cake (as opposed to the
inside)

(Kuz’mina

2007:76).

Furthermore, these lower walls
and bases were sometimes shaped
over a mold that was lined with
textiles or leather (Loman 1997).
Figure 2.10: Mold-built vessels from Petrovka and Alakul’
settlement layers (after Vinogradov 1985:Fig. 1 and 2)

Finally, some pottery may have

been formed on a slow wheel. Stone discs coated in sand are thought to have served in this early
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wheel throwing technology (Kupriyanova 2003). The idea of slow wheel manufacture derives
from the documentation of sand impressions in pot bases and from stone disks found in
settlements (Krivtsova-Grakova 1947:142; Kuz’mina 2007).

Some vessels show fingernail

indents around the interior and exterior zones of the base as a result of these forming techniques
(Kupriyanova 2003:65). Dimension and curvature measurements taken of the nail imprints
suggest the vessels were predominantly made by women, and few from children, and then very
few from men (Kupriyanova 2003).
Earlier Alakul’ vessels show a tripartite form that contains a collared rim and sharp
shoulders (Figure 2.11) (Kuz’mina 2007:69-71). Later Alakul’ vessels contain ledged-shoulders, a
smoother profile, and resemble Fedorovo pots from western Siberia (Koryakova and Epimakhov
2007:136). Urefty-I has been an important site for documenting Alakul’ ceramic forms, and for
distinguishing between Alakul’ and western Fedorovo ceramics (see below) that occur in mixed
stratigraphic contexts of its burial and settlement deposits (Korochkova and Stefanov 2004).
The organization and placement of ornaments of Alakul’ pots follows the tripartite form.
Designs are arranged according to three zones with each separated by an incised border
(Kuz’mina 2007:70). These designs were placed over a straight grid (Figure 2.4). Decorative
implements primarily consisted of toothed-combs for stamping that had triangular or oval teeth.
Motifs include: zigzags, vertical herringbones, and upright isosceles triangles, among numerous
others (Kuz’mina 2007:71).
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Figure 2.11: Alakul’ pottery from the Urefty burial ground, southern Ural Mountains,
Russia (after, Stefanov and Korochkova 2006)
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2.2.2 Western Fedorovo (18/1700-1500 cal B.C., Late Bronze
Age)
Periodization, location and names of some important sites
Settlements and cemeteries associated with Fedorovo material assemblages concentrate
along the northern regions of the steppe zone (Figure 2.8). Burial grounds have provided the
majority of data collected, as opposed to settlements or campsites (Koryakova and Epimakhov
2007:139). Fedorovo-style pottery is also found over a much larger area of central Eurasia,
including forest-steppe, steppe, semi desert, and mountain regions (Kuz’mina 2007:71-74), but
these finds are associated with mixed complexes and will be discussed separately. In the
northern steppe zone—the core area of the tradition—Fedorovo sites are divided into a western
and eastern counterpart. The following sites and ceramic descriptions refer to the western
component of the tradition only. Key (western) sites of Siberia include the Urefty-I cemetery and
the Kamennaya Rechka-III settlement both located in the southern Urals (Hanks et al. 2007;
Koryakova and Epimakhov 2007:138, Korochkova and Stefanov 2004:86), Alekseevka and
Yazevo-I in the Tobol region, and Bishkul-IV in northern Kazakhstan (Potemkina et al. 1995). In
the southern Urals, Fedorovo materials date in radiocarbon years to 1880-1500 cal B.C. (Hanks
et al 2007: Figure 3).
Pottery description (Western Fedorovo)
Urefty-I cemetery in the Chelyabinsk region is a type-site for western Fedorovo pottery
(Figure 2.12), (Korochkova and Stefanov 2004:139-144). However, the lopsided amount of data
obtained from cemeteries compared to settlements may have misinformed scholars about the
spectrum of styles and technologies present among ‘Fedorovo’ pottery in general. In any case, as
it is understood, the ornaments on Fedorovo ceramic containers are organized across three
zones and over an oblique grid (Figure2.4). Comb-stamps were used to create triangles,
meanders, and swastikas. Other common ornaments include raised horizontal bands, coils, and
incised horizontal bands along the neck. Other neck ornaments include oblique-hatched
triangles (Koryakova and Epimakhov 2007:142). Western Fedorovo pottery complexes exhibit
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additional forms not found for the eastern sites, such as shallow oval and rectangular-shaped
dishes (Korochkova and Stefanov 2004:91,92). In addition to the flat dishes, there are squat jars
with thin walls, rounded shoulders, unpronounced smooth profiles, and flat or pedestal bases
(Koryakova and Epimakhov 2007:142).

Figure 2.12: Fedorovo (western) pottery from the Urefty burial ground of the
southern Ural Mountains, Russia (after Kuz’mina 1994:Fig. 19; Stefanov and
Korochkova 2006:38)
The technology of Fedorovo and Alakul’ vessels does coincide in some areas. For
example, in northern Kazakhstan vessel fabrics include a mixture of minerals (grit and sand),
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grog, and dung (Ilyushina 2006; Loman 1997). These pots were slab-built. The slabs were
formed either as patches or ribbons and then applied in one or two layers (Loman 1997). The
walls could also be shaped on a mold lined with textiles or leather (but not the base as described
for Alakul’ vessels). The upper portion of the vessels were also formed with a single layer of slabs
(ibid 97). Bone, sheepskin, cloth, grass, a wooden paddle, or potters’ fingers were used to
smooth the surface. Then finally, the upper portion of some vessels were polished (ibid. 98).

Figure 2.13: a) Forming technique of attaching walls to the outside of the base is associated with
Alakul’ vessels; b) Building technique of attaching walls to the inside of the base is associated
with Fedorovo vessels
The lower walls of Fedorovo vessels were attached to the base from the inside and the
joins then strengthened by smearing more clay to the interior surface (Loman 1997). This
method of base construction discriminates Fedorovo from Alakul’ vessels (Figure 2.13)
(Kuz’mina 2007:76). Finally, two other methods of base construction define Fedorovo ceramics.
They include attaching a ring around the base to achieve a pedestalled form, and beating out a
clay cake before attaching it to the walls (Kuz’mina 2007:72). These two forming techniques
have been noted among earlier Neolithic pottery of the same region.
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2.2.3 Atasu and Nurinsky (1700-1400* B.C., Late Bronze Age)
As outlined above, central Kazakhstan is considered a key zone of interaction for the
early formation of the Andronovo tradition, and numerous debates have circulated about the
relative chronology of the different Andronovo subgroups of this region. LBA interaction
between co-inhabitants of central Kazakhstan (specifically Alakul’ and Fedorovo) purportedly
led to the emergence of hybridized forms. Material complexes dominated by Alakul’ features are
referred to as Atasu, and those that show prominent features of Fedorovo styles are known as
Nurinsky (Figure 2.8). Some scholars (e.g., Margulan et al. 1966:63, 64) also use Alakul’/Atasu
and Fedorovo/Nurinsky interchangeably depending on whether they are discussing northern or
central Kazakhstan.
Atasu
Atasu pottery complexes from sites such as the Bylkyldak-I, Aisrak, Karkapalinskoe, and
Begazy cemeteries in central Kazakhstan align (stylistically) most closely with Alakul’ ceramics
found further west (Margulan et al. 1966:65). The two pottery complexes have been compared
for the common use of textile-lined mold manufacture (Vinogradov & Mukhina 1985), sharp
profiles with a shoulder ledge, and everted rims (Figure 2.14) (Kadirbaev and Kurmankulov
1992:187). However, some elements of their manufacture have analogies in both Alakul’ and
Fedorovo ceramics, such as techniques of building of the base (Kuz’mina 2007:27-28).
Moreover, some forms resemble the soft profile associated with Fedorovo pots (Margulan et al.
1966: 278). In terms of their ornamentation, decoration is restricted to the rim, shoulders, and
foot of vessels (Kadirbaev and Kurmankulov 1992:187).
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Figure 2.14: Pottery of the Atasu archaeological culture (after, Tkachev 2003 and Margulan et al.
1966)
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Designs encompass comb-stamped filled triangles, zigzags, spirals, incised horizontal
lines, flat-stamped bands of triangles (Kadirbaev and Kurmankulov 1992:187), and “firs”
(Margulan et al. 1966:280). Rims are often adorned with upright isosceles or equilateral
triangles, and sometimes with a second course of hanging triangles below. Triangles, meanders,
and smoothed coils are found on the body, and upright triangles or parallel lines are found along
the base (Margulan et al. 1966: 278, 280).
Nurinsky
Nurinsky pottery complexes from sites such as the Buguly-I, Akshatau and Dandybai-I
cemeteries of central Kazakhstan align closely with Fedorovo complexes found to their west and
east (Margulan et al. 1966:63, 64). The two archaeological cultures are compared for their jars
hosting open mouths, soft profiles, wide proportions, and pedestalled bases (Figure 2.15)
(Margulan et al. 1966:278). Although Nurinsky vessels exhibit rounder shoulders and higher
pedestalled bases than Fedorovo pots generally, the Nurinsky vessels are of high quality and
richly ornamented along the rim and upper half of the body. Decorative techniques include
incising, comb-stamps, and flat stamps. Motifs include triangles (comb-stamped and flat
stamped), horizontal lines (incised), meanders, and zigzags (Margulan et. al 1966:63, 64, 278).
Finally, triangles are the most characteristic ornament that differentiates Nurinsky and Atasu
decorative styles (ibid. 278).
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Figure 2.15: Nurinsky pottery of central Kazakhstan (after Margulan et al. 1966; Tkachev
2003)
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Eastern Central Eurasia
2.2.4 Okunev (2467-1950 cal B.C., Middle Bronze Age)
Periodization, location and names of some important sites
Burial grounds almost exclusively represent the Okunev archaeological complex. The
Okunev archaeological culture was defined based on archaeological finds at Okunev Ulus in
Khakassia (Maksimenkov 1965). Beyond this, the sites are widespread in the Sayan Canyon,
Turan-Ukuk, and Todzha depressions of the Upper Yenisei Valley, and Tuva (Figure 2.9). Key
sites in the upper Yenisei region include Toora-Dash, Chernovaya VII (Vadetskaya et al. 1980),
Chernovaya VIII (Maksimenkov 1980), and Uibat-V (Maksimenkov 1981). There are also a
number of cemeteries around Tuva, such as Azas II (see Sokolova 2007:Table 2 for list of
cemeteries).
Concerted efforts to scientifically (radiometrically) date Okunev material complexes in
recent years established that the tradition lasted for different lengths of time in different
regions, but that, overall, it endured from the 25th–20th centuries B.C. (2467-1950 cal B.C.)
(Svyatko et al. 2009:Table 5; Görsdorf et al. 1998). Some scholars propose the tradition emerged
due to the arrival of new populations from the west (Anthony 2007; Maksimenkov 1978),
whereas others argue for local Neolithic (Ust-Belaya) ancestry (Vasilev and Semenov 1993:237;
Sokolova 2007:47). Recent detailed stylistic and technological analysis of the pottery (Sokolova
2007) suggests the latter was more likely.
Pottery description (Okunev) (Figure 2.16)
Earlier vessels are coiled and exhibit rounded bases (e.g., Uibat-III, Karasuk I and VIII),
friable fabrics, decorations across the entire surface, and ornaments similar to those found on
Neolithic Ust-Belaya pottery of the preceding phase (Sokolova 2007:48). Vessels of the
intermediate stage still exhibit decorations that cover the entire pot, but the pastes are denser
and exhibit greater structural homogeneity, forms show a flat base, and the pots are constructed
with coils and paddling (Sokolova 2007:48). Pottery of the
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Figure 2.16: Okunev pottery typology with relative chronology (after, Sokolova 2007:
Table 3)
latest stage in the Okunev tradition display forms with everted rims with less decoration
(e.g., Chernovaya VIII) (Maksimenkov 1980). Ornaments include herringbones, fine-tooth comb
stamps, or incised horizontal bands along the neck—which are features also found among later
(eastern) Fedorovo pottery. In fact, Sokolova (2007:46) states of the later Okunev jars “the
vessels are virtually identical with Andronovo (eastern Fedorovo) jars,” Tkacheva and Tkachev
(2008:91) also point out the similarity between these two archaeological complexes when
discussing materials recovered from the Minusinsk Basin.
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Figure 2.17: Fedorovo pottery from Trushnikovo settlement, in the Kazakh Altai
(Chernikov 1960, Table LIII)
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Figure 2.18: Relative chronology of the Andronovo in eastern Kazakhstan (Chernikov
1960: Table LXXVII): a) Kanay cemetery; b) Ust-Bukon; c-e) Kanay settlement; f) Malo
Krasnoyarki settlement; g) Malyy Koytas cemetery; h) Trushnikovo settlement; i) Ust’
Narym settlement; j) Palatsy settlement; k) Trushnikovo settlement
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2.2.5 Eastern Fedorovo (c. 1900-1500 cal B.C., Late Bronze Age)
Periodization, location and names of some important sites
The mountain-steppe areas between the upper Irtysh and Yenisei basins contain deposits
attributed to the eastern component of the Fedorovo archaeological culture (Figure 2.8).
Archaeologists have different views concerning Andronovo origins in this region, particularly
around the Minusinsk Basin where most of the sites are documented3. The different views draw
on the relative chronology of Andronovo (Fedorovo) ceramics in Western Siberia and the
sequence and morphology of burials (Maksimenkov 1965:179–80). However, many sites have
since been dated using archaeometric methods, which place most complexes between 20501800 cal B.C. (e.g., Aspyl), with some lasting into the 16–15th centuries B.C. (Svyatko et al.
2009). Key sites include Pervomayskoye-I, Potroshilovo-II, Ust-Bir-I, and Yarki-II (discussed in
detail by Vadetskaya 1986), the cemetery Sukhoe Ozero (Maksimenkov 1978), Toora-Dash
(Vasilev and Semenov 1993:237) 4, and Trushnikovo in the Kazakh Altai (Figure 2.17). Chernikov
has done extensive studies on changing pottery styles in eastern Kazakhstan from the Okunev,
to Fedorovo, and to Sargary-Alekseevka period (Figure 2.18) (see below).
Pottery description (Eastern Fedorovo)
Vessel shape and the arrangement of decorations are quite similar between the east and
west components of Fedorovo pottery. Pottery of the western complexes, however, lacks
ornamentation between the neck and body (Figure 2.19) (Tkacheva & Tkachev 2008:92).
Eastern Fedorovo containers include jars (banki) and pot-jars (gorsheni-banki) decorated with
incisions and comb-imprints arranged in elaborate geometric designs (Tkacheva & Tkachev
2008:92). Distinct zones of geometric ornamentation (e.g., zigzags and triangles) occur on ritual

Okunev and Andronovo (early Fedorovo) pottery of the Minusinsk Basin contain similar
ornamentation (Tkacheva and Tkachev 2008). Vasilev and Semenov (1993:236) propose potting
traditions developed locally based on the overlaps in the pottery styles.
4 There are no documented Fedorovo sites in the southern part of the Minusinsk Basin (Svyatko
et al. 2009:251). In this area, the Karasuk archaeological culture directly followed on from the
Okunev archaeological culture.
3
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wares. In the earlier phase of settlements Bishkul’-4 in the Ural/Kazakh steppe (Zdanovich
1988:91-92), Bolshoy Log-I (Kiryushin & Luzin 1990:42-56), Pereezd (Udodov 1991), and
Sovetskiy-Put’-I (Sitnikov 1998), smoothed coils and “firs” are commonly found on utilitarian
wares. In the later period, household pottery [e.g., from Sovetskiy-Put’-I (Sitnikov 1998:72),
Putilova Zaimka-2 (Zdanovich 1988:91-100) and Pereezd (Udodov 1991:74-76)] show an
increase in smoothed coils, tear-drop indents, fingernail depressions, pearls, and triangles.
Ornaments are less expertly performed and show incising or flat stamp impressions (Kiryushin
et al. 1990:121). Comb-impressions also become larger (Tkacheva & Tkachev 2008:93).
Elaborate decorations decline over time and by the end of the period ornaments are limited to
the upper zones and sometimes the base (Zdanovich 1988:113-114).
Sovetskiy-Put’-I settlement (Sitnikov 1998) located in the Loktevskiy region of the
Russian Altai along the Russian/Kazakh border is one of the key eastern Fedorovo sites for its
rich and long pottery sequence (Figure 2.19) (also see the Sargarinsk-Alekseevka section below).
The Fedorovo complex shows two groups—as identified by Sitnikov (1998). The first group
shows open forms (banochni) from burial contexts that show burnished surfaces richly
decorated with fine comb-stamp impressions or rows of incised lines, smoothed coils, combstamped horizontal herringbones, and hatched triangles. Slightly closed forms (gorsheni) with
poorer decoration are also present and host smoothed coils along the neck of otherwise
unadorned vessels. The second group, known as “classic Andronovo” (Fedorovo) or “late
Fedorovo,” includes utilitarian wares with limited decoration (Sitnikov 1998:71). The fabrics
comprise organics and grog, and forms include soft profile jars (gorsheni) and open forms
(banki). Ornaments primarily consist of comb-stamped or flat stamped horizontal and vertical
herringbones, smoothed coils along the upper body, “firs,” fingernail impressions, and incised
lines. Finally, technology and ornamentation used for burial and settlement pottery become
more similar over time (Sitnikov 1998:72).
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Figure 2.19: Fedorovo (early and late period) pottery from Sovetskiy-Put’ settlement,
Russian Altai (after, Sitnikov 1998: Figs. 1 and 2)
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Central Kazakhstan, Southern, and Eastern Central Eurasia:
2.2.6 Sargarinsk-Alekseevka (1230-750 cal B.C. Final Bronze
Age)
Periodization, location and names of some important sites
Settlements and cemeteries associated with Sargarinsk-Alekseevka5 are found across a
wide territory that spans the forest-steppe regions between the Tobol and Irtysh Rivers,
northern and central Kazakhstan, the Altai Mountains, southern Ural Mountains, and
Semirech’ye (Figure 2.20) (see list of sites in Varfolomeev 2003). Both Kuz’mina (2007:76) and
Varfolomeev (2003:272-3) argue for a western (Alakul’) ancestry for this archaeological culture
based on stylistic and technological similarity between their potteries, but others (Sitnikov 1998)
argue the tradition has polyphyletic (Fedorovo) roots in the Altai (Sitnikov 1998:73).
The Sargary-Alekseevka type-site (Alekseevka) was identified by Krivtsova-Grakova
(1947) in northern Kazakhstan. Potemkina (1975) analyzed the pottery from the Alekseevka
settlement and placed it chronologically in the FBA (ibid. 35-49). The pottery is also referred to
as ‘valikova pottery’ for its diagnostic coil appliqué ornamentation. Additional key sites in
northern Kazakhstan include the settlements Pereleski-II, Sadchikovskoe, Konezavod-III
(Evdokimov

2000:50-51),

Pavlovka

(Malyutina

1985),

Novonikol’skoe,

and

the

settlement/cemetery complex Sargary (Zdanovich 1984b). Radiocarbon dates for the Sargary
settlement place it between the 13th–8th c. B.C, in the FBA (Kuz’mina 2007:Appendix 2, p.469).
In central Kazakhstan (Sary-Arka region) some key sites include the settlements AkMustasfa, Atasu, Buguly II, Entuziast II, Ikpen’-I and -II, Kent, Kopa-I, Shortandy-Bulak,
Tashik, and Uct’ Kenetay (Evdokimov 2000:50-51; Kadyrbaev & Kurmankulov 1992; Tkachev
2002; Varfolomeev 1987). Sargarinsk-Alekseevka complexes further to the east are best
documented at settlements Barashki-I (Tkachev and Tkacheva 2008), and at Malokrasnoyarka
Any discussion of Sargarinsk-Alekseevka requires a brief note on terminology. In this dissertation I use the term
‘Sargarinsk-Alekseevka’ (after Varfolomeev 2003), but the archaeological culture is published under many different titles
[i.e., Alekseevka (Potemkina 1975, 1985; Kuz’mina 2007:360-1); Alekseevka-Sargarinsk (Sitnikov 2002, Tkachev 2009);
Alekseevka-Dandybay (Tkachev 2009), Sargarinsk (Zdanovich 1984), Zamaraevo (Sal’nikov 1948)]. The issue of
terminology for Sargarinsk-Alekseevka is rooted in debates over periodization and ceramic classifications for sites in
north/central Kazakhstan and the Urals—which I will not expand on here as it is outside the scope of this dissertation.

5
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and Trushnikovo in eastern Kazakhstan (Varfolomeev 2003:270; Chernikov 1960). Other
key settlements where the pottery has been documented are Kalinovka-II, Novoil'inka, RublevoVI, Burla-III, Kaygorodka-III, and Sovetskiy-Put’-I in the southern Altai-steppes of Russia
(Sitnikov 1998).

Figure 2.20: Geography of Final Bronze Age archaeological cultures of central Eurasia
Pottery description (Sargarinsk-Alekseevka)
Sargarinsk-Alekseevka pottery in central Kazakhstan is deposited along with Dandybay
pottery and both sit above Alakul’ and Fedorovo habitation layers. The multi-phase settlement
Kent, as well as its surrounding settlements, was a key site for building the relative chronology
for central Kazakhstan (Figure 2.21) (Varfolomeev 1987). Within this schema, the earlier
Sargarinsk-Alekseevka complexes belong to the 14th–12th centuries B.C. (LBA), and later
complexes to the 12th–9th centuries B.C. (FBA) (Tkachev 2009:43; Varfolomeev 2003:273).
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Figure 2.21: Sargary-Alekseevka pottery complexes from central Kazakhstan settlements
Ikpen’–I and III, and Entuziast–II (after, Tkachev 2009: Figure 2)
Zdanovich’s (1984b) study of pottery from the Sargarinsk settlement describes a number
of its formal and technological features (Figure 2.22). Pots can be molded over textiles (Figure
2.23) or coil built with walls that attach to the base from the outside such as found for Alakul’
vessels (e.g., Alekseevka settlement). Southward-located sites yielding pottery of this stylistic
tradition show a different technique of beating out a single lump of clay (Kuz’mina 2007:75-77).
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Figure 2.22: a) Sargary forms, Sargary settlement (after, Zdanovich 1984); b) Sargary
forms from their Alekseevka settlement in northern Kazakhstan (Kritsova-Grakova 1947)
Fabrics contain gravel, grog, sand, organic material, and talc if in the Ural Mountains
(Kuz’mina 2007:75-77). Containers show narrow necks, soft shoulders (gorshen-banochni
forms), and walls angle at 115–120° toward the base (Zdanovich 1984b:82-83). In terms of
decoration, vessels exhibit features of the broader ‘roller pottery’ tradition (Varfolomeev 2003)
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that typically consist of an applied decorative coil around the neck or shoulder, sometimes with
additional drooping tendrils or incised ornamentation along the coil (Figure 2.24-2.26). This
decorative style is true of complexes from both central and eastern regions of central Eurasia
(e.g. Sovetskiy-Put’-I in the Altai) (Sitnikov 1998). Aside from this feature, ornamentation is
generally sparse. Additional ornamentation includes smooth stamps, incised shapes, pearls,
large toothed-comb stamps, nets, vertical or horizontal herringbones, nail pinching, and
impressions (Kuz’mina 2007:75-77). The relative frequencies of the different motifs vary
considerably among sites (Umanskiy and Sitnikov 1995:46; Sitnikov 1998:73), which shows how
difficult—and problematic—it is to define this archaeological culture on pottery styles alone.

Figure 2.23: Textile-aided molded pottery from the settlement Alekseevka (after,
Krivtsova-Grakova 1947:Fig 29)
Loman (2004) documents the manufacture techniques for vessels at Ikpen-II, Mayrovka,
and Kreshchenovka in central Kazakhstan. Pottery from the three sites exhibits some overlap in
production technology. Common features include paste recipes containing mixtures of animal
dung, crushed mollusk shell, sand, gravel, grog, and sometimes talc. The most common
combinations included dung-sand or dung-grog (ibid. 354). Most vessels were slab-built (in one
or two layers), and fewer were coil built. However, micro-techniques associated with these gross
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technological methods did not uniformly occur across the three settlements, which suggest some
degree of localized potting techniques among these groups. Such localized variation again
problematizes the Andronovo culture ‘subgroup’ categories that persist in current literature.

Figure 2.24: Sargarinsk-Alekseevka pottery from settlement Sovetskiy-Put’ in the
Russian Altai (after, Sitnikov 1998: Fig. 3,4,5)
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Figure 2.25: Sargary-Alekseevka pottery from the settlement of Malo-Krasnoyarka,
eastern Kazakhstan (after, Chernikov 1960: Table XLI)

2.2.7 Begazy-Dandybay (1250-1000 B.C.*, Final Bronze Age)
Begazy-Dandybay and Sargarinsk-Alekseevka potteries are more or less contemporary
(based on the relative chronology). I have not been able to find any published archaeometric
dates for either tradition (outside of Semirech’ye). Begazy-Dandybay pottery is deposited in
settlement contexts along with Sargarinsk-Alekseevka pottery. However, most often, BegazyDandybay forms are in large tombs and burials (e.g., Begazy), whereas Alekseevka-Sargarinsk
pottery is present in settlements (e.g., Kent) (see Sitnikov 2002; Kuz’mina 2007 for exceptions
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to this pattern). The disparate depositional contexts of these two potteries have received
different interpretations related to the social integration of central and eastern Kazakhstan
populations of the late 2nd millennium B.C. (Figure 2.20).
Some scholars see the BegazyDandybay tradition as a direct (ethnic)
development from earlier Andronovo
groups (Margulan 1979; Sitnikov 2002;
Varfolomeev 2003); whereas others
(Gryaznov 1952:147; Kuz’mina 2007:79)
link Begazy-Dandybay materials with
locally developed Karasuk deposits of
the Altai Mountains (see below). This
second party disputes the existence of
ethnic ties between Andronovo and
Begazy-Dandybay
Figure 2.26: Sargary-Alekseevka (‘roller pottery’)
ceramics from the settlement Trushnikovo in
eastern Kazakhstan, Altai Mountains (after,
Chernikov 1960:252)

populations

and

instead sees the pottery of central
Kazakhstan as the product of newly
arrived Turkik populations who retained

their own burial practices. Part of this debate stems from a lack of archaeometric dates for lining
up the different material assemblages. Another part of the debate is framed within the migration
paradigm (see Kuz’mina 2007:79).
Periodization, location, and names of some important sites
Begazy-Dandybaevsky sites in are located in central Kazakhstan and cross into eastern
Kazakhstan and the southern Altai. Key sites of central Kazakhstan include Buguli-II, Begazi,
Dandibau, Cangry, and Aibac-Darasie (Margulan 1979). Sargarinsk is a well-studied site in the
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Kazakh Altai (Kuz’mina 2007:78-80). Some Dandybay type pots were also documented at
Sovetskiy-Put’-I (Sitnikov 1998:73).
Pottery
description
Dandybay)
Pottery containers

(Begazyhave

thick

walls, straight and narrow necks, inflated
bodies (gorshki), and flat or convex bases
(Figure 2.27). Open forms (banki) are
absent. Vessels are ornamented with
relief, stamping, and incising techniques
that cover a range of geometric designs
(Margulan

et

al.

1966:280-3).

The

designs include lattice-shaded triangles
and rhombuses, nail impressions, and
comb

stamps

(Kuz’mina

situated

2007:78-80).

over

a

grid

Pots

are

sometimes painted black or brown and
then burnished, or smoothed (Kuz’mina
2007:78-80). Pastes contain sand and
Figure 2.27: Begazy-Dandybay pottery: upper
image; Altai Mountains (after, Tkachev 2003);
lower image; central Kazakhstan (after, Margulan
et al. 1966)

limestone (Margulan et al. 1966:284) or
calcified

bone

and

crushed

granite

(Kuz’mina 2007:78-80). Vessels are formed from beating a single lump of clay—importantly,
they were not coiled.

2.2.8 Karasuk (ca. 1300-900 cal B.C. Final Bronze Age)
Periodization, location and names of some important sites
Karasuk sites are located in the Altai Mountains and in northern Kazakhstan (Chlenova
1972). The material assemblages date to the end of the 2nd millennium B.C., with most dates
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falling between the 14th–10th centuries B.C., and then a later phase (Kamenniy Log /late
Karasuk) in the 11th–9th centuries B.C. (Svyatko et al. 2009).
Pottery description (Karasuk)
The Irmen and Karasuk Cultures and Begazy-Dandybay material complexes commonly
exhibit either spherical or flat bases, some motifs, heavily burnished exteriors, and a building
technique of beating out a single lump of clay (Figure 2.28) (Margulan et al. 1966:283; Gryaznov
1952; Kuz’mina 2007:78-80). Karasuk vessels also show minimal ornamentation.

Figure 2.28: Karasuk pottery (after, Teploukhov 1927: Fig. 12)

2.2.9 Dongal (1000-800 B.C.* Final Bronze Age)
Periodization, location and names of some important sites
The settlement Dongal in the Karaganda Oblast of northern Kazakhstan forms the typesite for the Dongal archaeological culture (Loman 1987). Pottery of this tradition is documented
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in settlements and cemeteries in central Kazakhstan, the Altai Mountains, and in eastern
Kazakhstan (Sitnikov 2002; Varfolomeev 1991) (Figure 2.20). The sites date to around the 10th–
7th centuries B.C., although the exact dates are debated (see Kuz’mina 2007:77; Kiryushin et al.
1990:123; Varfolomeev 1991:18; Sitnikov 2002:13). The assorted chronological estimations for
Dongal pottery highlight the possibility that material traditions changed at different times
across central Eurasia—whether through autochthonous trajectories or interregional social
contacts.
Pottery description (Dongal)
Loman (1987:123) singled out the pottery as a new tradition because of the distinct
inflated bodies with narrow openings (Figure 2.29). Even so, I argue there are numerous and
significant overlaps existing between Dongal and Sargarinsk-Alekseevka pottery that, at times,
make it difficult to separate the two. However, some key differences between the two
assemblages (Loman 1987:123) are that that the necks on Alekseevka vessels are unadorned,
whereas the shoulder is adorned. Alekseevka pottery also shows a wider array of decorative
motifs. By contrast, Dongal vessels have decorations placed higher on the neck of directly
beneath the rim. But otherwise, pots are poorly ornamented. Designs are limited to fingernail
impressions, miscellaneous clay appendages, and applied or impressed ‘pearls’. Sometimes
borders are also used to delineate decorative bands (Loman 1987).
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Figure 2.29: Dongal ceramics, from the settlement of Dongal in north-central
Kazakhstan (after, Loman 1987)

2.2.10 Dzhungar Basin (Xinjiang) and Mongolia:
To date, Bronze Age steppe-type material assemblages of Xinjiang have primarily been
obtained from cemeteries (Jia et al. 2009) and surface finds (Mei and Shell 1999) along the Tian
Shan Mountains and along the northwestern edge of the Dzhungar Basin.
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The material

complexes roughly span the MBA–FBA and include the Chemurchek, Adunqiaolu, Sazicun, and
Shuinichang cemeteries (Figures. 2.8, 2.9, 2.20).
The Chemurchek (or, Quemu’erkieke) cemeteries located in the Dzhungar Basin of
northwest Xinjiang are multi-period (Jia and Betts 2010). Age estimations of the cemeteries
are between c. 2600-2000 cal B.C, which place their use around the same time period as
Okunevo sites in the nearby Yenisei Valley of Russia (Chen and Hiebert 1995:269; Jia and Betts
2010; Jia et al. 2009). The Chemurchek cemetery data also contains later material that may be
contemporary with Karasuk sites in the Altai (Jia et al. 2009:183). Vessels have flat bases with
punctate incisions along the rim (possibly from the earlier phase), or rounded bases with
decoration limited to the body (possibly from the later phase) (Figure 2.30).
Chemurchek material is also found in cemeteries of the Mongolian Altai. The
cemeteries have been radiocarbon dated to the mid-3rd millennium cal B.C. (Kovalev and
Erdenbaatar 2007:Table 1), which make them contemporary with the cemeteries in Xinjiang.
Some key cemeteries include Iagshiin Khödöö, Kheviin Am, and Buural Kharyn Ar (Kovalev and
Erdenbaatar 2007). Vessels have flat bases and stamped decorations that stylistically likened
them to Okunev pottery of the Minusinsk Basin (see analogues in Lazaretov 1997).
The Adunqiaolu and Sazicun cemeteries are located in western Xinjiang near the
Kazakhstan border (ca. 50km from Tasbas and Dali) and would date to the mid-2nd millennium
B.C if using the relative chronology. Wide mouthed jars with incised decoration dominate,
similar to those noted for pottery of the late Fedorovo archaeological culture from the Altai
Mountains, upper Yenisei Valley, and Semirech’ye (Jia et al. 2009:180) (Figure 2.30).
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Figure 2.30: Pottery vessels from cemeteries: a & b) Chemurchek; c) Adunqiaolu; d-e)
Sazieum; f) Shuinichang (after, Jia et al. 2009)
The Shuinichang cemetery, located in the southwest corner of the Dzhungar Basin
contains squat vessels with inflated bodies and flat bases (Jia et al. 2009:180). Vessels are
decorated with incised geometric, triangular, and net patterns (Figure 2.30). They have been
compared to Karasuk vessels because of their form and decorative styles, and, accordingly, the
cemeteries are estimated in the mid-late 2nd millennium B.C. (Jia et al. 2009:180).
The site Xiakalanggu’er (Jia et al. 2009:180) is unexcavated, but surface finds of
pottery contain stylistic elements as noted for Sargary-Alekseevka pottery (Figure 2.31). For
example, the distinctive neck coil and impressed and incised decoration along the coil are
present. Decorations include fingernail indents, “x,” and comb-stamps. The comb-stamped
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potsherds are probably from an earlier phase that is contemporary with Fedorovo archaeological
culture deposits.

Figure 2.31: Pottery surface finds from the site Xiakalangguer, Xinjiang (courtesy of Dr.
Peter Jia, University of Sydney)

Southern Central Eurasia:
2.2.11 Tautary (Late/Final Bronze Age)
Pottery of the Tautary archaeological culture is localized in southern Kazakhstan (Figure
2.20). Key sites include the cemeteries Tautary, Kiikti (Karabaspakova 2011), and Arpauzen
(Rogozhinsky 2004). According to Kuz’mina (2007:29) two internal ceramic traditions exist
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within this body material: 1) pots with a ribbed shoulder decorated on an oblique grid; and 2)
pots without a ribbed shoulder decorated on a vertical grid (Figure 2.32). High and narrow footrings are a feature that bridges both groups (Gor’yachev 2004). In terms of decoration, combstamping prevails over incising and flat stamping. Common designs include triangles (upright,
hanging, and lateral), zigzags, and meanders (Kuz’mina 2007:Figure 27). The Tautary and
Semirech’ye regional subgroups are located adjacently and both are presented as mixed
traditions that host more features in common with pottery of the Fedorovo rather than Alakul’
archaeological culture (Kuz’mina 2007:74).

Figure 2.32: Pottery of the Tautary culture group, from cemeteries Kiikty and Tautary in
southern Kazakhstan (after, Karabaspakova 2011)
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2.2.12 Conclusion
Decades of pioneering work by Kuz’mina achieved a lasting influence on how the Bronze
Age of central Eurasia has been understood for more than half a century—as the above overview
on the various Andronovo subgroups demonstrates. Today, outside of some more recently
proposed alternatives to large-scale migration (see below), a widespread tendency interpret the
chronology of sites, economic development, community composition, and ethnic identity of
Bronze Age societies exists within migrationist and culture-historical frameworks. The above
summary outlines the culture history which—according to its proponents—establishes that
Andronovo material complexes of the Alakul’ and Fedorovo were foundational for subsequent
culture groups such as the Nurinsky, Atasu, Begazy-Dandybaevsky, and Sargarinsk-Alekseevka
in central Kazakhstan, Tautary in southern Kazakhstan, and Semirech’ye in southeast
Kazakhstan and northern Kyrgyzstan (Kuz’mina 2007). I turn now to Part 2 of this chapter,
which outlines the main archaeological research and discoveries in Semirech’ye (Figure 2.33)
since the turn of the 21st century C.E. and how our understanding of its Bronze Age has changed
through the course of new work in the region.

Figure 2.33: Semirech’ye, the Dzhungar Mountains of southeastern Kazakhstan (image
from Google Earth)
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PART 2: Semirech’ye
2.3 Early History of Archaeology in Semirech’ye
Russian explorers and antiquarians navigated the foothills of Semirech’ye back in the
late 19th and early 20th centuries (e.g., Gorodetsky 1922; Pantusov 1879). In the 1930-40s, more
in-depth archaeological documentation occurred under the joint patronage of the USSR
Academy of Sciences and its Kazakh branch in Almaty (see overview in Karabaspakova 2011).
These earlier years focused on the survey of prehistoric and historic monuments (Figure 2.34).
The Academy of Sciences of the Kazakh SSR was formed in 1946 and, along with it, the
Kazakhstan School of Archaeology. A number of major archaeological works took shape under
this joint patronage (part of the Eastern Kazakhstan Expedition led by Bernshtam, 1952). Again,
research focused on cemetery excavations [e.g., Kapal (Bernshtam 1948), Begash (Akishev &
Ageeva 1958)], and survey along the Ili Valley and Almaty districts (Karabaspakova 2011).
Discoveries made during these explorations were later published in the ‘Archaeological Map of
Kazakhstan’ (1960).
Pottery discovered during these early years of research received much analytical weight
that affected ways in which scholars started to conceptualize the social history of Semirech’ye. In
1960, Kuz’mina (1970) began examining Bronze Age metals and pottery from Semirech’ye. She
concluded that the pottery and metals represented the material remains of a ‘mixed’ ethnic
component of ‘pure’ Alakul’ and Fedorovo ‘populations’ because the objects displayed mixed
stylistic traits found in the Andronovo ‘core areas’ of central Kazakhstan and southern Siberia
(Kuz’mina 1970, 1986). Thus, from this earliest period of archaeological investigations, until the
current day, the settlement history of Semirech’ye has been interpreted through culturehistories established for material assemblages in other regions of central Eurasia.
Following 1979, academic investment in Semirech’ye’s Bronze Age increased
substantially. The Institute of Archaeology in Almaty sponsored numerous projects under the
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Semirech’ye Archaeological Expedition (КазПИ) to document cemeteries, and to record the
region’s many rock art sanctuaries as well as to excavate the few known settlements along the
foothill and steppe zones of the Dzhungar Mountains (see Frachetti 2008 for detailed overview
of this particular research stage). Early pioneers in this field included local archaeologists Alexei
Mar’yashev (in the Koksu region), Karabaspakova and Akishev (around Taldykurgan), and
Maksimova (at Tamgaly) (Mar’yashev and Karabaspakova 1988; Mar’yashev & Gor’yachev 1999;
Akishev et al. 1982; Maksimova et al. 1985).

Figure 2.34: Archaeological sites of Semirech’ye documented during pedestrian surveys
in the mid–1900s (Arkheologicheskaya Karta Kazakhstana 1960)
By the late 1990’s, a handful of sites (ca. 15) had been excavated and/or published
(Figure 2.35) [e.g., Talapty and Kuigan in the Koksu River valley, Tamgaly in the Chu-Ili
foothills, and the Turgen Valley and Aci Plateau outside Almaty (see Frachetti 2008 for
overview)]. The geographic study zones of this dissertation had also received research attention
by this time (Baipakov and Mar’yashev 2008).
Before I move onto discuss more recent archaeological research and discoveries in
Semirech’ye, I outline how scholars started to construct the social history and organize the
growing regional material assemblage based on the archaeological discoveries up until the early
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2000’s. I first wish to state that despite the very different and conflicting picture that is
emerging from more recent archaeological discoveries throughout the region’s mountain
terrain, the following narrative still retains widespread support today among some researchers.

Figure 2.35: Location of archaeological sites in Semirech’ye (after, Gor’yachev 2004: Fig.
4.1)

2.4 Semirech’ye and Migrations
As I previously outlined in Part 1 of this chapter, archaeological literature on central
Eurasia’s Bronze Age was formative in shaping a research paradigm among Soviet scholars for
tracing and identifying the formation of ethnic communities and their movements across
Eurasia’s steppe zone (as outlined in Anthony 2007, 2013; Kuz’mina 1986, 2007). The same can
be stated for the research on Semirech’ye.
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Burial and pottery forms from early
excavations in Semirech’ye were noted for
their stylistic resemblance to regional
assemblages of the Alakul’ and Fedorovo
archaeological culture subgroups (Figure
2.36, 2.37) (Bernshtam 1941; Kozhemyako
1960;

Maksimova

1961).

Thereafter,

decorated pottery (and metal objects)
recovered during these early research years
were—and

in

some

academic

circles

continue to be—interpreted in connection
with two migration waves that emanated
from the Kazakh steppes in response to
Figure 2.36: Bronze Age pottery from cemeteries
in Semirech’ye: a-d) Kapal; e) Talapty–I; f)
Talapty–II; g-h) Kuigan–II; i) Arasan (after,
Karabaspakova 2011)

climate change and population pressure in
the

mid-late

2nd

millennium

B.C.*

6

(Gor’yachev 2004; Karabaspakova 2011;

Kuz’mina 1970). The Semirech’ye region was then listed as a margin zone settled by ‘Andronovo
populations’ who were trying to escape deteriorating living conditions in the central steppe zone.
The first wave is connected with the arrival of Alakul’ and Fedorovo pastoralists in the mid-2nd
millennium B.C.; and the second wave with Sargary-Alekseevka, Begazy-Dandybay, and Dongal
pastoralists at the late 2nd/early 1st millennium B.C.* (Gor’yachev 2004; Kuz’mina 1970, 1986,
2007; Tkachev 2002).

6

The mid-2nd millennium B.C. date for these events was estimated from relative chronologies derived from the
Andronovo culture-history.
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The exact route, timing, and origin of
Bronze Age migrations into Semirech’ye lack
consensus. Debates essentially stem from
disagreements about the geographic and
temporal origins of Alakul’ and Fedorovo
groups.

Most

local

archaeologists

(e.g.,

Rogozhinsky 2011:173-174; Gor’yachev 2004)7
interpret

the

material

assemblages

of

Semirech’ye within the historical narrative
that places the origin of the Andronovo
cultural horizon in central Kazakhstan, after
Kuz’mina (1970, 1986) and others. Others
(e.g., Karakbaspakova 2011:178), however,
Figure 2.37: Bronze Age pottery from the
Usunbulak–I cemetery (after, Kuz’mina 2007:
Fig. 73a)

disagree and place the Fedorovo homeland in
the Altai, after Tkachev (2009) and thus

regard migrations from eastern Kazakhstan and the Altai as more significant. Aside from the
finer details of where these migrations originated, the traditional paradigm of Semirech'yean
prehistory is that pastoralists arrived in two main waves.
Earliest (and small-scale) pre-migration settlers: Alakul’
According to typological culture-history, the first arrival of pastoralists in Semirech’ye is
linked to a slow influx of Alakul’ groups around 1700-1500 B.C.* (in the relative chronology)
based on the discovery of ‘Handmade Steppe Ceramics’ (HSC) hosting stylistic features of
Alakul’ pottery in burials8 at Kapal in Semirech’ye (Karabaspakova 2011:120). The period is

7 Rogozhinsky (2011: 174-175, 220, 222) pinpoints the bulk of evidence for this directional route in
stylistic analogues among rock art complexes from Tamgaly (Semirech’ye), central Kazakhstan (Atasu)
and southeastern Kazakhstan—not in the pottery.
8
Specifically, stylistic analogues were identified between pottery from the Bylkyldak cemetery in central Kazakhstan
(Margulan et al. 1966: Figure 43, Table, X, VIII) and Kapal (Karabaspakova 2011:120).
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described as one of very limited contact between the local populations in Semirech’ye and other
regions of Kazakhstan that resulted in little cultural impact in Semirech’ye overall
(Karabaspakova 2011:176, Kuz’mina 1970:48). The suggestion that infrequent marriage alliances
provided a social vector for limited culture contact between incoming Alakul’ and local groups
prior to the arrival of Fedorovo groups later on was made by Kuz’mina (1970:48). Yet, her
hypothesis has not been tested and is rarely referenced (but see Karabaspakova 2011). Instead,
much greater emphasis is placed on the presence of Fedorovo groups and their influence on the
early era of Semirech’ye’s Bronze Age (e.g., Gor’yachev 1997, 2004; Mar’yashev and Gor’yachev
1993).
First-wave migrations: Fedorovo
In the LBA (1500-1300 B.C.*) interaction between groups living in Semirech’ye and
other areas of Kazakhstan purportedly increased as based on the widespread appearance of
Fedorovo-type monuments throughout many areas of Semirech’ye (Kuz’mina 1970). HSC
ceramics hosting stylistic characteristics associated with pottery from Fedorovo cultural
assemblages and burials are connected with the first significant migration wave and settling of
pastoralists in southeastern Kazakhstan (Karabaspakova 2011:183; Kuz’mina 2007:29). The
cultural traditions of the newcomers (Fedorovo pastoralists) purportedly overwrote the
traditions of the local inhabitants. A glaring omission from this narrative is archaeological
evidence for who these so-called ‘local groups’ were, their way of life, their antiquity, and how
they related to groups living elsewhere.
Second-wave migrations: Sargary-Alekseevka, Begazy-Dandybay, Dongal
The second proposed migration wave in the FBA (1300-900 B.C.*) is described as a long
period of more intense interaction and intermixing between incoming and local populations in
Semirech’ye than earlier on. This later period is also framed as a time of far reaching contacts
with populations living in the steppe, mountain, and desert zones of Eurasia and Central Asia
(Rogozhinsky 2011). Within this viewpoint, the ‘Semirech’ye variant’ of the Andronovo culture is
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typically understood as a mixed tradition that emerged from the assimilated practices of
preexisting groups and newcomers. Given that Fedorovo groups had already settled, material
complexes of the Semirech’ye variant—as with all regions of southern central Eurasia—are
considered to host more residual traits of Fedorovo material complexes than those associated
with Alakul’ sites (Kuz’mina 2007:29).
The mixed material assemblage of the FBA in Semirech’ye is compared with other mixed
material assemblages from Kazakhstan, such as Sargary-Alekseevka (i.e., the roller pottery
tradition), Begazy-Dandybay, and Dongal (Gor’yachev 2004; Kuz’mina 2007:245). Within this
co-called mixed tradition, some regions have been singled out as having their own internal ‘local
variants,’ such as the ‘Kulsai type’ around the Aci Plateau (Gor’yachev 2011) and the ‘Buyen type’
around Kapal in the Bayan-Zhurek Valley (Karabaspakova 2011). Gor’yachev (2004), in
particular, argues that earlier traditions associated with the Fedorovo period were discontinued
with the arrival of new groups in the FBA. He uses the widespread appearance of ‘roller pottery’
associated with Sargary-Alekseevka assemblages throughout Semirech’ye to make this
argument.
Discussion
The above outline demonstrates the canonical portrayal of Semirech’ye as a recipient
region to foreign incursions and cultural assimilation and/or replacement. Material support for
these processes relies nearly exclusively on stylistic pottery analogies of HSC. The following
quote shows the coarse material features currently used to substantiate the two migration waves
outlined above:
The Semirech’ye type is likely to have formed as a result of the assimilation of the
Fedorovo population that arrived here earlier with Alakul’ groups. The mixed population
inherited from their Fedorovo ancestors stone constructions, cremation, the shape of
pots without a ledge and their technique of formation, beginning with the round
bottom, bell-mouthed temple rings. The Alakul’ traditions manifested themselves in the
shape of pots with a ledge and the ornamentation in plain stamp. Contacts with
central Kazakhstan continued in the Final Bronze Age when Semirech’ye saw the
distribution of ceramics with the applied-roller and the custom of filling in and
covered graves (Kuz’mina 2007:244).
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The above quote shows stylistic and technological details of site complexes and their
variation at the inter-site scale are missing in such broadly defined regional analogies. Anthony
(2007, 2013) gives a checklist for how large and sustained migration from one cultural setting to
another can be identified archaeologically, with pottery for example, for the receiving group: by
the “sudden appearance of a new material culture that has no local antecedents or prototypes’, ‘a
neighboring territory where the intrusive culture evolved earlier’, and by ‘the introduction of
new ways of making things, new technological styles, which we know are more “fundamental”
than decorative styles” (Anthony 2007:111).

Given that the arrival of new populations in

Semirech’ye at the LBA is so widely accepted among a large proportion of the archaeological
community in central Eurasia, one could expect Anthony’s abstract model to be supported in
material evidence. In later chapters I will return to this list and outline why Semirech’yean HSC
might not reflect the pattern of migration as outlined. A detailed assessment of the ‘Semirech’ye
type’ pottery needs to be conducted in order to examine what remain as untested hypotheses. I
now move on to outline the pottery features of Semirech’yean HSC (or in this case, the
‘Semirech’yean subtype’), as it is currently understood, and, in doing so, will demonstrate the
need for more detailed studies of site-based assemblages.

2.5 The Semirech’ye pottery ‘type’
Kuz’mina (1970) was the first to demarcate the ‘Semirech’ye type’ based on the following
attributes (ibid. 45):
1. Pottery from burials were coil-built (and thus associated with Alakul’ groups),
2. Pastes include gravel and sand,
3. Pots include three forms: "small pots" or gorshkiy (typically Alakul’ forms), "jars" or
bankiy (typically Fedorovo forms), and jars with a shoulder ledge and wide base,
4. Ornamentation is poor/rare.
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Figure 2.38: Bronze Age pottery from Bytakti–I settlement, Semirech’ye (after,
Gor’yachev 2006: Fig. 13 and 14)
Today, classifications of the pottery recovered in excavations still follow this outline to
reach cultural identifications and, as a result pottery complexes, are described in an ad-hoc
manner. For example, Alakul’ parallels are drawn when containers display obvious shoulder
joins, or ledges, with sharp profiles, and when decorations are made with a flat stamp (Figure
2.38) [e.g., Butakty settlement (Gor’yachev 2006); Tamgaly cemetery (Rogozhinsky 2011)].
Fedorovo parallels are drawn when vessels host rounded shoulders, wide orifices, and
decorated pedestalled bases, with other decorations occurring over the shoulders and rims
(Figure 2.39, 2.40) [e.g., Buyen settlement (Karabaspakova 2011); Talapty and Oy-Dzhaylyau
cemeteries (Mar’yashev and Gor’yachev 1996)]. For Sargary-Alekseevka parallels, the emphasis
falls on slab-building techniques, grog temper, and applied decoration along the neck of inflated
forms (Figure 2.41) [e.g., Kekilikti-I settlement (Beysenov and Loman 2011)]. Pottery from the
Begash cemetery was compared to Begazy vessels on account of their inflated bodies
(Karabaspakova 2011:35). And finally, Dongal parallels were drawn at Muzbulak-I settlement
(Mar’yashev 2003:23) on account of “pearls” (impressed), holes, and slashes that adorn inflated
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forms (Figure 2.42). These so-defined material parallels between the different regions of central
Eurasia are reasserted over and over again in the archaeology literature of Semirech’ye.
The above examples illustrate how the social history and ethnic makeup of an entire
geographic region has been shaped around coarse approaches to pottery analysis. References are
made to the gross building and finishing techniques used for the pottery, yet neither the
analytical techniques nor sample sizes of the data sets are provided. In the following chapters, I
examine the reality of such material overlaps, for the pottery, in detail.
By now it should be clear the ‘Semirech’ye type’ is classified along broad guidelines and
illustrated through examples from settlement and cemetery remains rarely studied with robust
chronological control or associated archaeological details. Consequently, HSC are all too often
pinned to the overarching cultural organizations without examining the behavioral aspects of
localized potting practices that occurred through time. As I have outlined above, this research
trend stems in large part from the continued faith scholars have in the regional pottery culturehistories that were organized for other areas of central Eurasia.
There is also an issue of periodization. Settlement deposits can lack stratigraphic
documentation and are dated using the relative chronology defined in the pottery culture
history. The result is coarse chronological precision for most excavations. The relative
chronology has retained a strong influence (e.g., Gor’yachev 2006:57)9 alongside the growing
enthusiasm for other dating techniques within the last 10-15 years of research. I turn now to a
discussion of these new discoveries and research directions, and also outline how my project
builds the new information they provide.

9

Gor’yachev (2006:57) refutes these dates because they are not consistent with the traditional relative chronology
proposed by Kuz’mina. He argues that the site would not have been inhabited prior to the 14th century B.C., but most
likely during the 12th–11th centuries B.C.
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Figure 2.39: Talapty ceramics with stylistic parallels to Fedorovo pottery (after,
Mar’yashev and Gor’yachev 1993: Fig. 9)

Figure 2.40: Bronze Age pottery from the Buyun
cemetery, Bayan Zhurek (after, Karabaspakova
2011)
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Figure 2.41: pottery from settlement
Kekilitki–I, Semirech’ye (after, Beysenov
and Loman 2011)

Figure 2.42: Pottery from settlements Muzbulak–I and –II (after, Mar’yashev 2003:
Figs. 4, 5, 13)

2.6 Bronze Age Archaeology in Semirech’ye since 2000’s
The most significant challenge to the migration narrative for Bronze Age Semirech’ye,
and the Bronze Age culture historical approach is Michael Frachetti (2004, 2008, 2012). In
contrast to the idea that mobile economies migrated across the steppe from west to east,
Frachetti’s (2008) economic reconstructions of the mobility strategies employed by its mountain
groups suggest short distance vertical transhumance between summer and winter camps were
more likely, with the possibility for year round settlement in some highland areas as well (also
Panyushkina et al. 2010). Rooted in ecological potential and seasonal dynamics of Inner Asian
mountain environments, Frachetti (2012:5) argues that short distance (ca. 50km) and
seasonally performed transhumant mobility in Semirech’ye may have provided groups the
opportunity to interact and transfer innovations, technologies, and practices through mountain
areas—making small-scale interactions in these ecological niches at least as important as
encounters with more distant steppe zones.
Frachetti came to Kazakhstan as a graduate student at The University of Pennsylvania
and established one of the first American projects in the region, partnering with an established
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Bronze Age specialist of the Soviet ‘school’ Alexei Mar’yashev. In 1999, they together started the
Dzhungar Mountains Archaeology Project (DMAP), which, today, is one of the longest ongoing
collaborations between the United States (currently at Washington University in St. Louis) and
The Institute of Archaeology, Almaty in Kazakhstan. Frachetti’s dissertation (2004) research
combined detailed survey of the Koksu Valley and settlement/burial excavation at a newly
discovered site complex ‘Begash’ using a landscape approach to document the occupation
history, settlement patterns, and mobility strategies of highland pastoralists from prehistory to
historical periods. Work of the DMAP has included multiple excavation seasons at Begash in
2002, 2005, and 2006 (Frachetti and Mar’yashev 2007), and excavations of the settlements
Mukri (in 2006) (Frachetti et al. 2010a), Dali (in 2011 and 2012), and Tasbas (in 2011), the
cemetery Kyzltas (in 2008), and pedestrian survey of the desert steppes around Ushkara (in
2007) and highland meadows of Bayan-Zhurek (2010). Multiple PhD theses have come out of
the DMAP that examines archaeobotany (Spengler 2013, Rebecca Beardmore forthcoming),
fauna (Tekla Schmaus forthcoming), and my own study of HSC from Bronze Age settlements.
The culture-history that dominates traditional archaeological interpretations of Eurasian
Bronze Age materials—and in particular the pastoralist history of Semirech’ye—offer no
explanation of who was living in the region before new populations purportedly arrived in the
LBA (ca. 1700 B.C.*). However, archaeological works conducted in Semirech’ye over the last 10–
15 years have made important discoveries on the ways of life practiced by local groups prior to
the 2nd millennium B.C.—as well as providing much more detail on the life of its pastoralists in
general.
DMAP excavations at Begash produced archaeological evidence that pastoral groups had
inhabited the site as early as ca. 2450 cal B.C., placing pastoral occupation in the Koksu Valley
already in the MBA (possibly even earlier at ca. 3000 B.C.10). The initial occupation phases of
10

Frachetti received one date of 3000 B.C. for Begash, but with a very low confidence interval. However, dates of
around 3000 B.C. have now been established for both Tasbas (see Chapter 5) and Dali (unpublished), which increase the
possibility of accuracy for the early Begash date.
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Begash (conservatively dated 2500-2000 cal B.C.) are associated with some of the earliest
known pottery from Semirech’ye (along with the newly discovered site of Dali discussed in
Chapter 4). These ceramics are unlike Alakul’ forms that were previously connected with the
earliest settlement activity in the region. Leading up to and continuing after this point in the
site’s development, the faunal record and architecture show broad and long-term consistencies
in herding adaptations and settlement construction (Frachetti and Mar’yashev 2007; Frachetti
and Benecke 2009). Approximately 1000 years after the initial occupation of Begash (ca. 1600
B.C.), Fedorovo stylistic features are evident in the pottery, but these appear to be integrated
with earlier ceramic styles, rather than being the foundation for new forms. Various lines of
data indicate that local groups were well established prior to the emergence of this stylistic
tradition and that local ways of life continued alongside the appearance of new material forms.
An important point to note is that mobile pastoral sites of the mid-3rd millennium B.C. have not
been found in central/northern Kazakhstan—a gap in research and analysis that weakens the
migration-based arguments that place the homeland of Semirech’ye pastoralists in the central
steppe zone.
Another key discovery at Begash was wheat and millet grains deposited in a cremation
cist from its earliest layers (directly dated to 2250 cal B.C.) (Frachetti et al. 2010b). This
discovery provided the first evidence for the use of domesticated grains in northern central
Eurasia and, furthermore, showed groups living at Begash were engaged in interaction networks
of some kind with groups other than the central steppe zone. Situated in the mountains that
span the regions between the sedentary agricultural centers of China and southern Central Asia,
campsites like Begash had an ideal location for facilitating the broad-scale transmission of
ancient grains (Spengler et al. 2014).
The radiometric dates for Begash represented the first such chronology for Semirech’ye
(Frachetti and Mar’yashev 2007), and, coupled with its material record, demanded that the
Bronze Age social history of Semirech’ye be reevaluated. Since the 2000’s, archaeometric
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chronologies have been obtained for six (6) settlements located across the length of Semirech’ye.
These settlements include Tasbas (see Chapter 4), Mukri (Frachetti et al. 2010), Dali
(unpublished but, see Chapter 4), Tamgaly (Rogozhinsky 2011), Aci-II (Panuyshkina et al.
2010), and Begash (Frachetti & Mar’yashev 2007), and a small number of settlements have one
or two radiocarbon dates as well [(Kuigan-II, Talapty-I, and Aci-I (all unpublished), Butakty
(Gor’yachev 2006)]. Newer excavations at some of these settlements also offer detailed stratified
habitation sequences, evidence for economic specializations in mobile pastoralism, long-term
ceramic histories, and permanent architectural constructions, which also continue throughout
the 2nd millennium B.C.
Overall, settlement data shows minimal cultural and material change from the MBA to
LBA (ca. 1900-1500 cal B.C.) (Panyushkina et al. 2010; Frachetti and Mar’yashev 2007). The
discovery of longer term, and repeated occupation at the same locales also demonstrates the
durability of pastoral systems in Semirech’ye and societies who repeatedly invested in the same
geographic places across time. Evidentially, the traditionally derived cultural and regional units
that were established to spatially and temporally organize material forms and identify ethnic
groups of the Bronze Age do not fit within the local settlement histories of site excavations
conducted since the 2000’s in Semirech’ye.

2.7 Conclusion
Traditional descriptions of Bronze Age Semirech’ye frame it epistemologically as a
marginal and peripheral zone to geographic areas of Kazakhstan that have been subject to a
longer and more intense history of archaeological investment. Yet, to the contrary, the new
discoveries outlined above indicate the social history of pastoralists living on the steppe margin
of central Eurasia may have developed through multiple and varied interactions that were
embedded in exchanges at the local and regional scale.
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Even though these groups had connections to groups living in the heart of Eurasia—as
demonstrated in the regionally shared features of its material record—other features of the
material assemblage (e.g., wheat and millet grains) demonstrate that it was also connected to
networks that reached further southwest and east. Importantly, Semirech’ye sites exhibit a local
element as well, that may have changed very little over the course of the LBA that is traditionally
described as a period when new populations arrived in large numbers. This new evidence
significantly alters Semirech’ye’s place in the broader narrative of central Eurasian prehistory.
The migration narratives designed around the culture-historical organization of pottery
may need to be revised in light of the new periodization, economy, and settlement history
scientifically established by more recent settlement excavations across the Dzhungar Mountains.
Consequently, new archaeological questions are emerging on how these communities were
organized and the nature of their social interactions within and between sites.

2.8 Pottery in the new era of Bronze Age archaeology of
Semirech’ye
So far, none of the work described above has incorporated detailed examination of the
Semirech’yean HSC. Specifically, no one has revisited the Semirech’ye pottery assemblages to
explore the relationship between regionally defined material assemblages and site-scale data on
other areas of the economy and society. Pottery continues to be used to reassert the culturehistorical paradigm (Gor’yachev 2004), with no new perspectives being offered on what flows of
pottery technology, for instance, might convey about local site histories, group composition, and
scales of community interaction over the course of the 2nd millennium B.C.
As the lead ceramics specialist for the DMAP since 2006 my project is designed to
specifically address this problem in Semirech’ye. I argue that in order to find useful information
in the pottery connected to the long-term shaping of its social history, we need to step away
from studies that rely on culture-histories and instead move toward a study of the behavioral
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aspects of craft production that develop out of face-to-face engagements, social organization,
and human-environment relationships. The next chapter expands on this suggestion and
outlines a practiced-based approach to communities based in a multi-site analysis of Bronze Age
potting techniques from ca. 2400-800 cal B.C. (MBA, LBA and FBA) Semirech’ye. The idea of
‘communities of practice’ is applied to relate the newly excavated pottery from Tasbas and Dali
in the Byan-Zhurek Valley with dated pottery assemblages from previously excavated sites in the
Koksu Valley and Chu-Ili foothills of Semirech’ye to obtain a better understanding of social
interaction and technological complexity that defines Bronze Age pastoralists from ca. 2400800 cal B.C.
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Chapter 3: Toward a new theory of Bronze Age potting
for Semirech’ye
… what a complex thing knowledge is for human beings. Knowledge involves the head,
the heart, and the hand; inquiry, interactions, and craft. Like a community, it involves
identity, relationships, and competence; meaningfulness, belonging, and action (Wenger
et al. 2002:45).

3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter I outlined past and recent trends in pottery analysis and the
interpretations that stemmed from them about the relationship between Bronze Age societies of
Semirech’ye and the central Eurasian heartland of the 2nd millennium B.C. This history of
pottery study focused on stylistic analyses conducted within the methodological guidelines of
Soviet and post-Soviet culture-history––with less attention given to how objects were made, or
to the social, environmental, or economic contexts of their production.
In this chapter I provide a brief history of critiques of the culture-historical and
functionalist-evolutionary schools in archaeology as they pertained outside central Eurasia.
Following this review, I return to the central Eurasian material and demonstrate the need for
material studies that look beyond regional pottery groupings as the framework for models of
migration and ethnic composition among Bronze Age communities. I report on some recent
literature on craft production from regional Bronze Age settlement contexts. Then, delving more
deeply into details of my dataset from sites of mobile pastoralists in Semirech’ye, I propose that
a broader consideration of the nature of social interactions that surround potting, and of
environmental and economic factors that influence how and when pots are made is essential to
understanding the smaller-scale, daily practices of distinct groups of people. Specifically, I
situate my study within a wider body of theory on the archaeology of technology by adopting a
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practice-based approach to materials analysis to eventually outline the relationship between
local and regional material complexes in Bronze Age central Eurasia.
The second component of the chapter sets up why mobility––broadly defined–– and its
influence in shaping flows of information among potting communities need to be contemplated
in any discussion of technology transfer and interaction in this region. I propose that one way
this can be conceptualized is by drawing on the literature about ‘communities of practice,’ which
is a body of work concerned with the enculturation processes and practical execution of various
crafts and trades and how they come to unite members in a society—whether those groups are
tight knit or distributed. The communities of practice model offers a way to identify technology
transfer and group cohesion in the archaeology. Yet, it lacks an explanatory framework for the
social processes that may lead to various material practices. Therefore, I propose some possible
scenarios that should be considered given what we know of the Bronze Age groups living in the
study region. I then outline what I would expect to find in my dataset to support various types of
material patterns and interaction among potters and their broader society. Finally, adding to the
model of non-uniform institutional complexity (Frachetti 2012), I propose that a framework for
understanding ‘operative institutions’ of potting lie in knowing the different kinds of
information that get conveyed in local and distributed community contexts.

3.2 ‘Ethnic communities’ in central Eurasian archaeology and
some critiques
Normative and functionalist-evolutionary based approaches to material culture
dominated archaeological interpretations of Bronze Age central Eurasia following the death of
Stalin in the mid–1950s (Klejn 2012). Within these two bodies of theory archaeologists
attributed cultural change to diffusion and migration because of the intellectual opinion that
human beings are inherently uncreative and thus inventions were unlikely to be made
repeatedly (Kossina 1911; Ratzel 1882-1891). Accordingly, cultural change in the archaeological
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record was usually attributed to the diffusion of ideas from one place to another, or to
migrations that led to cultural and population assimilation or replacement. Culture-historical
archaeology was central to the normative approach to culture that saw material objects as
collections of ideas held in common by members of a social group (i.e., cultural norms)
(Macalister 1921). Cultures were invariably seen to reflect ethnicity, and as such, cultural
stability indicated ethnic continuity and cultural change indicated ethnic transformation – that
was customarily caused by migration (Kossina 1911).
While still prevalent in prehistoric archaeology of central Eurasia, the ‘culture concept’
(Hodder 1982:7) was abandoned decades ago in many other parts of the world by members of
more than one archaeological school (e.g., Binford 1962; Childe 1956; Higgs 1968; Hodder
1982). For example, Childe (1956) challenged the longstanding tradition in European
archaeology of using ‘culture’ as an analytical unit for the study of people, and significantly, to
locate ethnic groups in the past because in real life he argued there were many other social
factors that could contribute to the material cultural aspects of any given society. Both
processual and post-processual critiques of culture-historical archaeology offer convincing
arguments that show a multitude of social and ecological factors can influence material culture
patterning. The long history of linking potting communities with discrete ethnic communities,
and material culture change with migration in Bronze Age Eurasia is vulnerable to the same
problems of correlation and classification. Binford’s (1962, 1965) critique of the normative
approach stemmed from his argument that cultural and material change may align with local
responses to ecological change, population pressure, or resource competition – and not with
cultural norms. Others from the processual school (e.g.; Longacre 1970) later connected cultural
similarities to degrees of social interaction in particular—while eschewing direct links to
ethnicity.
Hodder’s (1982) seminal ethnographic study in Africa empirically tested both the
interaction/ecological and normative approaches to culture. Although more than 30 years old,
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his contribution is of specific relevance here because it is one of the few works that deals
expressly with the interconnections among pastoralism, pottery, and community structure.
Hodder (1982: 35, 186) found that discontinuities in material distributions might index many
structural facets of society, not only ethnicity (i.e., age, gender, status, etc.). Moreover,
movement between groups (e.g., via intermarriage) was not always evident in the way people
asserted their outward identity because social pressures and norms imposed by the new group
could end up concealing one’s social background to outsiders (ibid. 188). An important point to
keep in mind, however, is in testing the culture concept Hodder focused on material culture (i.e.,
the style of finished objects) and not on practice (i.e., manufacture techniques and knowledge).
His ethnographic work was designed to measure the intersection between group identity and
material culture.
Dietler and Herbich (1989, 1998, 2008), too were interested in investigating the level of
association between finished objects and group identity. In contrast to Hodder, their
ethnographic work among rural potters in Kenya emphasized the practice concept over material
culture. Using style and technology as sources of investigation, their work yields important
discoveries about the power of group structure and relationships (in their case, marriage
systems) for shaping learning patterns and socialization among potters and ceramic designs. In
particular, their findings demonstrate that ethnic or ethnic subgroup identity does not seem to
be encoded in ceramic micro-styles. In truth, the same material culture pattern can be produced
from very different social processes, and rather it is how and when the learning takes place that
is key to understand.
These studies by Hodder, Dietler and Herbich and others show that the correlation
between ceramic design and ethnicity is not so straightforward. In central Eurasia, the
relationship between the appearance of new ceramic styles, migration, and changes in ethnic
composition is vulnerable to the same critique. Other forms of interaction outside of migration
need to be considered, particularly since recent studies confirm pastoralists were living in
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Semirech’ye from at least the mid–3rd millennium B.C. (see Chapter 2). For example, can we
attribute the 2nd millennium B.C. material record of Semirech’ye to the arrival of new
populations? Or, did other social processes contribute, such as economic change or changes in
the functions associated with pottery? Finally, how much can we fine-tune interpretations of
where the ceramic record reflects changes in society during the Bronze Age? One way these
questions can be addressed is through detailed diachronic and synchronic studies of potting
techniques and pottery styles in the study region. The remainder of this chapter offers a
theoretical perspective that promotes the analytical value of a comparative site-based study of
regional potting techniques and styles. Applied to the examination of pastoralist pottery
manufacture, such an approach can begin to resolve issues of scale (i.e., local versus regional)
relative to long-term social change, culture contact, and flows of material technology in Bronze
Age Semirech’ye.

3.3 A practice-based approach to ‘communities’
I adopt a practice-based approach to pottery analysis (Knappett 2011), which means in
the study I am concerned with documenting the ‘how’ of potting as well as the manner that
pottery making is integrated into society (e.g., specialized or household production and full time
or part time). The study documents potting practices at the site level so that the operational
activities for how pots are made in localized social settings can be compared and contrasted
across multi-settlement (regional) datasets. The datasets can then be used to propose new ideas
on the relationship among pottery, interaction, and knowledge transfer in Bronze Age
Semirech’ye.
A practice-based approach to pottery analysis draws from perspectives within the
anthropology of technology (e.g., Dobres 2000; Pfaffenberger 1992) that are concerned with the
structuring effects of society on the manufacture of objects. Social theorists (e.g., Bourdieu 1977;
Giddens 1984; Mauss 1973) introduced the founding ideas of this archaeological trend long ago
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when they proposed that materiality is a product of culturally embedded practices that are
generated through the socializing mechanisms of pedagogical settings and learning frameworks.
The body of theory on the archaeology of technology surfaces in studies about interaction
and societal composition (and changes in it) (e.g., Gosselain 2000; Schiffer and Skibo 1987).
Such studies have adopted analytical methods to compare the technological style of ceramic
vessels (Lechtman 1977; Lemonnier 1992) that essentially emerge from the chaîne opératoire
(Leroi-Gourhan 1964) of manufacture. This academic orientation gives greater analytical weight
to the way objects are made than the way objects simply look as a way to examine the inner
workings of communities and how they might change over time (e.g., Dietler and Herbich 1998).
Potting techniques, and micro-practices of craft production in general are commonly
understood to require hands-on, or face-to-face, instruction, as opposed to styles of decoration
that can be more easily copied from observation alone.
The author has always felt that valuable though it is as a guide to cultural history the
evidence of style alone can be greatly augmented by a knowledge of techniques. For
example, a style of decoration or even the shape of vessels may be copied fairly readily on
comparatively slender contact, but a structural technique is only likely to be changed by
long and intimate contact between two peoples, or by conquest (Digby 1948:605).
This quotation taken from Digby states a commonly held opinion among researchers of
pottery manufacture (e.g., Roux and Corbetta 1989; Vandiver 1987). But moreover, the
quotation is important because it does not discredit the value of style in pottery analysis, but it
rather points out that both elements are able to tell us different things. Dietler and Herbich’s
(1989, 1998) and Herbich’s (1987) ethnographic work discussed above illustrate this exact point.
Examination of the operative chain of potting allows exploration of the dialectic between the
hand-building methods and regionally common styles of vessel ornamentation; each one
offering some level of information about societal composition, activity, interaction, and identity.
For example, the techniques used to manufacture everyday things, specifically, can be
subject to changes in the fabric of everyday life that are brought about through different forms of
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culture contact and the effects such contacts have on flows of knowledge transfer. In the
dissertation, I survey the technological styles present across a multi-site pottery assemblage
from campsites across Semirech’ye that together span the mid–3rd to early–1st millennium B.C. I
use the ceramic sample to 1) achieve a diachronic and synchronic outline of how pots were
made; 2) assess the extent that potting practices changed or stayed the same over time; and, 3)
propose some explanations for the nature of pottery production by using what we know about
the occupation history, site function, and daily activities of groups at each study-site. The
pottery analysis and approach relies predominantly on documentation of the chaîne opératoire
of manufacture to assess the distributions and differences in macro-practices and micropractices of potting at the site level. In doing so, I aim to obtain a ‘ground up’ perspective not
only of how the traditional pottery groupings relate to the social history of this region, but more
importantly, I argue to understand in the long-run how different areas of material manufacture
and prehistoric technologies intersected at the household level in Semirech’ye.

3.4 Mobile pastoralists in the pottery literature
The body of theory on the archaeology of technology (outlined above) rarely features
mobile pastoralists. Grillo (2012) and Hodder (1982) are two main figures who have explored
material culture of mobile groups through examining the relationship between mobility and
social interaction in east Africa (Kenya). Hodder examined objects in their finished state––not
how they were made––to test the reality of culture groupings and test the interaction hypothesis
forwarded by behavioral and ecological anthropologists only. His study did not consider how
production or material technology might be used to understand community composition and
interaction among mobile groups.
Literature that looks explicitly at the potting practices used by mobile pastoralists to
address questions of scale in culture contact, technology transfer, and long-term social change is
very few. A theoretical and methodological goal of this dissertation is to examine the social
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significance of technological styles among pottery of prehistoric mobile pastoralists beyond the
central Eurasian context. Much more work has been done in the area of metallurgy across
steppe contexts (e.g., Peterson 2009; Hanks and Doonan 2009) that provide valuable
comparative material for considering other realms of craft production, and how they might
intersect. I will now move onto outline some of the existing literature on Bronze Age material
production across different site contexts in central Eurasia.

3.5 Material production sites in Bronze Age central Eurasia
Archaeologically documented Bronze Age settlements in Semirech’ye range from small
villages with wooden and stone architecture to campsites that contain just a few temporary
shelters with stone foundations (Mar’yashev and Gumirova 2011). Outside of Semirech’ye,
settlement architecture documented at other central Eurasian pastoral sites also exhibits some
localized variation (Kuz’mina 2007:Figs. 8, 9). These regional examples yield a spectrum of
villages and campsites sparsely distributed over a massive landscape. The MBA fortified centers
of the Bactria Margiana Archaeological Complex of southern Central Asia (Sarianidi 2007), and
the nucleated, fortified settlements of the Sintashta complex located in the southern Urals in
Russia (Gening et al. 1992; Zdanovich 1988) form two exceptions to this site pattern.
Hanks and Doonan (2009) investigated the community and regional structure of early
metallurgy and mining groups of MBA (ca. 2200–2000 cal B.C.) Sintashta. Their project
represents an important conceptual shift in studies of regional craft production by using a
combined approach to the study of material technology and the chaîne opératoire with other
lines of evidence (such as area survey and studies of social organization and subsistence).
Addressing the broader issue of material exchange and interaction in Bronze Age central
Eurasia, their micro-regional study shows that at the site-level metallurgical activities were
conducted within household contexts with limited investment in raw materials outside local
catchment zones.
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Studies conducted on pottery from the same geographic region (Kupriyanova 2003)
similarly found evidence for household production alongside internal technological variability
for the period between the late–3rd to early–2nd millennium B.C. (MBA). However, around 1800
B.C. (The Alakul’ period of the LBA) pottery starts to reflect new technologies, higher levels of
workmanship, and visual standardization, which Kupriyanova (2003:67, 69) interprets as
evidence for a structural shift in how production was organized –– specifically she proposes
toward that of specialized household craft production. Furthermore, she further argues (ibid.
69) that professional potters might have been trained from childhood for this occupation.
Although there are changes in how pottery is made –– which in the traditional paradigm would
be grounds to argue for the arrival of new groups and ethnic transition –– Kupriyanova’s study
gives an example of how an alteration in artisan identities and learning frameworks can be
locally constituted and produce change in the material record without the input of new
populations.
Further to the east in central Kazakhstan, Loman (1997) reports the discovery of potting
tools, multi-use pit-hearths, ceramic slag, raw clay, and temper at the settlement of Atasy–I
(Atasy and Nurinsky period deposits). Loman (1997:60) discovered these items across separate
rooms of a house, and sees this spatial distribution as evidence that non-specialist potters
operated in domestic settings in-between doing other household tasks––as opposed to a
specialized activity that took place in workshops. Interestingly, Atacy–I is part of a larger
conglomeration of settlements in central Kazakhstan (Sary-Arka region) where evidence for
considerable investments in bronze metallurgy have been discovered through remains of large
chambered furnaces, metal slag, unprocessed ores and finished bronze objects (Margulan et al.
1966). The differential organization and labor investment of these two craft industries––potting
and metallurgy––and what they may indicate about the relative cultural significance of various
material classes has yet to be examined in detail.
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Archaeological documentation and discussion of craft production is uncommon in the
literature of Bronze Age central Eurasia. Based on what little evidence we do have, it appears
that material manufacture was organized differently at regional sites (e.g., household,
unspecialized, semi-specialized––as outlined by Costin 2000). The above examples
demonstrate the point that material objects of Eurasian pastoralists may share some common
stylistic and technical elements but there is not likely to be one overriding definition that can be
applied to the craft production procedures performed by these groups. The broader social
environment and local community preferences for certain objects likely had an influence on how
craft production developed across the study zone.
My assumption that there likely existed nuanced variability in craft production practices
among Eurasian pastoralists comes from recent discoveries that have been made about the
subsistence economy practiced in the 2nd millennium B.C. for geographic zones across the
steppe that were formerly attributed to single cultural units. For example, more recent
archaeological studies of settlement complexes in central Eurasia present a different view of
pastoralist mobility, technological innovation, and subsistence [Frachetti 2008; Hanks and
Doonan 2009; Rouse and Cerasetti 2013). Specifically, growing archaeological evidence from
mountain, steppe, and desert contexts illustrate diverse forms of pastoralism that incorporated
varied forms of mobility and diets supplemented with farming, fishing, foraging, and/or hunting
[Bendrey 2011; Lightfoot et al. 2014; Frachetti 2012; Miller et al. 2013; Murphy et al. 2013;
Spengler et al. 2013]. The diversity of ‘pastoral’ economies evident across Eurasia provides
nuance in understanding the diverse economy practiced by these groups. Moreover it only
highlights the growing need for robust and detailed descriptions of how Bronze Age groups
made a living, and a growing need to understand changes in technology and craft production,
their manner of integration into local domestic and ritual life, and their transmission at wider
scales. Certainly a standard pattern of craft production in this region cannot be expected either,
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even though the material record for pottery may exhibit general likenesses in style over large
geographic areas.

3.6 Non-Uniform Institutional Complexity and Communities of
Practice
Those means by which geographically discrete material traditions or economic practices
extend beyond their local realms of application remain an open question in Eurasian Bronze Age
archaeology (e.g., Hanks and Doonan 2009; Rouse and Cerasetti 2013). A recent theoretical
model of Frachetti’s (2012) is concerned specifically with this question and proposes that
multiple trajectories may contribute to what he terms the emergence of ‘nonuniform
institutional complexity’ (NUC) among prehistoric Eurasian pastoralists. His model is built
around the idea that normative practices, beliefs, and ways of life (i.e., what he terms
‘institutions’) can spread beyond localized contexts and then resonate at wider geographic and
temporal scales (i.e., ‘general institutions’); whereas in other situations institutions might
remain geographically isolated and thus only appear at the site-level (i.e., ‘specific institutions’)
(Frachetti 2012:5, 17).
Frachetti’s model differs from the earlier models outlined in Chapter 2 on the social history of
Semirech’ye because he does not connect material change with large-scale population
movements. Instead he emphasizes that there are varied processes that may contribute to
cultural change. In particular, ‘Institutional nonuniformity’ (Frachetti 2012: 5) is a conceptual
framework that outlines how threads of institutional alignment will sometimes extend beyond
local communities, whereas at other times they will remain relatively discrete. Conditions in
which institutions are adopted beyond the local realm are largely conditioned by the nature of
interactions that occur among groups. An important component of Frachetti’s model is that the
micro-components of institutions will vary in local contexts, which offers a convenient jumping
point for comparing local and regional material assemblages. Institutions for Frachetti (2012:5)
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are defined as ‘the organizational and ideological norms that shape practical interactions and
agents of communities’. His definition largely incorporates activity (e.g., religious rites) and
social standards for conduct (e.g., in trade) and draws largely on the work of North (1990).
In the dissertation I too define institutions in a similar sense. However, my use of the
term emphasizes a practical element that Frachetti does not discuss as heavily. Thus, I define
‘institutions’ as those activities that connect members of groups, but also as those activities and
guidelines for behavior that are socially reproduced and maintained through tacit knowledge of
how and why we behave in certain ways. Therefore, institutions are mechanisms that shape how
society (e.g., in a workshop) operates and how members (e.g., potters) perform in certain ways.
This dissertation contributes material data (site assemblages of craft production) to practically
consider the social processes that Frachetti discusses from within a theoretical framework.
Three broad questions addressed in the study are: 1) what do potting institutions look
like at the local-scale; 2) do similar or different patterns emerge on comparing the potting
institutions across the multi-site dataset; and, 3) what are some possible explanations for these
patterns? The first two questions can be answered through weighing the results of the ceramics
analysis. Question 3, however, is concerned with reaching an understanding of how potting
practices intersect with the rest of society. Answering it must consider the different kinds of
information that get conveyed in ‘local’ versus ‘distributed’ community interactions, and how
information is transferred.
Returning to the practice-based approach to pottery analysis adopted here that is
concerned with the techniques of potting, as well as the place they hold within the broader
community; I now outline how this particular approach can be used to look at the nature of
community composition and flow of knowledge transfer among mobile groups in Bronze Age
Semirech’ye. I model these ideas in part from the literature on ‘communities of practice’ that
focuses on the identification of group cohesion, but then, I also move beyond this model to
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consider possible explanations that led to the organization and nature of potting institutions in
Bronze Age Semirech’ye.

3.7 Modeling the role of interaction and knowledge transfer in
the emergence of Bronze Age potting institutions in Semirech’ye
The concept of ‘communities of practice’ was developed by cognitive anthropologists
Lave and Wenger (1991) who saw learning processes as intricately connected to social
participation and practice that lead to group membership. Interestingly, Frachetti also argues
that the parameters of 'participation' are key to the way NUC takes dynamic shape. Lave and
Wenger suggest that enculturation processes could be likened to socializing mechanisms that
unite groups of people who conduct common activities that aim to achieve a collective goal.
Specifically, they define communities of practice as ‘groups of people who share a concern, a set
of problems, or a passion about a topic, and deepen their knowledge and expertise in this area
by interacting on an ongoing basis’ (Wenger et al. 2002:4). A key element of this idea is that
neither one––community nor practice––taken individually constitutes a ‘community of
practice’. As Wenger (et al. 2002:41) outlines, it is the structural relationship between the two
that is key. The structure comprises ‘three fundamental elements: a domain of knowledge,
which defines a set of issues; a community of people who care about this domain; and the
shared practice that they are developing to be effective in their domain’ (Wenger et al. 2002:27).
This sketch of the inner workings of communities of practice, as outlined by Wenger and
colleagues, can be illustrated with the example of pottery production. Specifically, the domain
provides the framework of knowledge that encompasses how a pot should be made. The
community provides the social fabric for transferring information so that potting techniques and
knowhow survive through time. Finally, the practice comprises ongoing participation in a set of
ideas and techniques that ensure potting plays out in a particular manner.
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3.7.1 Applying communities of practice concept to anthropology
The structural elements of the communities of practice model provide a means for
observing the existence of a cohesive system of knowledge that is situated in space and time.
Approaching potting from this practice-based perspective it is possible to identify
(archaeologically) geographic or temporal examples of common group participation in the craft
production realm. Like many other works that draw from the anthropology of technology,
studies of mobile pastoralist pottery assemblages are missing from the body of literature that
has borrowed from Lave and Wenger’s (1991) work. Instead, the community of practice model
has been applied to a number of ethno/archaeological studies conducted within the
anthropology of technology (practice) of sedentary and urban groups. Some scholars address
how learning and apprenticeship were structured in the past (Wendrich 2012, edited volume),
whereas others have used it to trace local and regional interaction and trade (Knappett 2011), or
to measure social change (Sassaman 2011). Those studies jointly use material culture as a proxy
indicator for scaling interaction and for identifying the pedagogical or practical setting where
knowledge transfer and production occur (e.g., in a professional workshop or in a domestic
context).
The idea that interaction can be scaled through tracing the distribution of distinct
material objects is not new. However, the communities of practice model places an emphasis on
the common activities of groups as opposed to where objects are deposited (e.g., Knappett 2011)
in assessing the level of cohesion among participants of a group. In this manner Wenger (et al.
2002:115) speak about ‘distributed communities’ in cases when group colocality is not a feature
of the domain. Conversely, local communities are those groups who engage in regular social
contact. This point emphasizes that community does not hinge on their being a fixed locus or
regular face-to-face contact. Rather community (and participation in it) can still form based on
irregular encounters among mobile groups.
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However, in simply identifying the existence of participatory groups through common
objects and technology; one is not privy to the social processes that led to the formation of those
groups, or to the social processes that affect the ways objects were manufactured. Although the
community of practice model is useful as a way to talk about group participation in a particular
domain, it does not offer an explanation for what we are seeing. Therefore, in my study I use the
theoretical concept of community of practice as a way to think about the basis for group
cohesion and how potters may interact, but I do not use it as an endpoint for understanding the
everyday lives of the study groups.
Later on in the dissertation, (Chapter 7), I explore some possible social processes that
could facilitate technology transfer and condition the material record of the potters in question.
First, however, I want to return to the idea that institutions of practice and participation in a
domain can occur in discrete locals as well as in more spatially distributed contexts.
Among distributed communities participating in a shared institutional practice one
might expect to find potting techniques/styles most easily be conveyed in a discursive manner.
As a result the material record could reflect a higher degree of stylistic similarity than
technological overlap––a pattern commonly associated with ‘horizontal’ learning frameworks
and explicit instruction in technique (Knappett 2011:103). Horizontal learning frameworks
usually convey information that can be imitated fairly easily or through procedures that require
little guidance (e.g., Gosselain 2000).
By contrast, among local communities participating in a shared institutional practice one
might expect to find potting techniques and styles that develop through the performance of nondiscursive knowledge (Budden and Sofaer 2009), such as might occur in kin-based societies, or
in household contexts (Costin 1995:620). The material record would more likely show greater
technological and stylistic overlaps – a pattern that is commonly associated with ‘vertical’
learning frameworks (Knappett 2011:103). Vertical learning frameworks can convey a lot of tacit
knowledge and skills that benefit from direct interaction or demonstration.
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3.7.2 Mobile groups and community participation
For mobile groups, in particular, weight must be given to the role of nonuniform
intensity and regularity in social exchanges that occur either seasonally or through various
encounters (e.g. Beck 1991). Handmade Steppe Ceramics (HSC) of Semirech’ye are found over a
large geographic area. The social processes that led to the common trend in ceramic vessel style
may have arisen from periodic contact, down-the-line exchanges of information, or inter-group
mobility. The formation of general institutions in craft production where the pots look more or
less the same over a broad area could develop from any of these irregular interactions.
By contrast, potters who interacted on a common basis but perpetuated more specific
institutions of production, community membership, and sets of practices would yield a material
record that would be in line with the description of a local community of practice. Therefore, one
could argue that social participation and enculturation processes that lead to group membership
were non-discursively formed either through restricted access to outside social networks (e.g.,
endogamous marriage or short distance mobility strategies) or through frequent interaction
with ‘outsiders’ (e.g., exogamous marriage).
Returning to my very broad research question as to which aspects of technology and
technological flow in Bronze Age Semirech’ye were guided by local or non-local processes? It is
helpful to consider this question in terms of geographic scale. For instance, I believe it likely that
community composition and social structure at different points in the Bronze Age were the
cumulative effect of: 1) localized interactions over long periods; 2) small-scale settlement of new
populations and mixing with local populations; and, 3) the arrival of new populations with
different practices. The archaeological patterns I would expect to find in my dataset to support
various craft production and interaction scenarios are outlined next and then elaborated on in
Chapter 7.
Some possible archeological patterns I could expect to find in support for localized
interactions over long periods would be long-term consistent trends in technology along with
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little change in other areas of the assemblage, such as in settlement features or subsistence (e.g.,
Vandiver 1987; Budden and Sofaer 2009). At the same time, regular engagement with one’s
peers would open up the possibility for discursive interaction to facilitate immediate solutions to
practical problems or to hatch out new ideas ––thus resulting in localized innovations and
material styles at the site-level. Such a pattern of interaction could further relate to sustained
patterns in community composition and institutional practices over time, with limited physical
movement of groups across the landscape. One might also infer that production practices within
communities were consistently produced across persistent social networks that offered open and
common channels for knowledge transmission throughout the Bronze Age.
By contrast, changes in the fabric of everyday life caused by different forms of culture
contact, such as the arrival of new populations, should also appear in the material
technologies and possibly even in subsistence strategies or architecture that new groups brought
with them from elsewhere. With pottery, this form of culture contact should appear in those
things that are hardest to learn, such as building techniques and paste recipes. Thus, population
displacement and resettlement could be argued if I were to find a sharp break in technological
styles and the appearance of new forms that have earlier counterparts elsewhere (Anthony
2007:111; Cordell 1995: 2010). In the pottery assemblage one might notice a change in the
structure of the domain, community, and practice of potting as outlined in detail above.
Whether new groups settled in the region or not, I propose that some areas of potting may have
depended from localized face-to-face interactions that were part of daily exchanges rooted in the
transfer of non-discursive knowledge.

3.8 Summary
Thus far in the dissertation I have led you through the history of research on the Bronze
Age of Semirech’ye and how its relationship to the rest of central Eurasia has been understood
from different theoretical perspectives. I have outlined the problems that I see with the current
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and previous trends in pottery studies for this region and I have outlined why I believe new
directions in research need to be paved in the area of pottery analysis. The chapter also outlined
my reasoning behind adopting a practice-based approach to material analysis and how I aim
build on recent studies on material production, social interaction, and technological
transmission in Bronze Age central Eurasia.
My line of reasoning in adopting the practice-based approach to pottery analysis follows
from more recent theoretical focuses on community in archaeology where group membership is
comprehended as a dynamically constituted phenomenon that depends upon social interactions
and participation within a given place and time (Yaeger and Canuto 2000). Pottery as the unit of
study, thus, requires that interpretations also contemplate other lines of data.
In Chapter 7 I consider the results of the ceramics study in its broader context of how
these groups lived day-to-day. Specifically I assess the impact that seasonal mobility may have
had on the scheduling of various craft production activities, and the place of mobility in bringing
various groups into contact. I will question how pottery production may have intersected with
other household or daily tasks. By addressing these themes I hope to achieve one of the primary
goals of this dissertation–– to accomplish robust insights into long-term transfers in technology
and social change in Bronze Age central Eurasia.
At present there is little understanding of the structure or level of craft specialization in
Bronze Age Eurasia. This dissertation is one of the first studies that looks at this issue for the
region, and is the first for Semirech’ye. Thus, I now focus our attention back on Semirech’ye in
order to introduce each of the settlement case studies used for the pottery analysis. I also
introduce the highland campsite of Tasbas that I excavated as part of this project.
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Chapter 4: Settlement Case Studies
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter I introduce the eight Bronze Age settlements from which I obtained the
pottery analyzed for this dissertation. These settlements include Tasbas, Dali, Begash, Kuigan–I,
Kuigan–II,

Talapty–I,

Tamgaly–I,

and

Kuljabacy–V.

The

study

area

encompasses

approximately 400km in a straight line from the northernmost to the southernmost sites. In the
first section, I describe the geographic setting of Semirech’ye and the Dzhungar Mountains. The
remainder of the chapter is structured in two parts. In Part 1 I provide more detail about the
geographic and archaeological setting of each settlement and its periodization (Table 4.1). I then
give a brief overview of their excavation history in order to offer some cultural, chronological,
and interpretive background to the pottery being analyzed in the following chapters.
In Part 2 I enter into greater detail for Tasbas. I outline my excavations at the Tasbas
campsite that I conducted in concert with the Dzhungar Mountains Archaeology Project in 2011
(PI Michael Frachetti). The text includes a detailed site report and limited cultural
interpretations of its Bronze Age occupation deposits. I outline my excavation methods and the
archaeological analyses employed by specialists in archaeobotany and zooarchaeology. Brief
mention is provided to the Tasbas pottery in this chapter, but it is not until Chapters 6 and 7
that I include their full analysis.

4.1.1 Geographic setting of Semirech’ye
The regional focus of my project, Semirech’ye (Zheitsy in Kazakh), or the ‘seven rivers
region,’ is located in the south east of the Eurasian steppe belt (Figure 4.1). Semirech’ye exhibits
drastic changes in environment from dry sandy deserts to fertile plains and highland glacially
capped mountains.
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Figure 4.1: Semirech’ye with each study zone marked. 1 Bayan-Zhurek Valley sites, 2.
Koksu River Valley and Eshkiolmes sites, 3. Chu-Ili foothill sites.
This terrain extends for 400km from the desert shores of Lake Balkhash (<400 masl) to
the snow covered peaks of the Dzhungar and Tian Shan Mountains (>4500 masl). The Dzhungar
Mountains span the northwest corner of Semirech’ye (between 43° 50'N and 46° 50'N, and
between 78°E and 82° 50' E) and merge with the Tian Shan to their south. The mountains are
the source of seven rivers, the Lepsi, Aksu, Bayan, Kapal, Karatal, Koksu, and Ili, which flow into
Lake Balkhash. Semirech’ye, and Kazakhstan overall, hosts a continental climate with large
temperature and precipitation fluctuations between the summer and winter months. Springs
and summers at higher elevations are characteristically wet and cool, whereas autumns and
winters bring considerable temperature drops and severe snowstorms. During spring, melting
glaciers and high rainfall generate lush meadows that produce suitable summer grazing grounds
for herd animals. At lower elevations, autumn and winter conditions are drier and temperatures
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much milder, whereas the spring and summer is characteristically hot and dry with periodic
droughts (Utesheva 1959).
Given the ecological character of the Dzhungar Mountains and its suitability for animal
pastoralism, researchers generally agree that ancient populations performed vertical
transhumant migrations in the different seasons to provide fodder to their herds (Frachetti
2008). Frachetti has proposed that the lower mountains foothills could offer shelter and milder
temperatures in the winter months, whereas the higher mountain meadows offered abundant
resources for fattening up animals. Overall, it is possible that migration distances might have
been quite short (<50km) from year to year (Frachetti 2008).
Settlement archaeology along the lower mountain foothills (<1000 masl) have yielded
more comprehensive occupation histories that speak to the long-term daily and ritual lives of
these groups (Frachetti and Mar’yashev 2007; Frachetti et al. 2010b; Rogozhinsky 2011). Tasbas
and Dali (located at 1500 masl) offer some of the first comparative data to relate seasonal
practices among pastoralists of the Bronze Age, which has helped to establish new
understandings of its local economy and occupation history.
The geographic settings of the eight study sites together provide a spectrum of ecological
niches within the Dzhungar Mountains, from highland meadows to low elevation desert-steppe.
Tasbas and Dali are located in the Bayan-Zhurek valley of northern Semirech’ye (approx. 1500
masl). Begash, Kuigan–I and –II, and Talapty are located in the Koksu River valley and
Eshkiolmes region of central Semirech’ye (approx. 900 masl), and, Tamgaly–I and Kuljabacy–V
are located in the relatively dry and low lying foothills of the Chu Ili Mountains in western
Semirech’ye (approx. 800 masl) (Figure 4.1).
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Part 1: Study Sites
4.2 Introduction
The occupation histories for the eight study sites overlap to some extent, but longer
periods of settlement are true for some, and shorter periods of use for others (Figure 4.2) (Table
4.1). The relative chronology was used to estimate the occupation period for some sites, whereas
other sites had well dated AMS/C14 cultural deposits.

Figure 4.2: Comparative chronology of the study sites of Semirech’ye showing earliest to
latest
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4.2.1 Bayan-Zhurek Valley
Tasbas (45.13427 N, 079.36794 E, 1492 masl) and Dali (45.13322 N, 079.36390 E, 1513
masl) are located in the Bayan-Zhurek Valley between the modern day villages of Kapal and
Arasan. A chain of jagged rocky outcrops extends for about 20km east to west through the
western end of the Kaskarau Valley that gives Bayan-Zhurek its name. Permanent rivers,
seasonal streams, and river tributaries crisscross a mosaic of riparian areas, grass-dominant
fields, mixed forbs/grass fields, and low-growing shrubby forests.
The Kaskarau Valley extends for 6-7km north-south, and 16-17km west-east (Figure 4.3).
The valley forms a long wide plateau that slopes up from ~1500 masl in the west to ~2000 masl
in the east. This plateau is flanked on its west by the forested and snow capped Dzhungar Alatau
that ascends to elevation approximately 4500 masl. Two rivers, the Berkutchi-Bien and the
Saga-Bien, border the eastern side of the valley. In addition, many smaller streams and river
tributaries crisscross the valley seasonally to produce rich grassy meadows and boggy marshes.
Ancient glaciers carved out the valley millions of years ago and deposited massive boulders
along the valley floor and mountain foothills, thereby bestowing a very distinct megalithic
terrain around the Tasbas/Dali complex. In addition, thousands of petroglyphs cluster along the
rocky slopes of Bayan-Zhurek, with the highest peaks reaching >2000 masl.
Tasbas and Dali, located at approx. 1500 masl, fall in the ‘highland’ ecological zone for
the Dzhungar Mountains (1400-2300 masl) (Evashenko 2008; Goloskokov 1984). The two
campsites are located approximately 500 meters apart and both occupy southward facing slopes
(Figure 4.4). The Bayan-Zhurek Valley has a continental climate with large temperature and
precipitation fluctuations between the summer and winter months. Springs and summers at this
higher elevation are characteristically wet and cool, whereas winters and autumns see
considerable temperature drops and severe snowstorms––but precipitation and temperature
across all of these seasons can vary from year to year. The two settlements occupy stream
terraces that back onto granite boulder outcrops that range in height from 5-15 meters. Bronze
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Age burials/cemeteries occupy the space between the stream and both settlements. Beyond the
streams the grassy meadows of the Kaskarau Valley extend to the base of the towering Alatau
Mountains.

Figure 4.3: The Bayan-Zhurek Valley, Semirech’ye showing geographic setting of the
settlements Tasbas and Dali

Figure 4.4: Natural setting around the Tasbas and Dali settlements, Bayan-Zhurek Valley

Most archaeological investigations in the Bayan-Zhurek Valley have focused on the
documentation of thousands of petroglyphs, spanning millennia, clustered throughout its rocky
terrain (Baipakov and Mar’yashev 2008). Akishev (et al. 1982) led early excavations took place
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in areas on the edge of the valley (at Buyen and Kapal). Archaeological excavations of the Kapal
cemetery (Bernshtam 1948) in particular revealed archaic pottery forms (i.e., Alakul’) that
suggested the northern area of Semirech’ye contained sites of greater antiquity than regions to
the south (e.g. at Tamgaly). In the late 1990s/early 2000s multiple prehistoric and historic
settlements and cemeteries were mapped in the immediate areas around Tasbas and Dali
(Figure 4.5), with follow-up excavations at settlements/burials at Muzbulak–I and –II, and
Kalakai (Baipakov and Mar’yashev 2008). The settlement at Tasbas was discovered during these
early surveys. Dali was discovered during pedestrian surveys conducted by DMAP in 2010.

Figure 4.5: Topographic and site map of the Bayan-Zhurek Valley from pedestrian
surveys conducted in the early 2000s (after, Sala and Deom n.d.)
Excavations at Dali in 2011 and 2012 revealed remains of a multi-phase campsite with
highly disarticulated stone architecture, and shallow and dense deposits of HSC pottery (Figure
4.6). Some pottery washed into the Bronze Age housing structure from upslope at some point
during the site’s prehistory; whereas the remainder was likely still in-situ at the time of
excavations (Winter n.d.; Frachetti and Mar’yashev n.d.). The campsite was inhabited from at
least the early–3rd millennium B.C. in the EBA. The radiocarbon chronology for Dali
(unpublished) spans from approx. 2900 until 1450 cal B.C. (Table 4.1), after which time the site
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was abandoned. It is possible that some potsherds were displaced from earlier occupation
phases because they exhibit forms and decorations of 3rd millennium B.C. ceramics in the Altai
Mountains. However, based on the latest entry of radiocarbon dates, no cultural deposits can be
secularly linked to the earlier phases of the site (Phase 1). Pottery was only recovered from
cultural deposits with AMS dates in the first half of the 2nd millennium B.C: Phase 2a (approx.
1900-1700 cal B.C.) in the MBA and Phase 2b (approx. 1700-1500 cal B.C.) in the LBA.

Figure 4.6: DMAP excavations at the settlement of Dali, 2011 (view to the southwest)
Pilot excavations were carried out at Tasbas in 2001 by archaeologists from Kazakhstan
(Mar’yashev 2002), whom identified numerous occupation phases dating from the Bronze Age
and Kazakh Period. The material culture component of the site included pottery hosting forms
and decorations found among the Sargary-Alekseevka archaeological culture ceramics, and
stone-ground objects and tools. Consequently Tasbas was also included in the traditional metanarrative for Semirech’ye’s Bronze Age. The earliest occupation sequences were typologically
dated to the LBA (ca. 1500 B.C.*) based on its pottery assemblage (Mar’yashev 2002). Revisiting
these results ten years later, I identified compelling comparisons with ceramics and construction
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features from Begash, one of the few settlements dating to the 3rd millennium B.C. in
Semirech’ye (Frachetti and Mar’yashev 2007) – which caused me to suspect the campsite might
date significantly earlier than initially proposed.

Figure 4.7:DMAP excavations at the settlement of Tasbas, 2011 (view to the east)
In 2011, in concert with DMAP I conducted new excavations at Tasbas (Figure 4.7) to
date the site using absolute methods, recover more comprehensive data for economic
reconstruction, and to document the settlement history and craft production practices of the
site. Prior to my excavations at Tasbas (and Frachetti’s parallel excavations at Dali) no
archaeometric dates had been obtained for the Bayan-Zhurek Valley at all. I submitted carbon
samples and carbonized barley grains attained during my excavation of the campsite for
archaeometric dating. The results show Tasbas is a multi-phase campsite with successive
reoccupation by pastoralists for nearly 5,000 years. Eleven AMS dates provide the chronology
for Bronze Age habitation from 2840 cal B.C. to 831 cal B.C. (Table 4.1). The earliest pottery
from Tasbas dates to approximately 1500 cal B.C. and is affiliated with its Phase 2a.
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4.2.2 The Koksu River Valley and Eshkiolmes
The Koksu Valley and adjoining Eshkiolmes Mountain range are located approximately
100 kilometers southwest of the Bayan-Zhurek Valley. The Koksu Valley forms a U-shaped basin
with low-lying mountain foothills (approx. 500 masl), lush meadows, and high rocky peaks of
Eshkiolmes that reach to 2000 masl. The area is watered year round by permanent rivers and
spring sources, as well as seasonally by melting glaciers and streams. Numerous archaeological
sites dating from the Bronze Age to the 20th c. C.E. are distributed throughout the valley’s many
tributary ravines and river terraces.
The Eshkiolmes range is well known for its many petroglyphs distributed along its
southern basalt slopes (Rogozhinsky et al. 2004). Petroglyphs, settlements, and cemeteries are
found in close vicinity quite frequently in the Koksu Valley (Frachetti 2008). Settlements tend to
occupy river terraces, cones, or the wider mouth of river valleys (Rogozhinsky 2004:6-9). The
archaeological complexes of Begash, Kuigan and Talapty are three such examples located along
the main ridge of the Dzhungar Alatau and the western lower ridge of the Eshkiolmes Range.
The four settlements considered in this study (Begash, Kuigan–I and II, and Talapty–I)
consist of large, multi-phased campsites with stone architecture. Like most settlements
documented in the Koksu, these four sites are located between 750 and 900 masl (Frachetti
2008:30). The settlement at Begash is located around 15km southeast from Kuigan and Talapty.
It occupies a narrow tributary ravine that guards against wind and snow accumulation in the
winter, nearby a seasonal stream and spring (Frachetti 2008:Figure 36). The two settlements at
Kuigan (I and II) occupy terraces at the mouth of the Ashibulak and Jalgizagash Rivers on the
piedmont plain (Rogozhinsky 2004:8). The Talapty–I settlement is located on a wide terrace of
a permanent stream in the western foothill zone of Eshkiolmes (Rogozhinsky 2004:6-9). All of
the settlements face south and are protected from the wind. The three settlements have been
interpreted as winter settlements (Frachetti and Mar’yashev 2007; Rogozhinsky 2004) because
of their geographic setting and elevation.
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Figure 4.8: DMAP excavations at the settlement of Begash, 2006 (view to the south)
Individual components of the Begash complex were excavated at different times.
Karabaspakova (1987) excavated the Begash–I burial (published in English as “Bigash”), and
later Frachetti (2004) excavated the settlement Begash, and burials Begash–II and –III. The
pottery that I analyzed from Begash was taken from the settlement only. The Begash settlement
(Figure 4.8) was inhabited starting from the EBA and continuing into the Modern era [(possibly
from 3000 cal B.C.) 2460 cal B.C. to C.E. 1900] (Frachetti & Mar’yashev 2007). From a
combination of stratigraphic analysis, material studies and radiometric dating Frachetti and
Mar’yashev (2007) divided the Bronze Age period into four phases (Table 4.1).
The Kuigan complex includes two settlements (Kuigan–I and Kuigan–II) and multiple,
large burial grounds (e.g., Kuigan–III) (Rogozhinsky 2004:6-9). Excavations at Kuigan were
initiated in the 1980s under the direction of Alexei Mar’yashev (Mar’yashev and Gor’yachev
1996). Then in the early 2000s Gor’yachev and Rogozhinsky (2004) returned to the area. The
early excavations targeted the cemeteries (Gor’yachev and Mar'yashev 1998) but also conducted
test excavations at Kuigan–I. Larger scale investigations were conducted at the settlements in
2002 (Gor’yachev 2004, Rogozhinsky 2004).
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The Kuigan–I settlement was identified eroding along the banks of the Koksu.
Rogozhinsky, Mar’yashev, and Karabaspakova performed a single test pit at the settlement in
1984, and then Gor’yachev opened a larger area of the settlement in 2000 (Rogozhinsky
2004:14-15). He discovered remains of a dwelling with highly disarticulated stone architecture.
In 2003 Rogozhinsky excavated a second trench (1.5x3m, 95cm deep) on the external boundary
of a sunken pit-house and recovered pottery, metal, and faunal bones (Appendix A). The ground
surface was disturbed due to years of plough agriculture and as a result the deposits were not
recovered in-situ or in stratigraphic order (Rogozhinsky 2004:14-15).
The Kuigan–II settlement (44° 48’ 31.6N, 78°25’10.9 E, 750 m elevation) was
discovered during the course of excavations at Kuigan–I. The two Kuigan settlements are
located around 1km apart. Rogozhinsky (2004) opened a small test pit (1.1x2m, 1.1m deep) at
Kuigan–II that yielded multiple ash layers and pits (Appendix A). At around 30cm from the
surface, a number of pottery fragments were found beneath a layer of ash and charcoal
(Rogozhinsky 2004:15-16). Additional pottery was found closer to the base of the trench along
with layers of charcoal and coal. Any sign of architectural remains were absent, possible because
this area of the site contained a temporary shelter only (Appendix A). Most of the pottery found
was take from deposits located 60-80cm and 100-110cm from the surface.
The Talapty complex consists of the settlement Talapty–I and three cemeteries
Talapty–I, –I, –III located several hundred meters from the settlement (Appendix A).
Excavations at Talapty also began in the 1980s (Mar’yashev and Gor’yachev 1996), and were
continued in the 2000s (Gor’yachev 1997). As with Kuigan, the early excavations at Talapty
targeted the cemeteries (Mar'yashev and Karabaspakova 1988), and later excavations involved
both the cemeteries and settlement (Gor’yachev 2004, Rogozhinsky 2004). Talapty–I is the
largest settlement documented in the Eshkiolmes region (Rogozhinsky 2004:11-14). The pottery
analyzed for this dissertation was recoverd from Talapty–I, house #3. Two trenches were
opened (1.5x3m in size), which captured areas both inside and outside what was once a stone
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dwelling (Appendix A). The walls were largely intact in some areas and reached over 50cm in
height (Rogozhinsky 2004).
Initially the full complex of the Talapty and Kuigan sites were typologically dated to the
LBA using the regional culture-history (Rogozhinsky 2004:6-9). However, a small collection of
radiocarbon dates obtain for Kuigan–II and Talapty–I showed people lived on parts of the sites
much earlier. A single carbon sample from Kuigan–II was submitted for AMS dating. It returned
a date of 2471-2200 cal B.C. that placed it in the MBA (Table 4.1). A single radiocarbon date
obtained from the Talapty–I settlement (2041-1882 cal B.C.) from a sealed pit inside the house
(Appendix A) showed a slightly later date (Table 4.1). The Kuigan I settlement has no
archaeometric dates, and was given relative dates in the LBA (ca. 1500-1300 B.C.*) based on
pottery analogies identified with central Kazakhstan.

4.2.3 Chu-Ili Region
Tamgaly-Tas
The Chu-Ili region is located in the piedmont foothills and plains along the northern tip
of the Tian Shan Mountains of southeast Semirech’ye (Figs 4.1 and 4.2). The geographic setting
includes foothills, valleys, dry steppe and desert with elevations ranging from approximately
800-1500 masl. The Tamgaly gorge is situated in an arid zone of the southeastern Chu-Ili
Mountains with few freshwater sources and habitable environments (Figure 4.9). The Tamgaly
settlements (I and IV) are located in the hills of the Tamgaly gorge, which offered the most
favorable living conditions away from the surrounding dry and harsh steppe environment
(Figure 4.10) (Rogozhinsky 2011:207). Buildings occupy ravines and valleys away from the wind
but with proximity to springs and rich pastures. Settlements are multi-phase and sit on flat
terraces or cones in the ravines and cover an area of around 300-1200 sq. m. All the settlements
face south, southwest or southeast. Rogozhinsky (2011:167) classified the Tamgaly settlements
as seasonal winter habitation sites because of their geographic setting, as well as their elevation
(900 masl). Pottery from the settlement Tamgaly–I was analyzed for this dissertation.
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Figure 4.9: Area map of the Chu-Ili Mountains and the location of the settlement of
Tamgaly–I (after, Rogozhinsky 2011:Fig. 175)
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Figure 4.10: Chu-Ili foothills around Tamgaly (after, Rogozhinsky 2011:174)
The Tamgaly archaeological complex is most well known for its rich collection of rock
carvings that line the foothill gorges (Maksimova et al. 1985). Tamgaly received UNESCO world
heritage status and protection in 2004 (http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1145) due the
preservation efforts of many local and foreign researchers (see history in Rogozhinsky 2011). In
addition to its rock art sanctuary, the park contains a number of residential and ritual deposits
that date at least to the 16th century B.C. and later (Rogozhinsky 2011:Figure 140). The
formation of the Tamgaly complex is dated to the mid–14th to 13th centuries B.C.* (ibid. 209).
The petroglyph sanctuary, the necropolis in the canyon, and settlements all date to this time
period1.

1

During the LBA the petroglyphs occupy a larger area and people begin to use the area to bury their dead, both inside
the ritual zone and on the periphery of the gorge. New styles of rock art appear in this period alongside the
continuation of more traditional MBA styles (Rogozhinsky 2011:210). At the 2nd -1st millennium B.C. transition, the
rock art shows analogues with East Semirech’ye, the Altai, South Siberia and some regions in central Asia
(Rogozhinsky 2011:211).
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Figure 4.11: Tamgaly–I settlement excavation of period AMS dated between 1265-926 cal
B.C. in the Late Bronze Age (after, Rogozhinsky 2011: Fig. 69)
Early archaeologists who worked at Tamgaly included Maksimova (et al. 1985), Alexei
Mar’yashev, Aubekerov and Rogozhinsky among others (see concise history in Rogozhinsky
2011). Cemeteries as well as settlements were excavated during this period. Settlements contain
one or two permanent stone-construction dwellings and a corral. Surface scatters of pottery,
animal bones, worked stone, and metal artifacts are used to locate buried settlements. Other
ephemeral constructions are also found that have been interpreted as spring-autumn temporary
camps based on the lack of construction features that are typical of more permanent dwellings
(Rogozhinsky 2011:167).
Pottery from the settlement Tamgaly–I (located at N434812, E75326, at 900 masl) was
analyzed for this dissertation. Auberkerov discovered the settlement in 1991 and in the following
year archaeologists from Kazakhstan (Samashev and Rogozhinsky 1991) put in a small test pit.
The Bronze Age phase of the site was not reached until the 1998-1999 season led by
Rogozhinsky (2011:71). Rogozhinksy’s excavations at Tamgaly–I revealed a multi-phase
settlement that was periodically inhabited for around 3000 years. The radiocarbon chronology
places use of the settlement between 1681 cal B.C. and 394 cal C.E. (Rogozhinsky 2011:Figure
140). The Bronze Age occupation (1681-919 cal B.C.) contained a single stone dwelling, central
hearth, and sheep burial (Figure 4.11). The pottery analyzed for this dissertation was taken from
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a single habitation phase inside the dwelling that was radiocarbon dated to 1250-950 cal B.C.
(Rogozhinsky 2011:Figure 140).
The Kuljabacy ridge is located in the Zhambyl Oblast in the southern edge of the ChuIli Mountains. The mountain ridge is bordered by a watershed formed by the Kopa River to the
east, the Chokpar and Shingel’dy Rivers to the north, and the Kopalysay River to the northeast
(Aubekerov and Sala 2004:64). Blocks of shale/slate that border the southern slopes of the
Kuljabacy ridge contain over 3000 rock art panels (Aubekerov and Sala 2004:65). A number of
mountain streams flow through this area. Multi-period settlements and cemeteries are located
nearby (Aubekerov and Sala 2004:65). The semi-arid foothill areas include multi-period burials.
The mountains include rock carvings, settlements, and cemeteries (Sala 2004:66). The
settlements are located in the protected and sheltered gorges that run along the southwest of the
Kuljabacy ridge (Sala 2004:66).
The Kuljabacy complex includes rock art, settlements, and cemeteries distributed across
10x3 square kilometers. Petroglyphs were first identified in the 1960s by the entomologist
Marikovskiy (1961). 40 years later, a small team of local archaeologists from Kazakhstan funded
by the Institute of Archaeology in Almaty, led geological and archaeological surveys and
conducted small-scale excavations of the areas surrounding Kuljabacy. Then, in 2003
Rogozhinsky excavated the settlement Kuljabacy–V as well as some burials (Rogozhinsky 2004)
(Appendix A). The pottery from Kuljabacy–V was analyzed for this dissertation and was taken
from 3 trenches (Trench 1: 7.5 x 1m, depth 75-80cm; Trench 2: 1.3 x 3.6m; Trench 3: 3 x 2m)
(Rogozhinsky 2004:22-24). The contents of trench 3 revealed a dwelling and pottery fragments
(Rogozhinsky 2004:22-24). The settlement is located 50 meters above a spring in the upper
reaches of Gorge 5, around 800 meters from a river (Rogozhinsky 2004: Figure 26). The
structure was made visible on the surface by large upright stones that were part of the original
dwelling architecture (Rogozhinsky 2004:22-24).
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Part 2: Archaeological excavations at Tasbas
4.3 Introduction
The following section provides a detailed report of my excavations at Tasbas in 2011.
The presentation is structured according to the occupation phases that I defined on the basis of
site stratigraphy, material finds, and radiocarbon dated contexts. The main focus of this section
is to: 1) explain the excavation and data collection methods used; 2) to outline the occupation
phases of the campsite; 3) describe the materials recovered; and 4) provide results of analyses
on materials from the site excluding the pottery. While I offer some related cultural
interpretations for the site here, in Chapter 7 a more in-depth discussion can be found that
covers what the settlement data suggests about social interaction, seasonal mobility strategies,
and the local economy of the Bayan-Zhurek Valley during the Bronze Age.

4.3.1 Excavation and analytical Methods
Tasbas extends over three natural river terraces (70 x 20 m). Kazakh period stone-pile
burials sit on the upper terrace; the multi-period campsite occupies the middle terrace (10 x 20
m); and stone-lined cist burials, typologically associated with LBA burial forms (ca. 1500 B.C.*)
rest on the lower terrace along the bank of a small tributary river. My excavation was conducted
on the middle terrace (Figure 4.12).
Two new trenches (trench 1 = 5x5m and trench 2 = 3x1.5m) were positioned directly
adjacent to the 2001 trench of Mar’yashev’s earlier excavations (in 2001) in order to capture the
edge of the unexcavated Bronze Age habitation contexts he had identified previously (Figure
4.13). Trench 2 consists of a 3x1.5m area that covers the area east of the trench 1 bulk wall and
part of the collapsed western walls of the 2001 excavation. Trench 2 was excavated to the
bedrock level and provides a complete stratigraphis record of Tasbas. Excavation of trench 1 was
ceased at the terminal deposits of Phase 2b due to time constraints.
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Figure 4.12: Site of Tasbas showing areas of the middle terrace excavated in 2011 (left) and
2001 (right), and Bronze Age burials on the lower terrace (view looking north)
A ‘quadrat’ grid (1x1m) was defined across the terrace in order to provide a Cartesian
provenience for all finds and features (Figure 4.13). Excavation was performed in stratigraphic
layers, and ‘contexts’ (ctx) were assigned according to ‘cultural’ horizons or features. In this
system sequentially ordered and individual ‘context’ numbers (ctx ‘#’) were assigned to floors,
hearths, walls, pits, post-holes, etc. Arbitrary 20cm levels were assigned to thick deposits with
little differentiation in soil content in order to impose vertical stratigraphic control in sampling
archaeological materials. Fifty percent of the excavated soil was sieved through a 0.6cm mesh
screen. Coordinate points were recorded with a total station, and the depth of corner points and
midpoints of the unit were also recorded at the beginning and end of each cultural phase. The
cultural strata, archaeological features, and topography of each habitation phase were also
recorded with hand drawn maps and photographs.
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Figure 4.13: Excavation trenches and grid layout from the 2001 and 2011 seasons at
Tasbas
In addition to my own analysis of the Tasbas pottery, other graduate students analyzed
other material datasets from the site for their PhD research. Macrobotanical soil samples from
Tasbas were analyzed by Dr. Robert Spengler at Washington University in St. Louis as part of
his PhD research (Spengler 2013). Sixteen soil samples were collected and floated for
macrobotanical analyses. The macrobotanical data includes 5,146 identified wild and
domesticated seeds and seed fragments from Phases 1 and 2a. All floated soils were subsampled
for phytolith analysis and an additional 35 discreet soil samples were taken from all occupation
phases (Table 4.2). Phytolith samples were collected and analyzed by PhD candidate Rebecca
Beardmore from the Archaeology Institute, University College London for her PhD research.
Onsite and offsite topsoil and subsoil samples were also collected in order to identify the current
natural phytolith assemblage for the area. 32 samples were collected in total. The phytolith data
includes wild and domestic plant remains from Phases 1, 2a, 2b and 3 (Table 4.3). The Tasbas
fauna was analyzed by PhD candidate Tekla Schmaus from the University of Indiana for her
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PhD research. Most of her analysis was conducted in Kazakhstan. In addition, Tekla brought a
subsample of the collection to The University of Indiana, where she is performing studies of the
annular rings in the cementum of caprine teeth to examine seasonality at the site. Tekla used the
faunal remains to investigate details on herd composition, site-use, and human diet.

4.4 Settlement excavation: Tasbas
My excavations at Tasbas obtained detailed stratigraphic recordings of deposits to
augment the ceramic and household material recovered with a secure radiometric chronology.
In-situ carbon for radiometric dating was obtained from hearths and floor areas. I uncovered a
multi-phase campsite that underwent successive reoccupation by mobile pastoralists for nearly
5,000 years. Eleven AMS dates provide the chronology for Bronze Age habitation from 2840 cal
B.C. to 831 cal B.C. (Table 4.1). Archaeologically, the settlement and its associated material
culture reveal four chronological phases: a ritual and domestic structure, a domestic
architectural construction, an outdoor activity area, and a foundationless encampment (Figure
4.14). Material finds recovered during excavation included wild and domesticated seeds and
grains, mudbrick and stone architecture, pottery, ground and chipped stone tools, a single bead,
human and animal bone, and ethnographic period metal objects.
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Figure 4.14: Tasbas profiles: Trench 1 (upper image), Trench 2 (lower image)

Figure 4.15: Tasbas Phase 1 plan. Trench 2. (2832-2492 cal B.C.)

4.4.1 Phase 1 (2832-2492 cal B.C.)
Phase 1, located approximately 170cm from the surface, dates to the EBA and represents
the earliest period of human activity at Tasbas (Figure 4.15). It comprises an archaeologically
undisturbed human cremation interment (ctx127) built alongside a small housing structure.
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The excavations targeted the cremation feature and found evidence for a single ritual episode
based on the ephemeral nature of carbonized remains directly over sterile soil.

Figure 4.16: Early Bronze Age stone cist, Tasbas (2832-2492 cal B.C.) starting from top
left: Ash and clay deposits inside cist, burned soil beneath clay, form of cist, cist and
deposits in section.
Long rectilinear granite slabs (ctx133) inserted into the ground on their narrow ends
were used to construct a cist (dimensions: interior, ~75x65cm; exterior ~95cmx80cm) with a
NS/EW orientation (Figure 4.16). The cremated contents left a thin deposit (~1cm thick) of fine
ash, charcoal fragments, and highly desiccated burned bone inside the cist. Most of the
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deposition concentrated in its SW corner (ctx130). Floated soils from inside the cist revealed 25
carbonized seeds, including five grains of highly compact forms of free-threshing wheat
(Triticum aestivum/turgidum) and 11 cerealia fragments that were too damaged to differentiate
between wheat and barley. A compact layer of white clay (~1.5cm) (ctx132) devoid of charcoal
or artifacts ran beneath the ash and then terminated in sterile gravelly fill and burned sediment
(ctx134). The overall low abundance of cremated contents suggests a secondary (as opposed to
a primary) cremation interment. An ephemeral lens of ash and burned bone from caprine-sized
grazers and a large mammal covered the area outside the cist’s southeast perimeter, and also
concentrated at the SW edge (ctx131). Three chert microliths and three in-situ carbonized
conifer branches were found in association with this deposit (Figure 4.17). Beneath the artifacts
the deposit terminated in an ephemeral layer of white firmly packed carbonate before
disappearing into a sterile layer of sandy-gravel (ctx135). Ctx134 and ctx135 continued for at
least another 50cm, and then excavations were ceased at 189cm.

Figure 4.17: Chert microliths (1cm scale) from Tasbas Phase 1, found outside cist feature (28322492 cal B.C.)
The northeast external boundary of the cist was not explored because it lay beyond the
confines of the excavation trench. However, the pilot season (Mar’yashev 2002: Figure 4)
documented a stone-lined circular hearth smeared with a thick coat of clay in stratigraphic
association with my Phase 1 (Figure 4.18). Two sterile fill layers ran fairly evenly across the full
area of trench 2 and thoroughly sealed the cultural deposits of Phase 1 from any contamination
by later period (phase 2a) deposits.
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Figure 4.18: Photograph from Tasbas excavation 2001 showing round, clay smeared
hearth adjacent to stone cist (seen in bottom left of image) (after, Mar’yashev 2002)
Interpretations of cultural deposits from Phase 1
Two samples of wood charcoal––one from inside and one from outside the cist at
Tasbas––and one wheat grain from inside the cist were AMS dated. A weighted average of the
three samples was used to yield a 2-sigma range between 2832 and 2492 cal B.C. with the
highest probability density (63%) falling between 2631 and 2562 cal B.C. Prior to this discovery,
the only other published 3rd millennium B.C. settlement in Semirech’ye was Begash, a winter
campsite that dates slightly later than Tasbas (Frachetti and Mar’yashev 2007). Comparisons
between the earliest material and architectural deposits of the two campsites suggest some level
of stability in domestic and ritual practices over long periods. A cremation cist built alongside
the small housing structure was also discovered at Begash (Frachetti et al. 2010b) with an
almost identical construction method and cist dimension to the Tasbas example, as well as a
satellite fire-pit to its west, secondary cremated contents, and carbonized free threshing wheat
in the ash fill.
The aggregate AMS dates for the Begash cist fall around 2230-2130 cal B.C. (Frachetti
2010b), placing the two cremation pits roughly 400 years apart, with Tasbas being earlier.
However, by excluding the charcoal and simply comparing the 2 sigma date ranges of the Tasbas
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wheat (2581-2468 cal B.C.) (Table 4.1) and earliest grains from Begash (2460-2150 cal B.C.)
(Frachetti et al. 2010b), the time gap narrows to approximately 200 years. Both cists coincide
with the earliest occupation phases of the campsites. Along with demonstrating a distinct
crematory practice that persists for perhaps 200 years, the deposited grains show a possible
geographic route for the spread of wheat into China (see summary in Betts et al. 2014).
The cremation interments from Tasbas and Begash are not known among 3rd millennium
B.C., or earlier, archaeological assemblages outside Semirech’ye. Clay coatings above the
capstones of mid-2nd millennium B.C.* burials in Semirech’ye and surrounding territories are
known (Kuz’mina 2007:29) but those burials show a different construction style to the Tasbas
and Begash examples. Stone features with structural likeness to the Tasbas cist are documented
in north-central Kazakhstan (Kuz’mina 2007:45), and at Tamgaly-I (Rogozhinsky 2011:96). The
structures were discovered inside houses and have been interpreted as LBA/FBA domestic
hearths with a possible ritual function – and they belong to the type 3 domestic hearth in the
Andronovo typology established by Kuz’mina (2007:45). The younger age of the ‘Andronovo’
stone hearths is another example of the lack of fit between the relative and archaeometric dates
for this region. The Tamgaly stone feature and pottery analyzed as part of this dissertation were
taken from the same domestic structure, and both date to 1287-919 cal B.C. However, for the
central Kazakhstan examples, which lack archaeometric dates, there is no way to know if those
regional examples represent a later development of a much earlier practice, or if the age
estimations of numerous settlements in central Kazakhstan require extensive revision.
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Figure 4.19: Tasbas Phase 2a site plan, trench 2 (1416-1287 cal B.C.)

4.4.2 Phase 2a (1416-1287 cal B.C.)
Phase 1 and Phase 2a are separated by an almost sterile multi-layered deposit of yellow
gravelly soil clean of charcoal and carbonate (ctx118/ctx124). The gravelly layer (ctx118) runs
the length of trench 2. Beneath context 118 is a second fill layer ~8-20cm thick that is comprised
of very fine yellow clay and sand (ctx122). A thinner and darker yellow brown gravelly layer
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(ctx128) sits beneath context 122. These three fill layers contain very little cultural material and
may represent a period of unuse on this area of the terrace.
Phase 2a represents the LBA/FBA at Tasbas (Figure 4.19). The stratified deposits in both
trenches revealed mid–2nd millennium B.C. architectural remains of a small dwelling with
stonewall foundations. The strata in Phase 2a are deposited fairly horizontally (unlike the later
occupation phases, which I discuss below) that suggest little or no wash exists from the upper
terrace for this earlier period of the site’s formation.
At a depth of approximately 162-155cm from the surface are stonewalls, postholes, floor
activity areas, a hearth, a mudbrick oven for food preparation, and wild and domesticated seeds.
The densest deposits of cultural remains from Phase 2a were found in trench 2, with only the
upper architectural layers reached for trench 1. Excavation of trench 1 was stopped at this point
and attention was shifted to exploring the lower stratigraphic layers in the area of trench 2.
Phase 2a was exceptional for the discovery of macrobotanical and phytolith remains of
domesticated grains of free-threshing wheat (Triticum sp.), naked barley (Hordeum vulgare),
foxtail millet (Setaria italica) broomcorn millet (Panicum miliaceum), and green peas (Pisum
sativum) in high ubiquity and density (Figure 4.20) (Table. 4.2). In addition, pottery, and
ground and chipped stone tools were found among the Phase 2a soil deposits.
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Figure 4.20: Late Bronze Age, Phase 2a Tasbas: a) broomcorn millet grain recovered from oven
floatation sample; b) green peas recovered from oven floatation sample; c) naked barley grain
recovered from oven floatation sample; d) barley rachis recovered from oven floatation sample; e)
free-threshing wheat grain recovered from oven floatation sample; f) barley impression in
mudbrick from phase 2a domestic oven; g) straw-tempered mudbrick from oven; h) Multi-celled
phytolith from barley husk (Hordeum vulgare) in mudbrick sample (seeds photographed and
identified by Robert Spengler and phytoliths by Rebecca Beardmore)
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The remains of the phase 2a dwelling show two curved courses of stones (ctx23, ctx114)
that form a roughly circular enclosure around 3.5m. The interior space is sealed with a hardpacked fine and yellow clay floor, ~2cm thick (ctx107) followed by a thin and ephemeral
charcoal lens (ctx108). Two depositional contexts (~5cm thick) comprising ash, charcoal, and
carbonized domesticated grains were recovered inside (ctx106) the structure. Bones of
domesticated and wild fauna, coarseware and decorated pottery, and ground stone tools were
deposited throughout the internal and external spaces of the dwelling (Figure 4.21). Another
smaller, and highly disarticulated course of stones (ctx114) sat at the south end of the trench
but showed no clear alignment.

Figure 4.21: Ground stone tools from mid-late 2nd millennium B.C. cultural deposits at
Tasbas
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At approximately 160cm from the surface a cluster of small (~5cm wide) post-holes
(ctx111) and one larger (~20cm wide) posthole (ctx119) sat in the area between the two stone
features of trench 1 and trench 2 and may provided supports for a light roof or lean-to shelter. A
fire-pit (ctx110) and clay oven (ctx109) sat to either side of the roof supports. At ~162-152cm
deep, medium stones (ctx114) covered over with a thick layer of hand-smeared and fired dark
red-brown and grey clay (ctx112) formed the circular fire-pit. The construction style resembles
that used for the satellite hearth documented in Phase 1. Ash and carbonized barley grains
overflowed from the internal space of the hearth onto the dwelling floor. Adjacent to the hearth
was a single fired mudbrick identical to the mudbricks found for the domestic oven (ctx109).
One sample of wood charcoal from inside the oven and two barley grains that were embedded in
the hearth (ctx110) were AMS dated. A weighted average of the three samples yielded a 2-sigma
range between 1416 and 1287 cal B.C. (95.4% probability, Table 4.1).
Sunbaked mudbrick, shaped without a standard mold, was used to construct the oven
that may have looked similar to the tandir ovens used in the region today (personal observation
2011). The front side of the oven (ctx109) was cut away in the 2001 excavation, and the back of
it is embedded in the north bulk wall of trench 2. Excavation of the remaining and exposed
component of the oven at ~111-137cm deep revealed a red mudbrick construction rectangular in
shape with a side flue on its northern edge that facilitated oxygen flow into the internal chamber
(ctx115) (Figure 4.22). A rodent burrow (ctx116) ran through the side of the oven, so soil
samples were not collected from this area of the feature. Floated contents of the uncontaminated
chamber revealed dung, carbonized wood, domesticated and wild plant parts, burnt bone
fragments, and a single undiagnostic potsherd. Fist-sized spherical stones capped the upper
layer course to form a ringed depression where a cooking vessel could balance over the heat
from the fuel chamber.
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Figure 4.22: Details of mudbrick oven during excavation of Tasbas phase 2a (1416-1287
cal B.C.)
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A single course of dark red-brown mudbrick and clay (ctx117) sits along the structure’s
upper surface and is baked hard from being in close and direct contact with the oven fire. The
charred crust of clay resembles the type of clay coating documented on the small adjacent hearth
(ctx110). By contrast, the bricks at the base of the oven construction are unfired, soft, crumbly
and pale orange-brown in color. A charcoal-rich deposit sits beneath the oven (ctx123).
Charcoal from context 109 was AMS/C14 dated to 1500-1320 B.C. (calibrated 95%, 2 sigma).
At approximately 166cm beneath the surface a thin grey lens runs along the base of the
oven, that is then followed by second deposit burned earth that is thicker and dark red-brown in
color (also ctx123). Adjacent to the oven (on its eastern side), is a pit that continues to an
approximate depth of 165cm. The fill of the pit contained a soil rich in charcoal and carbonate
(ctx126). One fragment of undiagnostic red colored pottery and some bone fragments were
found in the fill. The pit is an intrusive cut that extends into the sterile fill layers (ctx118 and
ctx122) that separate the deposits of Phase 2a and Phase 1. Charcoal from context 126 was
AMS/C14 dated to 1259-1024 B.C. (calibrated 95%, 2 sigma).
Interpretations of deposits from Phase 2a
The oven was constructed with hand formed, sunbaked mudbricks that were tempered
with straw, chaff and granite. I observed that the bricks and some ceramics, from phase 2a in
particular, shared similar color, temper constituents and texture. The granite and rounded
quartz granules present in the fabric contents of both material classes share the same colors
(pink, black, and white) of the granite boulders and streambed deposits that surround the Dali
and Tasbas campsites, which provide supportive evidence that potters did not travel far to
collect clays and tempers. The clay oven discovered at Tasbas phase 2a provided a comparative
clay sample for assessing the likelihood that the Tasbas and Dali pottery were manufactured
from local raw materials.
Given the friable nature of the bricks it would have made economical sense to
manufacture them locally and thus avoid transportation across any great distance. High
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magnification examination of the bricks revealed well-preserved carbonized barley grains,
barley rachises, and voids with the shape of stems and culms in their matrix. In addition,
phytoliths of the complete barley plant (i.e., the husk and culm/leaf part of the grasses) were
identified in the bricks as well (Figure 4.20). This sample contained silica skeletons consisting of
a large number of articulated plant cells expected of fresh plant matter. The organic component
would have served as a binder for the bricks and was used in combination with a very coarse
(>2mm) granite temper that would have aided their thermal efficiency. The mudbrick fabric
closely resembles the fabric of the coeval pottery and shows this recipe had multiple uses. The
proximity of agricultural fields to Tasbas would have offered a locally obtainable and suitable
straw binder for tempering clays used for mudbrick and pottery manufacture.
Phase 2a offers the first documented use of mudbrick as a construction material in the
Dzhungar Mountains of Semirech’ye, and may signify a local innovation in building methods
and raw material utilization among the Bronze Age pastoralists. Mudbrick constructions of any
kind are entirely unknown prior to the Iron Age in Semirech’ye (Chang 1999). Elsewhere, cereal
straw tempered mudbrick ovens are documented at Jeitun in Central Asia (c.a. 6000 cal B.C.)
(Harris et al. 1993). Roughly coeval examples to the Tasbas oven were discovered at ZamaraevoAlekseevka settlements in north-central Kazakhstan (Sal’nikov 1951:131) and were used as
furnaces for household metal production in the LBA (ca. 1500-1300 B.C.*). Tasbas yielded no
evidence for metal smelting or finished metal objects, however, as such devices may have served
for a range of domestic tasks.
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Figure 4.23: Tasbas Phase 2b plan and sections (ca 1254-1053 cal B.C.)
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4.4.3 Phase 2b (1254-1053 cal B.C.)
Phase 2b represents the FBA at Tasbas (Figure 4.23). Parts of the stone foundations from
Phase 2a continued to be used and little change in material culture occurred. Phase 2b is
primarily documented by carbon rich activity areas (ctx25, ctx105) approximately 125cm from
the surface that are distinguished from the earlier Phase 2a level by lower architectural
investment overall. Palimpsests of thin organic deposits and material artifacts interspersed
throughout thick fill layers are distributed throughout trench 1 with no associated walls or
foundations (ctx20-1, and beneath it, ctx20-2).
These soil deposits slope downhill north-to-south, and appear to have formed due to soil
and cultural materials washing downhill from the upper terrace located on the northern edge of
the trench (Figure 4.14). Large stones (ctx21) with no clear orientation sit within the soil
deposits (ctx20-1, ctx102-1) in both trench 1 and trench 2 at a depth of approximately 90cm.
These large stones also appear to have washed, or rolled in from the higher terrace on the
northern edge of the site.
However, a number of ephemeral domestic activity surfaces with few in-situ features
punctuate these fill layers. Abundant amounts of pottery, animal bones, and worked stone
artifacts were also recovered in the matrix of these cultural lenses and fill layers (Figure 4.24).
Pots can be attributed to the FBA on a stylistic basis. In trench 2, black burnished pottery
resembling features typical of Karasuk of Begazy wares were found around 65-85cm from the
surface (ctx100, ctx17). Charcoal from context 102-2 was AMS/14C dated to 1264-1045 B.C.
(calibrated 95%, 2 sigma).
At approximately 65cm from the surface is a thick deposit of brown-gravelly fill with
flecks of charcoal (ctx17). Ephemeral organic lenses rich in clay and ash are distributed
throughout this fill. Stones sit within it but show neither clear orientation nor shared association
with the organic deposits. After ~20cm in the northwest of the trench context 17 terminates in a
hard packed brown-grey surface rich in carbonate, charcoal and ash (ctx18). Beneath context 18
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is another fill layer 10cm thick (ctx20-1) that terminates in a hard packed surface that is offwhite in color and rich in carbonate, charcoal, and yellow gravel.

Figure 4.24: Worked stone (upper and lower row), animal bone (center row), and
smoothed pebbles (center) from Tasbas phases 2a-3.
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A soil transect taken from an ephemeral surface within context 17 revealed deposits of
foxtail and broomcorn millet and free-threshing wheat in the form of dendritic phytoliths of the
husk as well as psilate single cell phytoliths of their leaf and stem components (Figure 4.25). The
concentration and relative ratio of the two plant parts declined across the floor in a pattern that
suggests either the plants were being processed in this area or that debri was swept to one side
of a workspace. Ground stone mortars and potsherds were found in stratigraphic association
with these deposits, including a worked stone in the form of an estragallus (~93cm) (Figure 4.21,
lower left). Butchered and cut bones of antelope, sheep, and goat were also recovered. All
components of the skeletons were present indicating on-site butchering. The ephemeral,
architecturally void deposits of Phase 2b describe an outdoor space where messy economic
activities such as crop processing and animal butchering were performed away from the
architectural dwelling. A hard-packed carbonate rich deposit isolates the deposits of Phase 2b
and the following Phase 3.
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Figure 4.25: Phytoliths from Tasbas. Multi-celled silica skeletons and single-celled
morphotypes: a) multi-celled phytolith husk of wheat (Triticum aestivum/turigidum);
b) multi-celled phytolith from husk of Broomcorn millet (Panicum miliaceum); c) crossshaped phytolith from Foxtail millet (Setaria italica); d) saddle-shaped phytolith
occurring in C4 grasses; e) multi-celled phytolith from the leaf or stem of a panicoid
grass showing bilobate and elongate psilate phytoliths; f) multi-celled phytolith from the
leaf or stem of the common reed (Phragmites australis), (Photographs and identification
by Rebecca Beardmore)

4.4.4 Phase 3 (ca. 930-806 cal B.C.)
Phase 3 also represents the FBA at Tasbas (Figure 4.26 and 4.27). Ephemeral activity
surfaces, small hearths, and large amounts of refuse are interspersed through thicker layers of
cultural fill and suggest periodic habitation of the site in this period. Soil collected from the
cultural deposits of Phase 3 similarly revealed sedge multicells (phytolithis) of wheat and millet
husks, also from crop processing (Figure 4.25).
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Figure 4.26: Tasbas phase 3 plan, upper level (ca. 930-806 cal B.C.)
Beneath the organic fill (ctx5) of the final phase (4) of the site (ctx5), at approximately
30-50cm from the surface in the trench’s north, is a loose yellow-brown fill constituting gravel,
sand, and carbonate (ctx10). Context 10 is rich in cultural material, including HSC with
typological associations with regional FBA pottery and ground stone implements (Figure 4.21,
4.24, 4.28). Charcoal from context 10 was AMS/14C dated to 930-806 B.C. (calibrated 95%, 2
sigma).
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Figure 4.27: Tasbas phase 3, terminal deposit showing pit perimeter (ca. 930-806 cal
B.C.)
At approximately 50cm from the surface is a hard-packed white clay deposit, 5cm thick
(still ctx10). A second hard-packed surface of white clay and soil sits directly beneath it at
approximately 60cm deep. The surface slopes upward from south to north in the unit that may
have formed from soil deposits washing in from the terrace above. The surfaces are thin and
ephemeral and may indicate periodic occupation. Fragments of HSC and ground stone tools
were found in the fill of context 10. Toward the terminal fill of this deposit, approximately 60cm
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from the surface, a linear alignment of large stones protrudes from the northern bulk wall.
Adjacent to these stones is a small fire pit (ctx16) containing animal bones and ash, but with no
sizable charcoal for radiocarbon dating.
The construction of a large trash pit (ctx9) signifies a change in how inhabitants used
the terrace in this later period of Tasbas. The upper levels of the midden sit approximately 30cm
from the surface. Its contents comprised organic and non-organic deposits of burned sediment
and clay, ash dumps, charcoal, unfired fine buttery clay, gravel, carbonate granules, and
intrusive (later period) fire pits. A few disarticulate stones lined the edge of the pit and a layer of
rammed soil sealed the terminal extent. Coarseware and decorated pottery as well as ground
stone and polished stone implements were present in the deepest midden deposits. A fragment
of Bronze Age burnished and incised pottery was found in the terminal fill that along with the
section profile ties its construction to Phase 3.
The midden deposits of context 9 extend to a depth of approximately 115cm and cut into
earlier cultural layers of the site. Unfortunately the pit suffered some anthropomorphic and
rodent disturbance in later periods. These areas were avoided in soil sample collection.
Stratigraphic association between intrusive pits from later periods and the original midden show
extensive anthropogenic disturbance during the 18th- 20th century C.E. (Phase 4, Tasbas). The
stratigraphic proximity of the two phases shows around 3000 years of Tasbas were lost to later
clearing of the terrace and/or erosion.

Figure 4.28: Bead from Tasbas Late Bronze Age deposits.
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Figure 4.29: Tasbas plan of Phase 4 ca. 19th-20th century CE

4.4.5 Phase 4 (~18th-20th centuries C.E.)
Previous researchers left a large unexcavated portion of the site to the west of the 2001
trench, as well as a considerably large amount backdirt piled in the same area. In 2011, the
backfill was relocated away from the excavation area, exposing the contemporary surface as it
was in 2001. Beneath the backfill from the 2001 season is a topsoil layer (ctx1) containing
humus, grass roots and dung. This layer is approximately 20cm thick.
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Beneath the topsoil is a thin layer of loose gravel (ctx2). Emerging at a depth of
approximately 20cm from the surface is a stonewall aligned NS/EW (ctx3) (Figure 4.29). The
stones align to form a corner on the northeastern side of the trench. A pale yellow-brown and
organic-rich sediment with a low concentration of animal bones and gravel surround the stones
(ctx4). A rich humus filled pit (ctx6), a small ash deposit ringed by fist-size stones (ctx7), and
a charcoal-rich fire pit (ctx8) cut into context 4. Flotation of soil collected from those cultural
features revealed abundant uncarbonized (modern) material and rodent droppings, which
prohibited sorting or analysis by the project botanist. On the southern side of the trench at a
depth of approximately 30cm, context 4 transitions into a rich organic fill (ctx5). Numerous
rodent burrows and droppings were found throughout context 5. Context 5 marks an interface
between the architecture of Phase 4 and an earlier phase of the site, which is free of architectural
construction.
The archaeological materials from Phase 4 (Figure 4.30) belong to the 19th-20th century
C.E. Material finds from Phase 4 include iron nails, iron cooking pot fragments (i.e., Kazan),
glazed pottery, animal bones, glass, leather, and a lump of wood. The deepest final phases of
context 4, and context 5, also contain moderate amounts of undecorated prehistoric pottery
fragments and one incised Bronze Age potsherd.
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Figure 4.30: Tasbas materials from Phase 4, approx.19th-20th centuries C.E: top image)
Khazan fragment; center image) iron nails; lower image) fragment from a wheel-made
ceramic vessel.
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4.5 Archaeofaunal and archaeobotanical analyses: Implications
for site-use, subsistence, and seasonality at Tasbas
4.5.1 Fauna
The

Tasbas

zooarchaeological

assemblage

contains

well-preserved,

yet

highly

fragmented, bones from wild and domestic species. From the 7,700 fragments found, 1,419 were
identified to the highest possible taxonomic level with both NISP and MNI calculated (Table 4.4
and 4.5). Six domesticated taxa were identified: sheep, goat, cattle, horse, ass, and camel. Tables
4.4 and 4.5 show the bulk of specimens (92%) for the Bronze Age represent domesticated fauna
from sheep, goat, cattle, and horse. The Tasbas faunal record is similar to those obtained for
lower elevation winter campsites in Semirech’ye (Frachetti & Benecke 2009; Frachetti et al.
2010a), which is not surprising given that groups seasonally migrated with their herds up and
down these mountains.
Every occupation phase from Tasbas yielded processed, chopped, and burnt bones of
domestic and wild species. Butchering marks demonstrate marrow extraction as well as possible
skinning for hides. Domestic species, however, were the primary source of animal protein with
extra protein obtained from gazelle, deer, and fish. A fish spine was recovered from floated soils
from Phase 2a. Based on the amount of wild fauna among assemblage, hunting was limited.
Moreover, neither ass, camel, nor horses exhibited butchering marks among the Bronze Age
assemblage. They may have served as pack animals for seasonal migrations or daily excursions,
for example to obtain clays and other raw material for craft production. Ethnographic accounts
(Vainshtein 1980:158) of Eurasian mobile herders found that the transition to farming often
depended having healthy abundant herds suitable for draught labor. The appearance of horse
and ass in Phase 2b may have facilitated this economic shift and eased the labor needs
associated with cultivation.
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Complete herds were kept as shown by the presence of neonate, sub-adult, and adult
domesticates, and on the basis of epiphyseal fusion and dental wear some animals were
identified as being several years old (Grant 1982). The overall numbers among the fauna sample
are quite low, thus restricting a robust reconstruction of herd composition and solid evidence of
seasonality of occupation. However, identification of a neonate caprine in phase 2b is evidence
of at least occasional spring/winter habitation at Tasbas. Sub-adult caprines also indicate
habitation in the summer when nutrient rich grasses are abundant for grazing, through crop
harvesting, and then into the winter. Finally, little pathology was found that would suggest poor
grazing conditions for the animal population, so if groups did remain into the colder months, it
may have been during years with higher summer precipitation or milder weather that would
allow for longer stays with a consequent reduction in seasonal mobility.

4.5.2 Plants
The paleobotanical assemblage from Tasbas was recovered in an extremely well
preserved state. Both research methods provide parallel lines of evidence on seasonal use of
Tasbas and how domestic and wild plants were incorporated into the local economy. Both the
archaeobotanical research methods identified remains from five domestic crops: hulled naked
barley (Hordeum vulgare), free-threshing wheat (Triticum aestivum/turgidum), green peas
(Pisum sativum), broomcorn millet (Panicum miliaceum), and foxtail millet (Setaria italica)
(Table 4.2 and 4.2). The discovery of a multi-crop assemblage at Tasbas, in a region where the
earliest farming was previously dated approx. 1000 years later (Spengler et al. 2013), was
entirely unprecedented and implores the question of how crops and knowledge for successful
cultivation entered the region. The Phase 1 EBA soil samples revealed wild grasses but very few
domesticates. Absence of the wheat plant segments in the Phase 1 phytolith sample suggests
only seeds were present in this early period, but it is difficult to draw any hard conclusions about
the whereabouts of cultivation based on this minute dataset. By contrast, phytolith and
macrobotanical data sets from Phase 2a onward document a more robust picture of the
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subsistence economy at Tasbas. Ground stone tools recovered from the settlement suggest
onsite processing of grains. Moreover, floated soils revealed over 90% ubiquity, high abundance,
and high density of domestic grains that is on par with later agricultural villages (Spengler et al.
2013b; Lebedeva 2005). Moreover, the mudbrick revealed components of the full barley plant,
as identified from barley grains and rachises in the floated soils, as well as phytoliths of the
plants husks and stems. Crop processing waste and agricultural stubble from nearby fields
would offer a suitable temper for the bricks and pottery. Given the friable nature of sunbaked
mudbrick it makes economical sense to manufacture them close to the site of their intended use
and thus I argue they were manufactured locally. Along with barley, phytoliths from the husks of
foxtail millet, broomcorn millet, and wheat were identified in floor and hearth contexts from
Phases 2a onward, along with phytoliths from the leaves and stems of the grasses. These
phytoliths indicate a multi-crop assemblage was grown nearby and processed on-site.
Remains of the full plant components in the cultural deposits and mudbrick confirm that
previously processed grain did not enter Tasbas through exchange with other groups. Rather,
the points outlined here establish that crops were grown and processed locally at Tasbas after
being harvested in the spring/summer from nearby fields. The remains of the full plant
components in the cultural deposits confirm local cultivation practices in the 2nd millennium
B.C. at Tasbas, which currently provides the earliest date for agricultural pursuits in northern
Central Asia.
All of this evidence shows that populations living at Tasbas in the mid-2nd millennium
B.C. invested in a mixed economy that incorporated herding, hunting, and farming, which
provides nuance in understanding the diverse economy practiced by these groups. However, no
storage areas, pits, or large storage vessels were found at Tasbas. Lack of evidence for significant
production of grain suggests that farming at this stage was not intensive enough for surplus
grain to be stored for later use. The Bronze Age campsites in the Bayan-Zhurek valley are both
small and disaggregated, differentiating them structurally and functionally from later farming
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hamlets of the Iron Age in Semirech’ye (Spengler et al. 2013). While Tasbas now offers the first
unequivocal example for 2nd millennium BC farming in northern Central Asia, further work is
needed to understand how pervasive or intensive it was throughout the region.

4.5.3 Seasonality and Farming at Tasbas
Wheat, barley, millet and pulses often appear together as principle crops in the
ethnographic literature on mountain pastoralists of eastern and southern Eurasia (Vainshtein
1980:149-51; Irons 1975:158; Masanov 1995:394). Fields for barley and wheat depend on spring
preparation so that seeds can be planted in summer and then harvested by autumn before
groups depart for their winter camps (Barth 1961:9; Vainshtein 1980:148). Millet follows a
similar schedule, albeit with a shorter life cycle that can be as little as 10 weeks in wet years
(Vainshtein 1980:154). In warmer southern latitudes peas act as winter crops, even though it is
as yet unclear if their growing season differed in mountain environments among higher
latitudes.
The length of time taken to cultivate these crops would not necessarily dictate that
populations remained at Tasbas throughout the full period, as ethnographic accounts show
groups sometimes live far away from their agricultural fields (Vainshtein 1980:148). However,
judging from the faunal assemblage that suggests habitation across the summer and winter, and
the presence of summer/spring flowering plants in the Tasbas settlement deposits it is likely
that at least a portion of the population may have remained at Tasbas for most of the year.

4.6 Conclusion
4.6.1 Tasbas excavations
The excavation data from Tasbas describe the seasonal economy, and domestic and
ritual practices of highland mobile pastoralists of southeastern Kazakhstan. Analysis of multiple
data sets address how the site was used and demonstrate the varied and nuanced elements of
the economy from the 3rd to 1st millennium B.C. Material analyses and settlement architecture
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revealed a new regional tradition of cremation ritual dating to the 3rd millennium B.C. The Early
Bronze Age cremation cist documents the earliest evidence for pastoral habitation as well as the
local use of domesticated wheat in Semirech’ye. The nearly identical cist structure and
associated contents approx. 200 years later at Begash illustrates a long-term burial tradition
that may index deliberate investments in discrete locales by the region’s first pastoralists.
The faunal assemblage shows healthy herds of all ages were kept at the site. Drawing
from data on the age structure of the animal domesticates, groups may have stayed at the
settlement year round. In terms of mobility and diet, seasonal migration may have been assisted
by the use of pack animals and protein was obtained primarily from domesticated animals as
opposed to wild species.
The Tasbas botanical assemblage shows the first evidence for farming (mid-2nd
millennium B.C.) in northern Central Asia. The Late Bronze Age domesticated grain assemblage
documents local cultivation and processing at Tasbas. This practice is supported based on an
abundance of domesticated crop phytoliths, a high density of domesticated grains, abundance of
barley rachises, use of a barley straw binder in mudbrick construction, and through the presence
of five crop types. The grain assemblage documents both the eastward and westward spread of
staple crops across Eurasia. Situated in the mountains spanning the regions between the
sedentary agricultural centers of China and southern Central Asia, sites like Tasbas were ideally
situated to facilitate the broad scale transmission of any number of innovations during this
formative period.

4.6.2 Eight study sites
The 8 settlement study sites outlined in the pages above (Tasbas, Dali, Begash, Kuigan-I
Kuigan-II, Talapty-I, Tamgaly-I, and Kuljabacy-V) do not include all the documented habitation
contexts in Semirech’ye. However, they encompass some of the key geographic zones of research
in this region. Tasbas and Dali provide two examples of highland settlements in the BayanZhurek Valley that may have been inhabited in both summer and winter. The Bayan-Zhurek
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Valley located in the northern reaches of Semirech’ye puts it closer to eastern Kazakhstan,
Xinjiang and the Altai Mountains. Begash, Kuigan-I, -II, and Talapty-I, on the other hand,
provide four examples of lower elevation sites in the Koksu River Valley, that have been argued
by their project leaders to represent sites of winter habitation. The Koksu River Valley located
c.100km south of Bayan-Zhurek is more centrally located in Semirech’ye, but still lies north of
the large Ili River that bisects northern and southern Semirech’ye. Tamgaly-I and Kuljabacy-V
located along the low-lying foothills of the Chu-Ili Mountains are two lower elevation
settlements. However, the location south of the Ili River in southwest Semirech’ye places them
closer to the vicinity of southern Kazakhstan and Central Asia. Inhabitants of Tamgaly-I were
also positioned within the ritual center of Tamgaly-Tas that would have brought them different
domains of interaction and knowledge transfer compared to their northern neighbors. I will
expand on these points in Chapter 7. For now, however, I want to return our attention to the
pottery dataset that will be used to conduct a comparative analysis of ceramic technology and
style as a way to examine the nature of this craft production institution at each study site–– and
ultimately––to obtain an understanding of how potting practices intersected with the rest of
society during the Bronze Age.

Toward obtaining this goal, the next chapter outlines the

methods I adopted to achieve a practice-based approach to pottery analysis.
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Chapter 5: Pottery Analysis Methods
The Handmade Steppe Ceramic (HSC) assemblages analyzed for my project were
collected from the eight Bronze Age settlements Tasbas, Dali, Begash, Talapty–I, Kuigan–I,
Kuigan–II, Tamgaly–I, and Kuljabacy–V (Table 5.1). This chapter outlines the research
techniques I used and how they were used to identify steps in the pottery production process.
The analytical methods employed include formal/descriptive analysis, neutron activation
and digital radiography. The two archaeometric techniques yielded data on the chemical nature
of clay bodies, the structural and mineralogical features of vessel bodies, techniques of paste
preparation, and the different approaches to vessel building. The descriptive component records
formal elements present in the culture-histories of central Eurasian pottery (i.e., form and
decoration) as well as those features recorded in any traditional pottery analysis, such as paste
color and texture etc. (Rice 1987). The chapter is structured in four sections. Part 1 describes my
sampling procedures and classification system. The remaining sections are dedicated to the
three research techniques I employed to analyze the HSC: neutron activation (Part 2), digital
radiography (Part 3), and formal descriptions (Part 4).

5.1 Sampling and Processing
5.1.1 Overview of the pottery collections
In 2011, I spent 14 weeks in Almaty on the formal analysis of these collections (except for
the Begash sample) at The Institute of Archaeology Kazakhstan and at The Central State
Museum of the Republic of Kazakhstan. In 2012 again engaged in this work for the newly
acquired Dali pottery from the 2012 excavation season. Pottery samples from Talapty–I,
Kuigan–I, Kuigan–II, Tamgaly–I, and Kuljabacy–V where loaned to me by local archaeologist
Dr. Alexey Rogozhinsky in 2011. A portion of all of the collections were then brought on loan to
the United States in 2011 and 2012 so that I could complete the formal component of the
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analysis as well as the digital based radiography and neutron activation. HSC of Begash were
brought to the United States earlier (in 2007) following Frachetti’s excavations at Begash in
2005 and 2006. I performed some preliminary descriptive analyses on the assemblage and also
submitted a small sample for a pilot petrographic study (Doumani n.d.). I then reanalyzed the
sample in 2012-13.
HSC from Tasbas, Dali, and Begash were collected and bagged according to a 1x1meter
grid and then scrubbed of debris using a bucket of tepid water and a soft brush. Diagnostic
potsherds of primary analytical interest to this study (rims, bases, decorated, etc.) were
individually photographed on both sides. I illustrated the majority of HSC and illustrators at the
Institute of Archaeology in Almaty illustrated others. Non-diagnostic potsherds from all sites,
aside from Tasbas, were photographed per excavation unit only. Plain body sherds among the
Tasbas sample were examined in greater detail for building technique, inclusion types, and
color. All images were stored electronically on the DMAP database.
Sampling
“Judgment samples” (Sinopoli 1991:48) were selected for the formal component of the
study. This means that potsherds were chosen that: 1) displayed adequate structural or stylistic
components for identifying paste, building technique, vessel form, and decoration; 2) >2cm in
size; and 3) that were decorated or plain. A subset of the full collection was selected for the two
archaeometric studies (outlined in detail below).
The level of detail I was able to obtain was restricted in some cases by the lack of
complete vessels, comparative samples, and small fragments (<5cm). I was unable to
reconstruct vessel volumes, heights and shoulder girths without having access to these pieces of
information. Therefore I relied on rim and base form/diameter to determine the mnorphological
characteristics. A final limitation was the disparate sample size of HSC from each study site
(Table 5.1). Some study sites yielded over 450 samples (e.g, Dali), whereas in other cases the
sample size was fewer than 20 sherds (e.g., Kuljabacy–V). The amount of information available
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on the occupation history of each settlement varies too as some excavations operated over
multiple seasons (e.g., Begash), whereas others were performed in a single season that targeted
just one or two test-pits (e.g., Kuigan–II). Finally, some datasets can be confidently pinned to
radiometric chronologies (e.g., Tamgaly–I, Dali, and Begash), whereas others have no absolute
dates (e.g., Kuigan–I). The disparity in sample information means that limited statistical
analysis or comparisons could be attempted for the collections.

5.1.2 Tasbas
The Tasbas pottery includes examples from ca. 1500-800 cal B.C. (LBA-FBA), its Phase
2a, 2b and 3. A total of 196 diagnostic potsherds were recovered from the 2011 season
excavation (rims, all bases, decorated body, and textile- or finger-impressed fragments).
Potsherds were also recovered ten years prior during test excavations directed by Alexei
Mar’yashev (Mar’yashev 2002: Figure 3). Unfortunately the pottery recovered in the first
excavation was never stored or saved so I am only able to reference it from the published
literature (Mar’yashev 2002).
Diagnostic potsherds I analyzed from my 2011 excavation are fewer in number than the
complete sample because of the small dimensions of some potsherds (<2cm), or because of poor
preservation and extensive surface of others. Excavation of Phase 1 cultural deposits revealed
no pottery remains. Of the 196 diagnostic potsherds recovered, I analyzed 142 in total (Table
5.1): Phase 2a, n=16; Phase 2b: n=82; Phase 3: n=35; and Bronze Age sherds from surface finds
and other occupation phases, n=7.
I recorded and analyzed decorated potsherds regardless of size. Excavations in 2011
revealed multiple occupation horizons (Chapter 4) that are reflected in the site stratigraphy, the
radiocarbon chronology, and in the stylistic attributes of the pottery. Initially I divided the
pottery by occupation phase following the analysis. However, once I began processing the data I
found the sample size was too small, and unevenly weighted, to detect technological or stylistic
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trends across the different time phases. Therefore, I elected to process the Tasbas data as a bulk
sample of n=140.

5.1.2 Dali
Excavations at Dali were directed by Dr. Michael Frachetti across two seasons (2011 and
2012). The pottery analyzed from the site was obtained from its Phase 2a and 2b occupation
layers that were determined from the site stratigraphy, radiocarbon chronology, and in the
stylistic attributes of the pottery. The two excavation seasons at Dali yielded an estimated 5000
potsherds, with around 1050 diagnostics. Decorated sherds <1cm in size were omitted from the
diagnostics analysis if their parent vessel was not identified, which brought this number down
quiet considerably. Twenty flat, circular clay disks (~4-6cm diameter) were also recovered but
were not included in the analysis.
Excavations at Dali yielded high amounts of fragmented pottery that make the site
exceptional among the dataset and surrounding region. A single square unit (1m square) could
yield anywhere from 50-100 potsherds per 20cm depth. Other outstanding features of the Dali
sample includes unusually high proportions of decorated wares and a high level of technical skill
overall. Pastes are dense, decorations varied and skillfully applied, and pots well fired (as
suggested by their hardness and density). However, several samples also exhibited signs of more
hurried or less expert manufacture. The abundance of decorated potsherds made the
identification of refits and parent vessels relatively straightforward, although entirely complete
or intact pots were not found. After refits and parent vessels were catalogued, the diagnostic
sample count went down to 418 samples (decorated fragments, rims, and bases). The individual
catalogue ID’s in the DMAP access database can thus correlate to shared parent vessels.
The Dali dataset includes pottery samples from ca. 1900-1500 cal B.C. (MBA-LBA). As I
outlined in chapter 4, the site is deflated in its upper layers and contains intrusive pottery that
washed into the site from upslope. However, two broad temporal sequences were distinguished
in the stratigraphy and then later supported from results AMS results (Table 4.1) and from
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geoarchaeological analysis of the site deposits (Winter 2013 n.d). Pottery deposited in the upper
layers (phase 2b) of the settlement are associated with radiometrically dated deposits of the site
that fall approximately between 1700-1500 cal B.C., in the LBA. Pottery deposited in the lower
layers (Phase 2a) date approximately between 1900-1700 cal B.C., in the MBA. Stylistic features
of some pottery from Phase 2a offer resemblance to ceramics from earlier periods. However,
until ceramics are found in stratigraphic association with earlier layers of the site (e.g. Phase 1
Dali), this assumption cannot be explored scientifically.
The Phase 2a sample (context 18-32) yielded a small number of potsherds (n=57). This
number mostly incudes rims (n=28), followed by body sherds (n=22), and then bases (n=7). The
Phase 2 sample (contexts 1-17, and 33) yielded the greatest amount of pottery (n=363).
Primarily rims (n=164), followed by decorated body pieces (n=150), and bases (n=49) comprise
this number.

5.1.3 Begash
Three Bronze Age occupation phases for Begash include Phase 1a of the MBA (ca. 24001900 cal B.C.); Phase 1b of the MBA-LBA (ca. 2300-1700 cal B.C.), and Phase 2 of the LBA-FBA
(ca. 1650-1000 cal B.C.). Bronze Age diagnostic and undiagnostic ceramics recovered from
Begash total around one thousand potsherds with very few refits or decorated examples. The
diagnostic sample set totals n=159 and represents most of the diagnostics found in the
excavations. Phase 2 yielded the most pottery, followed by Phase 1a and then 1b. Phase 1a
ceramics include rims (n=11), body sherds (n=9), and bases (n=3). Phase 1b ceramics include
rims (n=11), body sherds (n=1), and bases (n=2). Phase 2 ceramics form the largest component
of the data set, and include rims (n=63), body sherds (n=52), and bases (n=8).

5.1.4 Talapty–I
In total 646 pottery fragments were found (mostly at 8-32cm depth from the surface)
that were estimated to belong to 53 vessels (Rogozhinsky 2004:11-14). I was given 67 samples
from the collection. I found that some potsherds belonged to the same parent vessel as well as
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some refits. In then end, 50 potsherds remained that represented different vessels. Rims (n=33)
comprise the greatest number of samples, followed by body sherds (n=13) including body,
shoulder and neck fragments), and finally bases (n=4).

5.1.5 Kuigan–I
The Kuigan-I sample includes 42 potsherds. I found that some sherds came from the
same parent vessels, which left me in the end with 33 samples that represented individual
vessels. Rims comprise most of the collection (n=17), followed by body sherds (n=14) made up
by shoulder, neck, and body fragments, and finally bases (n=2).

5.1.6 Kuigan–II
The pottery analyzed from Kuigan-II was excavated by Rogozhinksy (2004). Of the 48
fragments of pottery found, I was given 32 to conduct my analysis. Within this sample I
identified a number of refits and sherds belonging to the same parent vessel. In the end, 19
samples remained that represented different vessels. Rims were the most common vessel
component (n=10) followed by body sherds (n=7), one handle and a single base fragment.

5.1.7 Tamgaly–I
Thirty-eight pottery sherds were provided to me from a single house context from
Tamgaly-I. The site was excavated by Rogozhinksy (2004). The pottery sample belonging to
Tamgaly–I contains multiple almost complete pots and large fragments and refits. As a result, I
was able to reconstruct the building technique in greater detail, and from the base to the rim,
than for the other study sites. I documented reains from 20 individual vessels (rims n=16, body
n=1, base n=3). The rims are most numerous but it is because I was able to find bodysherd
refits, which brought the numner for body sherds sown substantially. These samples represent
both local and imported categories. Each nearly complete vessel has all of the building stages
arranged together at the end of Chapter 6. However, in keeping with the structure of the
chapter, the different manufacture stages are also separated out and placed into the main
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headings of the Chapter 6 so they can be compared easily with the results of the other study
sites.

5.1.8 Kuljabacy–V
The pottery analyzed from Kuljabacy-V was excavated by Rogozhinksy (2004). Of the 32
vessel fragments (18 rims, 2 bases and 2 decorated pieces) found in the excavation, 15 were used
in the analysis. The Kuljabacy-V sample is the smallest among my dataset. The 15 samples
mostly comprise of rim sherds (n=10), then body sherds (n=3), and finally bases (n=2). No
complete vessels or substantial refits were found.
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5.2 Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis
Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis (INAA) is a method used for trace-element
identification so that clay sources and different raw materials can be identified in archaeological
ceramics (Glascock and Neff 2003). Neutron activation was selected for its analytical advantages
that include high sensitivity, precision, and accuracy for identifying elements in pottery clays
and for the small sample size required to achieve utilizable data. Although the removal of a piece
of the sherd makes INAA a destructive technique, the amount that must be removed is very
small and often unnoticeable.
The goal of my neutron activation study was to discover if: 1) local clays were used in the
production of HSC at my study sites; 2) clay sources or paste recipes had changed through time,
or for different vessels classes – which may index the arrival of new populations; and, 3) if HSC
were ever imported. The motive for my last question came about during the course of the formal
analysis when I encountered some sherds (from Dali in particular) with unique attributes of
decoration, paste, or color. This irregularity in the Dali dataset suggested to me that certain HSC
might have been imported or made in a very different manner from other potteries. If correct in
my assumption, those pots would apear as outliers in the compositional study. The broader
research goals of the compositional analysis were to find out if paste preparation techniques
across the period of study changed or remained more or less stable, and to find out if pottery
was locally manufactured.

5.2.1 Sampling
A small sample (n=58) of HSC from Dali and Tasbas as well as local clays (n=3) were
submitted to the Archaeometry Laboratory, Missouri University Research Reactor (MURR) in
2013 for compositional analysis by neutron activation (NAA) (Table 5.2). The pilot nature of the
neutron activation study (as well as the cost @ $30/sample) demanded a certain amount of
conservatism in choosing which study sites to sample from. I decided on Dali and Tasbas
because together they offered a long-term HSC sequence that spanned the 2nd millennium B.C.
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Additionally, between both datasets the HSC exhibited formal characteristics that would
traditionally group them with numerous archaeological cultures established in Kuz’mina’s
culture-history

(e.g.,

Okunev,

Alakul’,

Fedorovo,

Sargary-Alekseevka,

Dongal,

and

Karasuk/Begazy).
Time restrictions in the field prevented survey of the surrounding terrain to search for
local clay deposits and sources. In the absence of collected clays and tempering agents from
their source, the study relied on the “provenience postulate” under which artifact sources are
identified by matching artifact minerals with local raw materials (Stoltman 2001:312). Using
Arnold’s (1985:35) ‘exploitable threshold model’ that applies to the distance potters will travel
for clays and tempers, I based my identification of ‘local production’ on the assumption that
potters probably travelled less than 10km to obtain their resources given the combined
mountain-steppe terrain around the two sites. Clays samples collected from the settlement
deposits thus fulfilled the provenience postulate and offered a baseline of ‘local’ clay
compositions to use in the study. Neff (2000:111) explains that production areas, or in this case,
the onsite presence of raw materials, can be conceived as a localized source.
Toward this end, clay samples were submitted that had been obtained from Tasbas phase
2a (1501-1132 cal B.C.) and Dali phase 2b (ca. 1700-1500 cal B.C.). The Tasbas samples include
unfired mudbrick (PDK059) and fired mudbrick with granite temper (PDK061) from the Phase
2a oven. The Dali sample (PDK060) was taken from a clean clay deposit that was excavated
from inside the settlement walls.
Potsherds from each site were selected from a stratified random sample generated in
‘Excel’ with some judgment selection on my part as well. I stratified samples according to space
(2 sites), time (MBA-LBA-FBA), and formal attributes (decorated and plain sherds). Cultural
phases with the greatest number of sherds were also weighted heavier in the random selection
than cultural phases that had fewer sherds. In instances where the randomly selected potsherds
lacked utilizable typological or technological features, I omitted them and selected the next
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sample down the list, and so on. In all, 29 pottery samples were selected from Tasbas and 29
from Dali (58 samples in all). This sample size fulfilled the requirement of a statistically
meaningful sample as defined by Glascock (1992:16) who states groups should contain an
adequate number of specimens that are greater in number than the number of elements
measured by at least one. The number of elements measured in the study was 33, which allowed
statistical treatment of the pottery specimens.
Each sample was assigned an alphanumeric analytical ID (ANID) containing the threeletter prefix “PDK” followed by sequential three-digit numbers from 001-061 (Table 5.2). The
samples were prepared for INAA using procedures established at the Archaeometry Laboratory
at MURR in a manner that avoided contamination and produced two analytical samples per
sherd fragment. Glascock (1992) outlines the sample preparation procedure in greater detail
elsewhere.

5.2.2 Sample Preparation and Analytical Procedures
The neutron activation assesses the presence and concentrations of 33 elements that
exist in both major and trace concentrations (Glascock 1992:11). The analytical procedure was
performed in three stages (see details in Glascock 1992:13). The first analytical procedure
measured the short-lived elements (Al, Ba, Ca, Dy, K, Mn, Na, Ti, and V) via the pneumatic tube
irradiation system. The second analytical procedure took place following a two-week cooling
period, afterwhich the samples were transferred from the polyvials into high purity quartz vials
to receive long irradiation. A different set of elements, the “middle” count elements, were
determined from this step in the analysis (As, La, Lu, Nd, Sm, U, and Yb). The final procedure
occurred after a three- or four-week decay period in which the long-lived elements were counted
(Ce, Co, Cr, Cs, Eu, Fe, Hf, Ni, Rb, Sb, Sc, Sr, Ta, Tb, Th, Zn, and Zr). Correlations occurring
naturally in the elements, such as between 1) Ca and Sr or Ba; 2) Fe and Sc; and, 3) rare earth
elements––REE, were taken into consideration for the analysis (Glascock 1992:16). I used
statistical procedures that automatically took into account these interelement correlations.
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Statistical analyses were carried out on base-10 logarithms of concentrations on 32 elements
(see below).

5.2.3 Analysis Techniques
Multivariate Statistical Analyses were used on the sample with the objective to identify
preliminary pottery “groups” that could be clearly differentiated from other pottery groups once
future additional chemical investigations have been achieved. Computer based procedures were
run through the ‘GAUSS program’ (provided by MURR) to facilitate the application of
multivariate statistical methods, including Cluster Analysis, Principle Component, and
Mahalanobis Distance routines.
Cluster Analysis:
A cluster analysis, that measured distance between individual specimens based on their
elemental compositions, was conducted first on the data set to identify preliminary partitioning
of all specimens in the data set. The cluster analysis (as well as the PCA, see below) offers two
initial pattern recognition techniques prior to reaching a decision about which groups samples
belong to. The squared-mean Euclidian distance (SMED) was calculated in GAUSS to measure
the distances between samples. The results of the cluster analysis are present in a dendrogram
that shows the order and levels of the specimen clustering (see Chapter 6).
Principle Component Analysis (PCA):
Principle components were calculated on 32 elements to determine the direction and
magnitude of maximum variance in the data set hyperspace (see Glascock 1992 for detailed
discussion) 1 . The PCA allowed me to describe the entire distribution of the element
concentrations in the data set. With pottery, it is possible to describe 70% or more of the total
variance in a sample population using only the first three PCs (Glascock 1992:18). The results
section includes a discussion of the first three PCs only and sacrifices little information and still
identifies major partitions in the data set (Glascock 1992:18). PCA of chemical data is scale
1

Values for nickel were low or missing and therefore Ni was excluded from consideration in the statistical treatment of
the Dali/Tasbas data set.
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dependent, so the results tend to be dominated by the elements for which the concentrations are
relatively large. The first PCA provided a linear combination of the original variables and orients
them in the direction of maximum variance. The second PC provided the direction of maximum
remaining variance and with a perpendicular orientation to the first PC. The third PC provided
the direction of the maximum remaining variance after the second PC data was removed, and is
orthogonal to the first PCs.
Mahalanobis Distances:
The probability of group membership was calculated based on Mahalanobis distances.
The Mahalanobis distance, the measure of the squared Euclidean distance between a group
centroid and a specimen divided by the group variance in the direction of the specimen,
permitted calculation of the probability that a particular specimen belonged to the macrogroup
identified in the clustering.
Bivariate plots:
The biplots display the multidimensional data present across the compositional groups.
The biplots graph the data in two ways: as linear combinations of the principle components,
and; with the most robust elements graphed against one another. Examination of the PC1
against PC2 and then PC1 against PC3 was done to reveal the most robust partitions in the data
set. The biplots were also utilized for their ability to reveal peturbations of natural elements that
may have occurred from tempering the raw clays. Each biplot is displayed with a 90%
confidence ellipse around each macrogroup identified. The bivariate plots were examined to
assess the accuracy of groups in the data.
The probability statistics:
The compositional groups were characterized by the locations of their centroids and the
unique relationship (i.e., correlations) between the elements. The probability statistics run in
GAUSS were crucial for reaching a decision on the likelihood that the element concentrations
identified in a specimen made it likely that it belonged to its assigned group.
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5.2.4 Limitations of the Method and dataset
I want to preface this section by outlining some of the limitations of NAA as expalined by
Neff (2000) that bear on my interpreations of the compositional data. Geological processes of
clay formation (particularly for sedimentary clays) more often result in sources that vary in
composition both vertically and horizontally than, say, chemically homogenous clay deposits
(ibid. 115). In such an environment, compositional variation in ceramics may reflect
procurement location within the deposit, as opposed to different clay sources (ibid. 116).
Moreover, additive components (i.e., temper, colorants, water, clay, etc.) and subtractive
processes (i.e., levigation, sifting, etc.) can contribute to the elemental concentrations in ceramic
pastes or modify the original composition of the mixture (ibid. 118).
These points about how clays are formed and deposited and how paste elements are
altered during the mixing or post-depositional stages have implications for the amount of
interpretive resolution that the neutron activation study may achieve. That is, a low amount of
compositional variation across a sample could indicate different stratigraphic locations of a
single deposit, or multiple discrete deposits. Moreover, I also kept in mind that until geological
survey of the Bayan-Zhurek Valley has been attempted, the pilot nature of this study will not
yield high resolution information on the exact whereabouts of raw material sources or fine
grained trends in how these locations may have changed over time. Nevertheless, the the
processing tools outlined above offer a good first step in understanding something about the
clay procurement practices and local versus non-local potting in the Bronze Age at Tasbas and
Dali.
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5.3 Digital Radiography
I have been engaged in a technique development project for Digital Radiography (DR)
since 2010 (Hartely et al. n.d; Greene and Hartley 2009) with colleagues of the The Making
Ancient Eurasia Project (http://mae.stanford.edu). This collaborative represents the first
systematic investigation that is aimed at developing a digital radiographic method for the study
of archaeological pottery. Greene and Hartley began the radiographic component of the project
in 2005 at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Argonne, in Illinois. I joined them in 2010 and
spent 4 months learning the technique and then became deeply involved in additional
experimental work and technique development in DR and X-ray Computed Tomography (XCT)
(still underway). I began collecting data on my pottery sample in 2010 and returned to ANL on a
regular basis v to continue my data collection and analysis. I preface this section with a brief
history of radiography because the archaeometric technique is very new to the study of
archaeological pottery.

5.3.1 Short history of radiography for the study of archaeological
pottery
Since the discovery of x-rays in 1895 (Röntgen 1896), researchers and practitioners have
applied radiographic techniques across medical and industrial fields. Within the material
sciences, x-ray technology has made valuable contributions to the conservation and nondestructive study of all kinds of organic and non-organic materials (see Lang & Middleton 2005
for a concise narration). In terms of pottery, Titterington (1935) and Digby (1948) were the first
to experiment with the method’s utility in being able to identify different mineral inclusions in
clay matrixes or piece-joins in ceramic vessels (Figure 5.1). Their research formed part of a
growing trend in archaeology that saw technological data as important as observations made
during standard (formal) pottery classifications.
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Figure 5.1: a) Early analogue radiographs of potsherds (after, Rye 1977: Pl.1); b) Exposed
piece joins in ceramic containers using x-ray technology (after, Lang & Middleton 2005)
The history of using x-rays for pottery analysis since then has broadly involved three
techniques: analogue x-radiography, analogue xeroradiography, and digital radiography. Each
technique has its strengths related to: (1) deciphering formation techniques and joins; (2)
characterizing fabrics; and, (3) and for identifying mineral constituents (e.g., Berg 2008;
Heinsch & Vandiver 2006; Middleton 2005; Vandiver 1987, 1988).
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Rye’s

(1977)

experiments

with

x-

radiography in the 1970s contributed a great
deal for realizing the interpretative potential of
radiographic data. His work established the
first criterion for correlating the structure and
alignment

of

inclusions

with

broad

manufacturing techniques (such as coil, slab,
and wheel construction) (Figure 5.2). Since
then, particle orientation (in cross-section or
in area section) of paste inclusions (Figure 5.3)
has emerged as one of the main analytical
categories of x-ray driven techniques in the
study of pottery (Berg 2008; Carr 1990;
Glanzman & Fleming 1986; Vandiver et al.
1991).

Berg

(2008)

further

engaged

in

experiments aimed at the identification of
mineral constituents in x-rays, which brought
Figure 5.2: Characteristic features of the main
pottery forming techniques showing crosssection (left) and normal view (right), (after,
Berg 2008: Fig 1)

considerable

success

(Figure

5.4).

The

standardization and normalization of analogue

radiographic methods came about later (Braun 1982; Carr 1982, 1993; Carr and Riddick 1990)
as efforts to obtain empirically useful and statistical data from high-resolution imagery was
given greater research attention. Nowadays analogue radiography is nearly obsolete with the
move to computerized x-ray machinery.
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Figure 5.3: X-radiograph images of thick-sections from ceramic storage vessel fragments
(after Vandiver et al. 1991:Fig.9)
Digital Radiography (DR) represents the most recent development in pottery x-rays
(Middleton 2005). The DR component of my pottery project is a product of one of the first
systematic and long-term explorations of this technique. DR is a nondestructive analytical tool
for examining large datasets of fragmentary pottery with high-resolution imagery. Moreover,
compared to its analogue counterparts it offers greater analytical flexibility and interpretive
potential because of the ease of storing large files, shorter image acquisition times, ease of
magnification to examine objects in detail, as well as ease of reproduction for publication.
However, the digital form of this technique requires different energy settings and equipment
(among other things) than the earlier analogue methods. Prior to the studies conducted at ANL
there had been few systematic efforts directed as what needed to be done to achieve the high
quality imagery that had been possible under the analogue version of radiography.
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Figure 5.4: Visibility and differential formal properties among various temper materials
observed in enhanced radiographic images (after, Berg 2008: Fig. 6)
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5.3.2 Sampling and Goals of the Study
At the outset of the DR study I hoped to locate structural differences between coiling and
slab-construction techniques, as others had done using the earlier analogue techniques (e.g.,
Heinsch & Vandiver 2006). Although I was able to obtain some information on building
techniques; the 2D area radiographs were more informative for documenting the shape, size,
density, and orientation of temper particles among my potsherds. These internal structural
characteristics allowed a structurally oriented examination of paste preparation practices,
mineral and organic inclusion identification, and basic information on firing techniques. The
interpretative value of structural and raw material properties onbtained from the area
radiographs far exceeded that obtained from observing cross section breaks.
Samples for DR were taken from the eight settlement datasets. The sampling strategy
employed was nonselective because my research aim was to image the maximum number of
potsherds from each settlement in order to: 1) achieve a geographic and temporal overview of
the dataset; 2) to observe broad the macro-features of sherds from all sites and compare
techniques of paste preparation and vessel building, and; 3) to produce an archive for any
additional DR work conducted in the furutre. It was my aim to radiograph every potsherd from
each study site. This work is still underway. Currently, I have obtained 490 image files [Tasbas
(n=57), Talapty–I (n=58), Kuigan–I (n=32), Kuigan–II (n=20), Tamgaly–I (n=37), Kuljabacy–
V (n=15), Begash (n=152), Dali (n=119)] (Table 5.3).

5.3.3 Data Collection
DR imagery was collected using x-ray facilities housed in ANL’s Nuclear Engineering
Division, XCT laboratory. Since 2010 I have been working in concert with Alan Greene and
Charles Hartley to continue developing this method at ANL. The radiographic data presented
ion the following pages used protocols established during this work.
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Figure 5.5: The configuration of source, object, and detector stages at Argonne National
Laboratory’s X-ray Computed Tomography Laboratory (after, Greene and Hartley
2009:Fig. 2)
The physical set up of the technique requires the manipulation of various instruments
and sample positions (Figure 5.5). The set up we used consist of a sample stage, X-ray tube
(“source”) and detector (Figure 5.6). The stage and source can be moved to alter the distance
between sample, source, and detector. This process effects image magnification and scale. In
addition to the physical arrangement of the setup effecting image quality, energy parameters
were also taken into account so that optimum image quality and peak contrast would occur. The
energy parameters include integration (i.e., exposure) time (IT), X-ray beam peak kilovoltage
(kVp), and milliamps (mA). KVp and mA refer to the beam strength and the amount of the beam
sent through the x-ray source. We conducted multiple rounds of experiments (>80) that
combined all of the possible permutations for kV/mA, integration time, and source/sample
stage/detector distances and ran the test images through a software module to calculate the
Modular Transfer Function (MTF), otherwise known as sharpness quality (Casali 2006:
Appendix B). Nine combinations of positions were used to develop the most appropriate
instrumentation to acquire imagery for DR analysis (Figure 5.5). The experiments indicated that
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the following parameters were ideal for the DR of archaeological potsherds: an integration time
of 8 seconds, a kV between 250 and 275, a mA setting of approximately 0.1 to 0.15, and the
positioning of the source and object as close together as possible. My pottery samples were
imaged following this protocol.

Figure 5.6: Philips X-ray tube (source), stage (with mounted potsherd), and detector at
Argonne National Laboratory’s X-ray computed Tomography Laboratory

5.3.4 Analysis Techniques
Following data acquisition, radiographs were processed through a sequence of
transformation, manipulations, and quantifications to achieve secondary, “filtered” imagery
(Figure 5.7). To do this we used the post data acquisition computer program ShIVA that was
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designed specifically for our project (by Mike Chinander, University of Chicago). The raw format
used by the detector software (“his” format) was first converted to “tif” format, after which the
image pixel values are normalized, or ‘equalized’ across the complete dynamic range of the 16bit detector (along a grayscale) (Figure 5.7).

Figure 5.7: Late Bronze Age potsherd from Begash Phase 2 (MAE1088): a) regular
photograph; b) raw radiograph; c) equalized radiograph
Our original goal was to code the images through a ‘visual analysis’ of pixel variability in
ShIVA. However at the time of writing, alterations were still being made to the software code.
Therefore, I performed a ‘visual analysis’ using Photoshop to document structural and spatial
features of the 2D images along a grey scale (Table 5.4). The grey scale values in the radiograph
images are an indication of density, both in the sherd and in the density of individual inclusions.
Thus, areas with a high density will show black in the radiograph, and areas of very low density
(or voids) will show as white (Figure 5.8). Along with density, I documented sorting, frequency,
and orientation of inclusions and voids. Finally, I highlighted regions showing broad density
matrix differences, and distinct matrix boundaries as these features can convey piece joins,
pressure points produced from forming processes, burnouts, or fractures inside the vessel wall
(Figure 5.9).
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Figure 5.8: Actual potsherd photographs (above) and resulting radiographs (below) Samples
obtained from Final Bronze Age Tasbas (phase 2b). DR images show characteristic density
differentiation between inclusions and voids, and thicker and thinner areas of the sherd wall.
Lower density regions of the sherd or internal voids fall at the lighter and of the grey scale,
whereas thicker areas of a sherd of denser inclusions will sit lon the darker end of the grey
scale.
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Figure 5.9: Late Bronze Age potsherd from Tasbas (phase 2a): left) actual sherd; right)
Digital radiograph of revealing internal piece join as viewed by horizontal band beneath
rim
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5.4 Descriptive, Formal Analysis
Pottery from the eight study sites received descriptive analysis using hand held
magnification (×10). The formal component of the ceramic study examined building technique,
vessel morphology, surface processing and texture, surface finish and decorative styles, and
firing environment. My aim in the formal study was to record two broad analytical categories:
style and technology. I use ‘style’ to refer to the visual elements and arrangments of vessels
ornamentation (e.g., comb-stamped) and to vessel morphology (e.g., jar). I define ‘technology’
as the techniques used in the production process (e.g., coiling), as well formal properties of the
cermics that are not decorative (e.g., paste texture and color). I focused my attention on these
two areas in order to document potting techniques present within the different cultural
groupings of the culture-history. For example, I wished to know if so-called ‘Fedorovo’ potteries
were technologically similar, or if there was internal variability across them. I also wanted to be
able to judge if a technological shift occurred in line with temporal shifts in style among the HSC
observed for Semirech’ye.
I began my analysis of each site assemblage by laying all the sherds on a flat surface and
sorting them into visibly similar and dissimilar groups based on color, texture, form, and
decoration. This initial step was conducted to obtain a preliminary, or ‘intuitive typology’
(Sinopoli 1991:49-52) of the most noticeable features of each assemblage. This first step
effectivly located formal trends across discrete assemblages and refits.
Second, I began the descriptive analysis using outlines in Rye (1981), Rice (1987) and
Orton (et al. 1993). I recorded both stylistic and technological attributes following the order of
the chaîne opératoire (e.g., “paste”, followed by “building technique”, “surface processing”,
“decoration”, and then “firing”). Stylistic variables included vessel portion, morphology, size
dimensions, surface texture (or finish), and design element. Technological variables included
assessments of paste, building technique, surface treatment, surface quality (i.e., cracks etc.),
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decorative technique, decorative implement, and firing environment. The selected variables
were recorded using categorical, nominal, and ordinal measures.
The raw data, provenance information, and analytical methods that I employed for each
potsherd were stored in an electronic spreadsheet in ‘Windows Access 2010’. I analyzed each
study site as a group and entered the data into individual site spreadsheets. Statistical, count,
and summary inquires were performed on the raw data from each study site individually using
the statistics program ‘JMP’ (version 10 for Mac). Frequency tables and charts were also
generated through JMP and also Excel for the different collections.
The Dali sample was the largest among the data set (n=>400). This sample let me run
more targeted statistical enquiries of the raw data, but the same could not be done for the other
seven study sites. I measured the probability that different production steps would line up with
each other, and if there was any statistically significant association between potting techniques
and pottery styles. The Goodman-Kruskal Index of Predictive Association (Lambda), a G-test of
independence, and modeling with a logit regression test were run in the ‘R’ software program to
measure the relationship between different production steps and aesthetic trends found in the
sample.

5.4.1 Stylistic Categories
My first step in the morphological analysis was to record the vessel portion of the sherd,
(e.g., rim, neck, shoulder, or base, etc.). The goal of the morphological analysis was to know the
shape and size of pots. Toward this end, I tried to identify parent vessels and glue any refits
together. Unfortunately, vessel reconstruction was hindered by the small size of most potsherds.
The HSC from Tamgaly–I offered the most complete record for vessel morphology and building
technique. The Dali data set offered the most comprehensive sample size with multiple large
refits and arrays of decorative styles.
In most cases, vessel forms were identified based on the rims only, and in fewer cases
with the help of shoulders and base components. Morphology was recorded using qualitative
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observations of lip, rim, shoulder, and base forms, and quantitative measurements of the angle
of slant (in degrees) for the rims and base. Quantitative measures of vessel size included orifice
diameter (cm), base diameter (cm), base thickness (mm), and wall thickness (mm). Rims and
bases containing <10% of the orifice radius were illuminated from this step in the analysis. The
morphological groups I came to in the analysis are preliminary and no doubt will be refined in
the future once more information has been gathered about the pottery from this region.
Complete vessels excavated from burials at Talapty, Kuljabacy, and Kuigan offer some
confirmation of certain forms, although I don’t assume that utilitarian and funerary wares share
the same morphological types.
Surface texture included the textural feel of the vessel, but not the technique of treating
it. Samples were documented according to their texture, which I classified as ‘soapstone’ (i.e.,
chalky), ‘smooth’ (without irregularities), ‘rough’ (with irregularities and depressions in the
surface), or ‘harsh’ (with an abrasive texture) (Orton et al. 1993: 235). I recorded the texture
along the interior and exterior surface of every sample (unless the surfaces had eroded away).
Decorative components were analyzed separately for their design and method of application.
‘Ornament’ numbers were then assigned.
I was able to identify commonly used design elements from larger potsherds where the
combination of different elements was clearly displayed, as well as where they fell on the vessel.
I assigned ‘ornament’ numbers based on this technique. The Dali HSC was most helpful for this
step, as the collection contains >300 decorated samples from individual pots, and the sherds
themselves are often quite large (>10cm). The Tamgaly pottery was also informative for the
large size of its potsherds overall. Following my initial assessment of the range of designs in the
assemblage, I performed a second round of identification in the hope to match more
ambiguously defined ornaments and smaller samples to a basic ornament category.
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Figure 5.10: percentage inclusion estimate chart (after, Orton et al. 1993: Fig. 5)
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Figure 5.11: Sand gauge used to measure grain size and shape for fabric classification
(1984 by W.F. McCollough)

5.4.2 Technological Categories
Technological variables included fabric texture, principle forming technique, surface
quality (i.e., fractures etc.), surface treatment, decorative technique, decorative implement, and
firing environment. I produced a fresh break with hand held tile cutters on one edge of each
potsherd in order to view their internal matrix. A view of the fresh breaks assisted the
identification of three technological aspects that are best viewed in cross section: 1) fabric, 2)
building technique, and 3) firing environment. The 2D area digital radiographs revealed the
internal structural properties and features greatly contributed to a more refined and accurate
reading of paste structure – as opposed to using the cross-section breaks alone. The fabric
analysis documented aplastic additives, temper size, abundance, and sorting. I used Orton (et al.
1993) as a guideline for this process (Figure 5.10 and 5.11) to achieve fabric groups based on all
of these attributes.
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The vessel building technique was the
next

category

documented.

The

different

construction techniques that exist for hand built
pottery create consistent and predictable patterns
in the internal structure and fracture patterns of
vessels. I relied on work by others (Rye 1981:5895; Vandiver 1988:Figs. 3 & 4; Berg 2008) that
show what these patterns are. Specficailly, the
different hand building techniques will cause
internal particles to orient differently (Figure
5.12) and vessels are more likely to fracture along
Figure 5.12:Criteria for recognizing piece
joins and associated building methods for
clay vessels (after, Vandiver 1988: Fig 4)

piece joins than along more tightly fused areas of
the vessel. Using standards provided by these

researchers, I documented the Principle Building Techniques from features of the vessel crosssections, fracture patterns, orientation and alignment of internal inclusions, and through
pressure points or impressions suggestive of particular forming processes.
I documented techniques used to finish a pot’s surface under Surface Processing. I
examined the exterior and interior surface of each sherd under hand-held magnification (×10).
Surface treatment attributes were recorded as nominal data. Attributes included techniques and
the objects employed to smooth the surface, such as: fingers, chaff (organic), hard object,
shaved, or, in many cases, ‘none visible’. This phase in construction contributes to the final
appearance or surface texture of the vessel. But it also indicates the final smoothing actions, or
embellishing techniques used prior to drying and eventual baking. I also recoded these
attributes under Vessel Finish, which includes slip, burnishing, decorating, and plain.
The second to last technological category I measured was Decorative Technique and
Decorative Implement. These two categories were recorded as nominal data. Decorative
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technique is divided into two main categories: indentations and appendages. Together these
categories encompass incised, stamped, applique, burnished, or a combination of these. I drew
from Rye (1981:91) to identify the stage in manufacture when decorations were applied. For
instance some vessels were incised during the ‘plastic stage’ because the trail of the incision
produced raised edges of displaced clay. By contrast, other incised samples revealed a neat trail
from incising during the ‘leather-hard’ stage.
Decorative implement refers to the tools that were used to create the ornaments. In
many cases it was possible to extrapolate the type and shape of the implement employed by
examining the negative form of the design. For example, some incisions showed a ‘v’–shape
groove that is indicative of a sharp instrument, whereas other incised samples showed a ‘u’–
shape from using a rounded stylus. Decorative implement attributes included a range of stylus
types with different shaped tips, multi-pronged instruments of varying size and shape
(“combs”), fingernails for achieving indents (“punctates”), and fingers for shaping clay
appendages. Attributes recorded for ‘decorative technique’ naturally lead onto the ‘decorative
implement’ used to create the design. Thus, the stylistic and technological categories for
decoration

form

a

tree-like

structure.

For

example:

oblique

triangle/

band/impressed/small, angular-toothed comb (e.g., “design element-2.6”).
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horizontal

Firing environment was judged along multiple
lines of (visual) analysis. Features examined included:
1) surface color; 2) core properties; and 3) surface
fractures. I used works by Rye (1981:Figure 104) and
Shepard

(1968:106)

to

infer

the

general

firing

practices. The firing atmosphere (i.e., reduced or
oxidized) is reflected in the color of the internal paste
and exterior surface, so I measured surface color and
core properties of each sample to judge these particular
traits. Surface color, whether grey-black, red, buff or
mixed, were recorded so I could distinguish between a
reducing atmosphere (shown by black or dark grey
Figure 5.13:Stylized cross-sections
comparing variation in the
appearance of firing cores for finetextured (column A) and coarsetextured clays (column B) (after, Rye
1981: Fig 104)

colors), an oxidizing atmosphere (shown by red or buff
colors), and an atmosphere that fluctuated between the
two (shown by smoke clouds or alternating areas of

black and red on the vessel). Surface colors were recorded as numerical and nominal data with a
Munsell Chart (i.e., 10YR 5/3, brown). I also recorded core properties, as in features present in
the core cross-section, to obtain additional information on the thoroughness of firing and on the
raw material components in the paste (Figure 5.13). Finally, I recorded the color of both the
internal and external surface colors.

Conclusion
The next chapter includes the analysis of my pottery sample of the Semirech’yean HSC
using these three research techniques.
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Chapter 6: Pottery Results and Analysis
This chapter lists the results of the analysis of the Semirech’yean HSC from my eight
study sites. The results for each step in the chaîne opératoire are arranged in sequence, one
study site at a time in the same order that I introduced them in Chapter 4. Structurally, the
chapter is divided into 4 sections: Part 1 gives results of the neutron activation analysis on
pottery from Tasbas and Dali. Part 2 includes results from the digital radiography study on
pottery from eight datasets. Part 3 contains results from the formal descriptive study on the
eight datasets. Finally, Part 4 reports the Statistical Analyses of the Dali dataset.

Part 1: Neutron Activation Study
The neutron activation study examined the first stage in the chaîne opératoire of the
Tasbas and Dali HSC. The 58 samples submitted for compositional analyses were collected from
multi-period cultural deposits that date between ca. 2400-800 B.C. The pottery sequence spans
the MBA/LBA/FBA. The temporal expanse covered by the two datasets permits an
archaeological investigation of long-term trends in raw material acquisition and paste
preparation practices among highland pastoralists of Semirech’ye. The AMS chronologies from
Dali and Tasbas (Table 4.1) show both sites were used at the same time after which Dali was
abandoned around 1450 cal B.C. The Dali pottery dates roughly to 1900-1500 B.C. (Phases 2a
and 2b), and the Tasbas pottery to 1500-800 B.C. (Phases 2a, 2b, 3). The cultural deposits from
Dali Phase 1 and Tasbas Phase 1 yielded no pottery record.

6.1 Results of the Neutron Activation Study
The original neutron activation study used 61 samples. However, a single outlier
(PDK058) heavily influenced the way the numerical data was displayed in the PCA biplot. In
order to obtain a more accurate display of the element concentrations and relationship among
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the other 60 samples, I conducted a second PCA that omitted PDK058. The data outlined below
includes the elemental composition of the 60-sample dataset only (Table 6.1).
Greater than ninety percent of the total chemical variation in the 60-sample dataset is
explained by the first nine principal components of the 32 used (Table 6.1). The first principle
component (PC) shows positive loading on the alkali metal rubidium (Rb) and REE thorium
(Th), and negative loading on the alkaline earths calcium (Ca) and strontium (Sr). The second
PC shows positive loading on the metalloids arsenic (As) and antimony (An), and on the
transition metal chromium (Cr), and negative loading on the alkaline earths calcium (Ca) and
strontium (Sr).

The third PC shows positive loading on alkaline earth barium (Ba) and

negative loading on alkaline earth calcium (Ca) and the REE uranium (U).
My initial attempts were to project the Dali and Tasbas samples as discrete groups in the
biplots to know if the pottery from the two sites varied in their compositional makeup. However,
the chemical variation found among the sample did not cluster around the two discrete
archaeological contexts. By contrast, using the cluster dendrogram as a starting point, I was able
to identify three compositional macrogroups within the Tasbas/Dali data set––albeit with a
high degree of interelement correlation among them. The proximity and overlap of the ellipses
in the PCA bi-plot for principle components 1 and 2, and 1 and 3 (Figure 6.1, 6.2) demonstrate
the high inter-element correlation for the three groups from Dali and Tasbas. This means a close
elemental composition exists for all samples in the study and that the same compositional
groups occur among the pottery from the different settlements.
Next, I plotted the most robust elements (aluminum, rubidium, sodium, tantalum and
antimony) to identify if they accounted for the differentiation among the groups. Using those
elements that introduce the greatest variation in the dataset, it was possible to isolate two
(possibly three) compositional macrogroups within the Dali/Tasbas sample (Table 6.2). The
groups stand independent of one other as based on their concentrations of alkali metals
rubidium and sodium, transition metal tantalum, metalloid antimony, and aluminum. The
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relationship of each macrogroup to the clay/mudbrick samples is discussed below. The PCA
plots (Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4) display the results from the 60 samples only.
6.1.1 Clays and mudbrick
The clean clay (PDK059 and PDK060) and granite tempered mudbrick (PDK061)
samples provide ‘local’ clay samples to compare with the chemical composition of the pottery
artifacts. The mudbrick and pottery from Tasbas exhibit similar textural properties and raw
material additives (Plate 1). The probability matrix places the three clay samples into
Macrogroup 2 (Table 6.7). As with the pottery of Macrogroup 2, PDK059 and PDK060 show
similar relative concentrations of Sr and Ca. PDK061 contains lower concentrations of Sr and Ca
and higher concentration of Na than found for the clean clay samples. The chemical composition
of the granite tempered mudbrick (PDK061) and the pottery of Macrogroup 2 show a stronger
correlation than the clean clay samples. Yet, all 3 clay samples still sit within the ellipse of
Macrogroup 2. The closer match of PDK061 and the pottery is not so surprising given that
mineral and organic additives may have altered the elemental composition of the original clay.
6.1.2 Macrogroup 1
The first compositional group discussed here may be defined by relative enrichment in
the elements identified as significant in the PCA, including Sb, whereas they are depleted in Na
and Rb relative to the overall dataset (Figures. 6.5-6.8). Macrogroup 1 (n=3) is only present at
Tasbas (Table 6.3). As the PCA biplots show, the Macrogroup 1 body of samples overlaps with
the ellipse for Macrogroup 2 and local Tasbas clays. PDK028 and PDK013 (of Macrogroup 1)
are unusual due to their structural makeup and fabric texture. The pastes contain grit inclusions,
as well as additions of chaff/straw (PDK028), and straw/bone, and an extremely abrasive
textured slip application (PDK013). The results of the NAA may be showing that the paste
recipes for these pots are also unlike those of the bulk sample.
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6.1.3 Macrogroup 2
The second group shows relative enrichment of Al, K and Fe and then rich amounts of
Rb, Ca and Sr relative to the entire dataset (Table 6.4) (Figures 6.5-6.8). The compositional
group contains depleted amounts of Tb, Lu, and Ta relative to the other data sets. Macrogroup 2
includes 30 samples, of which 73% are from Tasbas (n=22). The remaining portion includes
samples from Dali Phase 2b (n=8). Macrogroup 2 includes both plain and decorated vessel
fragments that span time periods dating from ca. 2400-850 cal B.C.
The Tasbas samples that belong to Macrogroup 2 (n=22) include painted, decorated,
and plain cooking jars and some textile-lined molded examples. Most vessels within the group
contain granite inclusions, and fewer have grit-sand or grit-grog inclusions. Organics are also
present in a moderate amount across the sample. Rims show large jars (22-34 cm rim diameter)
with thick walls. Jar-H forms predominate and jar-G, jar-D, jar-I, and jar-K are present in low
frequencies (see below section on descriptive analysis). Jar-H forms (at Tasbas) dominate this
compositional cluster.
Dali samples of Macrogroup 2 (n=8) include vessels with loose stylistic and
technological ties to HSC pottery traditionally associated with LBA ‘Fedorovo’ complexes. All the
Dali vessels come from its Phase 2b (1700-1500 cal B.C.). Phase 2a (1900-1700 cal B.C.) is not
represented. Medium/large size (14-22cm) jar-D and jar-C forms with thicker than average
walls (7-10.5mm) are present. Pastes show sand and/or granite. Both oxidized and reduced
samples are present. Finally, the clean clay (PDK059) sample from Dali correlate with
Macrogroup 2 as well.
6.1.4 Macrogroup 3
The third compositional group shows relative enrichment of Al, K, and Fe and also Rb,
Th and Cs. The compositional group also shows depleted amounts of Ca and Sr (Table 6.5)
(Figures. 6.5-6.8). Macrogroup 3 includes 23 samples, of which 83% are from Dali (n=19). The
Dali component shows fabrics with grit-sand combinations (n=13) or grit inclusions only (n=6).
A small component also belongs to Tasbas (n=4).
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Tasbas samples of Macrogroup 3 (n=4) include coarsewares and decorated potsherds
with sand or grit inclusions. Two textile-impressed sherd were present in this group, as well as a
painted body herd, and an incised coarseware.
Dali samples of Macrogroup 3 (n=19) include jar forms resembling archaic forms of
Siberia (j-A) (Plate 10) as well as decorated and plain forms from occupation phases 2a and 2b.
Decorated vessels of the group are slipped and include ornamentations from most design
groups. Based on the formal analysis of the rims, the pottery of this group includes large jars
with thick walls. Jar-B, -C, -D and -E forms are all represented (see below section on descriptive
analysis). Finally, Macrogroup 3 corresponds with samples from fabric-2 and fabric-3 groups
from Dali; which is not surprising given that diagnostic traits of both fabric groups include sand
and/or grit contents.
6.1.5 Outliers
Compositional outliers were rare among the data set. The probability matrix (Table 6.6)
yielded no outliers for Tasbas, but for Dali it revealed one potential outlier (PDK057) and one
confident outlier (PKD058).
PDK057 is compositionally similar to the Macrogroup 3 dataset. However, it has lower
concentrations of As and Ca as shown on the PC1-PC3 biplot (Figure 6.2). The PC1-PC2 biplot
shows the sample fits well into the 90% confidence ellipse of Macrogroup 3 (Figure 6.1). Based
on the probability scores, it may in fact belong to Macrogroup 3. The potsherd shows a fine, grit
tempered paste that is common to Dali. However, it also exhibits some irregular features – such
as a smooth surface finish, detailed comb-impressed design, thin walls, and fine fabric texture
(Figure 6.9). This fineware possibly shows stylistic associations with HSC of the Altai Mountains
and Eastern Kazakhstan – which are not so far away. Comparative samples from either of these
regions would be helpful in investigating this crossover further.
The outlier PDK058, on the other hand, did not correlate with any samples from the data
set, and represents an extreme outlier, both as shown in the PCA-biplots (Figures. 6.1 and 6.2)
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and in the probability matrix (Table 6.6). PDK058 was sampled from a cooking vessel with soot
deposited on the exterior, a coarse fabric, and soft globular form. I had the expectation that the
utilitarian function of this pot would have fallen within the elemental range of locally
manufactured vessels. As to why it does not fit with the bulk sample requires further
investigation. Laboratory contamination or diagenetic factors are some possible reasons, as are
cultural factors that could relate to paste preparation practices, or mobility where some pots
were carried into the settlement from elsewhere.

6.2 Conclusion to the Neutron Activation study
6.2.1 Issues of reliability and limitations of the method
The presence of three compositional clusters in my data set should not be taken as
conclusive evidence that the inhabitants drew from three discrete clay sources. As the PC biplots
demonstrate (Figure 6.1 and 6.2), the three groups are closely aligned which suggests the
compositional nature of these groups are overall quite close to each other. Homogeneity among
clays within the valley in general, it could indicate varied composition horizontally or vertically
within a single clay deposit, or it could be indexing three slightly different paste preparation
practices. Neff (2000:120) statement shows this is a common challenge of NAA in general:
“Multiple compositional groups of ceramics generally cannot be assumed to represent
different clay sources. Rather, this is just one hypothesis. The groups also could arise from
differences in paste preparation, different use or digenetic histories, or some combination of
these effects” (Neff 2000:120).
6.2.2 Local production at Dali and Tasbas
Aside from the single outlier (possibly two) from Dali, the neutron activation study
shows the Dali/Tasbas pottery was produced locally. This is confirmed through the ‘provenance
postulate’ whereby the onsite presence of raw materials, can be conceived as a localized source
(Neff 2000:111). The clay samples collected from the settlement deposits of Tasbas and Dali
fulfilled the provenience postulate and offered a baseline of “local” clay compositions to use in
the study. The compositional groups also occur across both sites: Macrogroup 2 dominates the
Tasbas sample, whereas Macrogroup 3 dominates the Dali sample. Macrogroup 1 was only
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present at Tasbas. Round flat pedestal stones to shape the base, modified animal bones to
smooth and decorate surfaces, and smooth river granules for burnishing were also interesting
finds recovered from Tasbas that further support the onsite production of the pottery.
6.2.3 Summary
The opening section of this chapter provided results from the neutron activation analysis
and the first step in the chaîne opératoire of potting. The NAA specifically addressed clay
acquisition and paste preparation techniques used at Dali and Tasbas. The following section
includes a description of the fabric and paste preparation groups present at the eight study sites.
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Figure 6.1: Biplot of the first two principle component scores for the Dali and Tasbas ceramic dataset. Elemental loading axes
are shown and labeled. This biplot describes 63.3% of the cumulative variation in the dataset.
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Figure 6.2: Biplot of the first and third two principle component scores for the Dali and Tasbas ceramic dataset. Elemental
loading axes are shown and labeled. This biplot describes 51.2% of the cumulative variation in the dataset.
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Figure 6.3: Biplot of the first two principle component scores for the Dali and Tasbas ceramic dataset (60 samples). This
biplot describes 58.1% of the cumulative variation in the dataset.
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Figure 6.4: Biplot of the first and third principle component scores for the Dali and Tasbas ceramic dataset (60 samples).
This biplot describes 45.3% of the cumulative variation in the dataset.
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Figure 6.5: Bivariate plot of rubidium (Rb) and aluminum (Al) concentrations showing three macrogroups identified in the
study (60 samples). Ellipses represent 90% confidence interval of groups membership.
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Figure 6.6:Bivariate plot of rubidium (Rb) and sodium (Na) concentrations showing the three macrogroups identified in the
this study. Ellipses represent 90% of the confidence interval of group membership.
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Figure 6.7: Bivariate plot of tantalum (Ta) and antimony (Sb) concentrations showing the three macrogroups identified in
the this study. Ellipses represent 90% of the confidence interval of group membership.
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Figure 6.8: Bivariate plot of tantalum (Ta) and sodium (Na) concentrations of the three macrogroups identified in this study (60
samples). Ellipses represent 90% of the confidence interval of group membership.

Figure 6.9: pottery sherd (left) and illustration (right). NAA sample PDK057 from Dali
phase 2a. Potential outlier in the compositional study.
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Part 2: Digital Radiography
The 2D area radiographs revealed macro-structural features inside the vessel walls that
provide information on techniques of paste preparation, firing and vessels formation practices.
Fabric groups were also derived from this analysis. The information obtained in the area
radiographs on the structural and raw material properties of pastes exceeded that obtained
through visual observations of the cross-section breaks alone. My discussion focuses more on
paste characteristics than on firing or formation techniques.
The 2D radiographs were viewed and analyzed in Photoshop. Grey scale values (K value
in Photoshop) gave an indication of sherd and inclusion density. For example, high density
features gave a K value of >85% and appeared black in the radiograph; whereas areas of low
density have a K value of <60% and appeared grey in the radiograph. Voids were white or almost
white. As well as density, I documented the sorting, frequency, and orientation of inclusions and
voids. Finally, I highlighted regions showing broad density matrix differences, and distinct
matrix boundaries as these features can convey piece joins, pressure points left from forming
processes, burnouts, or fractures inside the vessel wall (Table 5.4). Some of the structural
features recorded in Table 5.4 consistently coincide and from this finding I was able to isolate a
number of fabric groups and distinct techniques of paste preparation. The different groups, in
most cases, are present across the eight study sites. These paste groups were cross-referenced
with the visual analysis conducted on the cross-section breaks of actual sherds.

6.3 Paste Preparation Groups: 2D area radiograph analysis
The following section outlines the different paste preparation groups that I identified in
my feature recording the 2D area radiographs at Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne.
6.3.1 Paste Preparation Group A (PPG-A)
PPG-A samples contain sparsely distributed spherical, and very high-density inclusions.
The sphericity of these inclusions may have come about through grinding the frit prior to adding
them to the paste, or they may have been collected in this form already (Figure 6.10). The
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inclusions are both non-uniform in size and unevenly distributed. The spherical inclusions are
often accompanied by lower density angular components and sometimes along with linear and
amorphous voids in high frequencies. The combination of both spherical and angular inclusions
suggests at least two separate raw material sources (clay and temper) were employed.
6.3.2 Paste Preparation Group B (PPG-B)
PPG-B samples contain multi-sized (poorly sorted) very high/high density inclusions of
angular/sub-angular shape. Inclusions appear as pure black in the radiograph and are present in
large amounts (Figure 6.11). They show up along with small and large linear/amorphous voids
from burned out vegetal matter (which appear as white or light grey in the radiograph). Some
lower density inclusions are also present and these appear mid-grey in the radiographs. The
poor sorting/mixed-sized and shape of the inclusions in this group suggests paste preparation
involved limited levigation and/or grinding, or else they were naturally occurring in the
harvested clay.
6.3.3 Paste Preparation Group C (PPG-C)
PPG-C samples contain sub-rounded medium to high-density inclusions of medium size
and of fairly even sorting. Inclusions show as black and dark grey in radiograph format.
Inclusions are present in medium-heavy amounts. Voids are linear and amorphous in most
samples of the group (Figure 6.12). General similarities exist between PPG-B and PPG-C in
terms of the density and shape of inclusions and voids. The primary difference between the two
groups is that PPG-C samples contain fewer and smaller inclusions. This contrast may be
indicative of different subtractive and additive techniques being employed. The higher structural
uniformity of PPG-C may be due to a greater investment in levigation and sorting to rid the mix
of larger inclusions; whereas PPG-B may represent a ‘less processed’ version of PPG-C. PPG-B
could also contain raw materials from multiple sources.
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6.3.4 Paste Preparation Group D (PPG-D)
PPG-D samples contain sand inclusions of medium size, sub-rounded form and even
sorting. Inclusions are heavily distributed throughout the paste. They are of medium density
and appear mid-grey in the radiographs (Figure 6.13). Burnouts are small and diffuse and
usually follow the gradient of the inclusions. The sand may have been naturally occurring or
added intentionally.
6.3.5 Paste Preparation Group E (PPG-E)
PPG-E samples show poor/fairly sorted medium-low density inclusions that are present
in medium-heavy amounts. Inclusions appear over a range of mid-greys in the radiograph
(Figure 6.14). Their form is angular/sub-angular. Fine and densely clustered voids are
sometimes present.
6.3.6 Paste Preparation Group F (PPG-F)
PPG-F is defined by a fairly homogenous matrix of sparsely distributed sub-angular/subrounded inclusions. Inclusions cover a range of sizes and densities (from high to low).
Inclusions show as black to mid-grey in the radiographs (Figure 6.15). A striking feature of PPGF is low-density inclusions set against a heavier matrix of burned out vegetal matter. The
burnouts display as amorphous or linear forms and show as white or pale grey in the
radiographs.
6.3.7 Paste Preparation Group G (PPG-G)
PPG-G includes rather homogenous structural components with no visible inclusions (or
very few, as far as can be detected using DR) (Figure 6.16). Samples contain sparse distributions
of amorphous or linear voids from burned out vegetal matter. Clean clays may have been used
with very little added matter added. Grog temper may also account for the low-density
inclusions visible in some samples (which corroborates with grog inclusions visible in some
sherd profiles).
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6.3.8 Paste Preparation Group H (PPG-H)
PPG-H samples show a porous/low density matrix with a high amount of voids from
burned out vegetal matter. The voids show many different forms that comprise densely packed
fine filaments and larger consistently shaped angular voids that resemble the husks of a plant.
Sub-rounded inclusions are sparsely distributed through the matrix. They show up as mediumdark grey in the radiographs (Figure 6.17). PPG-H contains a number of ‘anomaly’ sherds where
the voids or regions of lower density that were difficult to classify. The features might indicate
air bubbles that formed during firing, or they may derive from organic additives other than
dung.
6.3.9 Paste Preparation Group I (PPG-I)
Samples belonging to PPG-I show very dense, angular inclusions that range from very
coarse to medium in size. They appear black in the radiograph, and are unevenly distributed
across the sample. Dense distributions of angular/sub-angular inclusions are also present. They
show as mid-grey in the radiograph (Figure 6.18). Voids are also present that appear as small
densely distributed linear forms and longer filament forms. In addition large angular forms
among this group represent coarse calcite inclusions. These inclusions are visible in the pottery
surface areas and in cross-sections. They appear as white in the radiograph due to their low
density. The combined presence of large angular calcite and high-density angular components
are diagnostic markers for this paste group.
6.3.10 Paste Preparation Group J (PPG-J)
This sample (n=1) is represented by a very fine paste, with few inclusions. The inclusions
of PPG-J are round and of low density, and appear as mid-grey in the radiographs (Figure 6.19).
Inclusions are grog and fine granite and the pot wheel made.
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Figure 6.10: Digital Radiographs of pottery belonging to paste preparation group PPG-A.
Images show coarse textures and rounded dense pebble inclusions that appear black in
the radiograph: top, Begash (MAE1127); center, Talapty–I (MAE2228); bottom, Dali
(MAE2125).
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Figure 6.11: Digital Radiographs of pottery belonging to paste preparation group PPG-B.
Images show coarse paste structure and blocky inclusions: top, Begash (MAE1092);
bottom, Dali (MAE2211).
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Figure 6.12: Digital Radiographs of pottery belonging to paste preparation group PPG-C.
Images show fairly well sorted inclusions and small linear voids that appear white in the
radiograph: top, Begash (MAE1049); bottom, Kuljabacy–V (MAE2289).
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Figure 6.13: Digital Radiographs of pottery belonging to paste preparation group PPG-D.
Images show medium size heavy distributions of sand appearing grey in the radiograph:
top, Tasbas (MAE2003); center, Begash (MAE0955); bottom, Kuigan–II (MAE2339).
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Figure 6.14: Digital Radiographs of pottery belonging to paste preparation group PPG-E.
Images show medium-low density blocky inclusions that appear as mid grey in the
radiograph: top, Dali (MAE2088); bottom, Tamgaly–I (MAE2178).
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Figure 6.15: Digital Radiographs of pottery belonging to paste preparation group PPG-F.
Images show rather homogenous matrix. Low density inclusions set against a heavy
matrix of burned out vegetal mater define this paste group: top, Talapty–I (MAE2194);
bottom, Dali (MAE2083).
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Figure 6.16: Digital Radiographs of pottery belonging to paste preparation group PPG-G.
Images show rather homogenous internal structures with very few inclusions visible.
Linear voids from burned out organics also defined this group, and appear white in the
radiograph: top, Begash (MAE1018); bottom, Dali (MAE2041).
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Figure 6.17: Digital Radiographs of pottery belonging to paste preparation group PPG-H.
Images show porous/low density matrix with a high amount of voids from burned out
vegetal matter. Air bubbles may be showing in the top right image, and voids from
burned out chaff in the lower image from Tasbas: top left, Tasbas (MAE2056); top right,
Kuljabacy–V (MAE2292); bottom, Tasbas (MAE2055).
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Figure 6.18: Digital Radiographs of pottery belonging to paste preparation group PPG-I.
Images show very dense, angular inclusions that range in size. Voids in the form of linear
forms and longer filament also appear here as white areas. Sherd is from Tamgaly–I
(MAE2186)

Figure 6.19: Digital Radiograph of pottery belonging to paste preparation group PPG-J.
Image shows uniform matrix of a wheel made vessel fragment. Sherd is from Tamgaly–I
(MAE2165).
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6.4 Fabric Groups: Combined 2D area radiograph and visual
analysis
This section synthesizes the DR imagery and visual analyses of for each settlement
pottery assemblage. Fabric groups were reached after aligning defined ‘paste preparation
groups’ (PPG), with parallel examinations of individual radiographs, and visual recording of
features of actual potsherds with the aid of handheld magnification (Table 6.8). Each site
assemblage is described separately starting with Tasbas and ending with Kuljabacy.
6.4.1 Tasbas
41 radiographs (of the 57 obtained) were visually analyzed for their structural properties,
as were 102 actual potsherds. I identified three paste groups among this sample (Table 6.8;
Figure 6.20). The radiographic analysis helped me refine the fabric categories determined from
the formal component of the ceramics analysis. Each fabric group was present across every
occupation Phase.

Fabric groups: Tasbas
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Figure 6.20: Paste groups Tasbas
A general observation of the fabric groups is multi-sized elongated voids with parallel
venation in moderate amounts. These voids are also visible several outer and inner sherd
surfaces (Figures 6.21 and 6.22). Some voids are small (0.25-0.5mm in length) and consistent
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with the addition of dung from ruminants; whereas other voids are larger (>1mm) in length and
also include bladelet-like impressions that are diagnostic of straw and chaff temper (Vandiver
1987:17). These voids appear in the radiographs as pale grey or white and with morphological
characteristics that range across blocky, fine, wavy, and amorphous forms.

Figure 6.21: Straw impressions in Tasbas pottery (Phase 2b)
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Figure 6.22: Straw impressions in Tasbas pottery (Phase 2b)
Fabric group 1 (n=33) have heavy ratios (30%) of very coarse (>1mm) and poorly
sorted, angular/sub-angular grit (granite) inclusions. Sometimes organic material (either dung
or chaff) is present with the granite. The radiographs show heavy amounts of inclusions that
align most often to PPG-B/C, and less often to PPG-A (Figure 6.23). Initially, I observed ‘grit’
under handheld magnification, but the radiography revealed more variation across the density,
spatial distribution, and shape of these inclusions. This observation suggests different
techniques of paste preparation and rock varieties were used. Grit inclusions show a spectrum of
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greys in the radiographs, and their shapes range from angular to spherical. Voids and burnouts
are also common among this group, as indicated by white areas in the radiograph.
Two samples from fabric group 1 show atypical
structural features that compel additional description.
Both samples belong to PPG-H. Radiograph sample
(MAE2056) contains multiple voids and very lowdensity inclusions that correspond to crushed and
burnt bone in the cross-section break of the potsherd
(Figure 6.24). Spherical high-density inclusions are
also distributed in low amounts throughout the matrix,
which is a common feature for PPG-A. However the
sheer density of organics in this sherd and the addition
of crushed bone caused me to place it in the more
‘anomalous’ PPG-H. The second sample (MAE2055)
contains multiple voids. Most inclusions sit along the
lower end of the density spectrum. The voids in this
sample describe numerous morphological forms, such
as densely packed fine filaments, and larger polygons
Figure 6.23: Area radiographs of
Tasbas fabric 1 showing contrasting
internal structures comprising multiformed grit inclusions: top) subgrounded grit inclusions
(MAE2046); bottom) polygon voids
(MAE2000)

that resemble husks of a plant much like that found for
the mudbricks from its Phase 2a (Figure 6.25). I place
the sample under PPG-H on account of its high organic
content.
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Fabric group 2 (n=33) has
medium-heavy rations (20%, or less) of
coarse (>0.5mm), fair/poorly sorted,
angular grit (granite), or mixed granitesand compositions. The radiographs
(Figure

6.26)

display

an

uneven

distribution of inclusions, and burned
out organic matter, as represented by
clustered amorphous forms across a
broad density spectrum. Inclusions are
smaller, rounder, and more uniform
overall than observed for fabric group 1,
which could be a product of a narrower
range of raw materials, more even
sorting, or intentional additions of
inclusions. The moderate uniformity of
the pastes and the addition of sand are
Figure 6.24: top) Digital area radiograph of Tasbas
potsherd (MAE2056). Multiple voids and very lowkey features noted for PPG-C and PPGdensity inclusions correspond to crushed and burnt
bone (lower image) in the actual sherd, visible in the D.
cross-section break.
Fabric group 3 (n=36) has medium-heavy (20%), or medium-fair ratios (10% or less)
of medium (0.25mm) to fine (0.13mm), sand inclusions, with trace amount of grit and moderate
levels of organic matter. Grog, mica, and rounded quartz granules (2-4mm) were also present in
a small number of samples. The radiographs provide a view into fairly homogenous structures
with little density differentiation overall (Figure 6.27). The 2D radiographs also revealed
internal voids in the form of fine filaments or amorphous blocky areas. The internal structural
homogeneity of this group and their low-density voids are consistent with PPG-F and PPG-G
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samples whereas, others revealed higher levels of blocky granite that align them closer to PPG-A
and PPG-C.

Figure 6.25: Digital area radiograph of potsherd from Tasbas paste group 1 (MAE2055).
Red squares capture angular polygons that may indicate straw and husk derived
tempering agents.
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Figure 6.26: Digital area radiograph of potsherd from Tasbas paste group 2: top)
MAE2012; bottom) MAE2024.

Figure 6.27: Digital area radiograph of potsherd from Tasbas paste group 3: left)
MAE2022; right) with arrows showing voids features (MAE2021).
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6.4.2 Dali
Four fabric groups are present among the Dali assemblage. I isolated three groups
through joint formal analysis (n=369) and image coding of the area radiographs (n=85 of the
original 119 obtained). Three principal fabric groups predominate, and the fourth group is
represented by just a few samples (Table 6.8). Grit and/or sand comprise the main tempering
agents for all Dali pottery. Grog, organic components, and bone were present in trace amounts
along with heavier grit/sand components. Mica was also present in a few cases (n=4), but given
that the soils around Dali are mica-rich this feature may be naturally occurring.
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Figure 6.28: Fabric groups Dali phase 2a (ca. 1900-1700 B.C.) and Dali phase 2b (ca.
1700-1500 cal B.C.)
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The three primary fabric groups are defined according to formal attributes: inclusion
percent, inclusion size, size sorting, and raw materials (i.e., tempering material). Phase 2a and
Phase 2b contains examples from all fabric groups. Over half of the Phase 2a sample (ca. 19001700 cal B.C.) correlates to fabric group 3 (53%); whereas, Phase 2b samples (ca. 1700-1500 cal
B.C.) closely split between fabric group 2 (33%) and fabric group 3 (43%), (Figure 6.28).
Fabric group 1 (n=34) has medium-heavy
ratios (10-20%) of medium-coarse sized (0.25-0.5mm),
well-sorted grit and/or sand inclusions. Some voids are
present, due to burned out organic matter, or high
porosity throughout the sherd matrices. Radiographs
show moderately homogenous internal structures, even
though grit inclusions (which presumably has a higher
density than the surrounding matrix) are present. The
high levels of sand in this group, represented by PPG-D,
might explain the overall matrix consistency found in
the radiographs. Sub-rounded polygons that show as
medium

grey

in

the

radiograph

represent

sand

inclusions (Figure 6.29). These samples align with PPGF. The structural variation found in fabric group 1
Figure 6.29: Digital area
radiographs of potsherds from Dali
fabric group 1: upper) MAE2132;
lower) MAE2381. Red dotted lines
highlight piece joins in the vessel
walls and red circles areas of higher
voids.

indicates at least two different raw material (temper
and/or clay) sources may have been employed or that
sand and/or grit was mixed unevenly through the paste.
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Fabric group 2 (n=134) has medium-heavy ratios
(10-20%) of medium/very-coarse (0.25-0.5mm), fair-poorly
sorted angular grit and/or sand inclusions. Organic temper
was also present in around 20% of the group, as indicated by
burnouts and voids visible in the actual sherds and in the
radiographs (Figure 6.30). The radiograph images show the
voids as white/pale grey areas with amorphous and linear
forms representing burned-out organics (present in ~20% of
samples) and density differences within the paste. Around a
quarter (23%) of the sample also contains pebble-sized
granite/quartz inclusions or very coarse (>1mm) granite in low
volumes, which aligned this group to PPG-A and PPG-B.
Others samples show lower amounts of heavy inclusions
Figure 6.30: Digital area
radiographs of potsherds
from Dali fabric group 2:
upper) MAE2079; lower)
MAE2152. Red circles
highlight high-density
spherical inclusions and red
squares areas containing
numerous voids.

typical of PPG-C. The 2D radiographs revealed multiple
features that were not detected in the visual analysis. For
example, the radiographs show the presence of extremely
dense (as they appear black in the radiograph), sparse and
unevenly distributed and sized forms across the body of the

sherd (Figure 6.30). Granules are present in <25% of the sample. Their use implies that paste
preparation included the intentional adding of stones, maybe from streambed deposits. The
contrast between round and angular inclusions further indicated that two separate temper/clay
sources were utilized.
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Figure 6.31: Cross-section break of Dali potsherd (1mm scale), fabric group 3, PPG-B
Fabric group 3 (n=185) shows heavy/very-heavy ratios (20-30%) of medium/verycoarse (0.25-1mm) angular, sand and/or grit inclusions (Figure 6.31). 50% of the samples
contain moderate amounts of round pebble-sized granite/quartz inclusions. Radiographs
revealed higher densities among these inclusions and more abundance compared to the other
fabric groups. Most of the samples exhibit internal structural properties consistent with PPG-B
and PPG-C. Samples showing the use of dense spherical granules are characteristic of PPG-A.
Aside from the spherical pebble inclusions, internal structures are coarse and blocky with
compact and heavy matrices comprising grit/sand and/or tightly packed voids from burned out
organic matter. Some grit inclusions appear as dark grey-black in the radiographs, indicating a
higher density whereas areas of lower density show as mid-grey tones. The density spectrum
may indicate varying levels of porosity in the sherd or different rock types.
Fabric group 4 (n=16) has dark grey pastes with medium amounts (10%) of medium
sized (0.25mm), fair-poorly sorted grit, pale brown colored rounded grog inclusions (0.250.5mm), and possibly burned bone. The addition of grog (and bone?) is uncommon for Dali, and
among the study sites overall. The radiographs show a great deal of structural diversity. Both
low-density homogenous pastes common of PPG-F and PPG-G; as well as high density, blocky
heterogeneous pastes common of PPG-B/C were present among the group.
6.4.3 Begash
82 radiographs of the original 152 obtained at ANL were analyzed for their paste
properties in conjunction with visual analysis of 142 sherds. The Begash pottery shows three
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primary paste groups, and two smaller groups (Table 6.8). Fabric group 5 is most prominent
during Phase 1a (2400-1950 cal B.C.), and absent for Phase 1b (ca. 1950-1690 cl B.C.), (Figure
6.32).
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Figure 6.32: Fabric groups from Begash Phase 1a (ca. 2470-1950 B.C.), Phase 1b (ca.
1950-1690 B.C.), Phase 2 (ca. 1690-1000 B.C.)
Grit, sand and organics comprise the main tempering agents for all the Begash pottery.
Grog and mica were found in trace amounts in a few samples. Five paste groups were derived
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from five attribute comparisons for the formal analysis component of the study. The
presence/absence of large granules (>2mm in size) were also recorded for each group.
Fabric group one (n=66) has mediumheavy ratios (10-20%) of coarse sized (0.5mm),
poorly sorted grit inclusions. Granules are present
in 25% of cases (Table 6.8). Inclusions of this
group are fairly rounded, in some cases almost
circular (Figure 6.33). These particular samples
aligned with PPG-A. Although they are poorly
sorted in terms of their spatial distribution, the
sizes of the inclusions themselves are fairly
consistent. Voids among the radiographs are
diffuse and sparse which may indicate dense,
well-sorted and even fabrics. The remaining
samples of fabric group 1 aligned most closely to
PPG-B/C.
Fabric

group

two

(n=36)

has

heavy/very-heavy ratios (20-30%) of coarse-very
Figure 6.33: Digital area radiographs of
pottery from Begash fabric group 1: top)
MAE2280; bottom) MAE1055

coarse sized (0.5-1mm), angular, poorly sorted
mixed grit and organic temper. Granules are

present in 18% of cases. Radiographs reveal blocky internal structures, which may depict multisized coarsely crushed rock, as well as amorphous and linear voids from burned out organics
(Figure 6.34). A moderate number of radiographs also show pebble inclusions that appear as
dense (black) circles. These samples aligned to PPG-A or PPG-B. Some radiograph images
revealed less blocky, and consistent matrices (Figure 6.34), which may be an indication of
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diverse raw material ingredients with varying densities being used in among this group. These
samples aligned more closely with PPG-D and PPG-F.
Fabric group three (n=24) has heavy/very-heavy
ratios (20-30%) of medium sized (0.25mm), fairly sorted
mixed grit and sand inclusions. The radiographs show subrounded sand particles of fairly even density (Figure 6.35).
Pastes thus can be described as semi-uniform and dense. Voids
are present, but they are small and amorphous and may
represent lower density area in the paste where sand/grit
particles are not present. Round granules are present in around
30% of cases, and show up on the radiographs as large, subrounded or sub-angular dense (black in color) polygons, that is
consistent with PPG-B/C. Interestingly there were also samples
that although they appeared coarse and heavily tempered in
the sherd analysis, the radiographs revealed greater uniformity
Figure 6.34: Digital area
in their internal matrix. These sherds fit most closely with
radiographs of pottery from
Begash fabric group 2: top)
PPG-D, PPG-F, and PPG-G.
MAE0991; bottom) MAE1161
Fabric group 4 (n=11) has medium ratios (10%) of fine-medium sized (0.13-0.25mm),
sub-angular/angular, fair-well sorted sand inclusions. Granules are present in around 10% of
the group (Table 6.8). Radiographed sherds from fabric group 4 show low density, homogenous
pastes that are only interrupted by voids or cracks in the clay matrix (Figure 6.36) that
demonstrate typical features of PPG-G.
Fabric group 5 (n=5) has medium-heavy ratios (10-20%) of very coarse sized (>1mm),
sub-angular/angular, fairly sorted grog and grit inclusions. Granules are absent from this group.
Few radiographs were acquired for this group (n=2), but of those obtained, they showed
properties of PPG-C and PPG-G.
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Figure 6.35: Digital radiograph of potsherd from Begash fabric group 3 (MAE1024). Red
squares highlight dense, angular and blocky inclusions.

Figure 6.36: Digital radiograph of potsherd from Begash fabric group 4: left) MAE1109;
right) MAE1018
6.4.4 Talapty–I
Forty-five (45) samples were analyzed for fabric type using DR and descriptive analysis.
Given the small sample size, it would be premature to attribute clear-cut paste groups to the
sample. However, pottery textures reflected three major groups (Table 6.8) (Figure 6.37). An
overriding characteristic feature of the Talapty pottery is the low amount of inclusions overall, in
addition to the pale color of internal fabrics, and dense and hard bodies that were difficult to
snap. This feature is reflected among the radiographs as well, which show fairly even, low
density, homogenous matrices among all samples.
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Figure 6.37: Fabric groups from Talapty–I
Fabric group one (n=6) contains medium-heavy ratios (10-20%) of medium-coarse
sized (0.25-0.5mm), angular, poorly sorted sand and grit inclusions. The 2D area radiographs
show structural homogeneity among this group. I observed some white areas in the radiographs
that I interpreted as voids. These areas of lower density do not show the linear forms that are
present in the organic tempered vessels. Instead the forms are more rounded and I attribute
them to either to burnouts to the result of air bubbles formed during the firing process, or to an
unidentified organic component, possibly chaff (PPG-H).
Fabric group 2 (n=7) contains medium-heavy ratios (10-20%) of medium-coarse sized
(0.25-0.5mm), angular, fairly well sorted grit inclusions with admixtures of grog and organics.
Pottery samples of fabric group 2 are dense and hard to break. The radiographs document areas
of low density from burned out organics as well as white polygons of different forms, from
linear, to rounded, to blocky (PPG-H). Some of the voids (or areas of lower density) observed in
these samples may be attributed to dung or air-bubbles (e.g., MAE2191, MAE2202) whereas
others (MAE2196) are more ambiguous.
Fabric group 3 (n=32) describes most Talapty pottery and is defined by poorly sorted,
differentially sized grit inclusions usually in medium-heavy ratios (10-20%), but not always.
Quartz/granite granules were present in some samples (22%). Overall, the feature that stands
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out among the Talapty pottery is the relatively low amounts of inclusions present in the paste.
90% of samples show medium-heavy amounts of inclusions. The radiograph features suggest a
greater range of raw materials went into the preparation of paste group 3. Samples overlap
because of the common occurrence of granite inclusions. Visual examination of the sherd break
documented grit inclusions with similar density and hardness in the clay body. However, the
radiographs revealed more variation among the density, size and spatial distribution of the clay
body.
6.4.5 Kuigan-I
I was able to conduct a full fabric analysis on 30 of the samples from Kuigan-I using DR
and descriptive analysis. Three fabric groups were identified (Table 6.8 and Figure 6.38).
Fabric group-1 (n=17) has fine-medium ratios (5-10%) of medium/medium-coarse (0.250.50mm), sub-angular/angular, fair-poorly sorted grit inclusions. Three of the samples also
contain pebble inclusions in low amounts (n=3). A small number of samples (n=4) in this group
might better be attributed to a subgroup, but the small sample size makes it difficult to know at
this stage. Those possible outliers are different based on a heavier distribution of inclusions (2030%), but apart from that they display the same characteristics as the bulk sample just
described. Radiographs show a consistent density among these sherds broken only by sparsely
distributed circular inclusions with high densities appearing black in the radiograph. These
inclusions correspond to granules in the pottery samples. When these inclusions are not present,
even matrices with fairly even sized, low-density inclusions epitomize this group. Fabric group 1
aligned most closely with PPG-A (on account of the rounded and dense pebbles), and with PPGF and PPG-F when the internal matrix showed greater homogeneity.
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Figure 6.38 Kuigan-I fabric groups
Fabric group-2 (n=12) has medium ratios (10%) of medium/medium-coarse sized
(0.25-0.50mm), sub-angular/angular, fair-poorly sorted grit as well as sand inclusions. The
radiographs show the blocky appearance of this group of sherds. Internal structures show
variously sized inclusions sitting in a matrix of amorphous and linear voids from burned out
organic material. The heterogeneity of the internal structure as revealed in the area radiographs
may also index the uneven distribution and mixing of sand and grit into the clay body. The
coarse and blocky nature of these sherds aligned most often with PPG-A (on account of the
rounded and dense pebbles), PPG-B and PPG-C.
Fabric group-3 is represented by a single potsherd only (n=1), and contains medium
ratios (10%) of medium sized (0.25mm), sub-rounded, well-sorted sand particles. This sherd
aligned with PPG-D.
6.4.6 Kuigan-II
16 radiographs of the original 20 obtained at ANL were analyzed for their paste
properties in conjunction with visual analysis of 19 potsherds from Kuigan-II. Three primary
fabric groups are present among the assemblage (Table 6.8; Figure 6.39). Radiographs of the
Kuigan-II ceramics were all obtained on the RID-1620 detector (as opposed to the RID-1640
detector used for the other samples), which tend to homogenize structural differentiations
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within the clay body, and obscure inclusion and density differentiations. This loss of information
made it difficult to cross-reference the data obtained from the visual analysis with the
radiography coding. Overall, if looking at the 2D area radiographs, the pastes from Kuigan-II
appear to have greater homogeneity in their internal structure than found for the pottery from
other sites.
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Figure 6.39 Kuigan-II fabric groups
Fabric group one (n=3) contains heavy (20%) amounts of coarse (0.5mm), subangular poorly sorted grit-sand inclusions. The coarse and poorly sorted nature of the inclusions
aligned with PPG-B/C. Fabric group two (n=5) contains medium-very coarse (0.25-1mm),
sub-angular/angular fairly sorted grit-organic inclusions in varying amounts (from fine to
heavy) that I tentatively classified as PPG-B and PPG-D/F. Fabric group three (n=11)
contains primarily coarse/very coarse (0.5-1mm) poorly sorted, sub-angular/angular grit
inclusions in varying amounts (fine to heavy). Granules were present in 18% of the sample,
although the radiographs do not show the dense circular inclusions that are present in the other
site assemblages. This final paste group aligned with PPG-D and PPG-F.
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6.4.7 Tamgaly-I
Using DR and descriptive analysis, I was able to conduct a full fabric analysis on
fragments that represented 21 vessels from Tamgaly-I. Five fabric groups were observed: three
that are possibly local and two others that may derive from imports (Table 6.8, Figure 6.40).
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Figure 6.40 Tamgaly fabric groups
Fabric group one (n=5) contains medium-heavy/heavy amounts (20-30%) of
coarse/very-coarse (0.5-1mm), sub-angular/sub-rounded grit inclusions. The inclusions are
present in a range of sizes, but mostly center on coarse/very coarse. Admixtures of organics are
present in most samples, and possibly grog as well in trace amounts, and definitely in one
sample. Fabric group one correlated with PPG-B and PPG-C.
Fabric group two (n=12) contains uneven distributions (5%-20%) of medium-very
coarse (0.25mm-1mm) sub-angular/angular fair-poorly sorted grit with admixtures of calcite,
grog and organics. Large pebble-size inclusions are sometimes present (33%). Samples
belonging to this group show very dense, angular inclusions that range from very coarse to
medium in size (Figure 6.41). They appear black in the radiograph, and range from sparse to
dense in their distribution. Lower density angular/sub-angular inclusions are also present,
appear as a mid-grey tone, and are densely distributed in the area radiograph. In addition to the
inclusions, a variety of low-density silhouettes are present as small and closely packed linear
forms or longer filament-type forms that suggest burned out organic matter. In addition, large
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angular-shaped voids are present (Figure 6.42). These features do not indicate burnouts but
instead represent coarse white mineral inclusions that I observed in the pottery itself. They
appear as white in the radiograph because of their low density. The combination of large angular
calcite and high-density angular components are diagnostic features among this paste group.
Fabric group two correlated with the coarser paste preparation groups, such as PPG-B, PPG-C,
and PPG-I.
Fabric group three (n=1) contains very heavy amounts (30%) of very coarse (1mm),
sub-angular, poorly sorted grit, calcite and voids from burned out organic inclusions. The 2D
area radiographs reveal grit and calcite inclusions of irregular size including very large pebble
sized fragments (>2mm) down to medium sized inclusions. The white mineral inclusions are
sub-rounded, (by way of their porous friable nature), whereas the granite inclusions are
extremely angular. The voids from burned out organics are linear and amorphous.
Unfortunately, it was not possible to document their shape in greater detail because their form
was hidden by the overall variation in density throughout the vessel’s matrix. Fabric group three
correlated with PPG-B.
Fabric group 4 (n=2) contains fine amounts (5%) of medium sized (0.25%), angular,
poorly sorted grit inclusions. These may be imports. The 2D area radiographs reveal largely
homogenous internal matrices comprised of sparse distributions of sub-angular/sub-round
inclusions. Fabric group four correlated with PPG-F.
Fabric group five (n=1) contains low amounts (5%) of well-sorted, fine particles
(0.13mm) of grog. Fabric group five is a likely import. It contains a very fine paste, with few
inclusions. The inclusions are rounded and have a low density appearing as mid-grey in the
radiograph. The inclusions are grog and grit, and the original pot was wheel made. Fabric group
five was the only example of PPG-J across the entire multi-site study.
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Figure 6.41: Digital radiographs of potsherds belonging to the same parent vessel Tm37). Tamgaly–I fabric group 2 (MAE2254)
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Figure 6.42: Digital radiographs of potsherds belonging to the same parent vessel Tm23). Tamgaly–I fabric group 2 showing contrasting low and high density coarse granules
(MAE2183)

6.4.8 Kuljabacy-V
13 radiographs of the original 15 obtained at ANL were analyzed for their paste
properties in conjunction with visual analysis of 15 potsherds from Kuljabacy. I was able to
identify two paste groups (Table 6.8, Figure 6.43). Paste group 1 (n=5) contains heavy-very
heavy ratios (20-30%) of coarse/very coarse sized (0.5-1mm), fair-poorly sorted grit inclusions.
Organics occur in trace amounts and larger granules in ~18% of cases. Fabric group one
correlated with PPG-C and PPG-F. Paste group 2 (n=10) mostly contains medium ratios (10%)
of medium-coarse sized (0.25-0.5mm), fairly sorted grit and organic inclusions. The organic
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component is looks to be burned and crushed bone, as well as very fine straw. The organic
component is blocky and generously distributed throughout the paste, as shown in the 2D area
radiographs, which caused me to classify them as PPG-H. Fabric group two aligned with PPGB/C for those samples that had heavier distributions of granite, and PPG-F in incases where the
organic component was greater. The uneven sorting and mixing of this group in general may
account for the diversity found across the radiograph dataset.
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Figure 6.43 Kuljabacy-V paste groups

6.5 Summary
Thus far in this chapter, I have provided results from the neutron activation and digital
radiographic analyses. These two archaeometric methods have provided information on the two
earliest steps in the chaîne opératoire of potting. The NAA specifically addressed clay
acquisition and paste preparation techniques used at Dali and Tasbas. The DR analysis
addressed paste preparation and recipes at the eight study sites. The next section provides
results from the visual, formal analysis that was conducted under handheld magnification on
samples from all the study sites. The data presented in the final part of the chapter surveys the
remaining production steps in the potting sequence.
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Part 3: Descriptive, Formal Analysis
The following section documents the results of the formal analysis from the eight study
sites. Figure 6.44 includes a key of the primary vessel forms identified across the study set and
Table 6.9 provides accompanying text to describe the associated formal features. Figure 6.45
contains the ornament key for the decorations present in the ceramics from the eight sites.
Pottery illustrations and photographs of features of manufacture are displayed in ‘plates’.

6.6 Building Technique
Vessels are predominantly slab built using single or double layer slabs. Coiling is also
found at some sites, but it is not as common. Textile-lined convex mold techniques are also
represented in the form of textile-impressions and well-defined finger impressions on
alternating sides of undecorated body sherds (Plate 68 and 69).
Bases were slab-built as indicated by slab joins in cross-section. 4 primary
manufacturing techniques are present: 1) “double layer slab” technique, which involves layering
two slabs of rather even thickness one on top of the other to act as a single sheet to form the base
before extending the slabs upward and around the sidewalls; 2) “single layer slab” technique,
which involves taking a round clay cake and pounding it flat before attaching it to the side walls
by wrapping the cake upward and around the external surface of the pot; 3) the “base cake”
method whereby a round cake is started with and then narrow slabs are connected around the
outside edge of the foot, 4) “walls to inside” technique, that begins with a round clay cake that is
then attached to the vessel walls by wrapping the base slab cake up and over the exterior side
walls. A telling sign of this technique was clay patching and smoothing along the base-wall join
on the inside of pots; and 5) “foot-ring” technique whereby a coil is wrapped around the outer
foot of the wall-base join prior to smoothing it flat.
6.6.1 Tasbas
Tasbas pots were built using composite building techniques that combined slab
construction with either molding or coiling (Figure 6.44). Vessel walls and bases were piece-
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built with double layered clay slabs attached parallel to the wall (Plate 53). In turn, the upper
portion of vessels around the neck and rim were assembled with smaller slabs, or coils that were
fused and flattened by pinching the walls together. Lips were occasionally shaped by attaching a
flat coil around the mouth followed by an outward fold and then a pressing of the two clay layers
together. This micro-technique is indicated by lateral slab terminations near the top of the vessel
and then vertical double slab-joins around the rim. Alternatively, some walls slabs were simply
folded outward (Plate 53).

Building Technology: Tasbas
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Figure 6.44: Building technology, Tasbas
I observed slab-breaks and internal slab-fractures in cross-section in around 21% of the
sample. Textile-lined mold construction was identified in 11.5% of the sample, as indicated by
the usual textile-impressions and by less common finger imprints that are well-defined on
alternating sides of undecorated body sherds (Plate 69). Textile-impressions do not occur on
base or rim fragments. There is little evidence for coiling (n=4) and it is only present in Phase 3.
Bases (n=6) were slab-built as indicated by slab joins in cross-section (Plate 53). Three
manufacturing techniques are present: 1) “double layer slab” technique (Phase 2a 2b, 3); 2)
“single layer slab” technique (Phase 3 only); and 3) “walls to inside” technique (Phase 3 only).
Slab building is the dominant building method at Tasbas over the course of the three
occupation phases. The long-term trend in slab building is accompanied by particular
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techniques of forming the pot base using double layers slabs. Lips are also folded throughout
three occupation phases. However, Phase 2b and 3 show the appearance of some new
manufacture techniques. In Phase 2b textile-lined mold production is adopted and this
technique continues into Phase 3. In addition, coiling appears in Phase 3, but it is not common.
“Walls to inside” and “single piece” methods for building the base are also specific to Phase 3.
6.6.2 Dali
‘Random’ and ‘partial preferred’ alignments of particles, which usually indicate coiling
and slab-building/molding respectively, were present on samples from every vessel zone of the
Dali dataset, but more often on the bases and body fragments. This trend in alignment and
piece join characteristics suggest bases and bodies were built using composite slab/coil or
slab/mold technology in general.
Around of 50% of the data set contained either piece joins or fractures from coil and slab
construction (Figure 6.45). In addition, 18% of samples (from Phase 2b only) showed finger
impressions that allowed further identification of various building patterns. In cases where piece
joins or fractures were not visible, I relied on the particle alignment to interpret the shaping
techniques utilized.
Primary building techniques for the upper portion of vessels from Phase 2a and 2b
include coiling, slab and final folding of the rim (Plate 55). Documented techniques for shaping
the lip cover outward folding (20%), coiling (16%), pinched slabs (10%), inward folding (1%) and
rolling (<1%). Phase 2b lips include the full range of lip shaping styles (pinching, rolling,
coiling), whereas evidence for these techniques were rare (<1%) for the Phase 2a sample.
‘Perfect preferred’ alignment, which generally results from a pinching motion, was only
documented among rims/lips, which suggests that pinching was used to form the more fragile
areas of vessels.
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Figure 6.45: building technology Dali Phase 2a and Phase 2b
Phase 1 bases (n=7) show four different construction techniques within the category of
slab/mold technology (Plate 54). These include: 1) “walls-to-inside” technique that was
accompanied by clay patching and smoothing along the base-wall join on the inside of pots; 2)
“two-layers” method; 3) The “foot-ring” technique, and 4) the “base cake” method. Phase 2a
bases demonstrate examples of all four techniques, whereas, Phase 2b bases (n=49)
document techniques (1) and (2) only. Judging from the harsh texture of many of the bases
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(60%), they were probably shaped and then later stamped flat on a hard, uneven (stone?)
surface.
Twenty-five percent (25%) of body fragments also exhibited evidence for a variety of
slab joining techniques (Plate 55), such as double layer slabs indicated by a vertical fracture in
the fabric running parallel to the sidewalls. Coiling was also present in 29% of samples as
indicated by a wavy (“~”) fracture or piece join in wall cross-sections. However, junctions of this
character could also derive from slab manufacture particularly if the piece joins are pressed
together with the fingers, causing the alignment of particles to follow the contour of the
fingertips. Therefore, the ratio of slab to coil-built vessels is given as a rough estimate only.
Importantly, however, is that two gross building (and construction methods for bases)
technologies were present at Dali.
6.6.3 Begash
Manufacturing techniques identified in the Begash sample include coiling, slab
construction, and molding (Figure 6.46). Building fractures (34%), indicative of particular
building methods, were documented across all vessel portions from each occupation Phase.
However, the full range of primary building techniques were most easily observed among body
sherds.
Mold construction is recognized by textile impressions on interior body sherd surfaces
(n=18) and through partial or perfect particle orientations in the walls of potsherds overall
(14%) that could result from by firmly patting the slabs into shape. Molding was documented
among samples from Phase 1a and Phase 2 (Plate 68).
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Figure 6.46 Building technology, Begash phase 1a, 1b and 2
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Very few samples showed fingerprints from building (12%), which is one way that this
technique was identified at Tasbas. At Begash, fingerprints are more often found on the rim
portion of vessels from Phase 1a and Phase 2 and are more useful for interpreting the array of lip
and rim forming techniques utilized at the site. Lip shaping techniques include outward folding
(13%) as shown by smoothed seams along the lip that were then smoothed in a downward
direction (n=5), or by attaching a single coil around the top as evidenced by coil breaks or joins
in some samples (14%), (Plate 60). Another, and common, technique was to attach slabs all the
way up the pot, as evidenced by wavy or straight slab joins and breaks in a moderate number of
samples (24%), (Plate 61). This technique would use double-layered slabs attached parallel to
the wall along the upper zones of the vessel. In one sample, fine straight hair was used to
reinforce the slab joins as shown by fine hair impressions in-between the slab joins (Plate 62). A
few (n=7) lips from slab constructed rims exhibit lateral or multi-directional lateral smoothing.
Pinching, as shown by perfect preferred orientation and fingerprints, was rare but nevertheless
present (5%). Base fragments are not common among the Begash dataset (n=13). Two building
techniques were identified among them: 1) “walls to inside”, and 2) “two layers”. Phase 1a and 1b
bases included the “two-layer’ method only. Phase 2 showed both techniques.
In terms of the gross building techniques utilized at the different occupation phases,
Phase 1a pottery is represented by molding, slab construction and folding of lips, Phase 1b
brings in coiling, and Phase 2 includes the addition of pinching and a greater variety of lip
shaping techniques overall.
6.6.4 Talapty–I
The Talapty vessels were built from the base upward using two manufacturing
techniques: slab building and combined slab and coiling (Figure 6.47). Slab building is indicated
by both straight and wavy slab joins in the walls of some vessels, as well as coiling as indicated
by random particle orientations that occur together with butt joins or wavy joins.
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Figure 6.47 Building technique Talapty-I
Building fractures (32%), indicative of these building techniques, were documented
across all vessels zones. Finger impressions were most common among rim sherds, and are
usually associated with pinching the rim, shaping the lip, or fusing slabs together. Lips are most
often formed by attaching a flat coil around the top of the pot and folding it outward – as
indicated by lateral slab terminations near the top of the vessel and then a vertical double slab
join around the rim. Lips were then smoothed laterally and in a few cases, downward. A couple
of examples show fingerprints where the lip was pinched inward from both sides, thus forming a
raised ridge along both the interior and exterior lips (e.g., Ta-1025, Ta-4). I observed two
primary building techniques among the bases recovered from Talapty (Plate 56). They include 1)
the “walls-to-outside” technique as evidenced from wavy slab joins along the base-wall joint of a
flush-bottomed pot (Ta-439); 2) the “two-layer” slab technique as indicated by fractures in the
wall, and finger impressions across the bottom where small clay cakes were patted together. Two
of the vessels built in this manner also contain the addition of a fine ring around the foot to
achieve a bolstered base form (“foot ring” technique).
6.6.5 Kuigan–I
Thirty-four samples among the Kuigan-I pottery were analyzed for building technique
utilized, but in over 50% of the assemblage I was unable to identify the specific method beyond
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‘hand-building’ (Figure 6.48). In 25% of the samples fingerprints mark the upper third of vessel
zones, mostly along the rim as a result of pressing down a folded lip (Plate 65). Among the
remaining sample, piece joins and fractures (35%) were evident in the profile or
exterior/interior surface. The fracture orientation (of 18%) suggests slabs were used to construct
the body. Slabs show both interior and exterior attachments (Plate 64). The shoulders were also
piece built either with coils or slabs that were fused on the diagonal (e.g., KI-20) and the slab
joins along the shoulders show shorter pieces were used on these convex areas of vessels.
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Figure 6.48 Building Technique Kuigan-I
Other profile fractures appear as wavy “S” joins, which suggests coiling (12%) was used,
particularly toward the rim (e.g., KI-01). The lip of the vessel was manufactured in a consistent
manner. 100% of rims (n=17) contain attributes that suggest lips were folded outward (Plate 57).
This technique is evident from a double slab layer visible in the profiles and a seam along the
exterior surface that was caused by folding the lip outward and smearing it flat (e.g., KI-06).
Vessel bases (n=2) show no piece joins or jointures at the foot to wall transition and appear to
have been shaped over a mold from a single piece of clay (“single-piece” technique). However,
the two bases show a different form in that one was left plain, and the other was modified
through the addition of a narrow coil around the foot (“foot-ring” technique).
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6.6.6 Kuigan–II
Slab building predominates among the Kuigan-II pottery and makes up around 42% of
the sample as indicated by slab joins and breaks in fragments from all vessel zones. The fracture
orientations suggest body and rims were built with double layer slabs oriented perpendicular to
the walls. Among the thickened rims, the slab was sometimes folded inward to achieve the
modified lip. 53% of samples lacked telling signs of the construction technique utilized. Random
and/or partial preferred particle orientation, usually associated with coiling, was noted among a
couple (n=2) rim sherds which gives tentative evidence that slab building was not the only
building method used here (Figure 6.49). In one sample, in fact, fine straight hair was used to
reinforce the slab joins as shown by fine hair impressions in-between the slab joins (Plate 63). A
single base found at Kuigan-II was formed using the “single-piece” technique. A subtle bolster
was added through the addition of a coil around the foot, and then smoothed flush.
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Figure 6.49 Building Technology, Kuigan-II
6.6.7 Tamgaly–I
The pottery sample from Tamgaly–I contains multiple almost complete pots and large
fragments and refits. As a result, I was able to interpret building methods in greater detail than I
was able to achieve for the other sites potteries. Overall, the Tamgaly pots show a primary use of
slab building, with supplementary coiling also occurring on some vessel areas (Figure 6.50).
Apart from this trend, one pot that was possibly wheel made (T-06), and two others partially
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molded (T-3-12 and T-17-3) as judging from textile impressions on their interior surface. The
piece joins and fractures (Plate 58), indicative of the building technique used are clearly
portrayed in the vessels profile and are outlined in detail below.
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Figure 6.50 Building technique, Tamgaly-I
Tm-24 (Plate X)
The manufacture technique of sample Tm-24 has greater visibility on the interior surface
than on the exterior. Shallow finger indentations are present along the shoulder bulge from the
shaping stage. The neck was attached to the body of the vessel using a double layer of narrow
slabs attached on the diagonal that closed in over the shoulder from either side. This microtechnique of slab joining is visible in the wall profile, and in poorly smoothed areas of the vessel
interior. The body of the vessel may or may not have been constructed using the same technique
as the neck. The profile reveals no traces of joins. The fabric particles are oriented in a random
manner, which is usually indicative of coiling, but there are no other indications to make this
reading certain.
Tm- 21 and 28 (Plate 49)
Sample Tm-21 was constructed on a pedestal base (“base-cake” technique) and then a
double slab layer was used to build up the walls. The neck was attached from the outside with a
single layer slab. Another short slab might have been attached from the inside to form the lip.
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Some areas on the lip show signs of being pressed down over the sides of the rim followed by a
lateral smoothing action. Displacement of areas of the lip might be due to flipping the vessel
upside down and beating it on a hard surface while performing other finishing actions. The base
was also placed on a hard surface and contains impressions that look like it was beaten flat on a
rough textured stone.
Tm-37 (Plate 50)
The base was constructed on a pedestal base (“base cake” technique) with multiple slab
cakes pressed together. The potter used their fingers to flatten the cake from the inside surface.
A second slab layer was added to the interior surface of the base (therefore combined “double
layer” and base cake” technique) that was then used to extend the clay higher to form the walls.
Successive slabs were attached on the inside in a single layer all the way up to the vessel
shoulder. At the shoulder, the joining angle switches to attaching slabs to the outside walls. The
lip shows signs of having been manually pressed down over the sides of the rim and then
smoothed laterally. Displacement of areas around the lip may indicate a practice of turning the
vessel upside down and beating it on a hard surface, such as found for Tm-21.
Tm-23: (Jar-M) (Plate 47)
The vessel was constructed with a combination of coils and slabs. Coil breaks on at least
two fragments from the underbelly of the shoulder show coil/angled slab breaks with
accompanying “S” contours visible in their accompanying cross section. It is unclear if coils were
used to build up and over the shoulder because the post-construction processing has masked
any telling signatures. The construction technique switched to slabs on the upper slope of the
shoulder. Slabs are applied from the outside. The neck was built from a single flat coil, shaped
like a ribbon. The neck coil was attached flush on top of the shoulder termination.
Tm-12: (jar-H)- (Plate 46)
The lower portion of the vessel was built over a textile-lined mold. The interior surface
contains an impression from coarse textile woven with thick elements. No finger indentations
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are present on this surface and indicate the clay slab was shaped prior to molding. The exterior
surface on the molded section of the pot exhibits a rough texture similar to a coarse stone and
offers another indication for prior flattening. The clay slab was probably beaten flat on a stone
before laying it over the mold.
6.6.8 Kuljabacy–V
The Kuljabacy sample unanimously exhibits formal characteristics of slab building
techniques (Figure 6.51). Slabs joins are visible on rims and they continue down to the
shoulders. Double layers slabs comprising small cake pieces attached to the inside wall were
documented. The lower body portion was also slab-built, but the slab joins describe single layer
construction only. Slab joins are oriented more or less parallel inside the walls. Lips are folded
or applied, which explains the thickened forms present in most samples. The “single-piece” slab
construction technique was used to build a small base (Kj-218), whereas the “double-layer” slab
technique was used to fashion a medium base (Kj-10).

Building Technique: Kuljabacy-V
n=13

Handmade
46%

Slab
54%

Figure 6.51 Building technique, Kuljabacy-V
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6.7 Morphological Groups:
Figure 6.52 includes a key of the primary vessel forms identified across the study set and
Table 6.9 provides accompanying text to describe the associated formal features. Jars
predominate across all study sets. Bowls are rare, comprising less than 10% of samples and no
platters were documented at all.
6.7.1 Tasbas (Plates 4 – 9)
Jars account for 85% of vessel forms at Tasbas (Figure 6.53). Based on analyzable rims,
the most common jars include group-H (40%, n=22). Based on rim diameter the jars include
small (10cm), medium (16cm -18cm) and large (22cm -28cm) sizes. The rims and walls are very
thick (9-16mm), with turned out lips that are most often unmodified into a round or square
form, and sometimes thickened, or bolstered. Other main jar groups include jar-D (n=6) and
jar-K (n=5). Other, less common, jar groups include jar-C, jar-G, jar-14, and jar-I. The Tasbas
jars overall are mostly large (>20cm), followed by fewer medium, and then one small vessel.
Walls are thick with most samples showing wall widths between 7-8mm and 9-11mm. Rim
angles average around 120-130°. Vessels are large and robust with thick walls, restricted orifices,
and rounded shoulders.
Very few bowls are present in the Tasbas assemblage (n=9). Based on the analyzable
rims, bowl groups include bowl-A (n=4) and bowl-B (n=3). Bowl-A is only represented by a
single medium sized vessel (14cm orifice diameter). The other samples contained less than 10%
of the rim orifice so they were not included in this section of the study. Forms show straight
walls that angle in toward the base at 75-80°. Walls are medium-thick (7-9mm), and lips either
unmodified and square, or thickened. Bowl-B is represented by medium (12cm orifice diameter)
and large (22-24 cm orifice diameter) sizes with thick walls (8-10mm). Their forms show
rounded shoulders with walls that slant inward at 80° toward the base. Lips are unmodified,
either square or round.
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Figure 6.52: Primary vessel forms identified across HSC of the study zone, Semirech’ye
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Figure 6.53: Vessel forms, Tasbas
The Tasbas dataset contains six bases. Judging from their form, the lower portion of
vessels transition into fairly straight walls (85-70°) or more pot-bellied forms as indicated by
wall angles of 50-60°. Feet include flush and extruded forms. Medium sizes (10-12cm foot)
dominate. Bases are thinner than walls. Bases are generally 9-13mm thick, whereas the walls
adjoining the bases can be 10-17mm thick.
6.7.2 Dali (Plates 10-31)
Figure 6.54 shows the frequency of the different vessels forms present at Dali for phases
2a and 2b. Based on the rim assemblage (n=28) from Phase 2a jars account for 89%, and bowls
11% of pottery containers. Wall thicknesses fall between 7-9mm in around 77% of cases,
regardless of vessel shape. Based on identifiable jar forms (n=11) the dominant groups include:
jar-B (23%), egg-A (15%), jar-D (15%), jar-C (8%), and jar-G (8%). Jars are all medium (1218cm), and lips are primarily square. Phase 2a revealed few bowls (n=3). One sample (DL-0956)
belongs is of bowl-Z group and tiny in size (4cm rim diameter). The other two bowls are large
(18 and 28cm) and belong to bowl-1 group.
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Vessel form: Dali phase 2b
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Figure 6.54: Vessel forms from Dali Phase 2a and Phase 2b
Based on the rim assemblage (n=164) from Phase 2b jars account for 93%, and bowls
7% of the vessels forms. Wall thickness distributions also fall between 7-9mm (76%) across all
containers. Both medium and large jars are present. Based on identifiable jar forms (n=81)
(Figure 6.54), the dominant groups include: jar-B (33%), jar-D (17%), medium jar-C (16%), jarG (12%). Other jar forms are present in very low numbers. Based on identifiable bowl forms
(n=7), the dominant groups include: bowl-A (67%) and bowl-B (33%). Only two samples
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contained fragment sizes sufficient to obtain the orifice diameter (12cm, medium). Finally, lips
are rolled, squared, or thickened.
6.7.3 Begash (plates 32-34)
Based on the Begash rim assemblage (n= 73) from all phases jars account for 92% of
vessels (Figure 6.55). Interestingly, Phases 1a and 1b contained no bowls, only jars––which
possibly reflects a sampling issue of the small sample size rather than the full range of vessels
types used at the time. Average wall thicknesses tend to fall between 7.5 and 9mm, although the
trend is for vessels to become thinner over time. In Phase 1a, 40% of samples are ~8mm, but in
Phase 1b wall thickness are predominantly 7mm (33% of cases), and then by Phase 2 walls are
even thicker, averaging 9mm (23% of cases).
Based on the rims, jar groups present at Phase 1a include medium and large jars from
group-H (n=3), a large jar-C, a small jar-D, and a medium jar-E. Lip forms from the Phase 1a
jars are most often thickened or bolstered, with just a few examples of round and/or squared
lips. Aside from the jar-H group that show a rim angle of 130°, rim angles do not exceed 110°.
These jars exhibit rounded shoulders in all cases except for one sample that shows an angled
shoulder. Two types of bases are present: flush (n=1) and medium-large extruded forms (n=2).
These bases are thick (11-16mm), and lead into walls orientated no less than 65°. Given these
attributes, the earliest pottery forms at Begash can be summarized as medium and large vessels
with walls of medium thickness, open orifices, and fairly straight walls that descend to a fairly
wide and thick base.
Based on the rims (n=10), jar groups present at Phase 1b include jar-C (n=2), jar-G, jarH, and jar-E (n=1 for each) (Figure 6.55). All of the jars are medium in size (14-18cm), except for
jar-G (24cm), and contain either thickened or rounded lip forms. Vessel profiles do not diverge
greatly from the pattern detected for Phase 1a. Vessel orifices are open (90-120°), except for the
jar-H example.
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Figure 6.55 Vessel forms present at Begash phase 1a, 1b and 2
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All of these jar forms would indicate that shoulder forms were round. Although I did
document a single angled shoulder form. Phase 1b yielded a single base fragment and it exhibits
characteristics that resemble bases from Phase 1a. The Phase 1b base shows a bolstered foot,
medium diameter (11cm), thick floor (14mm), and fairly straight (70°) and thick (10.5mm)
sidewalls. In summary, in Phase 1b vessels continue in the same fashion as the earlier group in
terms of morphology and lip treatment. However, they tend to be slightly smaller and with
thinner walls overall.
Rims from Phase 2 are more numerous (n=42) than found for the earlier periods.
Moreover the assemblage includes both jars (89%) and bowls (11%), (Figure 6.55). Basing the
analysis on identifiable jar forms from Phase 2, the dominant groups include: jar-C (n=10), jarE (n=6), jar-H (n=9). However, multiple other forms are represented by just one or two
samples. The dominant lip form is round (52%), followed by square (30%) and thickened (19%)
varieties. Thickened lip forms include a number of variations, some that were present in the
earlier habitation periods, and some that are new and novel. Samples belonging to the group jarC were present in very large to medium size categories. Among the other samples, jar orifices
range from small (8cm) to very large (32cm), however medium dimensions are most common
(16-20cm). This wider variety of jar forms is also reflected in the rim angles among the sample
that document both open and closed jar forms. While most of the jar walls show soft angles of
around 110-120°, a slight trend toward more restricted medium-sized vessels is reflected in wall
angles that reach 140°. In stating above that wall thicknesses in Phase 2 get thicker, it is also
important to note that this trend is especially noticeable among the most common jar forms,
particularly jar-H which describes the most restricted vessels for the period.
Based on rim morphology and the orifice dimensions, the Phase 2 bowls are mediumlarge in size (12-24cm) with gently sloping walls (80°) that reflect bowl-A (n=2) and bowl-B
(n=4) varieties. The wall thicknesses do not differ significantly from the dimensions taken for
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the jar forms. However, the lips treatment is less varied and simply includes square and round
varieties.
The Phase 2 base assemblage (n=8) describes a trend toward more differently sized
vessels with body cavities that flare outward to 60-70°. In Phase 2, extruded and bolstered base
forms continue alongside the appearance of flush forms. Foot diameters range from small to
large (10-24cm). Perhaps in contrast, the floors of the vessels do not reflect the production of
more robust pots, as the base thickness lack an increase from earlier periods. An increase in
base diameter does, however, correspond with greater floor thickness, which describes
manufacture of proportionate and sturdy vessels. In summary, although the straight wall vessels
present in the earlier periods continue into Phase 2 there is a trend toward greater variety in
forms and sizes of containers. This pattern is well illustrated by the appearance of extremely
restricted vessels that contain sharply flaring walls that originate from both the upper and lower
zones of the pot. The thicker walls are an important finding as they may be associated with the
21need for more sturdy and utilitarian containers during the Late-Final Bronze Age at Begash.
6.7.4 Talapty–I (Plates 32-40)
Based on the rim assemblage from Talapty (n=32), jars account for 97% of vessels
(Figure 6.56). Five jar groups were identified. Lip forms are thickened most of the time (53%).
Jars primarily consist of jar-D (n=9) and jar-B (n=8). Jar-D examples range from medium
(16cm diameter) to large sizes (20-22cm diameter) and show thickened or square lips. They
have wall thicknesses that range a little above average (7-11.5mm). Jar-B forms are large (2028cm diameter) with thickened or bolstered lips. These large pots have medium-thick walls (710mm). One medium size jar (13cm diameter) from group-B is also present with thin walls
(6mm).
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Figure 6.56: Vessel morphology Talapty-I

Other jar forms documented include jar-C, jar-E, and jar-G (Figure 6.56). Based on the
rim assemblage, the Talapty vessels exhibit open forms with fairly straight walls and soft
profiles. Sometimes slight inward or outward curvature is present with rim angles falling
between 90° and 110°. Talapty yielded a single bowl belonging to the bowl-C group. This bowl is
medium in size (16cm diameter) with thin walls (5mm), round lips and incurved walls oriented
at around 70°. Bases show two groups: 1) medium sized (10cm, and 12cm diameter) flush forms
(n=2) with fairly thick bases (11-13mm); and 2) small and medium (6cm and 12 cm diameter)
bolstered forms (n=2) with fairly thick bases (11mm and 14mm respectively). Judging from the
bases, the lower portions of vessels contain fairly straight walls with base angles falling between
90-60°.
6.7.5 Kuigan–I (Plates 41-44)
Based on the rim assemblage (n=16) from Kuigan-I, jars account for 94% of vessels, with
a single bowl (bowl-A) (Figure 6.57). Based on the identifiable rims (n=16), jar groups present at
Kuigan-I include medium and large jars only. Their rim diameters range in size from 14-28cm,
and average at 19cm. Wall thicknesses (as found for the rim, shoulder and body sherds) range
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between 6-10.5mm, but average at 8mm. Lips are most often round possibly on account on the
folding/rolling technique used to shaped them (see above).
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Figure 6.57: Vessel form Kuigan-I
The most common examples include jar-B (n=3) and jar-C (n=5) forms. Jar-B forms
(n=3) are slightly larger (18-24cm) with thicker than average walls, and thickened or
unmodified lips. Jar-C forms (n=5) are medium sized (16-20cm diameter) with average
thickness walls and square or round lips. Other forms documented examples of medium-large
sized jar-D (n=2), jar-G (n=1), jar-H (n=3), and jar-K (n=1).
The range of jars groups from Kuigan-I generally describes open mouth forms with
straight upper walls and rounded shoulders not exceeding 110°. The exception is Jar-7, which
typically has a rim angle of 110-120°. The other exception is Jar-13, which hosts a long straight
restricted neck that curves sharply into a broad and angled shoulder. Rim curvatures include
straight, incurving and outward-curving walls. The singular bowl (group-A) is medium in size
(18cm rim orifice), with an unmodified round lip, straight walls that angle outward at 70°, and
relatively thin walls (7mm).
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Two base forms were present among the collection: one small bolstered base (10cm
diameter), and one medium flush base (20cm across). Both fragments may have been molded
from a single thin slab because they contain no seams or undulations along their surfaces. The
walls flare out considerably at a 50° from the base. Judging from the morphological
characteristics and measurements recorded here, most of the Kuigan-I ceramics fall into the
category of plump-bodied pots with softly angled shoulders and open mouths.
6.7.6 Kuigan–II (Plates 45)
Based on identifiable rims from Kuigan-II (n=8), jars account for 100% of vessels. Jars
orifices mostly reach around 18-20cm and wall thicknesses are thicker on average. Five jar
groups were identified (Figure 6.58). Some include: jar-B forms (n=3) with square lips and walls
of medium thickness (8mm); medium and large sized jar-D forms (n=3) with thickened lips;
and medium and large (18cm rim diameters) jar-C forms (n=2); and a single example of a jar-J
form.
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Figure 6.58: Vessel forms, Kuigan II
Aside from jar-J with its typical restricted orifice, the Kuigan-II vessels depict fairly open
forms with either straight or incurved necks with rim angles falling between 100-120°. The
shoulders include soft, softly angled, and angled forms. The single base is represented by a
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bolstered form that extends into straight walls that are almost straight and that angle at 70°
from their point of origin.
6.7.7 Tamgaly–I (plates 46-50)
Judging from the identifiable rims/partial vessels (n=16), the Tamgaly assemblage
contains mostly closed mouth jars with rounded and exaggerated shoulders and narrow bases
(Figure 6.59). Jar groups present include jar-K (n=6), jar-L (n=3), jar-M (n=1), jar-H (n=1), jarC (n=2), jar-J (n=1), and jar-G (n=3). Aside from a single thickened example (T-10), lips are
most often unmodified with a square (60%) or round (33%) in form. Based on this distribution
of forms, necks generally curve inward or else are straight and angle inward quite considerably
(up to 130°). For example, sample Tm-18/Tm-19 (Plate 48, lower left) shows a long neck (5cm)
with walls that curve inward at 110° toward a broad shoulder. Its shoulder then curves outward
abruptly from the neck at ~150° to form a globular body.
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Figure 6.59: Vessel forms, Tamgaly–I
Based on the rim diameters, vessels show two size categories, medium (12-18cm) and
large (20-23cm). Overall wall thicknesses are distributed as follows: 5-7mm, 8-9mm and 1013mm. However, walls tend to be thinner at the neck and rim.
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Base types include round (T-12), extruded (T-37), and bolstered (T-21) forms. The three
bases (n=3) exhibit different building techniques, forms, and foot thickness. Yet, a common
feature of the three is that they each have attached walls that extend to the base at angles
between 40-50°––and thus describe pot-bellied forms, much as suggested by forms of the rim
and shoulder fragments.
Multiple almost complete vessels were documented that show morphological
characteristics typical of jar-K. For example, sample Tm-21/28 (Plate 49) on the other hand
exhibits an almost straight, and narrow neck (incurved at 100°). The neck of this vessel (3.5cm
long) is slightly shorter than the previous example, but it also opens softly into a globular body
(120° angle). Tm-21/28 has a mouth orifice of 20cm, a widest shoulder dimension at 23cm, and
a base 8cm wide. The vessel is at least 22cm high, which suggests the height and width were of
equal dimensions. Tm-37 (Plate 50) also of form-K is slightly larger than the other two (rim
orifice 22cm, neck height 3cm, shoulder girth 27cm, height 24cm, base diameter 12cm, wall
thickness 5.5mm),
Tm-23 is additional fairly complete vessel (Plate 47) and it exhibits features of the jar-M
form. This vessel shows fairly large dimensions as well (rim 22cm, neck 5cm long, shoulder
width 29cm long). The vessel was at least 22cm high based on the reconstructed pot. However
the lower portion of the vessel is missing. The neck profile is thick (10mm) but the walls are
considerably thinner, ranging from 6mm on the upper shoulder to 8mm on the underbelly.
Finally, Tm-12 (Plate 46), a rather robust vessel of the jar-H group was found largely
intact. The lower portion of the vessel was build over a textile-lined mold. The base was either
very narrow, or rounded. The profile view indicates the possibility that this pot may have had a
rounded base (which is missing).
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6.7.8 Kuljabacy–V (Plates 51-52)
The analyzable rim assemblage from the Kuljabacy settlement shows a small collection
(n=4) of large vessels (19-28cm orifice diameter), with fairly thin walls (6.5-8.5mm) (Figure
6.60). Six additional rim fragments were too small to obtain an orifice diameter, but they do
exhibit wall thicknesses similar to the larger rim sherd fragments.
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Figure 6.60: Vessel forms, Kuljabacy-V
Jar-L (n=1) is large in size (19cm orifice), thin walls (7mm) and a thickened lip. Jar-G
(n=1) has walls of medium thickness and a thickened lip form. Other examples for Jar-G (n=4)
were mostly too fragmented to reconstruct the vessel dimensions except for one sample (22cm
orifice) with thin walls (7mm) and a thickened lip. Jar-D (n=2) shows at least one large vessel
(28cm orifice), with walls of medium thickness (8mm) and both show thickened lips. Both soft
and angled profiles are present among the sample, as judging from the shoulder fragments as
well as rim forms and the jar groups they represent. The necks are either curved or straight slant
inward between 110°- 120°. Lips were usually folded and then left as a thickened protruding
form.
Base fragments (n=2) describe small (7cm) and medium (12cm) foot diameters. The
small base has a hole drilled into it, a thick foot (12mm), and a flush form that rises into fairly
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upright walls at a slant of 40°. The medium base has a thick foot (11mm) and a bolstered form
with walls that flare out considerably (50°) from the base.

6.8 Surface Processing
Following the primary construction stage, the interior and exterior surfaces of vessels
were evened out and smoothed using a variety of methods and materials: clumps of grass/chaff,
fingers, rough stone, or by using sharp objects such as a filed lateral side of bone or a piece of
wood to shave the surface down. By processing the surface of the vessel in this way scars telling
of the primary manufacture techniques utilized is hidden from view. The dataset from the eight
study sites exhibit traces in the negative for these smoothing techniques on their interior and/or
exterior surfaces.
6.8.1 Tasbas
Negative traces of burned out organic material and drag marks that were preserved in
the plastic clay are identified in 37% of the Tasbas sample. A significant proportion of the
sample, however, (615) lacks any sign that a specific tool or material was used apart from
exhibiting a completely smooth surface free of facets or rivets. These samples were possibly
smoothed using the fingers, or had a very even slip applied which would mask previous traces of
manufacture.
6.8.2 Dali
The Dali potteries from both occupation phases exhibit well-smoothed and fine surfaces.
Over 50% of the data set show no residues from smoothing actions and are free from facets or
rivets from coarse or uneven-shaped implements. The unblemished surfaces could be an
indication for the careful use of ribs or hands to smooth vessels just prior to the leatherhard
stage. Rivets left from the motion of scraping a hard tool over the surface were documented in
5% of the sample, and drag from hand smoothing was present in a moderate amount of samples
(16-21%), when the actions may have been less careful or the clay still wet.
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Some samples, however, showed more texture on their surface. Traces of organic
smoothing materials were visible (19-23% of samples) as drag marks and/or rivets holding the
shape of burned out vegetal matter. The tool residue marks on the interior and exterior surfaces
predominantly follow lateral directions, which indicate that regardless of tool of choice, potters
followed consistent smoothing actions around the pot circumference, as opposed to moving
vertically between the rim and base. However, smoothing in a vertical or diagonal direction over
the pot was documented in a few rim and base samples from Phase 2a (n=13) and Phase 2b
(n=10). In these cases, the location of the vertical drag on the sherd suggests the smoothing was
conducted to either strengthen the base-wall join, or to conceal the junction between an outward
turned lip and rim.
6.8.3 Begash
Pottery from all occupation phases of Begash (Phase 1a, 1b and 2) exhibit like surface
processing techniques. Around 40% of samples are smooth and facet-free on their exterior and
interior surface. I associated this trait with the use of either a fine slip, or hard tools or hands to
carefully smooth the surface when the clay was plastic enough, but not when it was so plastic
that already smoothed areas would be smudged. A small percentage (5% ext. 7% int.) did reveal
facets or rivets that would indicate hard tools were used for smoothing in some cases. However,
most often exterior and interior surfaces were relatively textured and showed rivets/impressions
caused from smoothing motions that used either the hands (25% ext. 25% int.) or vegetal matter
(27% ext. 22% int.). The same smoothing techniques tend to coincide with the exterior and
interior surface of the same vessels in most cases, but this pattern is by no means exclusive.
The traces left by these various smoothing apparatuses and procedures document the
directions followed by artisans during the final preparation stage. 90% of samples showed
lateral smoothing on the exterior, and 97% on the interior. Hand smoothing of the lip followed a
lateral or downward motion, whereas only lateral smoothing was found among bases. Vessel
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bodies show lateral and downward motions when a hard tool was used, yet they show multi
directional or lateral motions when vegetal matter was the smoothing tool of choice.
6.8.4 Talapty–I
Most of the Talapty vessels show smooth, almost chalky (soapstone) textures with few
rivets. Vessels were frequently finished and smoothed thoroughly such that no trace of the
objects used to smooth them remains visible (35% exterior, 39% interior). Even in cases where
traces from smoothing tools are visible, the vessels still exhibit rather even and well-processed
surfaces. Exterior of pots were smoothed using either hands, straw or hard objects as indicated
by negative impressions and dragging along their surface. The same sets of tools were used to
smooth the interior surface of vessels. Lateral motions dominate across the body and base
fragments, and for rims too except that in a few cases (n=3) hand-smoothing shows a vertical
motion was used to form and shape the lip.
6.8.5 Kuigan–I
Surface rivets documented in the surface of Kuigan–I ceramics suggest that potters used
vegetal matter (27%) or hard objects (21%) to smooth them. In one sample (KI-20), the potter
moved their fingers in a lateral motion to smooth over coil joins. Lips are defined and their joins
smoothed over using a downward gesture (using vegetal matter, or simply the hands) or in a
lateral motion (with the hands). Rivets from hard objects were used to define and scrape away
excess clay on the shoulders and neck as demonstrated by horizontal rivets where the two
negative planes intersect. The surfaces themselves were smoothed using either organic material
such as straw (21%), hard objects (12%), or simply the hands (27%). Apart from one example
that showed facets from multidirectional smoothing, and the few lips that were pressed
downward; smoothing operations followed a lateral motion around the circumference of vessels.
Finally, 25% of the sample lacked any evidence for the smoothing technique––or else hard tools
or simply the hands could have been used which could similarly leave little trace.
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6.8.6 Kuigan–II
The exterior surface of pots were smoothed with vegetal matter (11%) the hands (37%),
and in rare cases a hard object (5%). Almost half of the sample revealed no traces of smoothing
on the exterior, which could be attributed to careful smoothing using any of the items listed
above, but not likely vegetal matter as it would leave some texture behind. Smoothing was
conducted in a lateral motion in all samples, except for one, which showed multi-directional
drag marks from organic material. The interior of pots was also smoothed with the hands (37%)
or organic matter (11%). Again, a moderate percentage (26%) revealed no traces of the
smoothing implement used because they were facet free. Traces of the lip folds, turned inward,
can be seen on the interior side of the rims. They were smeared and pressed downward over the
interior face of the vessel.
6.8.7 Tamgaly–I
The Tamgaly vessels show a variety of smoothing tool and directional gestures for this
stage in manufacture. For example, Tm-24 (jar-K form) has an exterior surface texture telling of
chaff –aided smoothing. Multidirectional rivets can be seen beneath the shoulder bulge, whereas
horizontal rivets show above it. At the neck the direction of the marks once again is
multidirectional, but they show a heavier use of vertical gestures. Tm-21/128 (Plate 49), by
contrast, was shaved down using a wide, blunt tool. This processes was conducted in a lateral
motion. Shaving left deep gouges in the vessel surface. The body cavity was then lightly scraped
with a narrower implement than used for the exterior surface. The marks produced by this
implement describe a lateral gesture. Another contrast, Tm-37 (Plate 50) lacks clear signs of
smoothing. The vessel was finely crafted. All the shaping procedures have been smoothed away
to leave a soapstone-like surface texture. However, faint traces of lateral smoothing are visible
around the neck (int. and ext.), possibly from the finger pads or clump of soft grass. On Tm-12
organic matter was used to smooth the entire surface of the exterior once the molded and slab
components of the vessel had been joined. Finally, Tm-23 (Plate 47) shows the use of a hard
object was dragged vertically over the neck, starting from the shoulder-neck junction and ending
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at the lip. A faint build up of excess clay that would have been displaced during the process
remains around the lip. A narrow blunt implement was used to treat the shoulder. In all, the
Tamgaly ceramics examined were smoothed well, possibly with a hard object or the hands as
judging from the few incidences where drag over the wet clay was present. Hard object were
used to shave the interior joins and thin the walls around the shoulder and neck.
6.8.8 Kuljabacy–V
Surfaces of the Kuljabacy pottery show smoothing in a lateral motion that would have
followed the circumference of the vessel. Straw, hands and hard objects were used to smooth the
exterior and interior surfaces. All lips, except for one (Kj-02), were finished in the same way;
that is, by folding the lip outward and pressing it down and leaving an uneven seam exposed
along the upper rim of the vessel.

6.9 Surface texture
6.9.1 Tasbas
The majority of samples (53%) were smooth on both surfaces, due to an application of
slip, or by smoothing the vessels well during the plastic stage (Figure 6.61). The remainder of the
sample shows opposing textures on the interior and exterior surfaces. These include
rough/rough (13%), rough/smooth (11%), harsh/rough (6%), and harsh/smooth (5%). Rough
textured vessels were a result of insufficient surface processing whereby traces of piece-joins,
finger indentations, and general results of hand shaping would remain visible. Harsh textured
examples were so because a slip had been applied that was high in grit, sand, or burned out
seeds and other organics (Plate 2).
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Figure 6.61: Exterior surface texture (above), and interior surface texture Tasbas

6.9.2 Dali
The majority of samples are smooth on the exterior (68%) or interior (46%) surface.
There is a slight trend toward a greater emphasis on smoothing the exterior surface of vessels
over the interior. This makes sense considering it was the exterior that was in view. I found little
indication that the surface texture of vessels from Phase 2a (Figure 6.62) to Phase 2b (Figure
6.63) showed a different trend.
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Figure 6.62: Exterior and interior surface textures for Dali Phase 2a pottery
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Figure 6.63: Exterior and interior surface textures for Dali Phase 2b pottery
6.9.3 Begash
The Begash pottery exhibits even surfaces in that few undulations (10%) are found along
exterior or interior surfaces that would be caused by poorly fitted piece joins or finger
indentations. The even surfaces a present both on smooth and harsh textured vessels (Figure
6.64 - 6.66). Overall, the vessel exteriors tend toward a smooth texture (53%) yet, a significant
percentage are harsh as well (37%). The vessel interiors show a higher percentage of harsh
textured samples (48%), which is likely a reflection of a lower investment in smoothing on the
‘unseen’ areas of vessels. A small component of the assemblage (4% ext. 1% int.) contained an
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extremely smooth ‘soapstone’ texture. This trend was found for all phases, but given the
unevenness of the sample size across the different occupation phases, it is difficult to draw
concrete conclusions about the significance of the pattern. Possibly, the pattern is indicative of
abiding notions of the aesthetic ideal in pottery over time. One very harsh textured sherd was
found that shared the same properties as the gritty textured sherd mentions for Tasbas (Plate 2).
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Figure 6.64: Exterior and interior surface textures for Begash phase 1a
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Figure 6.65: Exterior and interior surface textures for Begash phase 1b
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Figure 6.66 Exterior and interior surface textures for Begash phase 2

6.9.4 Talapty–I
The Talapty pottery generally exhibits even surfaces with either a smooth (53%) or
soapstone like (31%) texture (Figure 6.67). Although around 25% of the sample showed organic
impressions, they are not extensive nor do they create a harsh texture. In fact, harsh textures do
not exceed around 15% of the sample. The interior texture of the vessels, although most often
smooth, show less attention was given to smoothing the inside walls as they were likely more
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hidden from view. Most vessels exhibit smooth (47%) or soapstone like (29%) textures. Surfaces
are less even around the base of vessels, and in fact, vessel bases exhibit harsh textures in every
case.
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Figure 6.67: Exterior and Interior surface texture for Talapty-I vessels

6.9.5 Kuigan–I
The Kuigan-I pottery exhibits smooth and even external surfaces for the most part
(62%), with a proportion having the soapstone texture as well (15%), (Figure 6.68). Although a
small amount exhibit harsh eternal texture (18%), the surfaces are even, with few examples
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showing undulations or rivets (6%). The interior surfaces show less evidence that they were
processed to the same extent as the exterior surfaces, as judging by the higher incidence of harsh
(32%) textures and uneven surfaces (29%). However, in having pointed this out, a significant
portion of the sample is smooth (25%) or soapstone like in texture (12%), which show some
vessels were evenly worked on the interior and exterior side.
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Figure 6.68 Interior and exterior surface textures, Kuigan-I pottery
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6.9.6 Kuigan–II
The Kuigan-II pottery general exhibits well-smoothed vessels, largely free of facets and
rivets. Over half (~55%) of vessels are smooth, with additional sampled having a soapstone-like
texture (16% exterior, 5% interior), (Figure 6.69). Some exterior surfaces are rough, sometimes
from crudely smoothed rim folds. Vessels that are rough on the exterior are also as such on the
interior (21%). Harsh textures were most common on the interior surface (26%) and not so
much on the exterior (5%), which received more smoothing. Organic impressions are present in
a significant portion of samples (37%) and occur regardless of texture or smoothing technique.
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Figure 6.69: Interior and exterior vessel texture, Kuigan-II pottery
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6.9.7 Tamgaly–I
Overall these processing techniques achieve well-smoothed vessels with few facets (on
the exterior at least) or soapstone textured vessels (e.g., T-01 and T-37) (Figure 6.70). The
soapstone texture could be achieved both with and without a slip. Harsh textures were present
on some vessels (21%) that were produced from organic impressions, little processing, or after
the addition of a slip. Tm-37 exhibits a soapstone-like texture and was finely crafted. Some
shallow finger indentations are visible on the internal surface along the base, and along the
exterior walls of the lower body, but otherwise the vessel is smooth. However, where the neck
and other joins were smoothed and thinned down the resulting textures are quite rough.
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Figure 6.70 Firing cores, Kuljabacy-V
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6.9.8 Kuljabacy–V
Organic impressions and other surface voids are present on a moderate portion of the
sample (35-40%). Vessels are smooth in most cases, both on the exterior (60%) and interior
(47% surface (Figure 6.71).
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Figure 6.71 Interior and exterior surface texture, Kuljabacy-V

6.10 Surface Finish
6.10.1 Tasbas
I recorded surface finish (Figure 6.72) for 138 of the Tasbas samples. Pots could be left
plain (36%), slipped (25%), burnished and decorated. Slip applications were documented on the
exterior surface (38%) and/or interior surface (22%). It occurs along with other finishing
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techniques, or sometimes alone. Slips cover the entire vessel. Burnishing was performed on the
exterior (27%) and/or interior (11%) of vessels as well. In one case burnishing was found along
the lip (n=1) and sometimes slip applications were burnished over. Lastly some vessels were
decorated (24%). Decoration occurs in tandem with either slips and/or burnishing.
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Figure 6.72: Surface finish (exterior), Tasbas

6.10.2 Dali
I recorded surface finish for 417 samples (Phase 2a n=56, Phase 2b=361) (Figure 6.73). A
small proportion of the diagnostic sample show plain exterior surfaces (10%) and interior
surfaces (58%). Other surface treatments included slip application, burnishing, or combinations
of these techniques, particularly among decorated sherds. Examination along the exterior
surfaces documented slip applications only (12%), as well as slips used along with other surface
treatments, such as decoration (29%), or as a slip/burnish/decoration trio (10%). Examination
along the interior surfaces revealed a similar trend. Slip application only occurred in 33% of the
sample, and slip application in combination with burnishing occurred 6% of the time.
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Figure 6.73: Vessel finish Dali phase 2a (above) and phase 2b (below)

6.10.3 Begash
I recorded surface finish for 151 samples from Begash. Phase 1a samples (n=22) are
often slipped (36%) and then later on they are burnished (5%) or decorated (9%). Burnishing is
quite common (37%) on otherwise plain vessels (14%) or on decoration and/or slipped pots
(23%). Vessels usually have a modified surface, with only 18% showing no treatment on their
exterior, and 59% on their interior surface (Figure 6.74).
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Figure 6.74: Vessel finish of Begash vessels from Phases 1a, 1b and 2
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One sample (BG-1020) actually exhibited a slipped and burnished interior surface.
Interiors periodically show a slip while the exterior remains plain (36%). Finally 18% of the
sample is decorated. Phase 1b samples (n=13) are slipped (23%), sometimes with additional
burnishing (8%). A moderate amount of decorated vessels were burnished as well (23%). An
additional 15% of samples were decorated without showing any other surface finishing
techniques. Interior surfaces are mostly plain (85%) and less often slipped (15%), (Figure 6.74).
Phase 2 samples (n=114) show decoration (total=44%) of some kind, either alone (21%) or in
combination with burnishing (7%), slip (9%), or both (7%), (Figure 6.74). Vessel interiors are
usually left plain (59%), but slipping was common (39%), with some burnishing (7%) too.
6.10.4 Talapty–I
The analyzed ceramic assemblage from Talapty–I shows a high amount of slipped vessels
(89% on the exterior, 73% on the interior) (Figure 6.75). The exterior of vessels sometimes
shows a burnished slip (34%) and then additional decoration (18%). The combined use of
burnishing and slip is also true for the interior of vessels (20%). In fact, the combined used of
slip-burnish is a visual characteristic of the Talapty assemblage that makes it stand out among
the other site datasets. Only few vessels were left plain overall (6% exterior, 27% interior).
However, the Talapty pottery, beyond the treatment just outlined, is rarely decorated.
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Figure 6.75: Vessel finish, Talapty-I
6.10.5 Kuigan–I
I recorded surface finish for thirty-four samples. The Kuigan-I dataset contains a
proportionally high percentage of vessels that host either decoration or some kind of surface
modification (Figure 6.76). Half of the samples were decorated (50%), with untreated vessels
accounting for just 12% of the data set. Most vessels were slipped on their exterior (62%),
possibly from the rim all the way to the base as judged from the distribution of slip across vessel
portions. Burnishing occurs on the shoulder portion in just two samples. The interior of vessels
also contains a slip (38%), but most often the interior remained untreated (56%).
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Figure 6.76: Vessel finish, Kuigan-I
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6.10.6 Kuigan–II
Kuigan-II vessels were commonly slipped both on their exterior (58%) and interior
surface (68%). Sometimes slipped vessels are decorated (n=3) or further burnished in isolated
regions of the vessel, such as the lip (KII-6). Vessels can be plain––although more often the
interior (26%) rather than exterior face (11%), (Figure 6.77).
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Figure 6.77: Vessel finish, Kuigan-II pottery
6.10.7 Tamgaly–I
Most vessels are slipped (58% exterior 47% interior) or plain (32% exterior 42%
interior), and a considerable proportion is decorated (48%), (Figure 6.78). Tm-21/28 (Plate 49)
shows an exterior surface that was rubbed over with a hard narrow blunt tool. The tool (moved
in a lateral motion across the neck and shoulders, and multidirectional on the body) gave a
slight burnished appearance to the exterior surface. The burnishing extends all the way to the
base, where it increased in luster. The base possibly contains a slip as well. Burnishing marks
distributed around the base follow a diagonal/vertical direction. A thick skip was used to coat
the large molded coarseware as well (Tm-12).
6.10.8 Kuljabacy–V
The analyzed Kuljabacy–V ceramics show a common use of slip on vessel exteriors (67%)
and interiors (54%). The use of a slip was occasionally combined with high luster burnishing
along the body portion of the vessel (Figure 6.79).
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Figure 6.78: Vessel finish Tamgaly-I
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Figure 6.79: Vessel finish, Kuljabacy-V

6.11 Decoration
Figure 6.80 contains the ornament key for the decorations present in the ceramics from
the eight sites. The key offers a generic representation of the range of ornaments. It does not
incorporate the method of decoration, decorative tool, or variations (i.e., subset variations) on
the general motif in the key. The following sections document the broad ornament groups (as
provided in Figure 6.45) present at each study site. For each site, a list is also provided to outline
the method of decoration, tools used to achieve the design, and a detailed description of
individual visual elements in the principal design.
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Figure 6.80: Ornament key for HSC of the study zone, Semirech’ye

6.11.1 Tasbas
The Tasbas dataset includes 20 decorated sherds. The ornaments were achieved with the
use of one of three techniques: stamping, incision, and applique (Figure 6.81). The most
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common decorative technique was stamping (47%), followed by incising (27%), and then
applique (17%). A single example from Phase 2b contains an application of bright terracottacolored paint. Decorations are applied to the upper zones of vessels in all but one base (TB-0116)
and one shoulder (TB-0039) fragment. The decorated pottery exhibits a wide array of
miscellaneous ornaments relative to the amount of decorated sherds (Figure 6.82). Decoration
was almost always applied following other surface treatments. However, in a few cases
decoration was applied prior to slip application or burnishing.
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Figure 6.81: Decorative techniques for HSC at Tasbas
Group-5 (n=4) shows forward slashes along the rim using an array of stamping
implements. These include drop-, almond-, and rectangular-shaped styluses. One sample (TB0137) contains slashes over an applied coil on the neck. Group-2 (n=2) shows forward hatched
triangles produced with a u-shaped incising tool. Group-9 (n=2) has multiple punctates
achieved with a fingernail are distributed along the vessel body. Group-3 (n=1) uses a zigzag
incised with a u-shaped stylus on body sherd.
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Figure 6.82 Ornaments groups from Tasbas
Group-4 (n=1) contains an upward slash stamped with an almond-shaped stylus along
a flush form base (TB-0116). Group-6 (n=1) exhibits a herringbone comprising a single row
herringbone “<<<<<<” stamped with a u-shaped stylus along the neck of a slipped and
burnished thin-walled jar from jar group-2. Group-7 (n=1) shows a body sherd adorned with
horizontal separated bands produced at the leatherhard stage with a u-shaped stylus. Group-8
(n=1) shows “smoothed coils” from raised appliqué coils placed along the body of a slab-built
vessel. Group-10, (n=2) represents “pearls” applied along the neck of a slipped vessel (jar-7
form, n=2). Pearls impressed from the inside are combined with applied pearls and/or
fingernail impressions. Group-1.19 (n=1) shows a “cross” stamped with a large round comb on
a body sherd. Group-1.29 (n=1) “transverse hatching” shows perpendicular crisscrosses that
were incised with a pointed stylus along the body of a burnished vessel. Group-1.31 (n=1) has
“lip slashes” displayed upright that were stamped with a drop-shaped stylus. Group-1.33 (n=1)
consists of applique lugs attached to the outer lip of a small vessel (jar-6) with a coarse and
textured slip. Group-1.34 (n=1) consists of a frieze of crosses above smoothed coils along the
neck of a thin-walled, fine burnished and slipped vessel (TB-0085). Group 1.35 (n=2) consists
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of a stamped band with this appearance “<<<<<” along the neck of a jar of group-C (TB-0191,
but was a surface find but probably belongs to Phase 2b).
6.11.2 Dali
Over three hundred decorated potsherds (n=320) from individual vessels were analyzed
from Dali (76% of analyzed assemblage). This data set represents the largest (in terms of its
ubiquity and relative frequency to undecorated body sherds) among any documented Bronze
Age settlement in Semirech’ye. Most of the dataset belongs to Phase 2b (n=259), with Phase 2a
comprising the remaining (n=39), (Figure 6.83). Decorations that adorn the upper third of
vessels (lip, neck, and/or shoulder) are encountered more frequently than decorations along the
base (n=7). A key feature of the decorated ceramics from Dali is that many of the designs depict
a ‘frieze’ arraignment. The ‘frieze’ comprises three rows where the upper and lower bands are
identical––thus producing a 1:2:1 configuration. The triple-layer friezes found across both
pottery phases at Dali exhibit an array of design elements, decorative technique, and
implements utilized. In all, the 1:2:1 design structure dominates the decorated pottery from Dali.
Ten primary ornament groups and numerous miscellaneous categories are documented
(Figure 6.83, 6.84). The primary ornament groups consist of: miscellaneous (group-1); “firs”
(group-1.14); “<<<<” (group-1.35), “crosses” (group-1.19); triangles (group-2); zigzags (group3); bands and/or upright slashes (group-4); bands and/or forward/backward slashes (group-5);
herringbones (group-6); horizontal bands or slashes (group-7); smoothed coils (group-8); and
randomly/ordered distributed punctates (group-9). The pottery designs among the Phase 2a
and Phase 2b samples lack extreme differentiation, which is possible a reflection of the sample
size, or alternatively it could indicate something about there being continuity in design
preferences across the occupation phases. Each of the ornament groups shows both a wide
variety of implement types and certain manipulations.
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Figure 6.83: Ornaments groups from Dali Phase 2a and 2b
Group-1.14 (Phase 2b, n=1) shows stamping using an almond-shaped stylus. Group
1.19 (Phase 2b, n=2) was also achieved with a stamp (almond-shaped” stylus only). Group-1.31
(n=1) is displayed as stamped forward slashes using an almond-shaped stylus. This ornament is
present on a medium size bowl of group-A (DL-0420). Group 1.35 (Phase 2b, n=1) consists of a
stamped band with this appearance “<<<<<”.
Group-2 (Phase 2a, n=1; Phase 2b n=21) triangles were stamped with pronged
instruments (i.e., “comb”), with small rectangular, square, or circular teeth or large square teeth.
Multiple triangle styles were achieved using this method, such as hatched oblique, hanging, or
open triangles.
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Group-3 (Phase 2a, n=1; Phase 2b, n=7) zigzags were incised using a pointed-stylus or
u-shaped stylus, or else were stamped using a small, square-toothed comb. One base fragment
exhibits an impressed zigzag design that used a strand of straw.
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Figure 6.84: Decorative techniques for HSC at Dali in Phase 2a and 2b
Group-4 (Phase 2a, n=6; Phase 2b, n=33) bands and/or upright slashes were achieved
using a combination of either incising or smoothed coil applique for the banded element and
incising for the slashes. Many different shaped stamping implements are documented for use in
this design, such as fingernails, and multiple shaped styluses (e.g., triangle-, circle-, teardrop-,
u-, and almond-shaped). Incised bands always indicate a u-shaped stylus was used.
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The bands and/or forward/backward slashes of Group-5 (Phase 2a, n=8; Phase 2b,
n=44) contain a mix of stamping or incising for the slashes and incising and smoothed coil
applique for the banded element. The same types of tools were used to achieve the stamped
slashes for both group-4 and group-5, with the addition of a pointed stylus for group-5. The
slashes and horizontal bands, when incised, describe pointed or u-shaped instruments. In one
case (n=1) the band was stamped using a large square-toothed comb.
Herringbones of group-6 (Phase 2a, n=6; Phase 2b, n=58) show vertical or horizontal
orientation and sometimes occur as a frieze where the herringbone is sandwiched by an upper
and lower row of dots or horizontal lines. Both stamping and incising techniques were
documented. The stamped examples show a small/large, square-toothed comb, or a small/large
rectangular-toothed comb. Incised examples document the use of a u-shaped or pointed stylus.
Group-7 (Phase 2a, n=8; Phase 2b, n=30) is represented by horizontal lines or broken
slashes. In some cases the horizontal lines are tightly packed together, and in other cases there
exists space between them. Incising that used either u-shaped or pointed styluses were
documented for all samples. The incising motions left varying amounts of clay displacement and
drag around the decoration that show incising was performed across the full range of drying
phases (i.e., at the plastic, leatherhard, and dry stages of manufacture).
Group-8 (Phase 2a, n=5; Phase 2b, n=25) documented the use of raised (3D) multiple
horizontal bands, otherwise known as “smoothed coils”. Some samples in group-8 show bands
with a pronounced form and deep undulations, whereas other samples show subtler transitions
in surface topography. Two different techniques were used to achieve this same design. The
primary method included incompletely smoothing structural coils flat on a coil-built vessel. Less
common was the applique technique whereby a coil band was attached on top of the completed
container.
Group-9 (Phase 2a, n=4; Phase 2b, n=27) documents punctate elements that take two
forms: random distributions, or geometric ordered patterns. The punctate designs document a
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wide array of stamping implements including fingernails, or multiple shaped styluses (e.g., u-,
triangle-, circle-, teardrop-, and almond-shaped). The almond-shaped stylus was, however, the
most common implement in the data set.
6.11.3 Begash
The decorated pottery from Begash amounts to 61 samples (Phase 1a, n=6; Phase 1b n=5;
Phase 2, n=45) (Figure 6.85). Decorations concentrate around the upper zones of vessels (lip,
rim, neck, and shoulder), with just one case of a decorated base. Techniques included incising,
stamping and applique (Figure 6.86).
Twelve (12) ornament categories are documented overall with “horizontal bands”
(group-7), “smoothed coils” (group-8), and “triangles” (group-2) being the dominant types.
The less common groups include “bands and/or upright slashes” (group-4), “bands and/or
forward/backward

slashes”

(group-5),

“herringbone”

(group-6),

“randomly/ordered

distributed punctates” (group-9), “pearls” (group-10), “bands and stamps” (group-1.26),
“lip slashes” (group-1.31), and finally single row “<<<<” (group-1.35). The Begash samples
are occasionally arranged as a “frieze” with three registers (such as documented for Dali).
Additional miscellaneous ornaments were present, however, the designs are incomplete making
it difficult to reconstruct the original arrangement. Several designs crosscut occupation phases,
whereas others are simply present for Phase 2.
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Figure 6.85: Ornament groups for Begash Phases 1a, 1b and 2
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Group-1.26 (Phase 1a, n=1) shows a two-layered “frieze” flush beneath the lip of an
open mouth jar. The frieze contains 5 even incised horizontal bands applied at the leatherhard
stage, bordered at their base by a row of embossed hanging triangles that would have been made
with a triangle-shaped implement. Group-1.31 (Phase 1a, n=1; Phase 2, n=2) show slashes
along a beveled lip. Forward, backward, and upright slashes were present. However, I grouped
them into one decoration group because of the novel placement of the slashes along the beveled
rim. A stamp was used to apply the slashes in the form of a u-stylus or large square-toothed
comb. Group-1.35 (Phase 2, n=1) shows stamping with a “drop” stylus to form a band as such
“<<<<<”.
Group-2 (Phase 2, n=12) triangles are sometimes arranged in a frieze of alternating
bands of upright and hanging triangles separated by a single incised band; or as bands of
forward hatched oblique triangles. Triangles are stamped with small and large square-toothed
combs, or an oval-shaped stylus; or else they were incised with a u-shaped stylus. An array of
triangles are present in the group, which include horizontal hatched upright, forward hatched
oblique, hatched oblique, open, and hanging types.
Group-3 (Phase 1b, n=1; Phase 2, n=2) the zigzag ornament from Begash is present
within a larger frieze design that is sandwiched between incised horizontal bands. The zigzags
are stamped with a small square comb.
Group-4 (Phase 2, n=2) bands and/or upright slashes are also present as a frieze. The
organization of the design is inverted from the description provided for Dali. Horizontal bands
encase a central band of upright slashes. The outer bands are incised with a u-shaped stylus and
the upright slashes are stamped with a drop-shaped stylus.
Group-5 (Phase 2, n=3) bands and/or backward slashes (note: no forward slashes) also
appear as a frieze. Slashes are always stamped, but the stamping tools vary in each sample.
Implements documented include small square-toothed combs, large round-toothed comb, and
drop-shaped styluses. The bands (only present on one sample) take the form of smoothed coils.
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Group-6 (Phase 2, n=1) herringbone was stamped with a u-shaped stylus. The stamp
was applied in a rocking motion and then bordered by a perpendicular incised band (BG-0963).
This is the only example of the use of a rocker stamp in the dataset.
Group-7 (Phase 1a, n=1; Phase 2, n=15) is represented by horizontal bands only. In
some cases the bands are tightly packed (n=8) and in other samples they are loosely packed
(n=7). Implement widths also vary from narrow to wide. The Phase 1a example was incised
when leatherhard and the bands are narrow and tightly packed. For Phase 2 the design was
applied at both the plastic and leatherhard states using a u-shaped stylus in all cases expect for
one that describes a pointed stylus.
Group-8 (Phase 1a, n=2; Phase 1b, n=1; Phase 2, n=11) show horizontal bands of raised
coils (i.e., smoothed coils). The bands take two forms: raised and flat. Flat coils are present
across all occupation phases, whereas raised coils are limited to Phase 2. Bands included both
the modeled variety that uses applique and structural coils. Both techniques occur in Phase 2,
but it was not possible to decipher the technique used on earlier potteries.
Group-9 (Phase 1b, n=1) contains punctate elements following an ordered geometric
pattern (much like that one found for Tasbas). An almond-shaped stylus was utilized to produce
the pattern.
Group-10 (Phase 1b, n=1) was found in the Phase 1b layers of Begash. However this
ornament is a diagnostic marker for HSC of the FBA. The sample may have been displaced from
Phase 2 layers of the site. The “pearl” is present on the neck of the vessel. The design was
produced by stamping the inside surface with a rounded stylus.
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Figure 6.86: Decorative Technique for HSC at Begash in Phases 1a, 1b and 2
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6.11.4 Talapty
The Talapty assemblage contains a high percentage, but limited array, of decorated
sherds (38%, n=18). Smoothed coils (group-8) comprise the primary ornament among the
collection, and include both raised (n=3) and flat (n=9) variations (Figure 6.87). Applied designs
are most prevalent among the decorative techniques documented (Figure 6.88). Additional
decorated component includes “triangle” (group-2), “upright slashes” (group-4), “forward slash
with bands” (group-5), “separated bands” (group-7), and “ordered punctates” (group-9). Group8 examples have a thick slip application and are usually burnished; whereas the other decorated
examples have plain surfaces.
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Figure 6.87 Ornament groups for Talapty-I
Group-2 (n=1) shows a three-element frieze around the neck of a small closed mouth
jar. The decorated element includes an incised band bordering upright forward hatched
triangles above and hanging forward hatched triangles beneath. The triangles are stamped with
a small square-toothed comb and the band is incised with a u-shaped stylus.
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Figure 6.88: Decorative Technique for HSC at Talapty-I
Group-4 (n=1) is represented by a small rim fragment belonging to a small jar. The
ornament shows two upright stamps made with an oval-shaped stylus along the face of a round,
unmodified lip.
Group-5 (n=1) adorns the body portion of a thick-walled vessel (10.5mm). The
potsherds are too small to take much information away about the nature of the design. Stamped
forward slashes achieved with an almond-shaped stylus are bordered by a double row of incised
bands achieved with a u-shaped stylus.
Group-7 (n=1) shows horizontal separated bands on a small body fragment. The bands
were created with a u-shaped incising implement in the plastic stage. Displaced clay is present
around the design thus creating uneven edges along the incised depressions.
Group-8 (n=12) contains smoothed-coils on the shoulder and neck zones. Occasionally
(n=6) the vessels also show a thick covering of slip on both faces, after which they were
burnished to sheen. Several bands are created from structural coils and in other cases they are a
product of slabs with applique over the top, or grooves formed by working fingers through the
wet clay (e.g., Ta1-74). The orientation of fractures in the cross section of these potsherds
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suggest that flat-coiled examples may derive from structural coils, whereas the raised-coil
examples may derive from both coiling and slab building techniques.
Group-9 (n=2) shows ordered rows of punctates stamped with an almond-shaped
stylus. The design follows a linear pattern on the body portion of these rather thick walled
(10.5mm) vessels.
6.11.5 Kuigan–I
The decorated pottery analyzed from Kuigan-I amounts to 20 samples. Within this small
number of decorated potsherds there are a wide variety of decoration styles. Eight (8) ornament
groups are present, yet there is substantial variety in the execution of the designs with the
groups (Figure 6.89). Stamping was most common technique employed (Figure 6.90).
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Figure 6.89: Ornament groups for Kuigan-I
Ornament groups from Kuigan-I include “crosses” (group-1.19), “zigzags with bands”
(group-1.27), “oblique hatching” (group-1.28), “transverse hatching” (group-1.29), “upward
slash” (group-4), “forward/backward slash” (group-5), “herringbone” (group-6), “horizontal
bands” (group-7), and “randomly/ordered distributed punctates” (group-9). The decorations
appear on the lip, neck, shoulder, or base. Ornament groups are organized in horizontal strips
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and they range from simple isolated bands of designs, to multi-layer friezes. Most of the
decoration groups include one sample only.
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Figure 6.90 Decorative Technique for HSC at Kuigan-I
Group-1.19 (n=1) shows two “X” ornaments placed side-by-side that would have sat
high on the vessel shoulder. The crosses are stamped and were executed with a pronged
instrument with large, square teeth.
Group-1.27 (n=1) shows stamped horizontal zigzags intersected by incised horizontal
bands along the vessel neck and shoulder. The zigzags were achieved with a large rectangulartoothed comb and the horizontal bands with a u-shaped stylus during the leatherhard state.
Areas around the incised bands exhibit a soft burnish.
Group-1.28 (n=1) shows oblique hatching on a neck fragment. The design was stamped
and used a large square-toothed comb to achieve a double-layered frieze of (forward) oblique
stamps intersected by a horizontal stamped band. The design is difficult to reconstruct in any
greater detail because the fragment is tiny in size.
Group-1.29 (n=1) shows transverse hatching using a small rectangular-toothed comb.
The fragment is also softly burnished.
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Group-4 (n=2) design is present directly beneath the lip and shows a stamped band of
triangles that were achieved with triangle-shaped stylus. The implement produced almost
identical stamps in both samples, which might be evidence that the same tool was used twice.
Triangular-shaped stamps are also rare. However, the two examples show different
manipulation of the stamp, in one example the triangles are upright, and in the other, they are
inverted.
Group-5 (n=3) shows the use of slashes on the uppermost zone of the vessel. Two of the
examples show slashes directly beneath the lip (one forward and one backward). In both cases,
fingernails were used to create the design. The forward slash example shows deep impressions
from large fingernails, whereas the backslash example shows very fine and thin impressions
from small fingernails. The third example shows forward slashes stamped into an applique coil,
also beneath lip. The design was stamped with an almond-shaped stylus. This group may not
have contained successive horizontal bands beneath the stamped band as found for the other
sites, especially given that horizontal coils and bands are nearly absent from the sample.
Group-6 (n=2) shows a simple two-element vertical herringbone design intercepted by
horizontal bands at its extreme and central points. Although the design element is similar in
these two examples, the methods of application are unalike. One example contains a stamped
herringbone achieved with a small round-toothed comb, with plastic incised bands achieved
with a u-shaped stylus. The design is present beneath the lip and extends to the base of the neck.
A drilled hole is also present at the neck, possibly for hanging the pot. The perforation was
drilled post-firing. The second example was incised in the leatherhard state with a pointed
stylus.
Group-7 (n=4) is defined by horizontal bands that were either stamped with a small
square-toothed comb, or incised with a u-shaped stylus during the pot’s plastic stage. The combstamped example shows tightly spaced bands broken by wider unadorned areas.
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Group-9 (n=5) represents the largest component of decorated examples from Kuigan-I.
The punctates show stamping with a long and narrow drop-shaped stylus, almond-shaped
stylus, and fingernails. The drop-shaped and almond-shaped styluses were used on the vessel
body. The fingernail punctates follow an ordered geometric pattern and might all belong to the
same vessel, judging from the similar fabric, texture and color of the sherds. This category
within group-9 represents a novel arrangement of stamps that would have been hidden from
view because they are arranged across the base of the pot, both on its very base and at the
foot/wall intersection. The other fingernail stamp examples show linear patterns on the neck,
shoulder ridge and body.
6.11.6 Kuigan–II
The decorated pottery analyzed from Kuigan-II amounts to 5 samples (Figure 6.91,
6.92). The ornaments included “smoothed coils” (group-8), “punctates” (group-9), and a
decorated handle (group-1.32). Group-9 (n=2) is present as almond-shaped stamps along the
shoulder ridge of a soft-angled vessel, and then as fingernail impressions tracing a single band
along a vessel body. Group-8 (n=2) smoothed-coils take flat and raised forms. Both examples
occupy the shoulder of slipped vessels. The flat coil form adorns a sharp profile vessel
constructed using slabs. The raised coil form adorns a soft angled vessel. Group 1.32 (n=1)
includes a novel half-moon shaped stamp. The handle contains fingertip impressions along its
ridge.
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Figure 6.91: Ornament groups for Kuigan-I
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Figure 6.92: Decorative Technique for HSC at Kuigan-II

6.11.7 Tamgaly–I
Tamgaly contains a small amount of decorated examples (n=9). The primary ornaments
are impressed pearl of group-10, with one example each from group-8, group-6 and group2 (Figure 6.93). Group-10 (n=5) pearls (i.e., nodules) are impressed. A stick was pushed into
the vessel wall from the inside of the pot (Figure 6.94). The pearls are spaced around 2-3cm
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apart and always appear at the neck-shoulder junction in a horizontal band of jar-K forms (e.g.,
Tm-24). A mold taken of the embossing tool identified the decorative implement to be a single
unmodified twig. One example of a group-8 (n=1) design was also documented. It shows
smoothed flat coils along the neck of thin-walled jar. The coils are thin and spaced closely
together. Group-9 (n=1) includes multiple rows of indentations on a vessel body using an
almond-shaped stylus. Group-6 (n=1) contains a single register vertical herringbone (i.e.,
<<<<<) as a band around the neck of a slab-built, burnished jar-L form (Tm-18/19). The
herringbone points to the left. Group-2 (n=1) shows an upright-hatched triangle using a small
round-toothed comb on a slab-built, burnished body sherd.
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Figure 6.93: Ornament groups for Tamgaly-I
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Figure 6.94: Decorative Technique for HSC at Tamgaly-I
6.11.8 Kuljabacy–V
Kuljabacy assemblage comprised just two decorated samples. One “herringbone”
ornament (group-6) and one miscellaneous stamped sherd. Group-6 consists of a stamped
vertical herringbone ornament on the body portion of a slipped and burnished vessel obtained
with a small square-toothed comb implement. The miscellaneous decorated sherd contains a
twice-applied forward slash on the neck of a rim (jar-6, thin wall) using a small square-toothed
comb implement as well.

6.12 Firing
Pottery exhibits characteristic colors of either reduction firings or oxidized firings in
open pits. Oxidized pots show an even color throughout the core. The even color indicates
pottery received even temperature, atmosphere, and sufficient time in the kiln/pit. Pots fired in
a reduction atmosphere are black throughout, but sometimes the ceramics were cooled in the
open air, thus bestowing a sharp core and oxidized exterior surface. Several samples exhibit
non-uniform colors through the core and along their surface. The lack of color uniformity could
reflect uneven firing atmosphere in different areas of the firing pit, or perhaps pots were stacked
and rested against one another in the pit. Alternatively, firings may not have endured long
enough or have been hot enough to sufficiently burn out organics present in the clay matrix.
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Those examples often exhibit a grey/black or mottled core. Impressions of vegetal matter in
some samples further suggest that organic material may have been responsible for this trend.
6.12.1 Tasbas
Slightly more than half (54%) of the Tasbas pottery was baked in an oxygen rich
atmosphere and the remainder in a carbon rich atmosphere (46%). Figure 6.95 shows the
breakdown of features present in the firing core. The figure shows that among the oxidized
sample: 33% contain no core, either because no organics were present, or because firing
endured long enough to remove them; 13% exhibit a diffused core margin, and; 7% show a grey
interior surface and along the inner wall subsurface. Bases are almost always grey/black either
from sitting over a cooking fire, or from placing the pots upright in the kiln. The juxtaposition of
the colors probably resulted from stacking pots inside the firing pit. Around 25% of the sample
show firing clouds across their surface, either from resting pots against one another or from
fluctuations in firing atmosphere. For reduced samples, the figure shows 39% of reduced
samples contained no core, and 7% were reduction fired (creating a black-grey core), and then
cooled rapidly in open air (thus ending with a sharp black core margin and a bright red/brown
surface).

Firing environment: Tasbas, n=153
reduced

oxidized
54.3%

45.7%

Tasbas

Figure 6.95: Firing environment, Tasbas
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Surface colors of the three paste groups from Tasbas vary widely from reddish grey (e.g.,
2.5YR 6/1) to black (e.g., 10YR 3/1), with various mid-tone colors such as reddish brown (e.g.,
5YR 5/3), light brown (e.g., 7.5YR 6/4), greyish brown (e.g., 10YR 5/2), and yellowish red (e.g.,
5YR 4/6). Firing cores demonstrate a similar color range. The broad color variety is found for
the three fabric groups, which is possibly a reflection of the firing environment, the clays’
elemental composition, or the presence of iron in the clay.
6.12.2 Dali
Phase 2a samples show equal investment in oxidized and reduced firing practices
(50:50) (Figure 6.96). I found tentative evidence that vessels were fired in either a reduction or
oxidized atmosphere according to their decorative elements. Decoration group-2 and group-3
are oxidized 100% of the time, and all the miscellaneous decoration groups were reduction fired.
However, the sample is not robust enough to confidently display this hypothesis. Oxidized pots
show an even color throughout the core (27%). Other samples, however, exhibit non-uniform
colors through the core, and exhibit vegetal impressions (13%) suggesting that residing organics
played a part in their appearance. The remainder of the pottery showed clear signs of thorough
reduction firings (50%), and in rare cases (5%) the pots were cooled in the open air, as
demonstrated by a sharp core and oxidized exterior surfaces.
Phase 2b samples show a heavier trend toward oxidizing firing atmospheres (60%),
compared to reduction firings (40%), (Figures 6.96). Reduction firings were thorough and left
no core in 90% of cases. Likewise oxidized firings were thorough in most cases (66%) and thus
resulted in consistent colors through the core. Surface colors among most samples (85%) are
broken by mottled and non-uniform distributions of firing clouds. Comparison between the
firing atmosphere data and decoration groups for Phase 2b revealed compelling evidence that
some potters selected firing techniques for certain decoration groups. Decoration group-3,
group-5, and group-6 were fired in an oxidizing atmosphere in all or most cases, where as
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decoration group-4 always co-occurs with reduction firing. The other decoration groups showed
no trends toward either firing technique.
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Figure 6.96 Firing environment, Dali Phase 2a and 2b ceramics
Surface colors of the four paste groups contain a range of colors with most falling along
brown-gray hues with mid-dark tones. The following descriptions of core and surface colors of
the individual paste group document the most common colors. Fabric group 1 cores range
over very dark gray (e.g., 10YR 3/1), dark gray (e.g., 10YR 4/1), and brown (e.g., 7.5YR 5/3).
Surface colors (exterior and interior) are dark gray (e.g., 10YR 4/1), grayish brown (e.g., 10YR
5/2), and brown (e.g., 7.5Y 5/2). Fabric group 2 cores include very dark gray (e.g., 10YR 3/1),
dark gray (e.g., 10YR 4/1, 2.5 4/1), gray (e.g., 2.5Y 5/1) and brown (e.g., 7.5YR 5/2). Surface
colors (exterior and interior) are similar in distribution to the core colors along with additional
color transitions across grayish brown (e.g., 10YR 5/2), brown (e.g., 10YR 5/3), and dark gray
(e.g., 10YR 4/1). Fabric group 3 cores contain dark gray or very dark gray (e.g., 2.5YR 4/1;
10YR 4/1, 3/1), brown (e.g., 7.5YR 5/4, 5/3) or reddish brown (e.g., 5YR 5/4). Surface colors
(exterior and interior) range from dark gray (e.g., 10YR 4/1) to very dark gray (e.g., 10YR 3/1),
and also span brown (e.g., 10YR 5/3; 7.5YR 5/3) to grayish brown (e.g., 10YR 5/2, 4/2). Fabric
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group 4 core paste colors are mostly gray-brown to dark grey (e.g., 7.5YR 5/2, 10YR 5/1).
Surface colors (exterior and interior) range from dark gray to grayish brown (e.g., 10YR 4/1,
10YR 4/2, 10YR 5/2), with some very dark gray (e.g., 10YR 3/1).
6.12.3. Begash
The Begash pottery exhibit a number of traits that show they were fired in open pits,
such as firing clouds (among 46% of the sample), uneven cores (37% of the sample) and firing
fractures from uneven or fluctuating temperatures (18%). Firing practices show a greater
investment in oxidized environments across the three occupation phases (Figure 6.97). Oxidized
firings are exhibited among 64% of the sample, and reduced firings just 36%. However, if just
looking at decorated samples the breakdown becomes oxidized 53%, and reduced 47%.
Oxidized examples show no core transition in 34% of cases. Diffused cores are present in
29% of cases. In 50% of cases the oxidized samples showed organic impressions in their surface.
In every case, reduced fired samples show even dark cores that extend to the outer surfaces of
the pot. In 20% of the reduced sample, however, the surface colors are brown/tan/red, possibly
due to them being cooled in the open air. Organics were present in 31% of the reduced sample.
Sometimes the outer surfaces contain fire clouds (32%). These surface qualities, as well as the
range of colors, indicate low-temperature firings (700-900º Celsius) in open pits for short
periods (Riley et al. 1994:48).
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Figure 6.97: Firing environment, Begash phase 1a, 1b and 2
More than 50% of exterior and interior colors comprise combinations of very dark grey,
dark grey, or brown. Within each of the fabric groups I found evidence for some differentiation
among their color, which may indicate different clays and paste components among the different
groups identified. Fabric group 1 cores are dark to very dark grays (e.g., 10YR 3/1, 4/1; GLEY1
3/N; 2.5Y 3/1, 4/1). Surface colors (exterior and interior) are much the same in color and tone
(e.g., GLEY1 3/N; 10YR 5/1, 5/2, 6/2; 2.5Y 3/1, 4/1). Fabric group 2 cores show browns and
darker shades of grey (e.g., 2.5Y 3/1 and 4/1, 10YR 3/1, 4/1, 5/2). A few reddish browns (n=4)
were also present, yet infrequency (5YR 5/4). Surface colors include grays in dark-very dark
shades (e.g., 10YR 4/1, 3/1) or browns/brown-greys in light-mid tones (10YR 6/2, 10YR 5/2).
Fabric group 3 cores reflect grey hues in dark to very dark hues (e.g., GLEY1 3/N,
10YR 4/1). Surface colors are primarily grey and brown that range from mid-very dark tones
(e.g., GLEY1 3/N, 10YR 4/1). Although, interior surfaces in particular are usually mid-browns
(7.5YR 5/2 or 4/2). Fabric group 4 cores are very dark gray or mid browns (e.g., 7.5YR 5/3,
10YR 3/1). Surface colors similarly exhibit dark greys and browns in dark-mid tones (e.g., 10YR
4/1, 10YR 5/2, 2.5Y 4/1). Fabric group 5 cores show gray-brown hues of mid-dark tones (e.g.,
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10YR 5/2, 10YR 4/1). Surface colors reflect reddish-brown to gray-brown hues of mid-dark
tones (e.g., 10YR 5/2, 5YR 5/3).
6.12.4 Talapty–I
Talapty includes a high percentage of oxidized ceramics (Figure 6.98). Cores are
monotone most of the time (64%), but diffuse or uneven cores also exist (36%). Firing clouds are
common (43%) regardless of the core attributes. Pottery fired in a reduction atmosphere (26%)
at Talapty show even cores in all cases. One example may have been cooled in the open air as
shown by a sharp band the color of oxidization. Over all, the Talapty assemblage was well fired,
as suggested by its hard, dense, and difficult to break fabric. Firing fractures were present in just
23% of the sample.

Firing environment: Talapty–I, n=50
reduced

oxidized
74.0%

26.0%

Talapty-I

Figure 6.98: Firing environment, Talapty-I
Most of the Talapty pottery (62%) hosts mid-tone browns and grays on the surface
exterior. Interior surfaces exhibit these same colors, but darker grays are also common (38%).
The below description refers to the majority colors for each paste group. However, some
infrequent colors that go unnoted in the text deserve mention here, and include red-browns,
yellow-browns and light grays and browns. Fabric group one cores are usually gray with most
reflecting dark to very shades (e.g., 10YR 3/1, 4/1, 5/1). Surface colors (exterior and interior)
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show mid-dark shades of browns and grays (e.g., 10YR 5/1, 4/1, 5/2). Fabric group two cores
show mid gray tones, while others are close to black (e.g., 2.5Y 5/1, 10YR 2/1, 3/1). Surface
colors (exterior and interior) show light-mid tone browns and grayish browns (e.g., 10YR 5/2,
5/3, 10YR 6/2). Fabric group three cores mostly show mid-very dark grays (e.g., 10YR 5/1,
3/1; 2.5Y 4/1). Exterior surface colors mostly show mid tones of brown and grayish browns (e.g.,
10YR 5/2, 6/3; 7.5YR 5/2, 5/3); whereas interior surface colors mostly show dark to very dark
grays and mid brown-grays (e.g., 10YR 4/1, 3/1, 5/2; 7.5YR 5/3).
6.12.5 Kuigan–I
The Kuigan-I pottery shows a prevalence of reduced pottery (59%) over oxidized (41%),
(Figure 6.99). The reduced component mostly shows even and thoroughly fired cores with no
color transitions (90%). Organic impressions were present in 20% of the reduced sample. Fire
clouds are present among 65%, and fractures in 35%. The firing clouds occur on shoulders, rims,
and body sherds.
By contrast, oxidized samples most often (57%) exhibit a diffuse core center and
probably had organics present. Vegetal impressions were visible in 50% of these examples. In
fact, half of the overall oxidized samples had organics present which may account for the diffuse
cores. Firing clouds are present on 57% of the sample and 22% show firing fractures. The firing
clouds are present on all portions of the vessel. Fractures, on the other hand are present on the
neck, base and rim portions only.
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Firing environment Kuigan-I, n=34
reduced

oxidized

58.8%
41.2%

Kuigan-1

Figure 6.99: Firing environment, Kuigan-I
Paste colors as shown by exterior and interior surfaces and core colors of the Kuigan-I
pottery range across medium- very- dark gray tones (including the exterior surfaces). The
darkest grays of the surface and core colors predominantly reflect colors 2.5Y 3/1 and 10YR 3/1.
Grayish-brown is also common among the samples (e.g., 10YR 5/2) as well as dark gray (e.g.,
10YR 4/1 and 2.5Y 4/1). Most samples correspond to these colors, however, a large array of
colors are dispersed across individual samples. These colors generally tend to be mid-tone redbrowns and pale gray-browns. If looking at the core only, fabric group-1 is represented by the
full color variation, whereas the fabric group-2 samples are gray, very dark gray, and limited to
the 10YR and 2.5Y Munsell color pages in particular.
6.12.6 Kuigan–II
The Kuigan-II dataset shows 84% oxidized and 16% reduced pottery (Figure 6.100).
Around 50% of samples contain star-fractures along their surface that would have formed
during rapid firings. Firing clouds occur on oxidized samples only. The oxidized samples are
divided evenly among even cores, cores with a color transition, and cores with an internal band.
Cores are usually dark-gray or mid-tone brown/gray (e.g.; 10YR 3/1, 4/1, 5/1). Surface colors
(exterior) are primarily show mid tone browns (e.g.; 10YR 5/3, 7/5YR 5/3) and mid-dark grays
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(e.g.; 10YR 4/1, 5/1). Interior surface colors on the other hand tend to be darker, with mid and
dark gray being the dominant hues (e.g.; 10YR 5/1, 4/1). Reddish brown was also common
among the interior surface colors (e.g.; 5YR 5/3, 5/4).

Firing environment:Kuigan–II, n=19
reduced

oxidized
84.2%

15.8%

Kuigan-2

Figure 6.100: Firing environment, Kuigan-II
6.12.7 Tamgaly–I
The Tamgaly pottery shows a greater amount of reduced samples (63%) than oxidized
(37%), (Figure 6.101). The reduced cores are sometimes homogeneous in terms of their color
(n=9) or diffuse from the presence of unburned organics (n=4). One of the reduced samples
shows a sharp external core that suggests it was cooled in the open air. Oxidized samples (n=5)
all show a diffuse core from remaining organics. Firing fractures are few (15%) and exist as star
cracks only. Firing clouds, however, are common (70%) regardless of the dominant firing
environment identified and reflects the use of bonfires or open pits. Possible imports (see above)
also reflect high firing skills.
Overall, the Tamgaly pottery reflects traits associated with a fairly controlled firing
environment, yet one that may have contained a lot of smoke. For example, Tm-37 contains a
mottled surface comprising fire clouds and soot. The color distribution does not follow the form
of the vessel, but rather it concentrates to one side, possibly due to the vessel being leaned up
against another during firing. The underside of the base is partly mottled, but mostly shows
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evidence for an oxidizing atmosphere. The interior surface is grey with a band of fire clouds
along the shoulder contour. A second vessel (Tm-18) shows characteristics of the firing
atmosphere having been fairly even as there is few fire clouds present. The exterior surface is a
terracotta color, whereas the core and interior surface are a mid grey-brown. The pot was
probably cooled in the open air, which would explain these color differences. Both of these pots
contain soot and darker areas around their base and along walls that slope outward, which
suggests their use as cooking vessels.

Firing environment: Tamgaly–I, n=19
reduced

oxidized

63.2%

36.8%

Tamgaly-I

Figure 6.101: Firing environment, Tamgaly-I
The red-browns (5YR) documented in the Tamgaly pastes are distinctive among the
regional dataset, and could be take as a diagnostic trait for iron-rich local clays. Fabric group
one cores show an array of gray shades from mid to dark tones (e.g., 10YR 4/1, 3/1). Exterior
surface colors usually very dark gray (10YR 3/1) but with some reddish brown present as well
(5YR 5/4). Interior surface colors although showing some gray, are lighter in tone and mainly
include mid-tone browns and gray browns (e.g., 10YR 5/2, 7.5YR 5/3). Fabric group two
cores exhibit different gray in darker shades (e.g., 2.5Y 4/1, 10YR 4/1). The surface colors
(interior and exterior) include mottled colors and tones that include dark grays (e.g., 10YR 4/1,
2.5Y 5/1) as well as reddish browns (e.g., 2.5YR 5/4, 5/3), and brown (e.g., 10YR 5/2, 5/3).
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Fabric group three shows a gray core with light brown/brownish gray surface colors. Fabric
group four in both samples contains very dark grey cores and surface colors (GLEY1 3/N).
6.12.8 Kuljabacy
The Kuljabacy pottery is weighted more heavily toward oxidized firings (oxidized 67%,
reduced 33%), (Figure 6.102). Reduced samples show consistent cores in all cases (n=5). The
oxidized samples show both homogenous cores (n=6) and transition or diffuse cores (n=4).
Most the samples show firing clouds on their interior and exterior surfaces (80%). Star cracks
appear on many samples (60%) regardless of the firing atmosphere or core traits. The diffuse
cores do not correspond with pots containing organics.

Firing environment: Kuljabacy–V,
n=15
reduced

oxidized
66.7%

33.3%

Kuljabacy-V

Figure 6.102: Firing environment, Kuljabacy-V
The Kuljabacy pottery primarily shows hues and shades of gray. Cores are generally
darker than surface colors. Fabric group one cores are dark-very dark gray (e.g., 2.5Y
4/1,4/1,3/1) and one sample is a reddish brown (2.5YR 5/3). Exterior colors (interior and
exterior) range from very dark gray (10YR 3/1) to light brown/grays (e.g., 10YR 6/2, 2.5Y 5/1).
Fabric group two cores are dark-very dark gray (e.g., GLEY1 4/N, 3/N; 2.5Y 3/1). Interior
surface colors are also dark-very dark gray (GLEY1 4/N, 3/N; 2.5Y5/1) whereas exterior surface
colors appear lighter with mid grays and browns predominating (e.g., 10YR 5/2; 2.5Y 5/1, 4/1).
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Part 4: Statistical Tests on the Dali Assemblage
6.13 Lambda Test
The Dali data was run through the statistics program “R” to test if steps in the chaîne
opératoire were predicted by other steps. The Goodman-Kruskal Index of Predictive Association
(Lambda) was used, which calculates the percentage of variation in the dependent variable that
is explained by knowing the independent variable. The general breakdown of the values is that
Lambda of 0-0.1 shows no relationship; 0.1-0.2 is a weak relationship; 0.2-0.3 is moderate, 0.30.4 is moderate/strong; 0.4+ is strong. The sample size did not allow for an associated p-value
but the test could still be run without the probability value.
Using the Lambda test, the association between the two variables ‘vessel form’ and
‘ornament’ was calculated (Table 6.10). In other words, the predictive value of ‘ornament’ if
‘vessel form’ was a known value was calculated. The result (0.1478261) indicates a weak
relationship between these two attribute categories. The two variables were then switched in
order and the same calculation done again to test the predictive value of ‘vessel form’ if
‘ornament’ was a known value. The result (0.2686567) indicates a moderate relationship. This
means that there is little to no relationship between ornament groups and vessel forms.
Next, the association between the two variables ‘decoration technique’ and ‘ornament’
(Table 6.11) were calculated. In other words, the predictive value of ‘decoration technique’ if
‘ornament’ as a known value was calculated. The result (0.1962963), once again, shows a weak
relationship between these two variables. This means that it is impossible to predict which
decoration will be produced if only looking at the decoration technique being used.
A new question came out these results: is it possible to know which decorative technique
was used if only looking at the ornament? The result (0.5828571) indicates a strong relationship.
This result means that individual ornament categories are created with a limited array of
techniques. For instance, incising is almost always used to create herringbone designs.
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Next, the association between the two variables ‘decoration implement’ and ‘ornament’
(Table 6.12) were calculated. In other words, the predictive value of ‘decoration implement’ if
‘ornament’ as a known value was calculated. The result (0.3407407) shows a moderate/strong
relationship. This means that particular implements are sometimes used to create the same
designs.
The two variables were then reversed and the calculation done again to know if it is
possible to predict which decorative implement was used if the ornament is known. The result
(0.4477612) shows a strong relationship. This means that individual ornament groups are
created with a limited and predicable range of implement types.

6.14 Goodness of fit statistic, AIC
The second test conducted was a goodness of fit statistic (the Akaike Information
Criterion, AIC) to find out which, if any, production steps might predict other production steps.
The test uses binary response variables that are modeled with a logit regression. 7 different
nested models were used: one with all three predictors, three with only two of the predictors,
and three with only one predictor to compare to the AIC (Table 6.13). The model that shows the
lowest AIC represents the best fit among these variables. The results show that the model with
the best fit included only ‘building technique’. That is the fit occurred between ‘decoration’ and
‘building technique’.
The test lets me ask the question ‘what are the odds of producing a particular decoration
using ‘building technique 2’ (slab construction) rather than ‘building technique 3’ (coiling)’ for
instance? The results show that the intercept tech2 (slabs) and tech4 (folding) are significant
(Table 6.14). The p-value for the overall model is non significant (P=0.35), so it is not really
important to the model what any of the individual terms are. Although ‘tech2’ and ‘tech4’ have
more explanatory power than anything else in the data set, the data has too many missing value
for me to adequately test this model at this time.
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6.15 Contingency test
The third, and final, analysis preformed looks at three-way contingency tables using a Gtest of independence with the program http://vassarstats.net/aB.C. The contingency tables
include count data for three variables visualized as rows, columns, and layers (Table 6.15).
For this test I wanted to know two things: 1) if the proportion of decorated pots is the
same for each paste group, compositional group, and building technique? And, 2) do those three
variables influence whether a pot is decorated or not? Said another way, I wanted to know if
particular production steps were performed consistently for the manufacture of decorated
vessels, or if the different steps in the potting sequence showed no relationship to one another.
This test used only rows for paste group, compositional group (INAA), and building technique
that included decorated pots. Rows with plain pots were excluded from this test.
The G-test was used to calculate if there is interaction between two variables that biases
how many items of each are counted. It compares the frequencies of one nominal variable with a
second variable in order to determine if the relative proportions of one variable are independent
of the other. The table includes decorated pots to see the distribution counts of paste (rows),
INAA (columns), and building technique (layers).
The results of the G-test of independence (Table 6.17a) show that the same proportion of
decorated pots are present among each of the categories ‘paste’, ‘INAA’, and ‘building technique’
– which means the relationships are non-significant (all non-significant G^2 statistics). This
means that decorated vessels were not manufactured any differently than plain coarsewares.
That is, coarsewares and decorated pots were made using the same pastes, clays, building
technology etc. Nevertheless, the test did show a significant interaction for ‘PT’, which means
that there is a relationship between paste type and building technique among the decorated
vessels. In order to confirm this, the test was run again after removing INAA from the analysis
because it contained a low count (n=<30) (Table 6.16).
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The second calculation did not change the results from the previous test (Table 6.17b).
The last row shows that when the paste type is known, it is possible predict the type of
decoration, from the building technique. When the paste type is known, it is also possible
predict the building technique from the type of decoration. The results of the G-test show the
same thing (and thus confirm) that was shown in the results of the Lambda test. The G-test
further implies that there may be a relationship between building technique and decoration.
However in having stated this, it is important to note that the data frequency tables show
that there are more instances of paste-group 2 and 3 (which I knew already) as well as building
technique 1, 2, and 3. These co-occur more often in the same pot than and other combination of
paste and technique type. However, this correlation is likely a reflection of the dominance of
these paste and building technique groups in the Dali sample – and not likely an indication of
correlation between different production categories.

6.16 Summary
The result of the Lambda test reveal three points about the relationship between
technology and style for decorated pottery at Dali. First, there is little to no relationship between
‘ornament groups’ and ‘vessel forms’, such that the same ornament group can appear across a
range of morphological types. Second, it shows a lack of association between ‘decoration
technique’ and ‘ornament groups’. This means that individual ornament categories are created
with a limited array of techniques. For instance, incising techniques almost always coincide with
herringbone designs, whether they are placed vertically or horizontally on the vessel, or used in
combination with other designs. This outcome was predicted during the course of the formal
analysis because of the prevalence of incising and stamping techniques that correlated with
numerous designs. Third, particular implements are employed to achieve certain designs. This
means that individual ornament groups are created with a limited and predicable range of
implement types. For example, punctates are usually created with almond-shaped styluses, or
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with fingernails; and multi-pronged instruments (i.e., combs) are most often used to achieve
triangles.
The result of the G-test of independence reveal two points about the predictive value
between decorated pots, paste groups, compositional groups, and building techniques used at
Dali. First, decorated vessels were not manufactured any differently than plain coarsewares.
That is, coarsewares and decorated pots were made using the same pastes, clays, and building
technology. Second, there is a significant association between paste type and building technique
among the decorated vessels. This last point I present with some reservation. Given that the
‘smoothed coil’ design –achieved by leaving structural coils partly exposed – are commonly
found at Dali there may some bias in the results from this test.
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Chapter 7: Synthesis and Discussion
Chapter 3 included a discussion on some of the theories behind the archaeology of
technology that sees technological styles of ceramic vessels as representative of social
interactions and learning frameworks––and whether these processes change or remain
consistent through time. The nature of pedagogical settings that convey manual skills for
potting, for instance, may be likened to the socializing effects of participation within one’s
community. When the archaeological study is targeted at tracing the history of community
composition, culture change, and interaction over long periods; this theoretical orientation
places greater analytical weight on how objects are made than on their outward appearance.
Vessel building technology, for example, is among one of the hardest things to copy. It must be
taught with hands-on instruction, and moreover, is dependent on developing particular motor
skills. Examined from this perspective, the technological style of potting as surveyed across the
Handmade Steppe Ceramics (HSC) from Semirech’ye for the period ca. 2400-800 cal B.C. reveal
multiple points about how pots were made in these pastoral community settings and about the
practical contexts of craft production and interaction over the long term. I now turn to a
synthesis of the results from Chapter 6.

Part 1: Operational complexity: Potting at the site and regional
scale
7.1 Introduction
The pottery analysis examined the operational steps of potting across 8 study sites using
neutron activation, digital radiography, and descriptive analysis. The steps documented include
clay procurement and paste recipe, paste preparation, vessel formation, vessel finishing, vessel
decoration, and firing. The results show some common trends as well as temporal or spatial
exceptions to those trends. Some potting operations are evident at every site through time,
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whereas others are found for only narrow time periods or at particular site/s. Moreover, the
individual operative steps for potting change through time independently of one another.
Finally, some potting activities fell entirely outside these recognized patterns as they are
represented in just one or two potsherds. In full, the results of the study demonstrate that
operational practices of potting in Semirech’ye from ca. 2400-800 cal B.C. while being unified in
a conservative use of certain macro-techniques; the execution of these techniques is nonuniform
in diachronic and synchronic perspectives. Moreover, the assemblages exhibit considerable
variation in terms of particular micro-techniques and styles residing at the site level. The
following pages will elaborate on this idea more fully by using specific examples and summaries
from the data section.

7.2 Operation 1: Clay procurement and paste recipes
The neutron activation analysis conducted on a subsample of the Dali and Tasbas
ceramics found three primary paste clusters and two individual outliers. The study encompassed
approximately 1000 years of site use (MBA-FBA). The identification of three paste groups
among the Bayan-Zhurek pottery may indicate: 1) three different clay deposits were used across
this time period; 2) a single clay deposit hosting internal compositional heterogeneity was used
for the period; and/or 3) paste recipes were composed of multiple and varying raw ingredients
(Neff 2000: 115,118). Given the time depth of the assemblage and periodic use of the campsites,
some level of incremental change and internal variation is expected. Even with this likelihood,
key information revealed in the study is that most (97%) of the analyzed pottery––both
decorated and plain coarsewares––was produced with locally sourced clays and paste additives.
The mud brick (n=1) and clean clay samples (n=1, Dali; n=1, Tasbas) all fell within the ellipse of
Macrogroup 2. Furthermore, the close elemental compositions of all three groups suggest local
manufacture of all HSC analyzed in the dataset.
Figure 7.1 shows the relative frequency of the three macrogroups and outliers for the Dali
and Tasbas pottery over time. Macrogroups 2 and 3 represent the largest groups and are
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present at both study sites. Macrogroup 3 is predominant at Dali (1900-1500 cal B.C.).
Macrogroup 2 is predominant at Tasbas (ca. 1500-800 cal B.C.). This assemblage breakdown
means that, over time, Macrogroup 3 declines in frequency whereas Macrogroup 2 increases.
Macrogroup 1 is only present after 1500 B.C., at Tasbas. The compositional outliers (n=2) occur
only at Dali.
The relative frequency pattern of Macrogroup 1, 2 and 3 as shown in Figure 7.1 could
indicate gradual diversification in techniques for how pastes are prepared. In particular,
declining frequency for Macrogroup 3 at around 1700 B.C. is offset by the contemporaneous
appearance of Macrogroup 2.

Macrogroup 3 continues to decline in frequency, whereas

Macrogroup 2 continues to increase into the Tasbas period (1500 B.C. onwards). Macrogroup 1
emerges at some time during the Tasbas sequence. Thus, through time local paste groups
increase from one (ca. 1900-1700 B.C.) to three (ca. 1500-800 B.C.). This trend toward
increased variety in raw materials may relate to changes in the internal composition of groups,
perhaps in the form of the arrival of new populations. Yet, deserving similar consideration is
that these changes were autochthonous and emerged from local groups experimenting with new
recipes for new kinds of vessels and new vessel functions. Lastly, the element composition of the
clays and tempers harvested might simply reflect element diversity of clay deposits depending
on where they were procured.
Whether the work of new potters or preexisting groups, the bi-modality of Macrogroup 2
and 3 (Figure 7.1) demonstrates: 1) pervasive knowledge associated with paste preparation
among Dali and Tasbas groups of the 2nd millennium B.C.; and 2) open lines of communication
as to the whereabouts of suitable clays and tempers for potting over a long period. The sites of
Dali and Tasbas located less than 1km apart were similarly situated with respect to sources of
clays and tempers (~10km, see Arnold 1985:35). The long-term use of these pottery recipes
suggests group membership among this local community of potters was rooted in established
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modes of participation that engendered common craft production and raw material
procurement practices among local groups.
Furthermore, the compositional analysis of the Tasbas mudbrick (hosting barley
impressions and carbonized remains of the barley plant in its matrix) revealed a regionally
discrete micro-technique for mudbrick manufacture and perhaps potting too. The mudbrick and
some of the Tasbas pottery contained very similar paste additives. The Dali pottery, on the other
hand, although close in element composition to the local clays and Tasbas dataset, has internal
structures that are different, and nor did I encounter evidence that chaff may have been used as
a tempering agent at Dali. The shift in subsistence from pastoralism toward mixed herding and
farming at 1500 cal B.C. at Tasbas may in turn have spurred new technologies and raw material
choices related to household craft production.
If so, techniques of paste preparation applied in one area of craft production may have
entered into the decision-making processes that were involved in other material crafts.
Agricultural field material used as a tempering agent has never been documented in Semirech’ye
before––which is not surprising considering that Bronze Age farming was not associated with
this region prior to the excavations at Tasbas. This practice demonstrates a local innovation of
the mid 2nd millennium B.C. because the crops were being grown locally at the site. Amorphous
forms observed among a few radiographs from Begash (ca. 1600-1000 cal B.C), Talapty–I (ca.
2100-1900 B.C.), and Kuljabacy–V (ca. 1500 B.C.*) show similar morphological features and
density levels to the internal structural attributes of the Tasbas radiographs; which offer a
tantalizing lead for as yet undiscovered areas where farming may have been practiced.
Finally, operation 1 (clays and paste recipes) allows me to return to the question of
migration – although not in great detail. Pottery of Macrogroups 2 and 3 bridge the occupation
history of both settlements, as well as periods traditionally attributed to the pastoral migrations
in the Andronovo paradigm. The first wave (of proposed migration) is estimated ca. 16/1500
B.C.* (e.g., Fedorovo), and the second ca. 1200 B.C.* (e.g., Sargary-Alekseekva) (Gor’yachev
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2004). The earliest pottery from Dali (ca. 1900-1700 cal B.C.) not only predates both eras, but
aspects of the pottery technology used in this early period also survived for centuries afterward.
Thus a local and long-term character is evident among potting communities from the BayanZhurek campsites that may not have included the input of outside groups who had very different
methods for potting, or that were adopted by the local groups in any significant or recognizable
manner.
Results of the INAA indicate long-term transfer in paste preparation technology certainly
contributed to the continuity and local production of ceramics among communities of potters at
the two Bayan-Zhurek campsites. However, this component of the study cannot speak to the
wider comparative potting techniques of the full HSC dataset or about broader community
practices of potting. The neutron activation dataset addresses just a fraction of the pottery
examined. Therefore, I will now move into a wider comparison using a robust dataset to
examine subsequent steps in the chaîne opératoire of the Semirech’yean HSC.
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Compositional groups and outliers:
Dali and Tasbas
(n=58)

100%
PDK057 (n=1)

50%

PDK058 (n=1)
macrogroup-1 (n=4)

0%

macrogroup-2 (n=30)
macrogroup-3 (n=23)

Figure 7.1: Relative frequency of the compositional groups and outliers present at Dali
(ca. 1900-1700 and 1700-1500 cal B.C.), and Tasbas (ca. 1500-800 cal B.C.) as defined by
the neutron activation analysis. Chart shows change through time in macrogroups.

7.3 Operation 2: Paste preparation
Digital radiographic (DR) analysis of internal fabric structures and components found a
diverse array of paste groups that were formed using a rather narrow range of mineral and
organic additives (Figure 7.2). Some of the paste groups are present at all of the sites, whereas
others only occur for a discrete time period or at one or two study sites (Table 7.1 and 7.2).
Formal observation of the cross-section breaks found widespread and long-term use of three
aplastic ingredients. These ingredients include grit, pebbles/granules, and organic material––
likely dung, and in much fewer cases probably chaff. These three ingredients are common to
HSC from each study site, and thus for the full time period under consideration.
Grit inclusions reflect colors of the surrounding rocks at each site that I observed, which
may indicate clays and tempers were gathered at all campsites in this study. For example, grit
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inclusions in the Dali and Tasbas (ca. 1900-800 B.C.) ceramics comprise those pink, black, and
white hues found in the surrounding granite boulders and streambed deposits of Bayan-Zhurek.
By contrast, grit-tempered ceramics of the Koksu Valley study sites (ca. 2400-1000 B.C.), on the
other hand, is of a dark shade and in line with the grey hues found in the rocky outcrops of
Eshkiolmes. For Tasbas and Dali, local production is well supported by the neutron activation
study, but for the remaining study sites comparative samples of raw clays and tempers need to
be gathered.
Voids hosting morphological features consistent with that expected of burned out
organics occurs in HSC across the study zone. Common to each assemblage was the addition of
what I interpret as dung, based on the size (0.25-0.5mm) and morphology of the voids
distributed through their internal fabric as surface impressions (see Chapter 6). In addition,
rounded large (>2mm) inclusions––sub-rounded quartz or river stones–– were observed in a
moderate percentage of potsherds from every site. These inclusions appeared in the DR imagery
as black (on account of their high density), spherical forms. The co-occurrence of rounded
versus angular inclusions would not be from the same source deposits and therefore
demonstrate the intentional adding of both temper varieties. The rounded aplastic constituents
suggest widespread procedures of paste preparation and raw material harvesting practices –
such as the exploitation of streambeds for clays where rounded river cobbles may have been
deposited. This material feature is present in the HSC dating from ca. 2400-800 B.C., and
suggests long-term plurality in paste preparation methods over a wide geographic area.
Aside from the routine addition of grit, granules, and dung to most pottery, some microrecipes for paste preparation were also found for discrete temporal and/or spatial settings.
Specifically, sand, bone, grog, and/or chaff are used in combination with any of those three
primary temper additives.
Finally, vessels from that span the period 2400-800 B.C include either of two primary
fabric structures. The first includes coarse, fairly porous fabrics with a predominant use of
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poorly sorted crushed grit and organics (e.g., PPG-B/C in Figure 7.2). The second includes fairly
homogenous matrices that show comparatively lower percentages of aplastic inclusions and
higher percentages of vegetal matter (e.g., PPG-F in Figure 7.2). Vessels produced from these
pastes types may have been used for different purposes. The coarse fabrics were likely used as in
the production of cooking vessels. At present the data does not reveal any association between
vessel forms and discrete paste groups, but is a point for future research. I will now more into a
diachronic and synchronic outline of fabric structures, paste groups, and raw material additives
as they appear at the individual study regions and time periods.
7.3.1 Bayan-Zhurek Valley (1900-800 cal B.C)
Figure 7.3 (upper image) shows new paste groups (PPG) coming into the assemblage
through time. Dali shows a somewhat narrower variety in the period between 1900-1700 B.C
compared to the later period (1700-1500 B.C.). After 1500 B.C new fabric structures appear at
Tasbas, while some of the paste categories that were present in the earlier HSC of Dali
disappear.
In addition to grit and dung as a common ingredient, the Dali and Tasbas pottery
included sand-grit-dung admixtures. From ca. 1900-1500 B.C. at Dali, grog was also added to
grit to form a finely textured paste. The spherical grog granules comprise a distinct and
recognizable fabric group (#5) at Dali. Interestingly, this type of paste is absent later on at
Tasbas. Thus its production may have been phased out sometime around 1500 B.C. Although,
grog does appear in a couple of samples at Tasbas, as does burned bone and chaff/straw.
While the use of the three basic paste ingredients is pervasive in the Bayan-Zhurek study
sites, ample evidence suggests multiple micro-recipes were a component of both site potteries. It
is this dichotomy that exists between the macro- and micro-techniques of potting that underpin
the plural nature of this institution among pastoralists of the study zone.
The addition of new paste groups over this long time period may indicate that foreign
populations moved into the area and that these new and preexisting groups assimilated to some
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degree (Anthony 2007:111). Likewise, however, the growing variation in paste groups may index
innovations achieved by local potters, without contributions from the outside. In considering
these two very different scenarios, it is important to mention that most of the paste groups
found in the earlier period do not fall out of use as time goes by. The long-term repetition within
a broader trend of operational complexity demonstrates knowledge of earlier paste-based
technologies established in the early 2nd millennium B.C. continued and were not switched out
or lost as new methods of practice, knowledge transfer or exchange, or people impacted the lives
of local pastoral communities.
7.3.2 Koksu Valley (2400-1000 cal B.C)
The earlier material from the Koksu includes the settlements Kuigan–II (ca. 2400-2200
B.C.), Talapty–I (ca. 2100-1900 B.C.), and Begash (2400-1950 B.C.). The paste structures and
fabric groups from these three HSC assemblages show a moderate amount of overlap (Figure
7.4). That is, 50% of the paste groups documented in the study were found at all three sites.
However, the percentage breakdown of each paste group is different on a site-to-site basis,
which suggests that groups had different preferences or needs for particular vessels in this
earlier period. By contrast, in the later occupation phases of the Koksu sites (i.e., Kuigan–I ca.
1500 B.C.* and Begash Phase 2, 1690-1000 cal B.C.) 75% of paste groups overlap and their
percentage breakdown is also fairly similar for the two settlements. Perhaps there was greater
social cohesion between these neighboring populations in the later period.
If we narrow our view to Begash and look at the diachronic patterns for pastes only,
figure 7.5 shows a more limited series of paste groups for the earlier period at Begash 1a (24001900 B.C.) than for its later periods. After 1950 B.C., three new paste groups enter assemblage
(Phases 1b and 2). The earlier paste groups (of Phase 1a) remain in use, possibly because of their
enduring legitimacy in the repertoire of knowledge among potters and their ongoing utility in
the manufacture of household objects.
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From ca.2400-1900 B.C. ceramic pastes in the Koksu exhibit a variable use of raw
material additives at the three sites (Begash, Kuigan–II, and Talapty–I). Grit, dung and sand
appear at all three sites. However, the Talapty–I pottery (ca. 2100-1900 B.C.) shows lower
volumes of inclusions (<20%) than HSC from any other Semirech’yean site analyzed. In addition
to this micro-technique of paste preparation, the Talapty–I pottery exhibits overall harder and
brittle fabrics, softer colors, and smoother surface textures (soapstone-like) than any other HSC
assemblage. The geographic proximity of the Koksu settlements to each other demonstrates an
additional facet of operational complexity among the potting institutions of the study zone. That
is, certain potting techniques remained localized––even when occupants of the different
settlements probably engaged in periodic contact, or possibly even intermarriage or material
exchange.
7.3.3 Chu-Ili Mountains (ca. 1250-950 B.C.)
Sand––as a tempering agent––was not documented among the Chu-Ili pottery, whereas
it does appear in pottery from each of the other six study sites. The common combination of grit
and dung is found however. Outside of this general observation, the Tamgaly–I and Kuljabacy–
V HSC comprise an almost unique set of raw paste ingredients that set them apart from the HSC
assemblages located to their north.
For example, the Tamgaly–I pottery (ca. 1250-950 B.C.) contains very coarse calcite
granules + grog + bone, across four of its five documented paste groups. Moreover, the fabric
texture of paste groups 1 and 3––as shown in the radiography study––are extremely coarse and
poorly sorted, and contain heavy additions of very coarse/granular grit and calcite. Tamgaly–I
contains two paste structures that are not found in any other HSC of the study zone (i.e., PPG-I
and PPG-J). Thus we see yet another example of micro-techniques going into paste preparation
for a single settlement context, that moreover may have developed and transferred in a local
context (e.g., at Tamgaly–I). The Tamgaly–I HSC belong to a single domestic context and thus
offers a window into the crafts practices of possibly just a few individuals.
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Moving now to compare the two Chu-Ili datasets, Figure
7.6 shows that Tamgaly–I and Kuljabacy–V share less than 50% crossover in their
relative paste assemblages. Moreover, the percentage breakdown for each paste group is quite
dissimilar when comparing both study sites. Kuljabacy–V (ca. 1400 B.C.*) potsherds contain
large calcite inclusions as are found in the Tamgaly–I HSC, however at Kuljabacy–V they are
combined with crushed bone and larger organic fibers (possibly straw). An additional contrast
between the two sites is the absence of grog from the Kuljabacy–V dataset.
Tamgaly–I and Kuljabacy–V represent the most southerly located settlements in the
study zone, as well the represent the later end of the chronological sequence in the regional
study. Similar features that occur across their ceramic pastes may index a temporal and/or
spatial trend in HSC manufacture. Importantly, their relative geographic proximity to Central
Asia puts them closer to regions where potting institutions may have centered on a different set
of practices and technological histories.
7.3.4 Summary
Overall, paste preparation techniques demonstrate considerable overlap across the 2nd
millennium B.C. Potters continue to prepare pastes with certain textural and structural
properties across this time span, which indexes a long-term and effective means of cultural
transmission across centuries. However, in new paste structures emerging, it seems that new
techniques of mixing and preparing raw materials, different paste recipes, and/or firing
practices may have entered the repertoire of potting communities during the later period, either
through local innovation, the arrival of new groups, of for some other reason. Micro-regional
(e.g. Koksu Valley) and site-scale (e.g., Tasbas or Tamgaly–I) HSC datasets show nonuniform
rates of change and innovative practices within more commonly performed activities (e.g., of
using grit and dung temper). Nonuniform social interactions and infrequent localized shifts in
community composition may explain some element of the archaeological pattern outlined in the
above passages.
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Paste preparation groups:
ca. 1700-800 BC
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Figure 7.2: Paste preparation groups (A-J) for HSC of Semirech’ye as defined through
combined digital radiographic and descriptive analyses.
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Paste preparation groups:
Dali (1900-1500 BC) and Tasbas
(1500-800 BC)
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Figure 7.3: Paste preparation groups (A-J) of HSC from Bayan-Zhurek Valley campsites
(ca. 1900-800 cal B.C.) as defined through combined digital radiographic and descriptive
analyses.

Paste preparation groups:
Koksu Valley sites (ca. 2400-1900 cal B.C.)
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Figure 7.4: Paste preparation groups (A-J) of HSC from the earliest occupation phases of
the Koksu River Valley campsites as defined through combined digital radiographic and
descriptive analyses.
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Paste preparation groups:
Begash (2470-1000 BC)
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Figure 7.5: Paste preparation groups (A-J) of HSC from Begash (ca. 2400-1000 cal B.C)
as defined through combined digital radiographic and descriptive analyses.

Paste preparation groups:
Chu-Ili sites (ca. 1400*-900 B.C.)
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Figure 7.6: Paste preparation groups (A-J) of HSC from the Chu-Ili region as defined
through combined digital radiographic and descriptive analyses.
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7.4 Operation 3: Formation
Traces of piece-joins, finger indentations, and rim seams along vessel surfaces and crosssections of the dataset outline evidence for a narrow set of gross building techniques among this
group of HSC. Techniques include slab construction, coiling, and molding across different vessel
zones (Table 7.3). Slab building, however, is the only building technique documented for each
study set (Figure 7.7). In fact, the prevalence of slab technology may not be so surprising given
that slab construction represents one of the most ancient and principle vessel forming
techniques in Eurasia, where it lasted for at least 3000 years (Vandiver 1987). The most
prevalent manner that slabs were treated in my dataset included double-layered cakes for vessel
bases and lower walls, and single layered cakes for the upper portions. Slabs were joined
together either parallel to the vessel wall or through a bevel join that employed diagonal fusing
of clay pieces. The latter piece-joining style is particularly prevalent among vessels with
pronounced shoulders and might have served a functional purpose for being able to control
transitions in the wall contours.
7.4.1 Bayan-Zhurek Valley (ca. 1900-800 B.C)
Figure 7.8 shows slab building to be the main building technique at Dali from 1900-1500
B.C. Coiling is also present, yet the frequency is considerably lower. Figure 7.8 also shows that at
Tasbas (ca. 1500-800 B.C.) slab building remained the most prevalent formation method.
Whereas, coiling frequencies are much reduced (yet, nevertheless still present). The decline seen
for coiling at the mid–2nd millennium B.C. is at least in part related to the move away from
decorative styles that combined structural coils and styles of decoration (i.e., smoothed-coil
design). The third macro-technique––textile-lined molding–– appears first off at the BayanZhurek settlements at Tasbas. Molded vessels were found in the Phase 2b occupation deposits of
Tasbas, and hence I tentatively date the use of molding to 1250-1050 cal. B.C., and probably not
earlier (at least for this site). Finally, bases were formed with a double layer of slabs across the
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full period being investigated at both Dali and Tasbas. Walls were joined to the base slab from
the inside. Foot rings were only found on the earliest pottery (1900-1700 B.C.) from Dali.
7.4.2 Koksu River Valley (ca. 2400-1000 B.C.)
Figure 7.9 show HSC of to the earliest cultural deposits of the Koksu sites (2400-1900
B.C.) demonstrate a widespread use of slab-building. Slabs are joined parallel to the vessel wall
(Kuigan–II, 2400-2200 B.C and Talapty–I, 2100-1900 B.C.) and also on the diagonal (Talapty–
I, 2100-1900 B.C). Coiled pottery is also present, at Begash (2400-1900 B.C.) and Talapty–I
(2100-1900 B.C.), but not at Kuigan–II. Textile-aided molding in the Koksu represents the
earliest documented in the study set. The technique was used at Begash prior to 2000 B.C., but
not at contemporary sites of Talapty or Kuigan. Textile-impressed HSC recurs at Begash after
1690 B.C., but it s not found at its contemporary neighbor Kuigan–I (ca. 1500 B.C.*). Kuigan–I
HSC simply depicts structural features associated with slab construction. Slab joins show both
diagonal and parallel orientation. Unfortunately, the lack of internal fissures in the Begash
ceramics prevented a clear reading of the joining techniques used at the site.
Bases among the earlier Koksu HSC show a double layer of slab joins across the full
period being investigated. In the period preceding 1690 B.C. it was not possible to tell how the
base were joined to the vessel walls at Begash or Kuigan–II. However, the Begash HSC after
1690 B.C. did show joins to the base slab from the inside. Also, foot rings were present on the
pottery from Kuigan–I (1500 B.C*). Talapty–I (2100-1900 B.C.) was the only site where the
walls were joined to the base from the outside.

7.4.3 Chu-Ili (ca. 1400-900 B.C*.)
HSC from the two Chu-Ili sites also show slab construction (Figure 7.10). Kuljabacy (ca.
1400 B.C.*) pottery was slab-built. By comparison, the Tamgaly–I (1250-950 B.C.) ceramics
show the use of slab, coiled, and textile-lined molding technology. In addition, a single wheel
made sherd was present among the Tamgaly–I pottery that was probably an import from
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Central Asia. Slabs were joined on the diagonal at both sites. In particular, the high and
pronounced shoulders of the Tamgaly–I HSC were joined in this manner. This method would
have assisted the successful shaping of the globular forms that are characteristic of this time
period. Tamgaly–I bases show double-layered base cakes. By contrast, only single layer slabs
were documented for Kuljabacy–V.
7.4.4 Micro-techniques across the study period (ca. 2400-800 cal B.C.)
While the single macro-technique of slab building (and less so coiling and molding) is
pervasive across the HSC of the study zone, ample evidence supports that the macro-techniques
were underpinned by a fair amount of operational complexity. For example, micro-techniques
for building up and shaping rims among Semirech’yean HSC document a pluralistic array of
styles within a broader trend of slab and coil construction (Plates 60-67). Common to every site
is the practice of folding rims in order to shape them. Outward folds are the norm. Inward rim
folds occur less often. Inward folds occur in HSC from Kuigan–II (2400-2200 B.C), Dali (19001450 B.C), and Tamgaly–I (1250-950 B.C) rims. Notably, every single rim sherd at Kuigan–II
exhibited this atypical style of rim fold. Additional novel rim/lip shaping techniques
documented were to build the rim up entirely with coils (e.g. Dali 1900-1500 B.C; Begash 20001000 B.C), or rolling it over (Dali 1700-1500 B.C). In addition, a few samples (n=<10)
distributed over several study sites show the attachment of a flat coil in the final step of building
to achieve a neatly finished lip on the container. The coil was then pinched flat or folded
outward. This technique was documented for the egg-like forms from Dali (ca. 1900 cal B.C), on
jars at Talapty–I (2100-1900 B.C), Begash (1600-1000 B.C) Tasbas (1500-800 B.C), and for the
globular forms Tamgaly–I (1250-950 cal B.C.). The broad geographic distribution––albeit with
low prevalence––of micro-techniques for shaping rims at the study sites reiterate the point that
the operational techniques for potting HSC are nonuniform both in a diachronic and synchronic
perspective.
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7.4.5 Summary
Slab-building technology endured throughout the period of study, whereas other
techniques disappear and then resurface after a long period of stasis (i.e., molding), or as a
supplementary technique (i.e., coiling). From 2400-1500 B.C. Slab-building is supplemented by
coil technology. After 1500 B.C. (or possibly after 1300 B.C) coiling declines and people begin to
use textile-aided molding techniques.
Outside of these broad trends in hand building methods, I encountered some anomalies
that I hope future studies can address. First, the single sherd from a small wheel made vessel
from Tamgaly–I may index exchange with agricultural groups in Central Asia. Second, Talapty–
I was the only site to demonstrate a pot base commonly associated with the HSC of the Ural
Mountains. Finally, a few sherds (n=3) from Kuigan–II (2200-2000B.C.) and Begash (16001000 B.C.) showed negative impressions from hair sandwiched between slab walls (Plate 62-63).
This technique has only been documented elsewhere among Neolithic sites from the Altai where
it is thought to have preceded textile-aided molding technology (Kiryushin et al. 2012). The
multiplicity of micro-forming methods performed alongside a few macro-techniques of building
suggests a successful means of cultural transmission in the institution of HSC over the long
term. Yet, this dichotomy also demonstrates that this institution likely remained in the realm of
household craft-production without transitioning into a specialized industry until long after the
Bronze Age had ended.
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Figure 7.7: Primary vessel-building techniques for HSC of Semirech’ye through time (ca.
2400-800 BC)
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Primary Building Technique:
Bayan-Zhurek sites (ca. 1900-800 cal BC)
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Figure 7.8: Primary vessel-building techniques for HSC from the Bayan-Zhurek
campsites through time (ca. 2400-830 BC)
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Primary Building Technique:
Koksu sites (ca. 2400-1000 cal BC)
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Figure 7.9: Primary vessel-building techniques for HSC from the Koksu valley campsites
through time (ca. 2400-1000 BC)
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Primary Building Technique:
ChuIli sites (ca. 1400-900 BC)
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Figure 7.10: Primary vessel-building techniques for HSC from the Chu-Ili campsites,
Semirech’ye (ca. 1400*/1265-930 cal B.C.)
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7.5 Operation 4: Shaping the vessel
The temporal trend in vessel morphology shows a gradual change from the mid–3rd to
2nd millennium B.C. that is consistent with the description outlined in the culture-history
(Figure 7.11 and 7.12)––except that the relative chronology places the earliest pottery in the
early/mid–2nd millennium B.C. only. The Semirech’yean HSC between 2400 and 1700 B.C.
comprise rather open forms––as represented by jar-B through jar-F (Figure 7.11); whereas
following this time jar increasingly include squat and globular in forms––as shown by jar-H
through jar-M (Figure 7.12). Table 7.4 shows vessel frequencies by site. Interestingly, bowls are
rare, and small cups and platters are entirely absent in the HSC of Semirech’ye.
In addition to morphological transitions noted in the study, container size increases from
2400 to 800 cal. B.C. For example, earlier forms can have rim diameters as small as 10cm,
whereas in later on rims can reach 30cm in diameter. Increased vessel dimensions be related to
a change in mobility patterns, diet (cooking practices), or an increased need for storage––to list
just a few suggestions. However, even though the botanical assemblage from Tasbas confirms
that groups engaged in localized farming, no large storage vessels (above those with 30cm
diameter rims) were found at Tasbas. If farming was not intensive enough for surplus grain to
be stored, the increase in container dimensions may not solely derive from a transition in
subsistence practices. Another point to keep in mind is that farming has not been documented at
any of the other sites in the study. A range of hypotheses awaits testing on this area.
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Figure 7.11: Vessel forms (jar A-M, bowl A-C) of HSC of Semirech’ye (ca. 2400-1900 cal
B.C.)
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Figure 7.12: Vessel forms (jar A-M, bowl A-C) of HSC from Semirech’ye (ca. 1700-800
cal B.C.)
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7.6 Operation 5: Achieving vessel surface, texture and finish
The external and internal surface textures of Semirech’yean HSC include four primary
categories: harsh, rough, smooth and soapstone. There were just two exceptions that did not fit
these groupings. They include one potsherd each from Tasbas and from Begash. These samples
exhibit an extremely abrasive slip tempered with coarse mineral and organic matter (Plate 2).
Overall, though vessels with smooth surfaces (exterior and interior) prevail even though the
percentage breakdown of the four surface texture groupings lack uniformity when assessed
diachronically and synchronically (Figure 7.13). Finally, judging from the exterior and interior
surfaces separately, more time was given to smoothing exterior surfaces than interior surfaces–
–as the latter exhibit rough/harsh surfaces with greater frequency (Figures 7.14 and 7.15).

7.6.1 Bayan-Zhurek Valley (1900-800 B.C)
Little change occurs in vessel textures for the Dali pottery from the period 1900-1500
B.C. Exterior and interior surfaces are most often smooth – but more so the exterior. Some
vessels did exhibit a harsher texture as well (Figure 7.16). After ca. 1500 B.C. (i.e., at Tasbas) the
soapstone texture drops away (Figure 7.16). Tasbas HSC – still predominantly smooth on both
vessels faces – has a slightly higher proportion of rough/harsh textured vessels compared to the
earlier Dali assemblage. This visual change is brought about via a technological shift in the
methods used to smooth the wet clay surfaces of HSC at Tasbas. The Tasbas surfaces exhibit
thickly applied slips, and textured surfaces from the use of organic material to spread the slip
across the body. Evidence for this specific smoothing action is not present prior to 1500 B.C.
(i.e., at Dali). The technical practice may be associated with parallel developments that occurred
in subsistence toward that of farming at Tasbas. Just as agricultural field waste was used in the
manufacture of mudbrick and possibly pottery fabrics, its relevance to potting may have yielded
multiple points of intersection beyond those production stages identified already.
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7.6.2 Koksu Valley (2400-1000 B.C)
The three MBA Koksu settlements (2400-2000 B.C.) (Begash 1a & 1b, Kuigan–II, and
Talapty–I) exhibit nonuniform distributions of vessel surface textures (Figure 7.17). For
example, at Begash surfaces are well finished and smooth on their exterior, but less energy went
into smoothing the interior, as shown by over half of the sample having harsh or rough interior
finishes. By contrast, at Talapty–I >80% of containers exhibit smooth or soapstone textures on
their exterior and interior face, with roughly equal energy investments for finishing exterior and
interior surfaces. Interestingly, vessels with soapstone surface textures are rare among
Semirech’yean HSC. So, the prevalence of this surface texture at Talapty–I might indicate a
special function for these vessels or simply the work of a single artisan. Finally at Kuigan–II,
surfaces are predominantly smooth but the other three surface textures do occur as well in low
frequencies as well.
HSC following 1690 cal B.C at Begash contain harsher surface textures–– in fact more so
than any other site in the study. Kuigan–I (ca. 1500 B.C*) yielded fewer harsh textured vessels,
but otherwise potters from these proximate and contemporary campsites place similar efforts on
finishing vessels in a certain way.
7.6.3 Chu-Ili (ca. 1400-900 B.C.*)
Pottery from the Chu-Ili sites Kuljabacy–V and Tamgaly–I are smoothed more
thoroughly on their exterior surface than on their interior (Figure 7.18). For example, around
65% of vessels show a smooth exterior surface, whereas smooth interior surfaces occur in
around 45% of cases. Vessels with a soapstone-like surface texture occur in low frequencies –
which is a contrast to contemporary pottery in the Bayan-Zhurek Valley (i.e., Tasbas) and the
Koksu River Valley (i.e., Begash, Phase 2) where this texture shows up in just a couple of
samples.
7.6.4 Vessel coatings: All sites
Figure 7.19 shows the temporal organization of how HSC were finished for each study
site assemblage. The Bayan-Zhurek sites show little change through time in the proportion of
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vessels that had a slip applied, and those that were left ‘plain’ (i.e., no slip). After 1500 B.C. the
percentage of slipped vessels dips from around 50% (at Dali) to around 40% (at Tasbas).
The proportion of slipped to plain vessels among the earliest Koksu sites (2400-1900
B.C.) varies. For instance, the Begash pottery (2400-1950 B.C.) shows approximately 50%
slipped vessels; whereas most of the Kuigan–II and Talapty–I (2400-1900 B.C.) HSC are
slipped (~85%). After 1690 B.C. at Begash slipped vessels shows a slight decline (<50%); but at
Kuigan–I (1500 B.C.*) >60% of vessels are slipped.
Looking toward the Chu-Ili region, the Kuljabacy–V pottery (1400 B.C.*) contains a
proportionally high amount of slipped vessels that place it on par with the early assemblages of
Kuigan–II and Talapty–I in the Koksu. By contrast, at Tamgaly–I (1250-950 B.C.) slipped
vessels are not as common (~60%).
In full, there is no identifiable diachronic or synchronic trend for how vessels were
finished as detected in the analysis. This step in the chaîne opératoire is nonuniform and
perhaps reflective of variable working speeds and drying times that can effect how much a
surface is processed.
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Figure 7.13: Exterior/interior surface textures, HSC from Semirech’ye ca. 2400-830 B.C.
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Figure 7.14 Exterior and interior surface textures with each site displayed individually.
HSC from Semirech’ye ca. 2400-1700 B.C.
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Figure 7.15: Exterior and interior surface textures with each site displayed individually.
HSC from Semirech’ye ca. 1700-800 B.C.
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Figure 7.16 Exterior and interior surface textures with each site displayed individually.
HSC from the Bayan-Zhurek study sites ca. 1900-800 B.C.
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Figure 7.17 Exterior and interior surface textures displayed individually. HSC from the
Koksu River Valley study sites ca. 2400-1000 B.C.
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Figure 7.18 Exterior and interior surface textures displayed individually. HSC from the
Chu-Ili Valley study sites ca. 1400*/1265-930 B.C.
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Figure 7.19: Slipped and plain (i.e., no slip) vessels. Percentage breakdown for HSC of
Semirech’ye (ca. 2400-800 B.C)
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7.7 Operation 6: Decorating the vessel
Semirech’yean HSC shows a broad array of ornaments. The assorted designs are in part
due to the fact that the tool set included styluses and pronged instruments of varying shapes and
sizes. In addition, the manner in which design elements were combined also varies over the
study region. Over 45 design combinations were documented among the data set (most of which
are only found at Dali) (Table 7.5). Designs across the board adorn the upper zones of vessels,
whereas below the shoulder and reaching to the base is almost always left plain. Decorated
containers comprise <30% of site potteries at most sites in the study (Figure 7.20). However,
approximately 75% of the Dali pottery is decorated, with 45% at Kuigan–I (1500 B.C.*), and
Begash (1690-1000 B.C.).
Decorative employed include stamping, incising, and applique. Stamping is most
common, regardless of tool or ornament type (Figure 7.21). However, aside from this dominant
trend, the temporal and spatial patterning of the other techniques runs unevenly through the
study set. Even though the decorations are one of the few aspects of the HSC consistent with the
culture-history (e.g., more variation in designs occurs after ca. 1600/1500 B.C and the repertoire
of ornaments differs on a site-to-site basis (Figure 7.22, Table 7.5).
7.7.1 ~2400-1700 B.C.
The ornament styles documented at the Koksu sites (Talapty–I, Kuigan–II, and Begash)
show some of the same designs as found later on at Dali (1900-1700 cal B.C.). Talapty–I and
Kuigan–II, for instance, host the same almond-shaped stamps that are common in the Dali
HSC.
The Dali HSC moreover is often stamped with almond-shaped stylus to create the frieze
arrangement of combined stamping and incised linear bands on egg-shaped, flat bottom jars.
Comb-stamping is also found for this period that used small square-toothed combs to achieve
filled triangles and linear bands. Miscellaneous incised designs are also present for this period.
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The utilization of a small-square toothed comb to achieve filled triangles is also found on
a rim fragment from the earlier Talapty–I. Outside of these regional and temporal parallels,
HSC from the Koksu include ornaments that appear again elsewhere later on. For example,
smoothed coils are present at Begash, Kuigan–II and Talapty–I, and then at Dali (Phase 2a).
Their smoothed coil ornamentation shows thick bands along the neck/shoulder of thick walled
jars that are then burnished. Finally, some miscellaneous ornaments are also present that are
limited to just one or two of the sites, such as fingernail stamping, lip slashes, and flat triangle
stamps.
7.7.2 ~1700-1500 B.C.
After 1700 B.C. at Dali a broader array of ornament styles emerge. This period at Dali
represents the riches collection of decorated HSC in Semirech’ye to date. The smoothed coils
appear at Dali and often they are combined with other designs and stamping techniques to
produce the diagnostic ‘frieze’ design of the Dali assemblage. In addition, Begash and Kuigan–I
show a vast array of ornament styles that attest to the diversity of decorative elements that were
present during this period. For example, triangle ornaments are widespread and varied across
the study zone; and use small- or large-toothed comb-stamps with an array of shapes––as
opposed to the smaller comb-teeth of the earlier period. Both fingernail and almond styluses are
used for stamping.
7.7.3 ~1400-800 B.C.*
After 1500/1400 B.C. fingernails replace the use of almond-shaped styluses for
stamping. Techniques of forming triangles also change, from comb-stamping in the earlier
periods, toward incising. Smoothed coil ornamentation is not as common in this later Phase,
and in addition, the manner in which the design is used changes. That is, the ornamentation
takes on thinner coils and is used to adorn jars with thinner walls (e.g., at Tasbas and Tamgaly–
I).
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After 1400 new decorative elements also appear, such as ‘pearl’ ornamentation and
single coil bands with stamped decoration. Techniques of producing the ‘pearls’ are nonuniform.
At Tamgaly–I, a twig was used to impress the design from the inside wall. At Tasbas, on the
other hand, the impressed technique was used, but in other cases rounded clay balls were
attached and smoothed onto the outside walls instead.
7.7.4 Comparing style and technology
Ornament groups – although in line with the regional culture history – do not coincide
with the DR defined categories of paste preparation technology among Semirech’yean HSC. For
example, using the smoothed coil ornamentation as an example, Plate 70 shows the nonuniform
combination of what is essentially the same design. The design is present on potsherds that host
an array of fabric structures and mineral inclusions from coarse and heavy, to fine and sparse.
Thus, HSC of Semirech’ye cannot be ordered using ceramic ‘style’ (i.e., decoration and form) as
a sole analytical category – and nor can the communities who produced them.
Finally, an interesting pattern emerged upon comparing the range of ornament groups
present in single Phase versus multiphase assemblages. Decorated HSC from single occupation
phases of one domestic structure (e.g., Talapty–I, Kuigan–II, Tamgaly–I) exhibit a narrow range
of designs – approximately just two or three individual ornament types. By contrast, multiphase
deposits (e.g., Dali, Tasbas, Begash) contained many more designs, and in the case of Dali most
of the designs. The contrast in the sheer variety of designs found among pottery of narrow
versus broader time brackets may indicate that individual potters executed only a limited
amount of designs. This uneven pattern and restricted repertoire may further illustrate
generational differentiation and change in how vessels were adorned from generation to
generation, as opposed to the assemblage belonging to one ‘cultural tradition’ as outlined in the
culture history. This proposed interpretation awaits future and more detailed consideration.
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Figure 7.20: Decorated and plain vessels. Percentage breakdown for HSC of Semirech’ye
(ca. 2400-800 B.C)
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Figure 7.21: Decorative techniques used through time for the HSC of Semirech’ye (ca. 2400-830
B.C)
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Figure 7.22 Ornament groups present through time for HSC of Semirech’ye (ca. 2400800 B.C)

7.8 Operation 7: Firing
Firing practices across the study region show widespread uses of open pits or bonfire
baking. No kilns were found at any of the study sites. But, ceramic slag and raw clay were found
at most if not all of the sites. Firing clouds, uneven cores, and surface fractures were noted
across all study sites. Late–3rd millennium B.C. firing practices across the study zone show a
greater investment in oxidization, and this continues into the 2nd millennium B.C. (Figure 7.23).
Kuigan–I and Tamgaly–I offer two exceptions to this trend, both of which show higher
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proportions of reduced vessels. HSC of the Bayan-Zhurek sites, although oxidized firings are
more common, only show incremental shifts toward either baking method through time, and
either firing type accounts for 40-60% of the overall assemblage. By contrast, in the Koksu
Valley (Begash, Kuigan–II, and Talapty–I), HSC up until ca. 1900 cal B.C are oxidized in >75%
of cases. After this time, the investment in oxidation firings drops to around 60%.
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Figure 7.23: Firing atmospheres present through time for HSC of Semirech’ye
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7.9 Operative steps: A concurrent assessment
The Dali data was run through the statistics program “R” to test if individual steps in the
chaîne opératoire were predictive. The strongest relationships were found between decorative
technique, implement, and design because the technological application and style of designs
were predicted with high confidence. Moreover, decorated and plain vessels were manufactured
in the same manner, as indicated by the common use of paste groups, clays, and building
technology for both container classes. Aside from these correlations the statistical output of the
study revealed only weak trends in the relationship between different technical steps for the
manufacture of the Dali HSC. It was not possible to predict which production steps follow from
one another –– thus the chaîne opératoire lacks a defined, consistent, or sequentially predictive
trend at the site-level.
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Part 2: Pottery technology and style in their social context
7.10 Introduction
Having now laid out the interrelated and site-specific features of the HSC dataset, the
overarching questions in this dissertation can be addressed directly. For instance it was the goal
of the pottery study to understand 1) what potting institutions looked like at the local-scale; and
2) if similar or different patterns emerge on comparing the potting institutions across the multisite dataset.
The operational steps of potting at the site and regional scale can be outlined together.
The various parameters of the chaîne opératoire for the Semirech’ye HSC, clearly demonstrate
that from a mechanical perspective clay containers share overarching regional and temporal
likenesses. Specifically, this unification is found in a common technological style across the
eight study sites that include slab-built jar forms, with smoothly finished slip exteriors, and
coarse fabrics of coarse grit, vegetal matter and rounded granule inclusions. Firings employed
the use of bonfires or open pits with oxygen-rich environments. Decorated and plain wares were
produced in the same manner and with the same raw materials; although for finewares a higher
amount of energy was placed on the finishing states of production as shown by their often
burnished appearance and ornamentation. These decorated containers display stamped
ornamentation most of the time. Finally, the dataset from Dali and Tasbas suggest long-term
local ceramic production as supported by compositional analysis of HSC, clay amd mudbrick
samples from the two campsites. If simply observing these macro-characteristics, potting
institutions of the study zone would appear rather homogeneous.
However, as the above multi-site and regional summaries demonstrate, potting
institutions were in actual fact pluralistic in terms of the micro-mechanics of production and
decorative styles in both diachronic and synchronic realms. Outside of the common operational
steps identified in the chaîne opératoire, domains for potting stay in the realm of operational
nonuniformity both in terms of the micro-techniques used and styles portrayed as well as in the
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percentage breakdown of operational steps on a site-to-site basis. This dichotomy between the
macro- and micro-techniques of potting are principal features underpinning this craft
institution that was maintained by pastoralists across the MBA-FBA-LBA in Semirech’ye.
Having answered the first two overarching questions of the study on what potting
institutions look like from a mechanical perspective, we are free to address the remaining
questions of the dissertation that are more specifically concerned with the social processes of
how this institution operated, how it came to be, and how potting practices intersected with the
rest of society. For instance, can we attribute the 2nd millennium B.C. ceramic record to the
arrival of new populations––as traditional models have promoted? If not, then what are some
possible explanations, or social processes, that we might attribute to the material patterns
observed in the HSC of the study zone?

7.11 Social processes
Addressing migration
The research question at the outset of my project was whether the 2nd millennium B.C.
material record of Semirech’ye should be attributed to the arrival of new populations or to other
social processes. The analyzed ceramics reveal no stark break in styles or technologies that run
through the entire dataset with complete synchronicity. Instead changes are variously patterned
and nonuniform at different time periods, thereby suggesting that a myriad of social processes
could have ––and likely –– impacted the nature of potting in this region from ca. 2400-800 cal
B.C. Importantly, the operative steps that develop through long periods of instruction and
repetition –– such as techniques of building and paste preparation –– are among the most
enduring traits of the dataset. This archaeological pattern does not imply a scenario of founder
settlers or large-scale settlement of new groups –– as proposed in the traditional paradigm.
However, the mosaic of changes that do occur in potting, as well as their nonuniform execution
might indicate that new people with different traditions of making pottery only settled in the
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region periodically or in small numbers. The possibility that we are looking at a variation of the
traditional paradigm is still an open question.
Type of craft production
Operational complexity inherent in the ceramic dataset suggests that potting institutions
likely remained in the realm of household craft-production. The concurrent assessments made
of the Dali pottery (section 7.9) showed the lack of predictive associations between the operative
steps of potting at the site. This trend demonstrates that potting was not the work of specialists,
but that it was more likely conducted part-time at the household level with time divided between
that and other domestic and craft production tasks. The pounded and clean clay and ceramic
slag recovered from the Dali settlement in its Phase 2b deposits (1700-1500 B.C.) also indicate
that potting was performed in/around domestic spaces. Likewise, at Tasbas, raw clay and gravel
deposits were found in its Phase 3 (930-800 cal B.C.). Together these cultural contexts for Dali
and Tasbas span almost 1000 years of localized manufacture among regional pastoralists of the
Bronze Age.
The analyzed dataset from the eight study sites yielded no patterns to suggest greater
specialization occurred in potting for the Bronze Age. In fact, pottery from each settlement
across the time period of study is rather mixed in the levels of skill displayed that may be
showing idiosyncratic behaviors of individuals. Features such as surface fractures, form and
ornament symmetry, and fineness of finish do vary across the study set. For example, the Dali
HSC exhibit fewer surface fractures and exposed piece joins than are for later Tasbas HSC–– the
former of which is an indication of finer craftsmanship, and the latter less so. Thus, it might be
that time given to potting saw a decline in the later periods. The Talapty–I ceramics do exhibit a
higher fraction of well-made vessels than found elsewhere in the study set. The pottery from this
early 2nd millennium BC settlement exhibits not only a high degree of skill, but also a high
amount of time invested in finishing interior surfaces (unseen) to the same degree as exterior
surfaces (seen). The Talapty–I ceramics demonstrate the contrast in fine and coarse wares
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among the assemblage and alludes to the multiplicity of institutional practices that ceramics
were a part of even while the craft remained unspecialized across the period being studied.
How technology transfer occurs
Given that HSC of the study zone lack signs of having been part of a centralized and
standardized institution; it stands to reason that flows of technology for potting may also have
been part of a variable system of interaction and knowledge exchange in the Bronze Age. At its
broadest scale the comparable chain of production techniques describe spatially distributed
communities in which potters participated in a broadly defined institution of ceramics
manufacture. Conservative practices in paste preparation and formation implies a highly
effective means of cultural transmission over time.
The underlying theory behind communities of practice is that enculturation processes
are likened to socializing mechanisms that serve to unite groups of people who have a common
goal of some kind – here that goal being pottery manufacture. Thus, a key component to
achieving a cohesive system of production could be interaction and information transfer on an
ongoing basis. Given that the societies under study comprised of small-scale communities who
performed craft production with little specialization; it may be that the social reproduction of
potting institutions was through kin-based interactions that generate ‘vertical’ learning
frameworks.
But the material record, or social explanation provided above, is not likely to have been
so straightforward. The nonuniform execution of various micro-practices found in the dataset
shows that potting institutions were not static with an uninterrupted chain from potter to
novice. Instead, potting traditions were likely shaped through several external and internal
influences at different times. For mobile pastoralists living in Semirech’ye, performing seasonal
transhumance migrations, it would not have been unusual to experience a spectrum of social
encounters. The intersection between regular and irregular social exchanges may have
contributed this varied assemblage.
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Ethnographic studies for instance (e.g., Herbich and Dietler 2008) have shown that postmarital socialization can impact how and when people are taught to make pottery and that
vertical learning frameworks do not necessarily involve parent-child relationships among mobile
groups. Thus, kinship organization has a very important role to play in how knowledge is shared
within communities. The social mechanisms that led to the HSC archaeological pattern could
have come about in a myriad of ways. The temporal and regional technological diversity typical
of the ceramic dataset may be reflective of different kinship or marriage patterns, among other
things. Moreover, both vertical and horizontal interactions may have shaped the way
communities in Semirech’ye made pottery over the long term, and thereby producing
nonuniform potting techniques to appear across this broad geographic region. In order to
interpret the social significance of site-level material complexes, other lines of data need to be
included that can address other social and economic aspects of life, such as subsistence,
seasonality, and evidence for changes in social diversity.
Seasonality and craft production
Moreover, settlements along the lower mountain foothills (<1000m asl) of the Dzhungar
likely represent places of winter habitation. The seasonal habitation of these different zones may
have been one of the factors that contributed to the shaping of potting institutions in this region.
The Koksu River valley (Begash, Kuigan I & II, Talapty–I) and Chu-Ili (Tamgaly–I, Kuljabacy–
V) settlements are examples of winter occupation sites. By contrast, settlements located in the
highland meadows (>1400m asl) represent areas of summer – or possibly year round –
habitation. The Bayan-Zhurek settlements Dali and Tasbas are two such examples of highland
sites that were inhabited during the summer months and into the colder months as well.
Summer, however, would have been the ideal time to perform potting when clays and harvest
waste were readily available, and when the climate facilitated air-drying prior to firing. In
addition, the seasonal habitation of the different zones (thus including the other sties in the
study as well) may have called for some flexibility and strategizing in production, such as at the
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firing stage. Fuel may have been abundant at the highland sites, particularly at Dali and Tasbas
where forests are nearby, but at winter sites it may have been a scarcer resource. Floatation of
soil contents from the Tasbas oven found that both wood and dung were used for fuel. At winter
sites, this may not have been the case as fuel may not have been as abundant.
97% of the Dali and Tasbas sample analyzed using neutron activation matched local clays
– and thus suggest vessels were manufactured and deposited nearby. If so, this would indicate
that pottery vessels may not have been transported between winter and summer settlements, or
from further away when groups performed seasonal migrations. This proposal is however
tentative since diversity studies of regional clays for Semirech’ye are yet to be performed, so we
can’t know if clays were sufficiently heterogeneous to be able to tell the pottery from different
mountain zones apart. These temporal and local features of the data introduce new research
questions about how pastoralists may have interacted with ‘outsiders’ across the 2nd millennium
B.C. and if they perhaps carried pottery into the sites from winter settlements.
Finally, discovery that the potting clays and mudbrick shared chemical composition
furthermore shows an intersection between two areas of craft production that may have
developed out of a dietary shift and incorporation of grain farming in the mid-2nd millennium
B.C as Tasbas. This shift in subsistence economy may have stimulated new methods and
equipment for food preparation. Preexisting knowledge of clay sources and paste recipes may
have offered a convenient jumping point for implementing such change.
Migration distances and size of one’s social world
The degree to which societies living throughout these mountains were integrated would
have affected flows of information transfer between them. Short distance vertical mobility, as
ethnographically documented for the Dzhungar Mountains (Frachetti 2008), may have been a
key factor in how social exchanges and flows of information transfer between and within groups
were shaped over the long term. For example, the arid steppes surrounding the Chu-Ili foothills
may have required pastoralists living at the sites of Tamgaly–I and Kuljabacy–V to migrate
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longer distances of around 100km (Rogozhinsky 2011). By contrast, pastoralists living to the
north in the Koksu may have travelled shorter distances of less than 50km given the nearby
location of suitable summer pastures (Frachetti 2008). The possible different distances
traversed by groups of the Koksu and Chu-Ili regions may explain the closer overlap in potting
techniques within these two regions that found between them. The ceramic import candidate
from Tamgaly–I may also be related to the longer seasonal movements. One point about
Tamgaly–I that cannot be overlooked is that it is situated in the confines of a ritual center and
petroglyph sanctuary. Such striking areas on the landscape were understandably to have been a
travel destination for central Eurasian populations (Rogozhinsky 2011). The periodic
congregation of differently organized societies at Tamgaly–I may have affected local potting
techniques but also may have opened diverse channels for exchange in a range of commodities.
Subsistence
Occupation of the higher elevation zones may have had other impacts on the HSC
technology. Specifically, the transition farming in the mid–2nd millennium B.C. in the BayanZhurek highlands would have brought the need for extra labor expenditure for crop processing,
sowing, and harvesting (Fuller et al. 2010). This transition may have led to new forms of
interaction that were not part of earlier social exchanges among primarily herding communities
of Dali. Sowing and harvesting periods at Tasbas might have provided a common focal point for
people to congregate and participate in economic and ritual activities associated with
cultivation. This scenario may have led to more frequent interactions among some potters, thus
leading to the more varied stylistic and technological characteristics found in the pottery after
1500 B.C. The growing diversity noted in the analyzed HSC after 1500 B.C. also points toward
increased social diversity in this period.
The adoption of farming and growing social networks may also reduced the time
allowance dedicated to potting and thus led to scheduling conflicts with other domestic tasks.
Limited levigation of clays, time efficient building techniques, and rapid firing may have aided
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as quick production measures when needed. The mid/late–2nd millennium B.C. Tasbas pottery
assemblage exhibits exposed piece joins and rough surfaces that suggest manufacture was
sometimes performed rapidly. By contrast, the early–2nd millennium B.C. Dali pottery shows a
higher abundance of well-manufactured pottery. More time may have been allocated to this
aspect of craft production that included some coiling, smoothing and burnishing.
Although the Dali and Tasbas ceramics show long-term continuity in a number of their
technological features, the adoption of textile-aided mold techniques after 1500 B.C. at Tasbas
may have been a local response to changes in the daily schedule that came with farming. This
building technique is known to facilitate the ad hoc production of multiple vessels (Shepard
1956: 63), and could have been used to augment production when quick manufacture was
necessary. The use of textile-lined molded potting techniques at Begash, and Tamgaly–I open up
the question of whether the impetus to adopt this method was common to all of the sites, or
otherwise. Social exchanges may have been shaped in part through the subsistence strategies
employed by the pastoral groups.

Closing remarks
This chapter has provided a summary of the mechanical and stylistic features of Bronze
Age HSC of Semirech’ye. I outlined how pots were made, and where potting practices as
reconstructed for each study site overlap, and where they are different. This account provided
diachronic and synchronic overview of what potting institutions looked like at the local and
regional scale in Semirech’ye from the Middle to Final Bronze Age.
My practice-based approach to potting adds to recent studies on material production,
social interaction, and technological transmission in Bronze Age central Eurasia––and
importantly, looks at the dynamic between local and distributed communities as contributors in
shaping the practice-based institutions of central Eurasia over the long term. Still, however, a
striking facet of this material assemblage is that clay containers made by pastoralists maintain
broad geographic overlaps in ceramic style (decoration and form) as outlined in the culture-
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history for multiple centuries. The pervasiveness of this material tradition demonstrates
common material expressions of identity and community in this region. Yet, the absence of any
sharp breaks in potting technology show that migration is not the answer to how this process
occurred. Therefore, still open questions is what were those driving forces for transfers in style
and technology, how did technological change occur, and what is the scale and structure of
institutional integrations in craft production?
Reading into other lines of data helped to better flesh out an understanding of the
smaller-scale, daily practices of these groups of people. Specifically I assessed the impact that
seasonal mobility may have had on the scheduling of various craft production activities, and the
place of mobility in bringing various groups into contact. I questioned how pottery production
might have intersected with other household or daily tasks as well, such as with the subsistence
economy and textile production.
The multi-site ceramics analysis illustrated long-standing traditions of local manufacture
with incremental change, micro-styles, and uneven frequencies of potting practices across the
Bronze Age sites of the study zone. Even so, the nature of the ceramic data indicates that at least
the structural forms of institutional integration were based in household contexts with nonspecialists being the agents who transferred and maintained the knowledge of this institutional
domain. The material tradition is astounding in its time-depth and spatial breadth, which
indicates that the system in which it operated worked efficiently. The system shows stability and
innovation were key components of local community participation in this pastoral realm. The
small and disaggregated settlements of Semirech’ye were the loci of production and
consumption among pastoralists. The local forms of material culture demonstrate lasting
institutions of practice that were both plural in the array of micro-approaches utilized, and
enduring in the repeated use of macro-techniques for hand-fashioning utilitarian ceramic
containers for the course of the 3rd-1st millennium B.C.
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Chapter 8: Conclusion
This dissertation explored the relationship between mobility, social interaction and flows
of material technology in prehistoric central Eurasia. The work was directed at questions of
operational complexity and issues of scale in understanding local and regional material
assemblages and innovation in the Bronze Age. Background sections of the dissertation
(Chapters 2) outlined how pottery-based culture-histories of the Andronovo cultural horizon
were established within an academic paradigm that viewed large-scale migration and diffusion
as principal vectors for producing large spatial distributions of distinctly common material
complexes. Recent archaeological investigations by DMAP were then outlined that
demonstrated a need in central Eurasian archaeology for the traditional paradigm to be
reassessed using detailed pottery studies, archaeometric analyses, and settlement excavation of
poorly documented micro-regions. I introduced my project, which was designed to contribute to
this requisite demand by performing the first technological study of Handmade Steppe Ceramics
(HSC) from Semirech’ye. The project set out to investigate how pottery relates to new
discoveries that had emerged from archaeological work conducted in Semirech’ye over the past
10 years. In chapter 3 I outlined how a practice-based approach to the pottery analysis could
address questions on the social history of communities of practice as well as examine the
relationship between local and regional material assemblages. The rest of the dissertation
centered on my own project.

8.1 Results and broader impacts
The settlement data from Tasbas presented in chapter 4 provided new chronological
information on the occupation history of Semirech’ye. The radiometric sequence obtained from
my settlement excavations at Tasbas contribute to a wide scale research effort to rectify the
correspondence between relative and archaeometric dates for central Eurasia (Görsdorf et al.
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2001, 2004; Hanks et al. 2007; Panyushkina et al. 2008, 2010; Svyatko et al. 2009). The
radiometric sequences from Tasbas, Dali, and Begash together securely place pastoralists in the
Semirech’ye from the early–3rd millennium B.C.––which predate its relative chronology by
around 1500 years. Moreover, these dates also put the earliest pottery deposits from Begash,
Kuigan–II, and Talapty–I around 500 years earlier than outlined in the regional culture-history.
Chapter 4 also presented results of the Tasbas excavations. Discoveries included 1) the
earliest evidence for wheat in northern Central Asia (ca. 2650 cal B.C.) ritually deposited in a
cremation cist; 2) the first evidence for local farming and crop processing in northern Central
Asia (ca. 1490 cal B.C.); 3) multi-lined evidence for summer highland habitation and
architecture, and; 4) local craft production of mud brick, ceramics, and possibly textiles.
In chapter 6 I provided results of the descriptive (formal) and archaeometric (neutron
activation and digital radiographic) analyses of the multisite HSC dataset. In Chapter 7, I
synthesized the data and listed the regional and temporal trends in potting techniques used by
Bronze Age pastoralists across a 1600–year period. The synthesis demonstrated that operational
nonuniformity was a key factor that shaped craft production over the long term in Semirech’ye.
Building on Frachetti’s model of nonuniform complexity (2012), the study makes its own
contribution by showing how people manually perform ordinary tasks, such as pottery
manufacture, and what this says about community interaction and knowledge transfer at the
site and inter-site scale.
The interface between enduring diachronic and synchronic macro-trends and microtechnical variability demonstrates the dynamic nature of community composition and
interaction in the Bronze Age of central Eurasia. From the perspective of pottery production,
communities of practice in Semirech’ye can be conceptualized as a montage of operations that
developed due to periodic interactions on the one hand and localized face-to-face exchanges on
the other. These two varying social dynamics may explain how change and innovations were
incorporated into more enduring and deeply-rooted potting behaviors found across the study
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zone. Another aspect of the archaeological pattern may be related to seasonal mobility strategies
and social exchanges that were not part of everyday life such as crop harvesting and ritual
gatherings. The geographic setting, economic and ritual function associated with each of the
three study regions would have differently impacted how social ties were solidified through
time.
HSC in Semirech’ye exhibit some localized technological continuity for at least 1600
years. On the other hand HSC do not describe a static technology nor do they exhibit features of
a monolithic assemblage. Instead, the nonuniform technological components of HSC suggest
that communities living throughout the mountain regions of Semirech’ye were differentially
exposed to spheres of interaction that were not always experienced in the same way by their
neighbors. Thus, the system of interaction and knowledge transfer for potting likely came about
through the dynamic interplay between local and distributed communities of practice.
Shared features of the regional HSC assemblage ca. 2400-900 cal B.C. include medium
sized jars with an open or closed form. The predominant formation technique was slab-building,
and pastes recipes almost always incorporated grit-dung components. Stamping and incised
decoration prevailed among the pottery across the period. Finally, vessels were fired in open
pits. Based on the compositional analysis of some Dali and Tasbas samples, it can be further
added that production was local most of the time. However, aside from these regionally common
macro-features of the chaîne opératoire other steps are present for only narrow time periods or
site/s. Thus, from the site-level grain of analysis, nonuniform lines of change and frequency in
potting techniques are evident for the Semirech’yean HSC. For example, the onset of farming at
Tasbas in the 2nd millennium B.C. as a supplement to longer established herding practices in the
Bayan-Zhurek valley occurs at the same time as some new micro-practices emerge for potting.
Likewise, other sites in the study also exhibit the appearance and decline of various microtechniques through time. Finally, some potting activities sat completely outside the established
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pattern and were represented by one or two examples – which further emphasizes the variability
of HSC at the inter-site scale.
The numerous operative steps that potting involves – and the various ways of combining
them – illustrate the limited interpretive capacity of pottery classifications are derived from only
one or two steps in the operative sequence to address research questions on social change and
regional interaction. My critique here is directed at the long-term focus of style-oriented studies
that have been used to describe pottery assemblages of the central Eurasian Bronze Age.
Specifically, my study found that Semirech’yean HSC do exhibit stylistic (i.e., decorative and
morphological) characteristics of the pottery-based culture-histories. Yet, aspects of the style
and technology (e.g., fabric properties) do not line up. The structure-oriented analysis of the 2Darea radiographs found that technology of paste preparation and decorative style are not
uniformly combined. Changes in HSC cannot be accurately measured through evaluation of
phenotypic features –the appearance of their outer shell – or the relationship to the
communities who produced them. Rather the full ‘genomic variation’ that accounts for the
varied internal mechanisms of the chaîne opératoire conveys more about how communities of
practice in Bronze Age Semirech’ye functioned and interacted over the long term.

8.2 Outstanding questions and future research directions
The study made contributions in the area of how Semirech’yean communities made
pottery. Results of the analysis showed HSC are not monolithic but that in fact, diachronic and
synchronic terms, potting behaviors are more variable. Even so, the operative institution of
potting retained some macro-technologies for at least 1600 years. Still awaiting some answers
are more comparative details that can allude to the relationship between the production
technology and migration.
First, local production cannot be assumed for all of the study sites. Compositional data
was only obtained for the Dali and Tasbas ceramics and local clays. Geological surveys of the
local terrain around the other study sites to search for clay and temper deposits are a future
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research necessity in order to obtain a more robust compositional record of the Semirech’yean
HSC. At present, I can only posit that pottery was made locally at two of the eight study sites.
Moreover, two outlying, and thus possibly non-local, pottery samples found in the
compositional study raise a question as to whether all/most, or some pottery was local. Some
vessels may have been transported between summer and winter settlements or exchanged –
either for the containers themselves or for what they held. The nonlocal potsherd from a wheel
made vessel found at Tamgaly–I is further support for exchange among groups. A range of
containers used to carry goods between seasonal habitation locales may have facilitated the
seasonal movements of these groups, which has been ethnographically shown to occur among
mobile pastoralists in Africa (see Grillo 2012). The textile impressions found in the pottery from
three of my eight study sites introduces another line of material evidence––textiles––that needs
to be addressed in the future to investigate the micro-practices of transport and the range of
perishable containers used by mobile pastoralist during their movements in central Eurasia in
general.
Second, the issue of migration as defined in the Andronovo paradigm is still an open
question for Semirech’ye. The ceramic analysis found no sharp breaks in the technology for
making pottery that could be linked to founder migrations by populations who had their own
and different techniques for potting. My study shows that local groups were producing their own
ceramic vessels from the early 2nd millennium B.C. (possibly earlier) and that the techniques
they used survived into the early–1st millennium B.C. The 1600–years that bridges the two
periods is traditionally associated with the arrival of new populations (ca. 1700 and 1300 B.C.).
However, a number of innovations (e.g., farming, mud brick, and micro-techniques in potting),
and ‘foreign’ goods (e.g., domestic grains) are documented for this period as well. These features
of the archaeology may in fact index a process of settlement and assimilation between new and
local groups. Undoubtedly objects were being moved – as shown by the earliest grains – and
people may have carried them.
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Returning to the pottery; the great amount of variability present within more commonly
shared practices suggests that knowledge transfer for how to produce HSC was conveyed across
noncentrally organized groups who shared some aspects of life in common. In such a social
context, there are a myriad of social processes that could have led to this archaeological pattern
that this study has not been able to address in detail. Whether we are looking at different
kinship patterns, intermarriage among different groups, or various forms of mobility or
migration are still open questions.
In order to address new questions emerging from the results of this study, the analytical
methods and approach applied to the Semirech’yean HSC need to be applied to additional
pottery assemblages in central Eurasia to see how far the pattern extends. It may be that
different geographic pockets of the steppe comprised localized operational institutions in
potting, or indeed among other areas of their economy. On the other hand, such a study might
reveal more integration among steppe communities than has been hinted at through the
mismatch between the phenotypic features of pottery as a regional tradition, and the localized
genomic sequences of how to make a pot. Finding this out will make it possible to address larger
questions of community composition, interaction, and technology transfer across the central
Eurasian heartland.
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TABLES

Table 4.1: AMS chronology from the study sites with corresponding archaeological phases
Archaeological
Phase and/or Site
Tasbas Phase 1

Lab. Index

Material

Date B.P.

Calibrated Date B.C.
68.2% (1σ)

95.4% (2σ)

Years BC

OS-93050

wood charcoal

4100 ± 30

2840-2578

2862-2503

OS-93054
Beta-391200

wood charcoal
wheat grain

4060 ± 30

2831-2821

2840-2482

4010 ± 30

2596-2468

2617-2468

OS-93268

wood charcoal

3670 ± 45

2134-1978

2198-1928*

OS-93053

wood charcoal

3150 ± 35

14949-1396

1501-1305

OS-92277

barley grain

3090 ± 40

1413-1298

1436-1233

OS-91990

barley grain

3030 ± 35

wood charcoal

2940 ± 30

1376-1223
1212-1110

1405-1132

OS-97173
OS-93052

wood charcoal

2930 ± 30

1195-1058

1256-1044
1220-1025

OS-93051

wood charcoal

2920 ± 25

1190-1053

1210-1028

OS-97172

wood charcoal

2720 ± 35

898-830

930-806

930-806

Kuigan-II

COAH-5557

wood charcoal

3865±50

2458-2288

2471-2200

2471-2200

Talapty-I

COAH-5556

wood charcoal

3605±35

2022-1919

2120-1882

2120-1882

COAH-4284

3160±100

1521-1317

1681-1131

COAH-4486

bone
wood charcoal

2900±55

1194-1007

1265-926

1265-926

AA52926

wood charcoal

4420±220

3100-2450

3500-2100

OS-54364

wood charcoal

3870±35

2460-2290

2470-2200

OS-54365

wood charcoal

3800±35

2290-2140

2410-2130

Beta-266458

wheat grain

3840±40

OS-54334

wood charcoal

3650±45

2130-1950

2140-1890

OS-54833

wood charcoal

3540 ± 140

2120–1680

2300–1500

OS-54328

wood charcoal

3500 ± 30

1890–1770

1910–1740

OS-54333

wood charcoal

3490 ± 30

1880–1760

1900–1730

OS-54329

wood charcoal

3460 ± 35

1880–1690

1890–1690

OS-54367

wood charcoal

3310 ± 35

1625–1525

1690–1500

OS-54000

wood charcoal

3100 ± 50

1430–1310

1500–1210

OS-54369

wood charcoal

2880 ± 40

1130–1000

1210–920

AA52925

wood charcoal

2657 ± 84

970–670

1010–510

OS-99768

wood charcoal

4180±25

2878-2702

2886-2671

A2837

wood charcoal

4100±20

2836-2581

2854-2576

A2829

wood charcoal

4045±20

2617-2496

2625-2488

OS-99857

wood charcoal

3820±30

2332-2202

2454-2144

OS-93013

wood charcoal

3480±25

1877-1751

1885-1740

OS-99767

wood charcoal

3440±25

1862-1692

1877-1686

OS-93008

wood charcoal

3370±25

1691-1626

1742-1610

A2838

wood charcoal

3330±15

1642-1610

1664-1600

OS-93009

wood charcoal

3320±30

1634-1532

1684-1523

OS-93010

wood charcoal

3370±30

1607-1501

1623-1458

OS-93011

wood charcoal

3240±25

1529-1456

1607-1440

Beta-391196

wood charcoal

3280±30

1610-1519

1630-1497

Beta-391195

wood charcoal

3320±30

1637-1534

1683-1521

Beta-391194

wood charcoal

3290±30

1611-1531

1633-1501

Beta-391193

wood charcoal

3300±30

1616-1532

1643-1504

Tasbas Phase 2a

Tasbas Phase 2b

Tasbas Phase 3

Tamgaly-I
Begash Phase 1a

Begash Phase 1b

Begash Phase 2

Begash Phase 3
Dali Phase 1

Dali Phase 2a
Dali Phase 2b
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2862-2468

1501-1132

1256-1028

2470-1950

2460-2150

1950-1690

1690-920
1010–510

2886-2144

1885-1686

1742-1450
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1

Polygonaceae

Solanaceae

2
5

Polygonum spp.

1

1

Polygonaceae

Hyoscyamus niger

Solanaceae

Galium sp.

6

1

3

42

1

Cheno-ams

Rubiaceae

2

71

23

1

Chenopodium spp.

9

Amaranthacea
e

9

Setaria (cf. viridis)

16

3

7

64

266

5

11

1

157

0.6
3

110

7.5

109

FS
17

6

6

6

Panicoid-Type

Pooid-Type

6

Poaceae

13

5

20

11

1.5
2

NC

6.6

1

4

4

3.1

NC

7.0

106

13
0

1

1.4
5

NC

7.0

FS
14

FS
30

Barley - immature or wild

2

1

0.1
2

34

8.0

132

FS
29

Millet - immature or wild

Rachis

5

6.8
3

Wood (> 2.oo mm) Wt.

7.2

134

FS
28

Phase 1

Stipa-Type

Poaceae

Domesticates
/Wild

Domesticates

0.2
6

NC

Wood (> 2.oo mm) Ct.

Barley (Hordeum vulgare
var. nudum)
Wheat (Triticum
aestivum/turigidum)
Millet (Panicum
miliaceum)
Millet (Cf. Setaria italica)
Green Peas (Pisum
sativum)
Cerealia

NC

6.2

Vol. Liters

132

130

Archaeological Feature No.:

FS
26

FS
25

Macrobotanical Sample No.:

Archaeological Phase

3

3

1

1

2

1.1
5

151

4.0

107

FS
18

16

1

14

24

214

173

13

9

6

16

1

238

50

5

4

2

215

8.28

NC

6.8

110

FS
19

7

3

1

3

0.0
6

12

7.0

121

FS
20

1

1

38

6

0.2
5

64

7.0

109

FS
21

Phase 2a

5

5

34

4

49

12

2

9

6

125

87

20

120

4.33

NC

4.7

109
b

FS
22

4

3

1

3

3

23

1

31

0.1
8

69

7.0

123

FS
23

4

4

13

28

32

3

2

2

9

1

22

3

1

5

23
2

24
0
1.6
9

1

3

22

31

2

1

3

6

22

1

1

2

21

1.8

6.4

126

FS
27

7.4

129

FS
24

1

3

1

1

1

12

11

0.2
6

41

7.0

109

FS
31

Table 4.2: Tasbas macrobotanical assemblage showing presence/absence of wild and domesticated plants from Phases 1 and 2a.

41

3

4

3

46

130

410

188

88

44

23

41

27

1

194

720

80

11

53

8

577

31.91

953

Totals
by
specie
s
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Asteraceae

Asteraceae

Unidentified Seed
Unidentifiable Seed
Unidentifiable
Fragments
Totals w/out Unidentifiable Fragments or
Rachises

Ajuga

Lamiaceae

Unidentified

Cyperaceae

Cyperaceae

8

1

7

2

3

1

3

0

8

3

130

2
52
53

178
5

43

221

8

14

37

6

2

Trigonella-Type

2

Fabaceae
1

1

1

Fragaria/Potentilla

Rosaceae

Fabaceae

2

Lithospermum arvense

Boraginaceae

6

110
8
1

Vaccaria/Saponaria

Caryophyllaceae

Caryophyllace
ae

223
2

681

20

1

4

3

60

3

1141

14

7
65

2

19

447

521

1

25

23

1

49

1

72

14

2

2

2

159

190

3

1

18

1

1

6

139

50

1

1

2

13

1

1

4

29

1745

36

4

5

48

204

5

8

2

2335

1
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Millet (Setaria
italica or
Panicum
miliaceum)
Setaria italica
Panicum
miliaceum
Sedge
(Cyperaceae)
Reed (Phragmites
australis)

Barley (Hordeum
vulgare)

Archaeological
Feature No.:
Wheat (Triticum
aestivum/turigid
um)

Phytolith Sample
No.:

n n
n n

n n n

n n

n n

n
n /
?

107 2011-238

Table 4.3: Tasbas phytolith assemblage showing presence/absence of wild and domesticated plants from all Bronze Age phases.
Archaeological
1
2a
2b
3
Phase

2011-219
2011-220
2011-221
2011-235

135
135
105
106

Offsite

2011-229
2011-230
2011-231
2011-216
2011-217
2011218
2011-237
2011-100
2011-101
201102
201103
2011-104
2011-105
2011-88
2011-89
2011-90
2011-228
2011-95
2011-223
2 011224
2011-234
2011-226
2011-93
2011-94
2011-83
2011-91
2011-099
2011-106
2011-107
2011-109
n n

n

n ?

?

n n n

n n

?

n

n n

?

n n n n n ?

?

n

n

n

n n

n n n

?

?

n n

? n

?

n n n n

n

n
n n n

n n n n n n n n n

n n n n

n n ? n n n n n n n n n ?

?

109
109
109
111
111
120
121
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
19
19
101
101
101
126
9
9
9
9
9
22
n/a
n/a

Table 4.4. Faunal remains from Tasbas, quantified in terms of identified specimens (NISP),
according to occupation phases.

1

2a

Phase
2b

3

4

12
12
-

37
10
23
1
3

279
61
22
2
177
6
11

191
69
18
3
86
6
9

73
21
7
1
3
32
3
6

592
161
47
6
3
330
16
29

Wild
Bubo bubo
Cervid
G. subgutturosa
Small rodent
Carnivore
Canisa
Fishb
Turtle

1
1
-

6
2
1
2
1
1

16
2
4
5
2
3
-

26
1
7
4
9
1
4
-

3
1
1
1
-

52
1
10
11
16
3
10
1
1

IDed only to
size
Large mammal
Med. artiodactyl
Small mammal

9
1
7
1

72
18
52
2

318
69
237
12

312
80
224
8

57
22
34
1

768
190
554
24

Human

1

1

2

3

-

7

Total
identified:

23

116

615

532

133

1420

Unidentified:
Net Total:

143
166

354
470

3399
4014

2006
2538

311
444

6213
7633

Domestic
Bos taurus
Equus caballus
Equus asinus
Camelus
Caprine
Capra hircus
Ovis aries

Totals

* The bones identified as Canis could not be further identified as wolf or domestic dog; they are
listed as wild although they could be either wild or domestic. b. The fish spine was recovered in a
flotation sample.
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Table 4.5: Faunal remains from Tasbas, MNI according to occupation phase.
1

2a

Phase
2b

Domestic
Bos taurus
Equus caballus
Equus asinus
Camelus
Caprine
Capra hircus
Ovis aries

2
-

5
7
1
3

9
5
2
16
3
5

7
3
2
6
2
3

6
2
1
2
4
2
4

Wild
Bubo bubo
Cervid
G. subgutturosa
Small rodent
Carnivore
Canis
Fish
Turtle

1
-

2
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
3
-

1
3
3
2
1
2
-

1
1
1
-

Human

1

1

1

3

-

394

3

4

Table 5.1: Frequency table for pottery included in the descriptive analysis by site. Table includes
values for analyzed samples per site.
Site & Phase
Dali 2a
Dali 2b
Dali 2b
Tasbas 2a
Tasbas 2a
Tasbas 2b
Tasbas 3

Approx. Date
1900-1700 B.C.
1700-1500 B.C.
1700-1500 B.C.
1400-1250 B.C.
1400-1250 B.C.
1200-1050 B.C.
930-800 B.C.

Sample ANIDs
PDK042, 050-052, 055-057
PDK030-041, 043-049, 053-054, 058
PDK060
PDK001-005, 023
PDK059, 061
PDK006-021
PDK022, 024-029

Sample Type
pottery
pottery
clay
pottery
clay, mud brick
pottery
pottery

Dali 2a (1900-1700 BC)

Dali 2b (1700-1500 BC)

Begash 1a (2400-1900 BC)

Begash 1b (1900-1700 BC)

Begash 2 1700-1000 BC

Kuigan-I (2400-2200 BC)

Kuigan-II (1500* BC)

Talapty-I (2100-1900 BC)

Tamgaly (1250-900 BC)

Kuljabacy (1400*BC)

Rims
Handle
Body
Base
Total

Tasbas (1500-800 BC)

Table 5.2: Frequency table for analyzed potteries, clay and mudbrick using neutron activation.

67
2
67
6
142

28
0
22
7
57

164
0
150
49
363

11
0
9
3
23

11
0
1
2
14

63
0
52
8
123

17
0
14
2
33

10
1
7
1
19

33
0
13
4
50

16
3
1
0
20

10
0
3
2
15

Dali

Begash

Kuigan–I

Kuigan–II

Talapty–I

Tamgaly–I

Kuljabacy–V

Total

Tasbas

Table 5.3: Total number of digital radiography files collected for each study site

57

119

152

32

20

58

37

15
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Table 5.4: Features recorded in the digital radiographic analysis using tools in Photoshop
Numeric Code
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Numeric Code
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Numeric Code
1
2
3
4
5
6
Numeric Code
1
2
3
4
Numeric Code
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Inclusion Features
No data
Spherical, black, opaque (98-100%K)
Sub-rounded, dense (85-97%K) or opaque (98-100%K)
Diffuse (60-85% K), sub-angular/sub-rounded
Soft (<60% K), barley visible small sub-rounded
inclusions
Polygonal, black, opaque, (98-100% K)
Polygonal, large, grey/diffuse
Diffuse (60-85% K), sub-rounded/spherical
Large dense (black) sub-rounded/sub-angular
Void Features
No data
Filament-like, concentrated
Small, diffuse
Sparse, large straw shaped filaments
Polygonal, diffuse edges, blocky
Polygonal, diffuse edges, sub-rounded, small
Large amorphous voids
Rings around inclusions
Distribution of voids and/or inclusions
Poor
Fair
Well
Homogenous
Discrete/sparse clustering over homogenous
Sparse inclusions within higher frequency of voids
Inclusion frequency (%)
(fair) 5%
(medium) 10%
(heavy) 20%
(very heavy) 30%
Matrix
Fingerprints
Different pieces of clay
Diffuse distinctions
Holes
Burnouts
Joins
Directionality to inclusions
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Site & Phase

Approx. Date

Sample ANIDs

Sample Type

Dali 2a
Dali 2b
Dali 2b
Tasbas 2a
Tasbas 2a
Tasbas 2b
Tasbas 3

1900-1700 B.C.
1700-1500 B.C.
1700-1500 B.C.
1400-1250 B.C.
1400-1250 B.C.
1200-1050 B.C.
930-800 B.C.

PDK042, 050-052, 055-057
PDK030-041, 043-049, 053-054, 058
PDK060
PDK001-005, 023
PDK059, 061
PDK006-021
PDK022, 024-029

pottery
pottery
clay
pottery
clay, mud brick
pottery
pottery

Table 6.1: Principle components analysis of the 61-sample dataset from Dali/Tasbas,
Semirech’ye. The first nine principle components are shown, accounting for more than 90% of
the cumulative variance within the dataset. Values in bold show strong loading along a
particular PC axis.
Principle Components

%
Variance
Cum. %
Variance

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

35.43

22.72

9.94

6.75

4.78

3.88

2.56

2.47

2.10

35.43

58.15

68.09

74.84

79.62

83.5

86.06

88.53

90.63

Total
Structure
Coefficients
Ca

-0.4837

-0.5831

-0.4440

0.2009

0.2284

0.0766

-0.2595

0.0559

0.0529

U

0.1004

0.0878

-0.4237

-0.4973

-0.2176

0.3249

-0.2191

0.3408

-0.4182

Cs

0.1430

0.0829

-0.1176

0.0023

0.1448

0.4332

0.2709

0.4237

0.5920

Mn

-0.1680

0.0827

-0.1477

0.0839

0.2674

-0.0802

0.7135

0.1598

-0.3725

As

-0.2880

0.3994

-0.2825

-0.3962

0.2007

-0.3435

-0.1315

-0.1136

0.2496

Sr

-0.3288

-0.2099

-0.0657

-0.2330

-0.3219

0.2865

0.3688

-0.3681

0.0531

Ba

-0.0976

0.0887

0.3521

-0.0065

0.1503

0.5613

-0.2080

-0.1728

-0.2076

Na

0.0244

-0.1198

-0.0301

-0.0717

-0.5945

-0.0906

0.1017

-0.0772

0.2362

Sb

-0.0850

0.2824

-0.0388

-0.2163

0.3186

0.1169

-0.0218

-0.2913

0.0901

Co

-0.2014

0.1986

0.0195

0.1680

-0.2215

-0.1618

0.0048

0.2327

-0.3053

Cr

-0.2716

0.2462

0.0792

0.2131

-0.2038

0.0571

-0.1689

0.2358

0.0519

Ta

0.1961

0.0466

-0.2420

0.1384

-0.0124

0.1670

0.1015

-0.1912

-0.0362

Lu

0.1721

0.0728

-0.2228

0.1633

0.0273

0.0463

-0.0496

-0.2168

-0.0292

Yb

0.1787

0.0607

-0.2217

0.1859

0.0336

0.0516

-0.0446

-0.1465

-0.0621

Tb

0.0799

0.1139

-0.2146

0.2148

-0.0692

-0.0165

-0.0647

-0.1462

-0.0670

Dy

0.1170

0.1046

-0.1967

0.2421

0.0117

0.0256

-0.0472

-0.1157

-0.0423

V

-0.2241

0.1812

0.0217

0.0999

-0.1105

0.1318

-0.0383

0.0259

0.0479

Zr

-0.0757

0.1235

-0.1068

-0.1035

-0.1335

0.0332

0.1340

-0.1655

0.0089

Rb

0.2113

0.0186

-0.1897

0.0677

-0.0484

-0.0801

-0.0152

0.0835

0.0732

Hf

-0.0252

0.0743

-0.0583

0.0872

-0.0612

-0.0085

0.0415

-0.2805

-0.0589
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Sc

-0.1711

0.1526

-0.0047

0.1295

-0.1060

0.0151

-0.0653

0.0198

0.0685

Zn

-0.1732

0.1143

-0.0788

0.1391

-0.0306

-0.0297

0.0619

0.1142

0.0291

Th

0.1859

0.0470

-0.1714

0.0712

-0.0860

0.0631

0.0557

-0.0359

-0.0037

Fe

-0.1659

0.1527

0.0065

0.0861

-0.1210

0.0165

0.0013

0.0881

0.0767

Nd

-0.0533

0.1380

-0.0025

0.1783

0.0195

0.1554

0.0172

0.0524

0.0448

Sm

0.0095

0.1110

-0.1360

0.1549

-0.0344

0.0941

-0.0288

-0.0276

-0.0244

Ce

-0.0456

0.0978

-0.0480

0.1420

-0.0888

0.0410

-0.0255

-0.0767

0.0779

La

-0.0660

0.1220

-0.0621

0.1177

-0.0253

0.0628

-0.0319

-0.0873

0.0645

Eu

-0.1268

0.1142

0.0135

0.0442

-0.0324

0.0863

0.0567

-0.0467

-0.0559

K

0.0667

0.0115

-0.1104

-0.0152

-0.0647

-0.0950

-0.0716

-0.0016

0.1133

Ti

-0.1093

0.1026

0.0245

0.0986

-0.0251

0.0876

-0.0355

-0.0337

0.0184

Al

-0.0016

0.0509

-0.0625

0.0121

-0.0523

0.0363

0.0100

-0.0219

0.0324

Table 6.2: Cross Tabulation of group assignments for the Dali/Tasbas data set
Macro-1
Tasbas
Dali
Macro Totals

Macro-2

Macro-3

Outliers

Clay/mud brick

Grand Total

3

22
8

4
19

0
2

2
1

31
30

3

30

23

2

3

61

Table 6.3: Probabilities of group membership of samples comprising macrogroup 1.
Probabilities are calculated using the first 9 principle components for the Dali/Tasbas data set.
ANID
PDK019
PDK028
PDK013

Macro-2
5.95
0.65
0.22

Macro-3
5.70
1.14
1.16

Best Group
Macro-2
Macro-3
Macro-3

Table 6.4: Probabilities of group membership of samples comprising macrogroup 2.
Probabilities are calculated using the first 9 principle components for the Dali/Tasbas data set.
Samples are listed in decreasing order of probability.
ANID
PDK037
PDK049
PDK009
PDK018
PDK004
PDK043
PDK025
PDK033
PDK023
PDK014
PDK044

Macro-2
98.59
93.55
92.20
87.39
86.93
78.23
76.30
74.90
73.01
71.22
71.05

Macro-3
86.86
39.41
0.77
0.61
52.99
24.98
52.47
4.30
14.92
28.66
29.37

Best Group
Macro-2
Macro-2
Macro-2
Macro-2
Macro-2
Macro-2
Macro-2
Macro-2
Macro-2
Macro-2
Macro-2
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PDK035
PDK010
PDK005
PDK002
PDK016
PDK048
PDK011
PDK008
PDK027
PDK022
PDK015
PDK012
PDK026
PDK007
PDK003
PDK021
PDK047
PDK006
PDK029

70.01
63.95
63.63
57.84
45.82
45.78
44.38
32.99
31.92
27.95
27.46
26.19
21.08
19.93
16.29
9.14
8.36
6.09
0.30

0.78
27.60
53.99
51.71
0.46
8.02
1.53
1.96
1.60
5.43
13.79
1.36
63.61
2.76
1.70
1.95
2.91
50.26
0.02

Macro-2
Macro-2
Macro-2
Macro-2
Macro-2
Macro-2
Macro-2
Macro-2
Macro-2
Macro-2
Macro-2
Macro-2
Macro-3
Macro-2
Macro-2
Macro-2
Macro-2
Macro-2
Macro-2

Table 6.5: Probabilities of group membership of samples comprising macrogroup 3.
Probabilities are calculated using the first 9 principle components for the Dali/Tasbas data set.
Samples are listed in decreasing order of probability.
ANID
PDK053
PDK039
PDK042
PDK046
PDK036
PDK055
PDK045
PDK051
PDK032
PDK020
PDK040
PDK041
PDK052
PDK056
PDK031
PDK030
PDK017
PDK054
PDK034
PDK050
PDK024

Macro-2
0.01
2.62
0.25
3.94
0.00
2.14
13.21
6.60
3.73
1.40
2.42
0.39
0.00
0.01
14.54
0.00
0.25
0.00
0.00
0.01
10.12

Macro-3
98.04
96.50
94.91
91.08
81.21
80.35
79.20
75.17
74.36
65.74
56.61
51.83
50.94
43.47
29.20
27.28
25.85
21.24
17.80
10.43
3.10

Best Group
Macro-3
Macro-3
Macro-3
Macro-3
Macro-3
Macro-3
Macro-3
Macro-3
Macro-3
Macro-3
Macro-3
Macro-3
Macro-3
Macro-3
Macro-3
Macro-3
Macro-3
Macro-3
Macro-3
Macro-3
Macro-2
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PDK001
PDK038

3.06
0.02

1.69
1.22

Macro-2
Macro-3

Table 6.6: Probabilities of group membership of samples comprising outliers. Probabilities are
calculated using the first 9 principle components for the Dali/Tasbas data set.
ANID
PDK057

Macro-2
0.00

Macro-3
0.07

Best Group
Macro-3

PDK058

0.00

0.00

Macro-3

Table 6.7: Probabilities of group membership of samples comprising clay and mud brick
samples. Probabilities are calculated using the first 9 principle components for the Dali/Tasbas
data set. Samples are listed in decreasing order of probability.
ANID
PDK060
PDK061
PDK059

Macro-2
64.45
41.98
29.93

Macro-3
5.16
0.48
7.75

Best Group
Macro-2
Macro-2
Macro-2
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Begash, phase 1b

Talapty-I

Kuigan-II

Site

grit-sand
grit-grog-organics
grit
grit
organic and/or grit
grit-sand
sand
grog-grit

1
2
3
4
5

grit-sand
grit-organic
grit

Inclusion material
grit
organic and/or grit
grit-sand
sand
grog-grit

1
2
3

1
2
3

Fabric
Group
1
2
3
Begash, phase 1a
4
5
Size (mm)
0.5
0.5->1
0.25
0.13-0.25
>1

10-20%
20-30%
20-30%
10%
10-20%

10-20%
10-20%
10-20%
0.5
0.5->1
0.25
0.13-0.25
>1

0.25-0.5
0.25-0.5
0.25->1

20%
0.5
5%-30% 0.25->1
5%-30% 0.5->1

%
10-20%
20-30%
20-30%
10%
10-20%

Sorting
poor
poor
poor
fair-well
poor

sub-ang/ang
angular
sub-ang/ang
sub-ang/ang
sub-ang/ang

poor
poor
poor
fair-well
poor

angular
poor
angular
fair-poor
sub-ang/ang poor

sub-ang
poor
sub-ang/ang fair
sub-ang/ang poor

Shape
sub-ang/ang
angular
sub-ang/ang
sub-ang/ang
sub-ang/ang

Table 6.8: Fabric groups based on results of the descriptive analysis of potsherd cross-section breaks

25
20
30
10
0

0
0
22

0
0
18

Pebbles
% of
sample
25
20
30
10
0

% Total
45.0%
25.0%
5.0%
10.0%
15.0%
100.0%
15.8%
26.3%
57.9%
100.0%
13.3%
15.6%
71.1%
100.0%
33.3%
25.0%
25.0%
16.7%
0.0%
100.0%

Frequency
9
5
1
2
3
20
3
5
11
19
6
7
32
45
4
3
3
2
0
12
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Begash, phase 2

Dali, phase 2

Dali, phase 1

grit and/or sand
grit and/or sand, organics
sand and/or grit
grog-grit (trace bone ?)
grit and/or sand
grit and/or sand, organics
sand and/or grit
grog-grit (trace bone ?)
grit
organic and/or grit
grit-sand
sand
grog-grit

1
2
3
4

1
2
3
4

1
2
3
4
5

10-20%
20-30%
20-30%
10%
10-20%

10-20%
10-20%
20-30%
10%

10-20%
10-20%
20-30%
10%

0.5
0.5->1
0.25
0.13-0.25
>1

0.25-0.5
0.25-0.5
0.25->1
0.25

0.25-0.5
0.25-0.5
0.25->1
0.25

sub-ang/ang
angular
sub-ang/ang
sub-ang/ang
sub-ang/ang

sub-ang./rnd.
angular
angular
sub-ang

sub-ang./rnd.
angular
angular
sub-ang

poor
poor
poor
fair-well
poor

well
fair-poor
poor
fair-poor

well
fair-poor
poor
fair-poor

25
20
30
10
0

0
20
50
0

0
20
50
0

6.0%
28.0%
60.0%
6.0%
100.0%
14.2%
54.8%
25.1%
5.9%
100.0%
46.8%
23.9%
17.4%
10.1%
1.8%
100.0%

3
14
30
3
50
31
120
55
13
219
51
26
19
11
2
109

Table 6.8 (continued) Fabric groups based on results of the descriptive analysis of potsherd cross-section breaks
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Tamgaly

Tasbas

Kuljabacy

Kuigan-I

20-30%
5-20%
30%
5%
5%

0.5->1
0.25->1
>1
25.00%
0.13

100.0%

19
640

0
33
10
0
0
Grand Total

grit (+grog, organics)
grit (+calcite, grog, organics)
grit (+calcite, organics)
grit
grog

1
2
3
4
5

100.0%
36.8%
42.1%
5.3%
10.5%
5.3%

102
7
8
1
2
1

grit-organic (trace bone?)
30%
>1
sub-ang/ang poor
grit and/or sand
10-20% 0.5
angular
poor-fair
sand (trace organics and grit) 10-20% 0.13-0.25 sub-ang
fair

100.0%
27.5%
37.3%
35.3%

sub-ang/ang
sub-ang
sub-ang
angular
sub-ang

poor
poor
poor
poor
well

20
20
20

18
0
15
28
38
36

angular
poor
sub-ang/ang fair

1
2
3

20-30% 0.5->1
10%
0.25-0.5

100.0%
33.3%
66.7%

30
5
10

grit (+organics)
grit (+calcite, bone, straw)

56.7%
40.0%
3.3%

15
0
0

17
12
1

0.25-0.50 sub-ang/ang fair-poor
0.25-0.50 sub-ang/ang fair-poor
0.25
sub-ang
well

1
2

5-10%
10%
10%

grit
grit-sand
sand

1
2
3

Table 6.8 (continued) Fabric groups based on results of the descriptive analysis of potsherd cross-section breaks

Table 6.9: Vessel form descriptions for HSC, Semirech’ye
Vessel
form
Jar-Z:
Jar-A:

Jar-B:

Jar-C:

Jar-D:
Jar-E:
Jar-F:
Jar-G:

Jar-H:

Jar-I:
Jar-J:
Jar-K:
Jar-L:
Jar-M:
Bowl-Z:
Bowl-A:
Bowl-B:
Bowl-C:

Description
Indeterminate form due to small size of fragment
Open-formed jars with unmodified lips, straight walls, and a tapered flat base. Lips are
square and unmodified. Vessels are small (14-18 cm) with 7-8mm wall thickness. The form
closely mirrors that of an egg apart from a narrow, flat base. Rim angles are usually 90°,
with one example of 110°.
Represented by rims-neck-shoulders. Vessels range from medium to extra-large (1432cm) with thick walls (#mm). Forms show open orifices with soft shoulders and
undefined necks. Shoulders are wider than the rim. Lips are usually unmodified (square or
round), and less often thickened. Rims are usually straight, but sometimes can curve
inward or outward. Rims angle inward at 95-110°.
Represented by rims-neck-shoulders. Vessels are medium to large (cm). Forms are open
with a slightly restricted neck/rim and rounded shoulders. Rims angle at ~110° so that the
shoulders are wider than the rim-neck. Some vessels of this group show equal width
between the shoulder and opening (rim angles = 90°). Lip forms include outward folded
forms (square/round/thickened), and unmodified forms.
Small forms (10cm rim diameter) with thinner walls (5mm). Rims curve inward and angle
out at about 110°. Forms are slightly closed.
Represented by rims-neck-shoulders. Medium size (cm). Orifices are open, necks long and
straight that narrow slightly before transitioning into a soft shoulder. Lips taper outward.
Rims angle 90-100°.
Straight long necks that transition into an accentuated shoulder. Necks are around 3cm
long and shoulders curve outward at about 130°.
Represented by rims-neck-shoulders. Small to medium in size (cm) with thin walls
(6.5mm). Orifices are restricted, necks moderate in length, and shoulders angular and
pronounced. Most lips are thickened, and fewer are bolstered, square, round or
unmodified. Necks curve inward, and rims angle ~110-135°.
Represented by rims-neck-shoulders. Large-medium in size (cm). Forms are restricted,
lips turn outward, necks are placed high on the vessel and are short in length and curve
inward, bodies are globular. Sometimes the neck is absent so the shoulders are flush with
the lip. Rims angle ~120-130°.
Represented by rims-neck-shoulders. Small size (cm). Forms are restricted with straight,
long necks (collared necks?) that sharply transition into a bulging, globular body. The
necks show 90° whereas shoulders angle outward ~130°.
Represented by rims. Rims curve inward at around 130°, lips are usually unmodified and
round.
Tamgaly 16/17, 37,24,04,21, and Kuigan-I 16.
Shoulders can be sharp or round. Kuljabacy 01, Tamgaly 18 and 19.
Tamgaly 23
Miniature bowls (n=1; DL-0956). Lip is round, shoulders are round, walls curve outward
at 90°, rim diameter is 4cm.
Represented by rims. Small-large (cm). Forms are open, lips unmodified, and walls
straight. Walls descend in toward the base at about 70-75°.
Represented by rims. Bows are small to large (cm). Forms are open, rims taper slightly
inward and transition into a rounded shoulder (walls outcurve). Lips are generally
unmodified (round, square). Walls descend in toward the base at about 80°.
Small (16cm diameter) with thin walls (5mm). Forms are open, orifices flare outward,
walls curve inward. Lips are unmodified. Walls descend in toward the base at about 70°.
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Table 6.10: Frequency Table for Lambda Test for association between Vessel Form and Motif,
Dali
> FormMotif<-table(ceramics$Form,ceramics$Motif_2) #creating a frequency table of
Vessel Form (rows) and Motif (cols)
>head(FormMotif) #visualizing the first portion of the table
1.1 1.11 1.12 1.14 1.15 1.16 1.19 1.2 1.21 1.3 1.35 1.4 1.8 1.9 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4
0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 1 0 1 1 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
> lambda.test(FormMotif,direction=0)
Table 6.11: Frequency Table for Lambda Test for association between Motif and Vessel Form,
Dali
>TechMotif<-table(ceramics$DecTech,ceramics$Motif_2) #creating a frequency table
of Decoration Technique (rows) and Motif (cols)
> head(TechMotif)
1.1 1.11 1.12 1.14 1.15 1.16 1.19 1.2 1.21 1.3 1.35 1.4 1.8 1.9 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1
3 0 1 0 1 2 0 2 0 1 1 1 1 3 14 3 9 4 3
4 0 0 1 0 5 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
>lambda.test(TechMotif,direction=0)
Table 6.12: Frequency Table for Lambda Test for association between Decorative Implement
and motif, Dali
> ImpMotif<-table(ceramics$DecImp,ceramics$Motif_2) #creating a frequency table of
Decoration Implement (rows) and Motif (cols)
> head(ImpMotif)
1.1 1.11 1.12 1.14 1.15 1.16 1.19 1.2 1.21 1.3 1.35 1.4 1.8 1.9 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4
1 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
> lambda.test(ImpMotif,direction=0)
Table 6.13: Nested models to compare to the AIC; the model with the lowest AIC is the bet fit
Variables
Nested models
AIC
One with all three predictors
Decoration~Paste+INAA+Building
444.3
Technique
Three with only two predictors
Decoration~Paste+INAA
480
Decoration~Paste+Building Technique
440.98
Decoration~INAA+Building Technique
438.15
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Three with only one predictor

Decoration~Paste
Decoration~INAA
Decoration~Building Technique

477.82
473.19
434.71

Table 6.14: Results of AIC; Coefficients: ‘estimate’ = the value you would use to write out the
equation; ‘Pr(>|z|)’ is the probability that that value is significant for the model.
Estimate
1.5506
-1.3275
0.9343
-1.5018
-16.1167
-0.8575

Std. Error
z value Pr(>|z|)
0.1699
9.127
< 2e-16 ***
0.2808
-4.727
2.28e-06 ***
0.5474
1.707
0.0879 .
0.3556
-4.223
2.41e-05 ***
882.7434
-0.018
0.9854
1.2365
-0.693
0.4880

(Intercept)
ceramics$Tech2
ceramics$Tech3
ceramics$Tech4
ceramics$Tech5
ceramics$Tech6
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Table 6.15: Contingency tables including count data for three variables (Paste, INAA, Building
technology) visualized as rows, columns, and layers. Dali.
>tableAll<-table(Paste,INAA,Tech) #made a table of only decorated pots (can only do
three variables at a time) to see distribution of paste(rows), INAA (cols), technique
(layers) counts
> table
,, =1
0 2 3 4
0 29 0 2 0
1 17 0 0 0
2 51 1 4 1
3 81 1 6 0
4 5 0 0 0
,, =2
0 2 3 4
0 2 0 0 0
1 2 0 0 0
2 14 0 0 0
3 22 1 1 0
4 3 0 0 0
,, =3
0 2 3 4
0 2 0 0 0
1 3 0 0 0
2 18 0 2 0
3 20 0 1 0
4 2 0 0 0
,, =4
0 2 3 4
0 4 0 0 0
1 2 1 0 0
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2 10 0 0 0
3 2 0 0 0
4 2 0 0 0
,, =5
0 2 3 4
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0
,, =6
0 2 3 4
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0
3 1 0 0 0
4 1 0 0 0
Table 6.16: Contingency tables including count data for three variables (paste, building
technique, and decoration) visualized as rows, columns, and layers. Dali.
> tablePTD<-table(Paste,Tech,Decor) #making a new table by removing INAA and
replacing it with Decor.
> tableptd<-table(ceramics$Paste,ceramics$Tech,ceramics$Decor)
> tableptd
,, =0
1 2 3 4 5 6
0 7 1 0 2 0 0
1 3 3 0 2 1 0
2 12 7 1 12 0 1
3 18 25 3 3 0 0
4 2 0 0 1 0 0
,, =1
1 2 3 4 5 6
0 31 2 2 4 0 0
1 17 2 3 3 0 0
2 57 14 20 10 0 0
3 88 24 21 2 0 1
4 5 3 2 2 0 1

Table 6.17: a) test one; b) test two. Results of the D-test of independence, Dali
Test one
Test two
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Category
PIT
PI
PT
IT
PI(T)
PT(I)
IT(P)

G^2
57.16
9.18
34.28
7.64
15.24
40.34
13.7

df
88
12
16
12
60
64
60

P
0.9956
0.6875
0.005
0.8126
1
0.9909
1

Category
PTD
PT
PD
TD
PT(D)
PD(T)
TD(P)

G^2 df
106.84 40
46.34 16
1.18
4
44.56 4
61.1
32
15.94 20
59.32 20

P
<.0001
<.0001
0.8814
<.0001
0.0015
0.7203
<.0001

PI = interaction between paste and INAA
PI(T) = interaction between paste and INAA while accounting for ‘building
technology’
PT= interaction between ‘paste’ and ‘building technology’
PT(I) = interaction between ‘paste’ and ‘building technology’ while accounting for
INAA
IT= interaction between INAA and ‘building technology’
IT(P) = interaction between INAA and ‘building technology’ while accounting for
paste
PTD = interaction among paste, build. tech, decoration
PT(D) = interaction between paste and build. Tech while accounting for decoration
PD = interaction between paste and decoration
PD (D) = interaction between paste and decoration while accounting for decoration
TD = interaction between build. Tech and decoration
TD (P) = interaction between build. Tech and decoration while accounting for paste
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409

22%

33%

std dev.

0.8

2.3

17

0%

9

0%

J

total

6%
0%

1

6%

12%

0%

1

2

0%

41%

18%

18%

0%

11%

11%

%
0%

I

1

7

3

3

0

n

Kuigan-2

H

1

F

G

0%

3

C

0%

2

B

%

22%

E

2

A

D

n

PPG

Begash 1a

4.6

55

3

6

16

7

4

12

7

n

0%

0%

5%

11%

29%

0%

13%

7%

22%

13%

%

Talapty-I

0.8

9

2

1

1

1

3

1

n

0%

0%

0%

22%

11%

11%

11%

0%

33%

11%

%

Begash 1b

1.0

5

1

2

2

0

n

**

20%

40%

40%

0%

%

Dali 2a

6.6

74

7

8

5

8

18

22

6

n

%

0%

0%

0%

9%

11%

7%

11%

24%

30%

8%

Dali 2b

4.3

64

3

12

7

2

7

14

12

7

n

0%

5%

19%

11%

3%

11%

22%

19%

11%

%

Begash 2

2.4

30

4

7

1

5

5

8

n

0%

0%

0%

13%

23%

0%

3%

17%

17%

27%

%

Kuigan-1

2.6

14

2

7

3

2

0

n

0%

0%

14%

0%

50%

0%

0%

21%

14%

0%

%

Kuljabacy-V

2.5

41

6

7

5

3

10

7

3

n

%

0%

0%

15%

17%

12%

0%

7%

24%

17%

7%

Tasbas

2.6

21

1

3

3

1

1

4

8

0

n

5%

14%

0%

0%

14%

5%

5%

19%

38%

0%

%

Tamgaly-I

Table 7.1: Paste preparation groups as determined from digital radiographic analysis. Table includes all sites in the ceramics study
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Bulk inclusion & texture
grit: coarse/v.coarse
grit: fine/medium
grit-sand: coarse/v.coarse
grit-sand: fine/medium
organic and/or grit
grit-grog-organics
grit-sand-organics
grit (+calcite, grog, organics)
grit (+calcite, organics)
grit (+calcite, bone, straw)
grog-grit
grog
sand
straw/chaff
bone
granules

Kuigan-2

w

w

w

w

w

w

w

Begash, ph1a
w
w

w

w

w

w

w

w

w

w

w

w
w

w
w

w

w

w
w

w
w

w

w

w
w

w

w

w

w

w
w

Kuigan-1
w

w

w

w

w

Kuljabacy-V
w

w

w

w

w

w
w
w
w
w

w

w
w

Tasbas

Begash, ph 2

Dali ph, 2b

Dali ph,2a

Begash, ph 1b

Talapty-I

7.2: Paste inclusions documented in the descriptive component of the paste analysis. Table includes all sites in the ceramics study and
shows presence/absence for paste additives.

w

w

w
w

w

w

Tamgaly-I
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single piece

walls to inside

two layers

Ring

Base
Attachment

total

Applied

Rolled

Pinch

Folded

Rim Forming

total

3

2

2

100%

100%

2

4

4

1
8

8
1
0

100%

100%

3

7

2

5

4
5

1
4
2
4

7

n

75.0
%

31.1
%
53.3
%

%
15.6
%

2

1

1

1
3

5

5

3

n

100
%

100
%

38.5
%
38.5
%

%
23.1
%

2

3

1

4

4

5
0

0
1
4
3
1

5

n

16.7%
50.0
%
33.3
%

100.0
%

28.0
%
62.0
%

%
10.0
%

Dali 2a

12

21

0

36

1

3

32

31
8

67
20
3

0

48

n

63.6
%
36.4
%

3%

8%

89%

21.1
%
63.8
%

%
15.1
%

Dali 2b

2

6

8

1

7

11
5

51

13
3
8

13

n

75.0
%
25.0
%

87.5
%
12.5
%

11.3%
33.0
%
44.3
%

11.3%

%

Begash 2

2

1
0

1
0

2
4

6
1
6

2

n

100%

100%

25.0
%
66.67
%

8.3%

%

Kuigan-1

1

1

1

1

13

6

7

n

50%

50%

100
%

46%

54
%

%

Kuljabacy
-V

1

1

3

8

8

13
0

84

27

15

4

n

3.1%

%

60.0
%
20.0
%
20.0
%

100.0
%

11.5%
20.8
%
64.6
%

Tasbas

4

2
1
2

n

1

1

1

1

50%

50%

100%

5.0%

5.0%

10.0
%
60.0
%
20.0
%

%

Tamgaly-I

1
2
0

5

Handmade

1
9

7

Slab

0.00%
44.44
%
55.56
%

%

Begash 1b

Wheel

5

Mold

n

Talapty-I

1

2

Coil

%
10.5
%
26.3
%
36.8
%
26.3
%

Kuigan-2

Slab;Coil

n

Gross
Building

Begash 1a

Table 7.3: Vessel building techniques for the various vessels portions. Techniques include slab, coiling, and molding at each study.
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Table 7.3: (continued)

total

walls to outside

1

25.0
%
6

33

8

5
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1

jar-E

0%

50%

jar-G

jar-H

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

jar-K

jar-L

jar-M

bowl-A

bowl-B

bowl-C
11

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

9%

0%

0%

0%

9%

0%

0%

27%

27%

27%

jar-I
1

1

3

3

3

0

%

jar-J

6

0%

17%

jar-F

3

1

17%

17%

1

jar-C

jar-D

0%

0%

0

n

Begash 1a

n

%

Kuigan-II

jar-B

jar-A

vessel form

Talapty-I
24

1

2

2

9

2

8

0

n

4%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

8%

0%

8%

38%

8%

33%

0%

%

5

1

1

1

2

0

n

Begash 1b
0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

20%

20%

0%

20%

0%

40%

0%

0%

%

Table 7.4: Vessel form groups according to study site

Dali 2a
11

1

1

2

1

3

3

n

0%

0%

9%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

9%

0%

0%

18%

9%

27%

27%

%

Dali 2b
81

2

4

1

2

12

2

10

13

15

20

0

n

0%

2%

5%

0%

0%

1%

0%

0%

2%

15%

2%

12%

16%

19%

25%

0%

%

Begash 2
29

4

2

9

3

3

6

2

0

n

0%

14%

7%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

31%

10%

10%

21%

0%

0%

7%

0%

%

Kuigan-I
16

1

1

3

1

2

5

3

0

n

0%

0%

6%

0%

0%

6%

0%

0%

19%

6%

0%

0%

13%

31%

19%

0%

%

Kuljabacy-V
8

1

5

2

0

n

0%

0%

0%

0%

13%

0%

0%

0%

0%

63%

0%

0%

25%

0%

0%

0%

%

Tasbas
47

3

4

5

1

1

22

2

6

3

0

n

0%

6%

9%

0%

0%

11%

2%

2%

47%

4%

0%

0%

13%

6%

0%

0%

%

17

1

3

6

1

1

3

2

0

n

Tamgaly-I
0%

0%

0%

6%

18%

35%

6%

0%

6%

18%

0%

0%

0%

12%

0%

0%

%
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6.7

6.3

v.h/bands/v.h

f.sl/v.h

w

6.2

vertical
6.4

6.1

horizontal

6.5/6

6

Herringbone

herringbone

5.9

f.sl over applique band

up.sl/h.h/up.sl

w

5.7, 5.10

b.sl/bands

w

5.1-5.6

f.sl/bands/f.sl

✓

5

w

4.7

w

w

w

w

w

w

w

w

w

w
✓

w

w

✓

✓

✓

w

✓

w

✓

Kiugan
-I

w

w

w

✓

w

✓

w

w

w

✓

Begash
2

✓

w

w

✓

w

w

✓

bands/sl/bands
Slanted slashes w.
bands

w

w

✓

4.6,4.8

✓

d/bands

✓

w

4

w

4.1-4.5

✓

w

w

up.sl/coils/up.sl

3

w

w

w

Zigzags
Upright slashes w.
bands

2.9

2.8

upright/band/ hanging
2.10

2.6

horizontally-hatched

open

w

2.4/2.5/2.7

vertically-hatched

w

2.3

w

✓

2.2

✓

hatched oblique

✓

hatched forward oblique
forward-hatch above
band/s

✓

2.1

Dali
2b

backward-hatch

Dali
2a

2

Begash
1b

Triangles

Talapty
-I

Ornament #

KuiganII

Ornament
description

Begash
1a

w

✓

KuljabacyV

w

w

✓

w

✓

✓

w

Tasba
s

w

✓

w

✓

Tamgaly
-I

Table 7.5: Design combinations documented among the data set. Table provides presence/absence for general motif as well as subgroup motifs.
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w
w

7.6
8
8.1

long slashes

Coils

raised coils

✓

7.4

1.26
1.2
1.3/4/9/10
1.8
1.12/15/16/20/
21
1.24/25
1.28
1.32

miscellaneous triangle

miscellaneous comb

band under lip

miscellaneous indent

oblique hatch

decorated handle

miscellaneous incised

w

1.31

lip slashes
horizontal
bands/hanging Δ

w

w

w

1.27
1.29

cross hatch

1.19

cross "X"

5 zigzags/5bands

1.35

row <<<< (fir variant)

w

1.11
1.14

3.2

firs

w

1

Miscellaneous

zigzag/band/zigzag
dots above forward
slashes

10.2

applied
✓

10.1

w

✓

w

w

✓

w

w

w

w

✓

w

w

w

w

w

w

✓

✓

impressed

✓

✓

10

✓

Pearls

✓

w

9

w

Punctates

w

w

✓

8.2

w

✓

w

w

w

✓

1.34

w

✓

w

w

✓

flat coils

w

✓

w

✓

crosses flat coils

w

✓

w

7.1-7.3,7.5

wide bands

narrow bands

✓

7

Horizontal bands

w

w

✓

w

w

✓

w

w

✓

w

w

w

w

✓

✓

w

✓

w

w

w

w

w

✓

w

w

✓

✓

w

w

✓

w

✓

w

✓

w

✓
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Table 7.5: (continued)

rim lug

1.33

w

PLATES

Plate 1: Tasbas phase 2a (1491-1260 cal BC): upper image) mud brick fragment from
domestic oven; lower image) potsherd exhibiting similar fabric color and texture.
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Plate 2: Highly coarse and gritty slip coating: Top left) Begash, phase 2 (1690-1000 cal
BC); Tasbas phase 2b (1254-1053 cal BC): top right) detail; bottom center) full sherd.

419

Plate 3: Tasbas pottery, 2nd millennium BC (after Mar’yashev 2002)

420

Plate 4: Jar-H forms from Tasbas (1491-831 cal BC)

421

Plate 5: Tasbas (1491-831 cal BC), closed jars

422

Plate 6: Tasbas, bowls and bases (1491-831 cal BC)

423

Plate 7: Tasbas, rim fragments (1491-831 cal BC)

424

Plate 8: Decorated Jars, Tasbas (1491-831 cal BC)

425

Plate 9: Decorated pottery from Tasbas (1491-831 cal BC). Note – handle at lower left

426

Plate 10: Egg-form jars (jar-A) from Dali phase 2a (ca. 1900-1700 cal BC)

427

Plate 11: Dali, phase 2a (ca. 1900-1700 cal B.C.), open form jars and small bowls

428

Plate 12: Dali, phase 2a bases (ca. 1900-1700 cal B.C.)

429

Plate 13: Dali, phase 2a (ca. 1900-1700 cal B.C.) decorated pottery from body and rim
fragments

430

Plate 14: Dali, phase 2b (1700-1500 cal BC), jar-C forms

431

Plate 15: Dali, phase 2b (1700-1500 cal BC), jar-B and –E forms

432

Plate 16: Dali, phase 2b (1700-1500 cal BC), Jar-C forms

433

Plate 17: Dali, phase 2b (ca. 1700-1500 cal BC) Jar-D forms

434

Plate 18: Dali, phase 2b (ca. 1700-1500 cal BC) jar-E forms

435

Plate 19: Dali, phase 2b (1700-1500 cal BC) jar-E forms

436

Plate 20: Dali, phase 2b (ca. 1700-1500 cal BC), jar-F forms

437

Plate 21: Dali, phase 2b (1700-1500 cal BC), closed jar forms

438

Plate 22: Dali, Phase 2b (ca. 1700-1500 cal BC), Jar-G forms

439

Plate 23: Dali phase 2b (ca. 1700-1500 cal BC), open jar forms (jar-B)

440

Plate 24: Dali, phase 2b (1700-1500 cal B.C.), bowls (above), and open jar forms (below)

441

Plate 25: Dali, phase 2b (ca. 1700-1500 cal B.C.) shoulder forms (decorated)

442

Plate 26: Dali, phase 2b (ca. 1700-1500 cal BC), incise and punctate ornaments

443

Plate 27: Comb-impressed ornaments from Dali, phase 2b (1700-1500 cal B.C.)

444

Plate 28: Dali, phase 2b (1700-1500 cal BC), bases

445

Plate 29: Dali, phase 2b (ca. 1700-1500 cal BC) bases

446

Plate 30: Dali, phase 2b bases (1700-1500 cal BC)

447

Plate 31: Dali, phase 2b (ca. 1700-1500 cal BC) small and medium bases

448

Plate 32: Begash, phase 1a (ca. 2470-1950 cal B.C.) decorated and plain coarsewares

449

Plate 33: Begash, phase 1b (ca. 1950-1690 cal B.C.) decorated and plain coarsewares

450

Plate 34: Begash, phase 2 (ca. 1690-1000 cal B.C.) decorated and plain coarsewares

451

Plate 35: Talapty–I rim fragments

452

Plate 36: Talapty–I (ca. 2120-1882 cal B.C.), rim and body sherds from plain and
decorated vessels

453

Plate 37: Talapty–I (ca. 2120-1882 cal B.C) decorated pottery from body fragments

454

Plate 38: Talapty–I rim fragments (ca. 2120-1882 cal B.C.)

455

Plate 39: Talapty–I jars (ca. 2120-1882 cal B.C.)

456

Plate 40: Talapty–I jars (ca. 2120-1882 cal B.C.)

457

Plate 41: Kuigan-I (ca. 1500-1300 B.C.*) decorated pottery, body and base fragments.
Note – decorated base in lower image

458

Plate 42: Kuigan–I (1500-1300 B.C.*) decorated pottery, rim and body sherds

459

Plate 43: Kuigan–I jars, (ca. 1500-1300 B.C*).

460

Plate 44: Kuigan–I (ca. 1500-1300 B.C.*) jar rims and bases

461

Plate 45: Kuigan–II (ca. 2471-2200 cal B.C.), jars and decorated examples. Note –
decorated handle in lower left

462

Plate 46: Tamgaly–I, composite textile-lined molded and slab built vessel (ca. 1265-926
cal B.C.)

463

Plate 47: Tamgaly–I vessel (ca. 1265-926 cal B.C.)

464

Plate 48: Tamgaly–I pottery assemblage (ca. 1265-926 cal B.C.)

465

Plate 49: Tamgaly–I vessel (ca. 1265-926 cal B.C.)

466

Plate 50: Tamgaly–I vessel (ca. 1265-926 cal B.C.)

467

Plate 51: Kuljabacy–V (ca. 15001300 B.C.*), plain coarsewares

468

Plate 52: Kuljabacy–V (1500-1300 B.C.*) decorated and plain coarsewares

469

Plate 53: Tasbas profile showing slab joins

470

Plate 54: Dali bases showing line of slab joins

471

Plate 55: Dali rims and body sherds showing line of slab and coil joins

472

Plate 56: Talapty–I pottery cross sections showing slab and coil joins

473

Plate 57: Vessel profiles showing slab and coil joins, Kuigan–I

474

Plate 58: Vessel profiles showing slab joins, Tamgaly–I

475

Plate 59: Dali, phase 2b (ca. 1900-1700 cal B.C.). Vessel displayed as an illustration
(top), radiograph with exposed rim join and finger impressions (lower left), and sherd
(lower right)

476

Plate 60: Begash (ca. 1690-1000 cal B.C.). Rim showing coil break.

Plate 61: Begash, phase 2 (ca. 1690-1000 BC). Rim sherd showing parallel slab joining
technique

477

Plate 62: Begash, phase 2 (ca. 1690-1000 cal B.C.). Potsherd hosting hair impressions
sandwiched between slab joins. Hair was possibly used as structural reinforcement
during building

478

Plate 63: Kuigan–II (ca. 2400-2200 cal. B.C.). Potsherd hosting hair impressions
sandwiched between slab joins. Hair was possibly used as structural reinforcement
during building: (above) potsherd with slab break/join; (below) detail showing hair
impressions.

479

Plate 64: Kuigan–I (ca. 1500-1300 B.C.*), detail of slab join in coarseware jar
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Plate 65: Rim fragments showing a) outward folded rim (Kuigan–I, ca. 1500-1300
B.C.*); b) inward folded and smoothed rim and c) laterally smoothed rim join (Dali, ca.
1885-1440 cal B.C.)
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Plate 66: Rim fragment from Kuigan–I (ca. 1500-1300 cal BC) showing area view and
profile of folded lip

Plate 67: Rim fragment, Tamgaly–I (ca. 1265-926 cal BC) showing slab break and join: a)
exterior face; b) interior face; c) cross-section
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Plate 68: Textile-impressed ceramics from Begash. Cloth impressions derive from using
textile-lined molds to build containers: a) cast of plain weave impressions; b) cast of
twined cloth structure; c) cast of weft of warp-faced textiles; d) twill cloth-impressed
potsherd; e) magnified image of twill impression in potsherd (d).
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Plate 69: Textile-impressed ceramics from Tasbas. Cloth impressions derive from using
textile-lined molds to build containers: a-b) cast of plain weave impressions; c-d and e-f)
alternating sides of the same potsherd with finger impressions from pressing clay onto
mold (c and e) and cloth-impressions (d and f).
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Plate 70: 2D area radiographs show the internal structural diversity found in pastes
across vessels that exhibit common stylistic (surface) elements. Smoothed coil motif
(#8): a-c Dali (MAE2377, 2083, 2094); d-f) Begash (MAE2275, 1018, 1075); g) Kuigan–
II (MAE2238); h-j) Talapty–I (MAE2215, 2211, 2192); k) Tamgaly–I (MAE2137). In the
culture history these vessels would be grouped together. The variation in the paste, on
the other hand, demonstrates diverse practices went into making these vessels.
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Kuigan–II settlement, Sections from 2003 excavations by Rogozhinsky (image compliments of Rogozhinksy)

Excavations at Kuigan–I settlement, trench 1 by Rogozhinsky
in 2003 (top image: view looking east, base image: view from the south)
Image compliments of Alexey Rogozhinksy.
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Kuigan–II settlement. Sections from 2003 excavations by Rogozhinksy (image compliments of Rogozhinsky)

Excavations of Kuigan–II settlement by Rogozhinksy in 2003: a) view of Eshkiolmes
Mountains, b), excavations trench-II, c) Pit with pottery deposit (images compliments of
Alexey Rogozhinsky)
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View of Eshkiolmes and Talapty excavations 2003 by Rogozhinksy (photo compliments of
Alexey Rogozhinksy)
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Talapty–I settlement, house 3. Excavations by Rogozhinksy in 2003 (photo compliments
of Alexey Rogozhinksy)
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Talapty–I, house 3 plans and sections from 2003 excavations by Rogozhinksy
(image compliments of Alexey Rogozhinsky)
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Settlement Talapty–I, interior of house 3. Sealed pit (top image),
excavated pit (lower image). Carbon sample collected from pit date to 20411882 cal BC (photos compliments of Alexey Rogozhinsky)
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Sections and plans from Kuljabacy–V, excavations by Rogozhinsky (image compliments
of Alexey Rogozhinsky)
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